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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this program is to develop an understanding of the

fluid mechanics and heat transfer mechanisms that result in the demon-

strated performance of the spiral fluted tubing under development at GA

Technologies Inc. 4GA) Particularly emphasized are the processes that

result in the augmentation of the heat transfer coefficient without an

increase in friction coefficient in the single-phase flow. Quantitative

delineation of these processes would allow for their application to the

optimal solution of heat transfer problems in general was well as toL

tubular heat exchanges using spiral fluted tubes.- -

GA has been developing spiral fluted tubing since 1978 to improve

the performance of heat exchanger equipment by enhancing the heat trans-

fer coefficient and extending both the inner and the outer heat transfer

surfaces of the tube. The fabrication technique of rolling flutes on a

flat strip and subsequently welding the corregated strip to form spiral

fluted tubing results in a low fabrication cost approximately equal to

that of commercially welded plain tubing.

Measurements of the heat transfer performance in single-phase liquid

flow show an improvement over a plain tube by a factor of 3 on the out-

side and a factor of 2.56 on the inside of a spiral fluted tube when the

area extension is included. The improvement in evaporation on the inside

of the tube is shown by measurement in a single tube to be a factor

o between 2.4 and 3.2 relative to a plain tube, and the improvement in con-

densation on the outside of a spiral fluted tube is shown by measurement

to be a factor between 2.8 and 5.6 relative to a plain tube. In both

evaporation and condensation, the area extension is included and the heat

transfer enhancement varies with heat flux.

I.



. . . . . . . . . ..L .

This investigation was a collaborative effort of J. C. LaRue of the

University of California at Irvine (Cd), B. E. Launder of the University

of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST), P. A. Libby of

the University of California at San Diego (UCSD), and J. S. Yampoisky of

GA. 'The experimental phase of the program consisted of the following:

1. Flow visualization studies using high-speed photography of dye

injected into water flowing in a cast acrylic spiral fluted

tube.

2. Time-resolved axial velocity measurements as a function of

radius at the exit plane of a spiral fluted tube with water

flowing through the tube.

3. Simultaneous time-resolved measurement of the axial and radial

velocity components and temperature with heated air flowing

through the tube cooled by a water jacket.

There were two approaches pursued in the theoretical phase: The study

done at UCSD employed a Reynolds stress/flux description of the turbulent

flow with heat transfer in a smooth tube rotating about its axis, while

the study at UMIST developed the methodology for performing numerical

studies of the laminar and turbulent flow in the spiral fluted tube. The

effect of the geometric parameters were also investigated. Sections A

through D of this report each cover one of the individual studies

separately.

2



OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF SPIRAL FLUTED TUBING

The heat transfer performance of spiral fluted tubing was measured

in a series of programs sponsored by the United States Department of

Energy (Refs. 1 through 3). These are summarized below. (Table I iden-

tifies the nomenclature used in the discussion.)

SINGLE-PHASE FLOW

Three sets of data were developed on single-phase water flow on the

inside of spiral fluted tubing with some geometric differences in the

tubes used and the testing methods. The details of both are given in the

cited references. The heat transfer performance on both the shell side

and tube side of spiral fluted tubing as measured in a seven-tube heat

exchanger with water (Ref. 2) is shown in Figs. I through 4. The Nusselt

Modulus,

hdhyd crniJ0.4

k k

is the ordinate and the Reynolds Number,

vdhyd
V

is the abscissa. The Dittus-Boelter smooth tube correlation is shown for

comparison. The heat flow is radially inward in Figs. I and 2 and radi-

ally outward in Figs. 3 and 4. These data indicate that the direction of

heat flow has no effect on the amount of enhancement within the accuracy

of the data, and that the enhancement on the outside of the tube is

greater than that on the inside of the tube by a factor of 2.28 compared

with a factor of 1.59 as compared with a plain tube for heat flowing

radially inward and a factor of 2.35 compared to a factor of 1.63 as

3
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TABLE 1
NOMENCLATURE

Nusselt modulus Nu/Pr 0.4

Nusselt number Nu - hdhyd/k

Conductance coefficient h (Btu/hr-ft 2 -OF)

Hydraulic diameter dhyd -4 x cross section area (f t)
wetted perimeter

Thermal conductivity k (Btu/hr-OF-ft)

Reynolds number Re - vdhyd/v

Mean axial fluid velocity v (ft/sec)

4 Kinematic viscosity V (ft2f sac)

Flux parameter

Flux TV (Btu/hr-ft2)

Mechanical equivalent of heat J Cf t-lb/Btu)

Flute height e (ft)

Prandtl number Pr - cpp/k

Specific heat at constant pressure c p Btu/lb-*F

Absolute viscosity u (lb/ft-sec)

Dittus-Boelter correlation Nu/PrO.4 - 0.022 Re0*8

Friction factor (Moody) X=

l/dhyd Pv/2

Pressure drop Ap (lb/ft2)

*Density p (lb/ft2)

Gravitational constant g Cf t/sec2)

Tube length 2. (ft)

4
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compared with a plain tube for heat flowing radially outward. These

enhancement factors do not include the area extension by a factor of 1.4

on the outside and a factor of 1.6 on the inside that the flutes provide

over that of a plain tube with the same cross-sectional area. Since the

enhancement factor is essentially the same when the direction of heat is

reversed (Ref s. 1 and 3) (Figs. 2 and 4) the enhancement is not f lux

dependent.

Previous measurements (Ref s. I and 4) of spiral fluted tubing showed

a dependency of the enhancement factor for large values of heat flux.

These data are shown in Fig. 5. The present results are in agreement

with curve 2 of Fig. 5, the Reilly tests in which the enhancement ratio

4 was 1.59 to 1.64. Curves 3 and 4, the HTRI low-flux and high-flux tests,

indicate enhancement factors of 1.86 and 2.34 respectively. The minimum

enhancement factor, the HTRI tests with the heat flux reversed, is shown

by curve 1 to be 1.22, which is less than the 1.63 factor shown in

'q~. Fig. 4. The geometric difference between the tubes' geometry might pro-

vide an explanation for the improved minimum enhancement of Fig. 4 as

compared with curve 1 of Fig. 5. The ratio of flute height to a diameter

equivalent to the cross-sectional area was 0.0465 in. for the tube used

in the HTRI tests and 0.0566 in. for the tubes in the seven-tube heat

exchanger tests. This increase of the flute height ratio in excess of

20% would increase the secondary flow within the flute. As will be seen

later from the UMIST work, this secondary flow is the mechanism that

accounts for the enhancement observed in spiral fluted tubing by trans-

porting the laminar sublayer away from the wall.

* A purely empirical approach to a heat flux parameter is proposed to

4 compare the data. As there were variations in the tube dimensions, heat

flux, and Reynolds number for each of the data sets, the nondimensional

heat flux parameter suggested is

IRel/ 5 dhyd

9
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T* has a mean value of 4 x 108 for the high-f lux HTRI test data (curve 4

of Fig. 5), 1.91 x 108 for the low-flux HTRI test data (curve 3 of

Fig. 5), 0.416 x 108 for the Reilly test data (curve 2 of Fig. 5),

0.403 x 108 for one of the data sets in the seven-tube bundle (Fig. 2),

and 0.393 x 108 for another of the seven-tube data sets (Fig. 2). The

heat flux parameter TF * has essentially the same value for the Reilly test

data as for the seven-tube test data, as does the enhancement factor in

both of these cases. The increase of the enhancement factor with

increasing values of this flux parameter indicates that a threshold of

heat flux exists below which the enhancement factor is constant. This is

seen in the same value for the enhancement factor when the heat flow is

reversed.

A separate series of measurements was made to determine the friction

coefficient for the same tube as that used in the seven-tube tests

(Ref. 2). The results shown in Fig. 6 indicate that the isothermal fric-

tion coefficient for both air and water are the same as for a smooth tube

within the error band of the measurements.

BOILING

The boiling performance of a fluorocarbon on the inside of a verti-

cal spiral fluted tube as a function of boiling heat flux is shown in

Fig. 7. The spiral fluted tube shows a boiling coefficient enhancement

factor range of 1.5 to 2.0 as compared with that calculated for a plain

tube exclusive of area extension. The boiling coefficient per foot of

the spiral fluted tube is increased by a factor of 2.4 to 3.2 relative to

a plain tube if the area extension of 1.6 is included. These data are

for the overall boiling coefficient. Subcooled liquid entered the tube,

and saturated or almost saturated vapor exited.

CONDENS ING

The measured condensing heat transfer coefficient on the outside of

a vertical spiral fluted tube is compared with that of a smooth tube in
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Fig. 8 for a fluorocarbon. The spiral fluted tube shows a condensing

coefficient enhancement factor range of 2 to 3.8 as compared with a plain

tube, exclusive of area extension. The condensing coefficient per foot

of tube is increased by a factor of 2.8 to 5.6 relative to a smooth tube

if the area extension of 1.4 is included.

RESEARCH PROGRAM

The objective of this research program is to determine the fluid

mechanics of the flow in spiral fluted tubes that results in the enhance-

ment of the heat transfer coefficient without an accompanying increase in

the frictional coefficient. Overall heat transfer measurements, dis-

cussed earlier in this report, show that the heat transfer coefficient in

single-phase liquid flow is increased by a factor of 1.6 on the inside of

the spiral fluted tube compared with a plain tube, while the friction

coefficient is essentially the same as that of a plain tube. Measure-

ments have also shown that beyond a high threshold value of heat flux,

the degree of enhancement increases with further increases of heat flux

when the direction of the heat flow is radially inward. The work was a

collaborative effort among four institutions. Each effort is reported

separately in individual sections of this report. The principal find-

ings as they pertain to the objectives are reviewed and discussed in the

next section, Program Results.
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PROGRAM RESULTS

THEORETICAL PROGRAM

The program at UMIST under the direction of B. E. Launder is docu-

mented in the Ph.D. thesis of Anna Barba, and is reproduced in Section D

of this report. A brief summary of the results follows, using figures

from that work.

* The flow is analyzed over a sector of the tube cross section having

as boundaries a single flute at the outer surface (the tube wall) and an

arc at a finite radius at the inner surface, with radii forming the side

surfaces. The orthogonal coordinate lines and n~ map the solution

V domain shown in Fig. 9. The tube wall coincides with a line of constant

n but the undulation of the constant-n lines decreases with radius until

the lines become cylindrical. The constant- lines are orthogonal to the

constant-n lines and are radial at t~he crest and through positions. A

third coordinate, ;, is in the axial direction and follows the spiralling

of the flutes. The turbulence models and the domain of their application

are shown in Fig. 10. Near the wail, in the vicinity of the flutes, a

mixing length hypothesis including established viscous-damping effects

was used. A k - Boussinesq turbulence model was used between the

f lutes and the cylindrical polar grid where a simplified algebraic stress

model was employed.

The calculated velocity field (-t' +--)) is shown in Fig. 11(a) for the

spiral fluted tube geometry used in the seven-tube bundle tests, except

that in the actual flutes the flute helix is counterclockwise while it is

clockwise in the calculated flutes. A secondary flow can be seen in the

flute region. This results from the flow through the tube encountering

the flute spiralling clockwise around the tube. This flow creates a

region of high pressure on the leading face of the flute, which forces

17
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adjacent fluid clockwise and away from the wall and creates a

low-pressure region on the trailing face of the flute. The angular

momentum of the secondary flow in the flutes induces the rotation of the

core flow. The rotation of the core flow was observed in the flow

visualization.

The secondary flow can be directly seen in Fig. 11(b), which shows

the velocity field in the flutes relative to the rotating core flow. The

solid body rotation is subtracted from the vector field a6U + -) wR.

This shows the flow seen by an observer rotating with the core flow. The

velocity field relative to the flute spiral is given by (VnO + Vr), which

is shown in Fig. 11(c). This is what is seen by an observer on the flute

spiralling around the tube. The counterclockwise vectors indicate that

the fluid in the tube lags the rotation rate of the flutes. This view

demonstrates how the spiral fluted tube promotes a flow in the fluid

adjacent to the wall and offers an explanation for the observed enhance-

ment of heat transfer coefficient, since the principal resistance to heat

transfer is in the various sublayers at the wall.

The comparison of the measured with predicted mean velocity, the

*mean axial fluctuation, the turbulent kinetic energy, and the azimuthal

I AW velocity as a function of radius in the spiral fluted tube will be dis-

cussed in the next section. Figure 12 shows the predicted Nusselt number

as a function of Reynolds number on the data set of the heat transfer

0 measurements previously used to show the effect of heat flux. The cal-

culated values should be compared with the data of curve 2 (previously

pointed out to be essentially the same as the seven-tube data which are

free from the effect of heat flux). The predicted values are too high by

0 a factor of 2. The friction coefficient prediction shown in Fig. 13 is

- also too high by about the same factor.

Calculations were also made with a simplified algebraic stress model

0 closure in the core region to investigate the effect of flux on the heat

*transfer enhancement. This showed no buoyancy effect.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The experimental program was under the direction of J. C. La Rue

with the collaboration of J. S. Yampoisky. The work was started at UCSD

but was shifted to UCI. The flow visualization studies were part of this

work. Two experimental test rigs were constructed, one for water and one

- for air. Hot wires were used for measurements in air and hot films for

* the water measurements. Considerable difficulty was encountered with the

4 durability of the hot film probes in the water measurements. The mea-

surements were made in the exit plane from a spirally fluted tube, 8 ft

long in the case of water and 12 ft long for air, with the last 4 ft

cooled by a water jacket. A two-element x-probe with a resistance temn-

perature cold wire was used for the air flow experiment, which gave both

vector velocity and temperature data. A single element probe was used to

develop axial velocity data in the water experiment. The details of the

work and the data developed are given in the final report from UCI,

included in this report, which was the masters thesis of D. S. Babikian.

A comparison of some of these results with the results of the theoretical

work at UMIST follow.

The comparison of the mean axial velocity relative to the centerline

* velocity as a function of radius is shown in Fig. 14 for air and Fig. 15

for water as measured in these experiments, predicted in the theoretical

calculations, and measured in a smooth tube by other experimenters. The

4 predictions are in close agreement with the experiment, hut the velocity

* gradient is less severe when compared with experiments in plain tubes by

* the others. This indicates that the flow in a spiral fluted tube has

less shear, as would occur at a reduced Reynolds number (laminarization).

Probably this is the effect of the rotational nature of the flow.

The turbulent kinetic energy as a function of radius is shown in

Fig. 16. The agreement is extremely good when the turbulent transport

near the wall in the flutes was suppressed, but the predictions vere high

* without this arbitrary correction.

26
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Figure 17 shows that the prediction of the rotational flow was con-

siderably higher than that measured. Since these measurements were done

in air where the heat transfer enhancement of spiral fluted tubes is min-

imal, caution should be exercised as to any conclusions drawn. However,

it does appear that the calculations overpredict the flow rotation.

Moreover, the measurements do not show any rotation in the center of the

tube, which may indicate that the core flow is not in the solid body

rotation that was assumed in the calculation.

CONCLUSIONS

The physical mechanism that results in the enhancement of heat

transfer without an increase of friction appears to be the secondary flow

induced in the flutes by their helical curvature. This secondary flow

efficiently transports the low momentum fluid at the wall into the flow

stream, where turbulent transport is very high relative to the molecular

transport at the wall. As the principal resistance to heat transfer is

the laminar sublayer at the wall, its transport into the stream, where

turbulent processes prevail, without an increase in the rate of shear

results in the enhancement of heat transfer without an accompanying

increase in friction. The evidence for the secondary flow is inductive

on the basis of the physical measurements and flow visualization and

direct on the basis of the theoretical calculations. The flow visualiza-

tion and hot wire measurements show that the flow internal to the flutes

in the core is rotating, which implies the presence of angular momentum,

the source of which can only be within the flutes. Hence there is rota-

tion in the flutes, a secondary flow. The theoretical calculations

directly show and identify this secondary flow. However, these calcula-

tions overpredict both the heat transfer enhancement and the friction in

the spiral fluted tube. This result may be attributed to the simplicity

of the turbulence models used, which was necessitated by the numerical

difficulties imposed by the geometry of the spiral fluted tube.
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RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER WORK

There are three areas that might be considered fruitful for addi-

tional investigation. These are the experimental, theoretical, and over-

all heat transfer categories. In the experimental area, it would be use-

ful to make detailed vector velocity and pressure drop measurements in

the laminar flow regime, as well as in the turbulent regime, for liquids

with different Prandtl numbers. This investigation should (1) determine

the details of the flow within the flutes (secondary flow), (2) investi-

gate the question of the length required for fully developed flow within

the tube or if fully developed flow is not established, and (3) measure

the velocity and temperature field with heat transfer. Improvement of

the theoretical calculation requires the development of more complex mod-

els, particularly in the flute area. This in turn will require consider-

able improvement in the numerical methodology. In fact, the latter is

necessary for any progress in improving the modeling. The last area to

investigate is the overall heat transfer coefficient dependency on heat

flux to empirically determine the correlation.
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SECTION A
FLOW VISUALIZATION STUDIES

The flow visualization studies that were initiated in Ref. I were

continued until satisfactory high-speed motion pictures were obtained.

This required the use of a high-speed xenon flash for individual frame

flash synchronization. The equipment was supplied and set up by

Professor A. Ellis of UCSD.

The water tunnel shown in Fig. 1 was used for the flow visualization

studies with an 8-ft-long transparent test section. The test section is

an acrylic casting with a square outer cross section and a spiral fluted

internal cross section forming the flow passage. Its construction was

described previously (Ref. 1). The photographs were taken from the side

of the test section and through a transparent plate at the end of the

water tunnel with illumination from the upstream plenum section and

transversely across the test section. Colored dye (red and green) was

injected at opposite sides of the test section 2 ft upstream from the

discharge. The motion pictures, taken at 2000 frames/sec with observa-

tion by projection at 24 frames/sec, allowed viewing the flow slowed down

by a factor of 80. Study of the movies clearly showed the rotational

nature of the flow; a complete revolution was completed in approximately

two pitch lengths. However, the resolution was insufficient to reveal

details of the flow within the flutes.

Figure 2 is a sequence of frames enlarged from the 16-mm motion pic-

ture of the end view. Frame 1 was taken prior to the dye injection. At

the right can be seen the injection needle, which also indicates the par-

allax. The second frame 20 ms later shows the emergence at the right of

the red dye, which lags the green dye injected at the left, showing

almost 30 deg of rotation. The flow is seen progressively in each of the

frames to continue to rotate to frame 8, taken 0.180 sec after dye
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injection began. The diffusion of the flow radially inward is seen by

the reduction of the diameter of the circle from the upstream light. As

the flow progresses downstream toward the camera, the image of the dye is

out of focus. As was mentioned earlier, the tube is 8 ft long, the dye

was injected 6 ft from the entrance to the tube, and the camera was

positioned 5 ft from the injection point. The parallax should be noted

in the earlier sequences (frames 1-4). The parallax and the opacity of

the dye and the flutes limit the information that can be derived from the

f low close to the wall.

Figure 3 is a sequence of frames enlarged from the 16-mm motion pic-

tures taken from the side of the tube with the light from the far side of

the test section. The flutes on the near side are visible as a result of
the refraction of the light. The red dye is injected on the viewer's

side and the green dye 180 deg opposite. Frame 1 was taken at the

instant of injection and frame 2 was taken 20 msecs later, and the dark

spot in the center is the red dye. Both the red and green dye are visi-

ble in frame 3, and the rotation can be inferred by the green dye being

displaced upward and the red dye downward, which is consistent with the

left-handed spiral of the flutes. The green dye marks the far-side

flutes, which can be observed as lines orthogonal with the near-side

flutes. The progression of the flow around the tube can be seen in the

succeeding frames, and in frames six and seven the orthogonal lines on

the red dye are observed, indicating that the red dye is now on the far

* side of the tube. The time when the flow has turned 90 deg can be seen

from frame 6 in Fig. 2 to be approximately 60 ms and 180 deg from Fig. 3,

frame 7. The Reynolds number was approximately 20,000. These flow vis-

ualization photographs and the motion pictures clearly show that the flow

* in the spiral fluted tube is rotational, close to solid body rotation but

at a rate less than the helix angle of the f lutes.
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5
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Turbulent Flow in a

Spirally Fluted Tube

ABSTRACT

Tubes with spiral flutes at the wall have been shown to lead to

augmentation of the heat transfer rate relative to smooth tubes at the

same Reynolds numbers. Clearly it is of both fundamental and applied

interest to determine the characteristics of the flow field that lead

to the augmentation of the heat transfer rate. The statistical

* characteristics of the velocity field of air and water flows and in

* addition the characteristics of the temperature field in the air flow

in a spiral fluted tube are determined. These results show for the

air flow that the radial transport of heat is increased throughout the

flow field by about 30%. relative to the corresponding quantity in a

smooth tube. This increase in the radial component of the heat flux

is not accompanied by an increase in the turbulence level. For

example, the intensity of the axial velocity fluctuations for both the

water and air f lows in the f luted tube are nearly the same as that in

the smooth tube. Near the wall, for both the water and air flows, the

mean velocity and its gradient are reduced relative to the

corresponding smooth tube values. The reduced velocity gradient is

consistent with a reduced shear stress. This reduction in shear

stress is offset by the increased surface area of the spiral fluted
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tube so that the pressure gradient and friction factor are nearly

equal to the corresponding smooth tube values. For the water f low,

measurements at the wall of the intensity of the axial velocity

indicate the presence of a secondary flow with a characteristic length

corresponding to the flute spacing. This secondary flow increases the

transfer of fluid from the wall and thus is in large part responsible

f or the augmentation in heat transfer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental goal of heat exchanger design is the reduction in

size of the heat exchanger so as to accomplish a desired amount of

energy transfer with a minimum capital cost in as small volume as

possible. One method used to meet this goal (cf. Kays and London

1964) has been to increase both the turbulence level and the area for

heat transfer per unit length by the addition of fins. Associated

with this method is an increase in the power used to pump the fluid

through the heat exchanger due to increased fluid friction and

pressure drop.

Tubes with swirling flows produced by tangential injection,

twisted tape, wall slots and spiral flutes have also been found to

lead to increased heat transfer rates (cf. Carnavos, (1974), and Webb,

(1981), for recent comprehensive reviews). For most of the tubes with

swirling flows, there is also an increase in pressure drop. However,

one tube developed by Yampoisky (1979) which uses a relatively large

number of spiral flutes (30) on the surface of the tube to produce the

swirling motion has been shown by Reilly (1978) and Yampoisky (1979)

to lead to an augmentation of the heat transfer ratio by a factor of

two or three without an increase in the pressure drop (cf. Yampolsky

and Pavlics (1983)). It is the goal of the research reported herein

to determine experimentally the statistical properties of air and

water flows in the spiral fluted tube developed by Yarupolsky (1979) so

as to gain a physical insight into the properties of the flow field

that lead to the augmentation in heat transfer with no increase in
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pressure drop relative to that in a smooth tube at the same Reynolds

number we next review some related studies of the swirling flows.

Since there are extensive reviews of heat transfer in swirling

flows presented by Carnavos (1974) and Webb (1981), a brief review of

only the previous studies that are directly related to the present

study is discussed. Swirling flows in tubes for the augmentation of

heat transfer rates have been produced using a number of different

generating mechanisms. For example, Hay and West (1975) produce a

* swirling or spiral motion by tangentially injecting heated air into a

tube through a single slot at an angle of 90, 60, or 300. A

disadvantage associated with tangential injection is that the

tangential velocity decays with distance. Iqumentsev and Nuzmeev

(1978) overcome this difficulty through the use of a spirally coiled

wire placed at the wall of a smooth tube. Palen, Chan, and Taborek

(1971) present one among a number of studies of heat transfer in

swirling flows produced by flutes on the tube wall. In that

particular study, there are only four flutes equally spaced around the

cirumference of a tube which has a mean radius of 1.23 cm. The

relative flute height is about 0.4 of the mean radius while the pitch

to diameter ratio is about 2.25.

Carnavos also reports heat transfer studies of Blumenkrantz and

Taborek (1970) who studied the heat transfer augmentation associated

with multi-fluted tubes similar to that used in the studies of Palen,

than and Taborek and reports that the maximum heat transfer

augmentation (along with the highest pressure drop relative to a

smooth tube at the same flow conditions) occurs for a tube with three
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flutes which each have a height to radius ratio of 0.2 and a lead to

diameter ratio of 4.25.

In all the studies cited above, heat transfer rates are increased

by factors of at least 2 or 3 relative to the heat transfer rates in

smooth tubes at corresponding Reynolds numbers. However, concommitant

with the increased heat transfer rates obtained in those studies is an

increase in the pressure drop and friction factor. This increase in

heat transfer rate and pressure drop in spiral-fluted tubes that are

reviewed by Carnavos lead him to speculate that the increase in heat

transfer rate and pressure drop must be due to an increase in the

turbulence level.

The increase in the pressure drop for the multi-fluted tube

studies reviewed by Carnavos is perplexing since a reduction in

pressure drop has been found in tube flows with swirl where the

swirling motion is produced by rotation of the tube about its

logitudinal axis (cf. White, (1964), Cannon and Kays (1969), Murakami

et al. (1970) and Singh et al. (1980)). In addition Silberman (1970),

(1972) and (1980), reports that swirling flows produced by means of

spiral flutes on the tube surface also show a reduction in pressure

drop relative to that corresponding to the flow in a smooth tube at

the same Reynolds number. The flute spacing for the tube used by

Silberman is much less than that for the tubes studied by Palen, Chan,

and Taborek (1974)
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More recently a tube with spiral flutes on the inner and outer

surface has been developed by Yampolsky (1979) which leads to an

augmentation in the heat tranfer rate of a factor of two or three

without a concommitant increase in the pressure drop (cf. Reilley

(1978), Yampolsky (1979) and Yampolsky and Pavlics (1983). One

possible reason for the difference in the relative pressure drop is

related to the number and geometry of the flutes which differ

significantly from the type discussed by Palen, Chan and Taborek

(1971) and Carnavos (1974). For example, Yampolsky's tube has 30

flutes compared to the 3 or 4 of the aforementioned studies with a

lead to diameter ratio of 5.43 compared to 2.25. In contrast to the

speculation of Carnavos, it would seen that the increase in heat

transfer rates in the Yampolsky tube may not be due to increased

levels of turbulence but may be due to the production of a secondary

flow near the tube wall.

It is interesting to note that no detailed studies of the flow

field have been performed for flows in spiral multi-fluted tubes which

exhibit increased heat transfer rates. This dearth of data provided

the motivation for the present study which has as its principal focus

the determination of the statistical properties of the flow of water

and air in the Yampolsky tube. The goal of the work is to gain a

better understanding of the properties of the flow field that lead to

the augmentation of heat transfer rate without an increase in pressure

drop and friction factor. For the water flow which is isothermal,

results are based on single hot film measurements of the time resolved

axial velocity. For the air flow, which is heated, measurements are
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based on the simultaneous measurement of the time resolved axial and

azimuthal velocity and temperature and the simultaneous time resolved

axial and radial velocity and temperature.

For the water flow, statistical quantities such as the mean and

intensity of the axial velocity are presented as a function of

distance from both the valley and crest of the spiral flutes for a

Reynolds number of 8720 based on the mean velocity and hydraulic

diameter. For the air flow, the mean and intensities of the axial,

azimuthal and radial velocities, the Reynolds stress and the axial,

azimuthal and radial heat fluxes are presented for a Reynolds number

of 2.64 x 10 4based on the mean velocity and the hydraulic diameter.

Again measurements are made as a function of distance from the flute

valley nd flute crest.

Statistical quantities of interest obtained in the spiral fluted

tube are compared to corresponding quanitities obtained in turbulent,

non-swirling flows in the smooth tube studies of Laufer (1953),

Sandborn (1955), and Schildknecht et al. (1979). Comparisons are also

made to the corresponding statistical properties of the flow field

reported by Silberman (1980) in a spiral multi-fluted tube. The tube

studied by Silberman is not used in processes involving heat transfer

but is used in the transport of sand-water slurries and thus the heat

transfer properties associated with the tube are not known.

The flute geometry of the Silberman tube is similar to the

Yampolsky tube only in that the number of flutes is relatively large

(10 as compared to 30) and that the pitch to diameter ratio is

identical and equal to 0.181. Other geometrical properties as

5.
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indicated in Table I are significantly different and thus differences

in the results are expected though qualitative features of the flow

are expected to be similar. We next consider the details of the

experiment and of the flows.

0
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2. ARRANGEMENTS AND TECHNIQUES OF THE EXPERIMENT

Turbulence measurements are obtained in both a water and an air

flow facility. In this section we describe the two flow facilities,

the test section, the associated calibration facilities, the sensors,

instrumentation, and the data processing and analysis facilities.

2.1 Water Flow Facility

The water flow facility is a closed system and is operated in an

isothermal mode. The facility is shown schematically in Figure 1 and

consists basically of a 1 HP Gould pump with a plastic impeller, a

filter to remove particles in the flow that might lead to surface

contamination of the sensor, a damping tank, two sets of honeycomb

flow straighteners, the test section, probe traverse and holder, a

receiving tank and a return line. The flow rate was varied by means

of the by-pass and the main flow valves.

In order to obtain a reasonably stable calibration of the hot

film sensor used to measure the time resolved velocity, the water in

0 the water flow facility is first passed through a mixed bed deionizer

to reduce the quantity of dissolved minerals in the water to less than

10 ppm of total dissolved solids. A pH of seven for the water is

generally maintained for all the experiments to prevent rapid

dissolution of the quartz coasting on the sensor.

The velocity and mean temperature sensors are mounted on a manual

probe traverse that controls the radial motion of the sensor. The

traverse has a resolution of ± 0.125 mm and consists of a scale and

vernier which are mounted on the outside of the receiving tank. A

round support shaft 1.2 cm in diameter, attached to a slider on the
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fixed part of the traverse which also holds the vernier passes through

a water tight fitting into the receiving tank. A small air foil

shaped probe holder which holds the temperature and velocity sensors

is attached to the end of the probe support shaft on the inside of the

receiving tank. The velocity and temperature sensors are mounted on

probe shafts of respectively 0.5 and 0.625 cm diameter, which are held

horizontally in the airfoil shaped probe holder. The temperature and

velocity sensors are both placed about 20 cm upstream of the support

shaft and 0.5 mmdownstream of the exit plane of the test section.

Radial profiles starting from either the valley or crest of the sprial

fluted tube are accomplished by rotating the fluted tube which formed

the test section so that either a flute valley or a flute crest is

aligned with the radius along which the probe is traversed.

2.2 Test Section and Coordinate System

A portion of the 2.4 m long test section showing end and side

views of the spiral multi-fluted aluminum tube is shown in Figure 2.

a As indicated on Figure 3, the mean radius of the tube, R, is measured

from the centerline to a position midway between the crest and

valley. The radial coordinate, r has its origin at the centerline.

The flute height is 1.5 umm and the flute spacing is 2.53 mm. There

are 30 flutes equally spaced around the tube circumference each at an

angle of 30 relative to the tube axis which corresponds to a lead to

diameter ratio, Z f/D, of 5.43 where the lead, ZfV is the distance in

the downstream direction that corresponds to one complete rotation of

a flute. Other details of the fluted tube used in the present study
4

are presented in Table 1. Also, since comparisons are made to the

8
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corresponding results of Silberman (1980) the geometrical properties

of the tube used by Silberman are also presented.

The inlet to the test section consists of an abrupt contraction

while the exit of the test section, which extends 7.5 cm into the

receiving tank, consists of an abrupt expansion.

Table 1

Geometrical Parameters of Fluted Tubes

Parameter Yampolsky Yampolsky Silberman Tube

(water flow) (air flow)

mean diameter (cm) 2.80 2.80 30.48

hydraulic diameter (cm) 1.59 1.59 25.67

number of flutes 30 30 10

flow area (cm2) 5.52 5.52 -

flute height/radius 0.120 0.120 0.073

flute spacing/radius 0.181 0.181 0.314

pitch/diameter 0.181 0.181 0.181

lead/diameter 5.43 5.43 01.81

helix angle 300 300 600

length/diameter 85.71 142.86 63

length/hydraulic diameter 151 251.57 74.80

--- length/lead 15.78 26.32 34.81

2.3 Water Calibration Facility

Figure 4 shows the calibration tunnel which consists basically of

a pump, a filter to remove solids, a flow rate adjusting valve, a by-

9



pass valve, a honeycomb flow straightener, a reservoir tank, a

constant head tank, a receiving tank and an axisymetric nozzle with a

smooth transition from an upstream diameter of 7.6 cm to a downstream

diameter of 2.54 cm. The velocity at the exit plane of the nozzle is

laminar and is controlled by means of the by-pass and flow-rate

adjusting valves through the range of 0.2 to 1.7 in/sec. The velocity

at the exit plane of the nozzle is obtained by means of a water

manometer and two pressure taps - one mounted at the nozzle throat and

the other mounted in the plenum. The water used in the calibration

facility is deionized water with a PH of around seven.

* 2.4 Water Sensors

The time resolved velocity is measured by means of a TSI 1210-

10Mg hot film sensor and associated constant temperature anemometer.

The sensor which has a diameter of 0.025 mm, a length of 0.254 -m and

is operated at an overheat ratio of 1.055, is calibrated in the range

of velocity from 0.24 to 1.50 rn/sec and over a temperature range of

* about 22 to 26*C. The calibration is performed in the laminar jet of

the water calibration facility both before and after data collection.

A modified form of the Kings law correlation is found to describe the

relationship between bridge voltage squared and velocity and

temperature where the modification is to the exponent, n. of the

velocity term as given in the following equation (see Appendix A for

more details of the calibration procedure):

Tf wT
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where Eb is the bridge voltage

Tf is the temperature of the hot film

T is the temperature of the water

U is the velocity

n is the exponent

and A and B are the calibration constants which are determined by

the method of least squares.

Values of the exponent, n, in Eqn. I for hot film sensors are

found to be in the range of 0.35 to 0.55 (cf., Jorgenson (1970),

Andreas (1978), Gourdon et al. (1980), Giovonangeli (1980), and Adrian

et al. (1984)). For the work reported herein, a value for the

exponent of 0.38 is found to minimize the standard deviation of the

difference between the measured velocity and that calculated using

Eqn. 1.

Low overheats and hence low values of (Tf-Tw) in Eqn. I are

necessary to prevent the formation of bubbles on the surface of the

sensor. This small temperature difference leads to relatively large

sensitivity changes in the mean water temperature which naturally

arise from frictional effects during the course of data collection.

For example, for the present experiment a change in the water

temperature of about 1.20C/hr is not uncommon. At a true velocity of

70 cm/sec this temperature change, if not accounted for, would lead to

an error of about 15% in the mean velocity. Thus, a temperature

calibration is required. (Details of the temperature calibration

procedure can be found in Appendix B). Since the temperature

variation of the water during data collection at a particular position

11
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0.010C, a constant correction for the mean temperature is applied to

all the data collected at a particular position. The mean temperature

is determined by means of a MINCO platinum resistance thermometer

which is mounted near the hot film sensor.

2.5 Signal Processing for Water Data

A block diagram of the signal-processing electronics is shown in

Figure 5. The voltage from the constant temperature anemometer is

passed through a buck and gain amplifier where the mean voltage is

subtracted and the fluctuations are amplified so as to correspond to

the dynamic range of the analog FM instrumentation tape recorder. The

signal corresponding to the time resolved velocity is recorded at a

tape speed of 19.05 cm/sec which corresponds to a frequency response

of 2.5 KHz. After data collection is completed, the signals are

played back at a tape speed of 19.05 cm/sec, low passed filtered at 2

KHz, digitized at a sample rate of 4096 samples/sec using a Tustin

analog to digital converter with 14 bit resolution and then stored on

digital magnetic tape for later processing. The data are analyzed by

means of a LSI 11/23 and Sky MNK array processor using standard

software.

2.6 Air Flow Facility

The air flow test facility is shown in Figure 6. Filtered

laboratory air is used as the test fluid and supplied at a steady flow

rate by means of a centrifugal air compressor which is equipped with a

by-pass valve. The air, which is heated to about 30*C above ambient

by the air compressor, next passes through a set of flow straighteners

located in a 5.1 cm diameter pipe that is just upstream of the 4 m

12
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* long test section. The test section used in the air experiments is

f rom the same batch of tubing as used in the water experiment and a

description of the geometrical properties of the tube is presented in

Table 1. The downstream 2.4 m of the test section is surrounded by a

second tube of 7 cm diameter through which water flows so as to

provide a constant wall temperature of approximately 38.4*C along the

downstream 2.4 m of the test section. The velocity and temperature

sensors are placed 0.5 m downstream of the exit plane of the test

section and are mounted on a traverse which has a position resolution

of ± 0.254 mm.

-4 2.7 Sensors and Calibration for Air Experiment

The probe used for the air measurements consists of three sensors

-two hot wires which form an 'Y configuration and one cold wire

which is mounted normal to the plane of the 'Y' array and placed 0.6

mm upstream of the center of 'Y' array. This configuration, with a

suitable calibration, permits the simultaneous time resolved

measurement of the temperature and the axial velocity and, depending

on the orientation of the *x" array (either vertical or horizontal) in

addition, either the radial or the azimuthal velocity respectively.

The two hot wires which are operated in the constant temperature

mode and which are spaced 0.5 mm apart consist of platinum plated

tungsten wire, 1.25 mm In length and 3.8 U in diameter. The cold wire

consists of a 1.0 mm long 0.625 U diameter platinum wire which is

operated in an A.C. Wheatstone bridge at a current of 180 wa. Thus,

the probe has a spatial resolution of about 1.25 mm. Based on the

work of LaRue et al. (1981), at the centerline velocity of about 40

13
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m/s, the cold wire should have a frequency response of around 8 KHz

and the velocity sensitivity should be negligible. The frequency

response of the hot wire sensors, based on the square wave test, is

greater than 30 KHz.

The triple sensor probe is directly calibrated both before and

after the experiment as a function of temperature, velocity and flow

angle in a laminar, temperature-controlled calibration jet.

Calibration ranges for velocity, temperature, and flow angle are

respectively 2 to 55 m/sec, 20 to 700C and -30* to +300.

The calibration equation for the cold wire is linear and is given

by the following equation

E , A + 8 T(2

cw cw cwa (2)

where Ecw is the cold wire bridge voltage

Ta is the air temperature and

Acw and Bcw are the calibration constants.

The calibration data are determined by measuring the cold wire

bridge voltage, Ecw, at various air temperatures and applying the

method of least squares to the calibration pairs to determine the

calibration constants, Acw and Bcw.

An appropriate equation relating the hot wire bridge voltage to

the velocity, flow angle and temperature is

2- Ebi

T i Ai + BiU n[Cos ) k2 sin2 (0 )n/2 (3)
Tw, i -Ta oi oi
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where

Ebi is the bridge voltage

Tw i is the temperature of the hot wire

Ta is the temperature of the air

U is the velocity

n is the exponent

k is the tangential cooling coefficient

0 is the angle between the velocity and the probe axis

0 is the angle between the normal to the wire and the hot
0'i

wire sensor

(0,i ± 0) is the angle between the flow vector and the hot

wire,

A1 and Bi are the calibration constants for sensor i.

and the subscript I refers to a particular sensor.

The exponent n is chosen to be 0.5 and the calibration constants

Ai and Bi are determined by the method of least squares. The

temperature of the hot wire, Twi is determined directly by holding

the angle and velocity fixed and varying the temperature of the

calibration air supply. Under these conditions, as discussed in more

detail in Appendix B, the bridge voltage is a linear function of the

air temperature and the wire temperature can be determined in a

straight-forward manner. Once the two sets of calibration constants

have been determined, the calibration equation corresponding to each

sensor can be inverted so that the flow angle, *, and velocity, U, can

be determined. Details of the inversion can be found in Appendix C,

while the inversion equations are shown in Eqns. 4 and 5. (The

15
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subscripts 1, and 2 refer to each of the sensors.)

2+1 2
1 1  D(k 2  + 1) - (k 1 2 + 1)

2D(k -1) +(k -1)
2 1

where E2  4

D 2 -- a.. . .L T- -I - A2 )B1

w a2

2
(_E2 A2 )

UBa2 2 [21 s------- .25)(5

2B( 2 +1)- (k 2 1) i f

2.8 Signal Processing for Air Experiments

A block diagram of the signal processing used during data

collection for the air flow studies is similar to that shown in Figure

5 for the water experiments. The voltages from the sensor electronics

(the two constant temperature anemometers and the A.C. Wheatstone

bridge) are passed through calibrated buck and gain amplifier which

removes the mean voltage and amplifies the fluctuating portion of the

signal so as to correspond to the dynamic range of the FM

instrumentation tape recorder. The tape speed is 96.2 cm/sec which

corresponds to a frequency response of 10 KHz. The recorded signals

are played back at the same tape speed, low pass filtered at 5 kHz and

digitized at a sample rate of 10240 samples/sec by means of a 14 bit

Tustin analogue to digital converter which is equipped with

simultaneous sample and hold circuits. The data triplets correspond-

ing to 30 sec of data (307200 digitized data triplets) are stored on

16
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- digital magnetic tape and analyzed using an LSI 11/23 computer

equipped with a Sky KNK array processor and standard software.

2.9 Data Collection Procedure

Data are collected along a line starting at either a flute valley

or crest. In the case of the water experiments, that line corresponds

to a radius and passes through the centerline of the tube. In the

water experiments, due to the flute spacing the traverse will start at

a flute valley and end at a flute crest. The spacing between data

collection positions is r/R - 0.04 for 0 < r/R 4 0.48 and is reduced

to r/R - 0.02 for r/R > 0.48.

For the air experiments, data are collected at positions starting

at either the top of a flute crest or bottom of a flute valley and

extending to the flute valley or crest on the opposite side of the

tube that is most nearly diametrically opposite the starting

position. This type of traverse permits an assessment of the flow

symmetry but because of the flute spacing the line along which data

are collected does not pass through the centerline of the tube but

instead is displaced from the centerline by r/R - 0.025. Data are

collected for 45 sec at each position and collection positions are

separated by r/R - 0.1.

The fluid dynamic parameters of the present study along with the

corresponding parameters for the comparison experiments are presented

in Table 2.

17
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Table 2

Fluid Dynamic Parameters

Parameter/ Water Air Laufer Sandborn Schildknecht Silberman
Source Flow Flow (1953) (1955) et al (1979) (1980)

Diameter,
d (cm) 2.80 2.80 2.94 10.16 5.00 30.48

Hydraulic
Diameter,
dh (cm) 1.59 1.59 2.94 10.1 5.0 25.67

Centerline
Velocity,
Uo (m/s) 0.669 38.82 30.48 8.81 6.32 40.47

Mean or Bulk

Velocity
Um (m/sec) 0.495 29.76 27.33 7.90 6.18 30.41

Reynolds number
Based on Mean
Velocity, 4 4 4 4 4
Reuo 1.18x10 3.44xi0 5.0xlO 5.0x1O 1.77xi0 5.8xi0 5

Reynolds number

Based on Mean
Velocity,344445

Reum 8.72xi03  2.64x10 4  4.49xi0 4  4.48x104  1.72xI0 4  4.36x105

Friction
Factor,
fl 0.0315 0.0247 0.021 0.021 0.018 0.05

Wall Frictional
Velocity,
u (m/sec) 3.14 1.654 1.40 0.40 0.29 1.70

1. For the water and air flow for the present experiment, cf. Yampolsky and

Pavlics (1983). (Appendix D).
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The velocity characteristics for the flow of water and air in the

spiral multi-fluted tube are presented in this section. The

temperature characteristic and heat fluxes are also presented for the

air flow case. In general for both flows data are collected on two

radii - one starting at a flute crest (called hereafter crest data)

and extending past the center of the tube with the other starting at a

flute valley (called hereafter valley data) and extending past the

center of the tube.

Data obtained in the present experiment are compared to the

corresponding data obtained in the smooth tube studies of Laufer,

Sandborn, and Schildknecht et al. and to the corresponding quantities

obtained by Silberman (1980) in a spiral fluted tube. However, it

should be recalled that the geometrical characteristics of the tube

used in the Silberman experiments are different from those of the tube

used in the present experiment and the length to diameter ratio at the

measuring station is considerably less in the Silberman study than in

the present one though the lead to diameter ratio is about twice that

of the present study. Thus, differences are to be expected, for

example in the Silbermnan tube, the axial velocity profile may not be

fully developed though the azimuthal profile may be more nearly fully

developed than in the present study.

The temperature and heat flux characteristics, for the air flow,

are compared to the corresponding smooth tube results of Bremhorst and

Bullock, (1970) and (1973). Apparently, no corresponding measurements
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of temperature and turbulent heat flux have been made in a fluted

tube.

We begin by first considering the results for the water flow and

subsequently consider the results for the air flow. The first results

considered pertain to the mean velocity components and intensities.

For the air flow, the Reynolds stresses are next presented. This is

followed by a discussion of the mean temperature, temperature

intensity and heat flux for the air flow, and then by a discussion of

the mixing length, eddy diffusivities and turbulent Prandtl number.

3.1 Mean Velocity for Water Flow

The mean axial velocity for the water experiments which

correspond to a Reynolds number of 1.18 x 104 (based on centerline

velocity) are presented in Figures 7 and 8 along with the smooth tube

data of Laufer, Sandborn, and Schildknecht et al. which correspond to

Reynolds numbers of 50,000 for the first two references and 17,700 for

the latter. In the spiral fluted tube, the normalized mean axial

velocity is reduced relative to that in the smooth tube. For example,

for the crest and valley data, the reduction near the wall at (1-r/R)

< 0.2 is in excess of 10 and 20% respectively. It should be noted

that for the smooth tube, the variation in Reynolds number from the

17,700 of Schildknecht et al. to the 50,000 of Laufer has a negligible

effect on the normalized mean axial velocity. Therefore, it seems

reasonable to conclude that the relative reduction in normalized mean

axial velocity is not due to a Reynolds number effect but is due to

the swirl induced by the flutes.
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* An alternate way of quantifying the effect of swirl on the

normalized mean velocity is by comparison of the value of the exponent

in the power law description of the mean velocity profile which is

given as:

-nU r( ) (1 - )(6)

0

Figure 9 shows that the assumption of a power law variation is

supported by the data. With respect to the value of the exponent for

flow in a smooth tube, Schlichting (1979) reports that, based on the

work of Nikuradse, report a value of n - 6.0 for Re - 4 x 103 . Also,

the exponent is found to increase with increasing Reynolds number.

The exponent for the crest data is found to be 3.1 while that for the

valley data is found to be 4.1. These results are consistent with the

observation that the effect of swirl is to lead to a mean velocity

profile, which appears to correspond to a flow Reynolds number lower

than the actual one.

At very high Reynolds numbers, as discussed by Schlichting, the

mean velocity distribution should be described by a universal

functional form which must contain the logrithm of the independent

variable. The universal velocity distribution law for large Reynolds

numbers has the form

U 0 U
A0 (l - )+ B (7)

u
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Consistent with that velocity distribution law, the velocity defect

when plotte d versus (l - r/R) on semi-logrithmic paper should

correspond to a straight line. Data plotted in this manner are

presented on Figure 10 for the present data, the smooth tube of

Laufer, and the fluted tube of Silberman (1980). The straight line on

that figure corresponds to the universal logrithmic distribution where

the coefficients, A and B in Eqn. 7 which are determined by the method

of least squares are listed in Table 3.

The coefficients differ, but the form of the curves are similar

with the exception of the Silberman data which exhibits an abrupt

change in slope at (0-~ 0.24. It should be remembered that the

length to diameter ratio for the Silberman experiments is only about

75 while that for the Laufer and present experiments is greater than

100. Thus, the flow studied by Silberman may not be fully developed

with respect to the axial mean velocity profile.

Table 3

Coefficients in Universal Velocity Distribution for

Water Flow and Comparison Studies

Data Set/Coefficient A B

Crest Data (water) - 5.00 - 0.20

Valley Data (water) - 3.14 + 1.19

Smooth Tube (Laufer) 2.86 - 0.08

Fluted Tube (Silberman) -2.21 + 3.88
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K We next consider the mean velocity profile near the solid surface

and in particular, the slope there which is used to compute the wall

shear stress. The normalized mean velocity plotted as a function of

distance from the nearest solid surface is shown in Figure 11. The

origin for the horizontal axis corresponds to the solid surface in

contrast to the origin of Figures 7-10 which corresponds for the

fluted tube to the radius midway between the crest and the valley. It

is clear in this figure as it is in Figures 7 and 8 that the

normalized mean velocity is much less than the corresponding mean

velocity in the smooth tube. For example at y/R - 0. 1, where y is the

distance from the nearest solid surface, the mean velocity correspond-

ing to the crest and the valley data are reduced respectively 14% and

28% relative to the mean velocity in the smooth tube. The velocity

gradient near the wall is also less than in the smooth tube case. The

mean gradient at the wall, which is determined by fitting a third

order polynominal to the profile near the wall (and including the zero

velocity point at the wall), can be used to estimate the friction

factor (cf. Appendix E). The major assumptions used in this

computation are that the viscosity at the wall is the molecular

viscosity and that the shear stress calculated at the crest and at the

valley are each representative of the shear stress over half the

surface area. This is clearly an ad hoc assumption since the shear

stress may not vary in a linear manner along the surface from the

crest to the valley. The shear stress at the crest is computed to be

1.58 N/in2 while that at the valley is computed to be 0.40 N/in2. Thus

agreement of the friction factor value of 0.0318 computed by
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associating each of these values of the shear stress with half the

area with the value of 0.0315 computed using the pressure drop data of

*Yampoisky and Palvics (1983) must be viewed as fortuitous. it is

interesting to note that the average of the valley and crest shear

stresses are about 607% of the smooth tube value at the same Reynolds

number but the wetted area of the f luted tube is about 170% that of a

smooth tube which results in a computed friction factor about equal to

that of the smooth tube at the same Reynolds number.

3.2 Turbulence Intensity for Water Flow

The root mean square axial velocity normalized by the center-

line velocity, the friction velocity and the local mean velocity are

shown respectively in Figures 12-14. The distribution is

qualitatively similar to the smooth tube data in that the minimum

intensity is at the centerline with a generally monotomic rise to a

maximum which occurs near the wall. This behavior is considerably

different from that in the fluted tube study of Silberman where there

is a broad maximum in the intensity which occurs in the range of

0.15 -C (1-rIR) <0.4. For the present data for (1-r/R) <0.45 the

relative intensity for the crest and valley data are about the same as

the smooth tube data however, for (1-r/R) >0.45 the relative

intensity for the crest data increases relative to that of the

valley data which remains nearly equal to the smooth tube data to

4
(1-r/R) =0.6 which corresponds to the circumference which is tangent

to the crest. The relative intensity decreases at positions further

from the centerline until a point about midway between the crest and

42
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-, - the valley is approached. The presence of a secondary vortical

motion, with center midway between the valley and crest could account

for the reduction in turbulent kinetic energy at that position.

3.3 Mean Axial Velocity for Air Flow

The mean velocity normalized by the centerline velocity and the

friction velocity is shown respectively in Figures 15 and 16.

Qualitatively similar to the water flow data, the mean velocities are

reduced relative to the corresponding smooth tube data. However, the

relative reduction is less than that of the water flow. For example,

at (1-r/R) - 0.2 the reduction for the crest and valley data is

respectively about 5% and 7% which is about one-half the reduction

found for the water flow. Some of this difference may be due to the

fact that the Reynolds number for the air experiment is about three

times that of the water experiment.

The relative reduction in mean velocity can also be seen in the

reduced value of the exponent in the power law relationship given by

Eqn. 6. The exponent corresponding to the crest data is 4.1 while

that corresponding to the valley data is 4.08. Schlichting, referring

to the results of Nikuradse states that the exponent, n, should be

about 6.6. It is interesting to recall that for the water flow there

is a 25% diff-rence between the exponents for the crest and valley

data. This difference corresponds to the fact that in the water flow

the mean velocity for the valley data is less than that of the crest

data for (1-r/R) 4 0.5 in contrast to the corresponding data for the

air flow which differ significantly only for (1-r/R) 4 0.2.
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The velocity defect normalized by the friction velocity plotted

versus (1-r/R) is shown in Figure 18 where the horizontal axis is

logarithmic. Both the valley and crest data are nearly linear when

plotted in this manner which suggests that the universal velocity

defect law, given by Eqn. 7 is valid for the air flow data. The value

of the coefficients for the crest and the valley data for the

coefficient multiplying the logrithmic term are -4.798 and -3.952

respectively and for the intercept are -0.411 and -0.126

respectively. The magnitude of the coefficient multiplying the

logarithmic term for the crest data is larger than that corresponding

to the valley data. This corresponds to the larger weighting given to

the portion of the profile nearest the solid boundary.

The mean velocity profiles as a function of distance from the

nearest solid surface for the crest and valley data, the smooth tube

data, and fluted tube data of Silberman are shown in Figure 19 which

corresponds to Figure 11 for the water data. Again it is clear that

the mean velocity is reduced relative to that in the smooth tube.

For example, at y/R - 0.1, the mean velocity corresponding to the

crest and the valley data are reduced respectively 5% and 13% relative

to that in the smooth tube. These reductions are about one-half those

found in the water flow. The shear stress computed using the gradient

of the mean velocity, obtained in a manner similar to that used to

determine the shear stress for the water flow is found to be

1.691 N/m2 at the valley and 4.157 N/m2 at the crest. The ratio of

crest to valley shear stress is about 2.5 while the corresponding

ratio for the water data is about 4.0. The friction factor of 0.024
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is computed using the preceding values for the shear stress and

assuming that the shear stress at the crest corresponds to half the

K. surface area and that the shear stress at the valley corresponds to

the other half of the surface area. This value is only about 10%.

higher than the value of 0.0217 obtained using the pressure drop data

of Yampolsky and Pavlics (1983).

3.4 Mean Azimuthal Velocity and Flow Angle

The normalized mean axial velocity is presented in Figures 20 and

21. The azimuthal velocity is nearly zero on the centerline and rises

to a maximum at a circumference corresponding to the crest. There is

a gradient in the mean azimuthal velocity in the azimuthal direction

as the mean azimuthal velocity for the valley data is 10 to 157% higher

than that of the valley data in the range 0.2 < (1-r/R) <0.6.

The mean flow angle normalized by the flute angle is shown in

Figure 22 along with the corresponding data from the fluted tube study

of Silberman. (The mean flow angle is defined as the angle between

the mean azimuthal and axial velocity component.) The present data

reaches a maximum flow angle of about 35%. of the flute angle near the

circumference corresponding to the level of the crest.

The mean flow angle presented in Figure 22 does not indicate

whether a fluid particle at a particular flute angle has a rotation

rate, r4/r, that will correspond to a complete revolution in the time

that it takes a fluid particle to move an axial distance equal to the

lead length, if Iof the flute. This time is given by the ratio of

Lf
the lead length divided by the local axial velocity, --. Thus the

U
rotation rate required for a fluid particle to make one complete
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revolution in the time it takes that fluid particle to move a distance

equal to the lead length is 2wU/ f. Figure 23 shows the ratio of the

local rotation rate to that required for a complete revolution in one

lead length. It is obvious that the fluid is not in solid body

rotation. The relative rotation rate is nearly zero at the centerline

and increases to a maximum of about 60% near the flute crest and then

falls to about 30% in the flute valley. However, it should be noted

that this last data point has a large uncertainty associated with it

due to the relatively large size of the sensing volume compared to the

scale of the flute valley. The maximum relative rotation rate is less

than that found in the Silberman study and may be due to the

relatively small ratio of length to lead of 26 which suggests that the

azimuthal velocity profile may not be fully developed.

3.5 Turbulence Intensity

The intensities of the axial, radial and azimuthal velocities

normalized by the centerline velocity are shown in Figures 24-26 and

the corresponding quantities normalized by the local mean velocity are

shown in Figures 27-29. For both the crest and valley data, the

distributions of the root mean square (rms) axial velocity normalized

by the centerline and by the local mean velocity are similar to the

corresponding data of Schildknecht et al., but for the mid-radius

positions is about 12% higher than the corresponding smooth tube

data of Laufer and Sandborn. These results are in contrast with the

corresponding ones for water where the relative axial velocity

intensity for (I-r/R) ; 0.5 was about the same as for the smooth tube

data of Laufer and where (1-r/R) 4 0.5, the relative intensity for the
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crest data became larger than even the corresponding results of

Schildknecht et al. while the corresponding valley data reached values

intermediate between those of Laufer and Schildknecht et al.

The normalized rms radial velocity for (1-r/R) 0.9 for both the

crest and valley data is about 14% less than the corresponding smooth

tube data and for (1-r/R) 0.1 is about 50 to 60% less. The

normalized rms azimuthal velocity for (I-r/R) > 0.1 is about 25% less

than that of the corresponding smooth tube data and about 60% of the

rms axial velocity.

The turbulence kinetic energy, q2, normalized by the friction

velocity is shown on Figure 30 and is nearly equal to the

corresponding values of Schildknecht et al. and about 11% higher than

the corresponding results of Laufer.

3.6 Correlation Coefficients

The correlation coefficients are shown in Figure 31. The

correlation coefficient for the axial and radial velocity, for both

the crest and valley data is similar to the smooth tube data of Laufer

and generally about 30% higher than the data of Schildknecht et al.

For (1-r/R) ) 0.3, the data is generally similar to that of Bremhorst

and Bullock (1973) but does not show the gradual decrease near the

wall that the latter data set does. The correlation coefficient

between the axial and azimuthal velocity is negligible in the central

region of the flow (1-r/R 0.5) but shows an increase for both the

crest and valley data as the tube wall is approached.

The two Reynolds stresses normalized by the square of the

friction velocity correlation is only slightly greater than the smooth
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tube data of Laufer but about 25% greater than the corresponding data

of Schildk necht et al. for I-r/R > 0.1. Near the wall the present

correlations are somewhat lower than the smooth tube correlations - a

result that is due to the relative displacement of the solid surface

from the position corresponding to r/R - 0 and of course to the

geometry of the flutes. The correlation of the axial and azimuthal

velocity show, for both the crest and valley data, that there is

little or no correlation for I-r/R >0.5 but that a positive

correlation exists for I-r/R 4 0.5. This suggests that the influence

of the flutes on the flow extends to only about the half radius

position with the most significant influences as expected near the

fluted surface. The axial and radial velocities normalized by the

turbulent kinetic energy are shown in Figure 34. The results so

normalized are similar to the smooth tube data of Laufer.

3.7 Temperature Field

The difference between the mean temperature at the wall T., and

at that particular radial location normalized by the difference

between the wall temperature and the centerline temperature, Tmax' is

shown on Figure 35. The profiles about the centerline are nearly

symmetric, though the valley data in the lower half of the tube are

about 3% higher than the corresponding crest data in the lower half of9

the tube. In the upper half of the tube, the mean temperature for the

valley arnd crest data are nearly identical. In the spiral fluted

tube, the normalized mean temperature is less than that in the smooth

tube and the gradient near the wall is less than that in the smooth

tube. This latter observation is consistent with an augmentation >f
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"" the heat transfer rate in the spiral fluted tube relative to that in

the smooth tube.

The root mean square temperature normalized by the difference

between the wall and centerline temperature is shown in Figure 36.

The root mean square temperature for the crest and valley data are

within 3% of each other and both are about 35% higher than the

corresponding data of Bremhorst and Bullock.

The correlation coefficient for the temperature with each of the

three velocity coefficients is shown in Figure 37 along with the

corresponding data of Bremhorst and Bullock for a smooth heated

tube. For each of the three correlations the crest and valley data

are similar. The axial velocity-temperature correlation coefficient

is a factor of two or more larger than the radial velocity temperature

correlation and peaks in the outer region of the flow at 1-r/R - 0.3.

The radial velocity temperature correlation coefficient reaches a

maximum at 1-r/R - 0.4. At the centerline, the correlation

coefficient is about equal in magnitude to that found by Bremhorst and

Bullock for the smooth tube though the correlation coefficient for the

present data is positive while that of Bremhorst and Bullock is

negative. The reason that the correlation coefficient is not zero on

the centerline as expected from symmetry considerations is that the

line along which data are collected does not pass through the exact

fluid dynamic centerline of the tube. At 1-r/R - 0.9 the correlation

coefficients for the smooth and spiral fluted tubes are about equal

but for I-r/R 4 0.9 the correlation coefficient for the smooth tube

becomes and remains larger than the corresponding value in the smooth
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tube. At 1-r/R u0.5 for example, the correlation coefficient for the

smooth tube is about 30% larger than the corresponding value in the

spiral fluted tube. It should be remembered at I-r/R -0.5 that the

rms temperature in the smooth tube is about 30% less than that in the

spiral fluted tube while in the spiral fluted tube at 1-r/R - 0.5 the

rms radial velocity is about 14% less than in the smooth tube. Thus

in the spiral tube flow at r/R - 0.5 the unnormalized value of the

correlation coefficient should be only about 15% less than that in the

smooth tube.

The correlation coefficient of the temperature and azimuthal

velocity is essentially zero from the centerline to I-r/R -0.9 with

an indication of a positive correlation near the flute crest and a

negative correlation near the valley. These different signs of the

correlation coefficient at positions corresponding to 1-r/R 40.1 may

correspond to a small secondary though intermittent vortex motion with

center on a radius passing through a valley at about the crest height

that preferentially transports hot fluid from the region of the f low

where 1-r/R >0.1 to the region of the flute valley and subsequently

transports cool fluid from the flute valley to the region of the

crest.

The radial velocity-temperature coefficient normalized by the

difference between the wall temperature and local mean temperature is

shown in Figure 38. The minimum occurs at the centerline and

increases monotomically as the wall of the tube is approached. In

addition there is little difference between the values corresponding

to the valley and crest data. Clearly, throughout the tube, the
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radial transport of heat is significantly larger than in the smooth

tube as the values of the radial heat flux are at all radial positions

about 30% higher than the corresponding smooth tube values of

Bremhorst and Bullock.

3.8 Mixing Length

The computation of both the mixing length and the eddy

diffusivities for heat and momentum requires numerical values for the

gradient of the mean axial velocity and temperature. These gradients

are obtained by first using the method of least squares to fit a third

order polynominal through the mean axial velocity and temperature

profiles in various ranges. The gradients in the mean temperature and

velocity are determined by differentiation of the third order

polynominals and are shown for reference in Figures 39 and 40,

respectively.

The mixing length is important in models used for the prediction

of turbulent flows. The measurements of the three mean and rms

velocity components and the velocity correlation coefficients permits

an examination of the mixing length. For a complex three dimensional

flow, as discussed by Kosliness, Launder, and Sharma (1974) and Shook

and Sagar (1976), the correlation of the axial and radial velocities

are given by expressions of the form:

-- 2j (8)

where
*
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for a flow with a mean radial velocity, V 0.

For a smooth tube, the mixing length, 6o, is given by the

expression presented by Schlichting (1973) where

t R[0.14 - 0.08 (1 - E) - 0.06 (1 - ) ] (10)
0RR

For the present flow, we assume that the terms involving gradients

in the radial direction such as and 2- are dominant. It is
ar ar r

clear however that, while terms such as should be zero for fully

developed smooth tube flows, that, based on the mean velocity data

shown on Figures 7, 15, and 20, gradients in the azimuthal direction

though considerably smaller than the gradients in the radial direction

are not identically equal to zero. The mixing length calculated using

Eqn. (8) and the simplified form of Eqn. (9) is shown in Figure 41

where it is normalized by the mixing length for a smooth tube with no

swirl as given by Eqn. (10). The mixing length for the swirling flow

is smaller than that for the smooth tube for I-r/R 4 0.3. For

1-rIR ) 0.3, the mixing length for the swirling flow becomes

relatively larger. It should be recalled that the mean velocity

gradient becomes very small in the central region of the tube and that
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therefore the relatively large values may be due to errors associated

with the differentiation of the experimental data.

The reduction in the mixing length is not unexpected. Bradshaw

(1973) has discussed the effect of swirl on the mixing length and

suggests that the Richardson number

2W a (rW)
2 ar

a2 a
( ---) + [r
ar ar r

affects the mixing length as indicated in the following expression

where

Z to (I + BRi) (12)

where 8 is a negative constant equal to about -5.0. The value of the

computed Ri number obtained using Eqn. 11 is shown in Figure 42 where

negative values correspond to flows that are stabilized, i.e., to

flows where W increased with r. The value of the "constant", B is

shown in Figure 43. The "constant" varies between -2.3 and 0 for

0.1 4 1 - r/R 4 0.7. The magnitude is less than that suggested by

Bradshaw though the sign is as suggested. The large values of B near

the centerline may be due to numerical errors introduced during the

process of differentiation.

3.9 Eddy Diffusivities and Turbulent Prandtl Number

The eddy diffusivity for momentum, E, is defined as
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I-

- ,,(13)-

W~/ ar

and the eddy diffusivity for heat, Le is defined as

V-.. . (14)

G aT/ ar (4

The eddy diffusivities for heat and momentum are shown respectively on

Figures 44 and 45.

The eddy diffusivity for both the crest and valley data are

similar in shape with a peak at about 1-r/R ~ 0.4 with a resonably

constant value in the central region of the flow (for 1-r/R > 0.8)

and, as expected, a value of zero at the wall.

As shown in Figure 45 the eddy diffusivity for heat for the crest

and valley data differs more than does the eddy diffusivity for

momentum. For 0.4 4 1-r/R 4 0.8 the eddy diffusivities for the crest

data are about 10% higher than the valley data. The peak in the eddy

diffusivity for heat also occurs at 1-r/R - 0.4. The eddy diffusivity

for heat is zero at the wall of the tube but is not constant valued in

the central portion of the tube.

The turbulent Prandtl number, at , which is the ratio of the eddy

diffusivity for momentum divided by the eddy diffusivity for heat is

shown in Figure 46. The values for both the valley and crest data in

the range 0.2 < I-r/R 4 0.8 show that the turbulent Prandtl number is

about two. Typical values of about 0.7 are found for flows far from a

solid surface. Near a solid surface, values up to 0.9 are typically

found, but in this flow values as high as 5 are found.
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4. SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The mean velocity and temperature as well as the corresponding

gradients are relatively less for the spiral fluted tube flow as

compared to the corresponding quantities in the smooth tube flow.

Corresponding to the relatively low mean velocity gradients at the

wall, the shear stress is lower than in a smooth tube at the same

Reynolds numbers. The reduction in shear stress is offset by the

increased surface area so that the pressure drops for the smooth and

fluted tube are nearly the same.

The turbulent intensity for the axial velocity in the fluted

*tube, except near the wall, is about the same as that in the smooth

tube. This result indicates that the flutes do not lead to an

increase in the turbulence level, and that the augmentation in the

heat transfer rate for the fluted tube must be due to some other flow

effect such as a secondary vortex type flow in the vicinity of the

flutes. Measurements in the water flow of the axial velocity

* intensity support this point of view.

The fluid is not, in a mean sense, in solid body rotation. Near

the crest, the rotation rate is reduced by about 40% of that

* corresponding to the flute angle. At the same radial location, but

directly above a valley, the rotation rate is reduced about 70%

relative to that corresponding to the flute angle. These results

suggest that the azimuthal velocity profile is not fully developed in

contrast to the axial velocity profile which appears to be.

* As expected, the effect of increasing rotation rate with radius

is to lead to a reduction in the Prandtl mixing length. Also of
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interest is that the trubulent Prandtl number reaches a value of

approximately two at the mid-radius positions.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS

Further menasurements, especially detailed measurements, near the

flutes are clearly required in order to better determine flow features

that are responsible for the augmentation in heat transfer. In order

to accomplish these measurements, a tube with larger flutes and flute

separation will have to be constructed in order to reduce the relative

spatial averaging effects due to finite probe size. Alternatively

laser anemometry techniques can be employed using the present tube.

The effect of spatial averaging will be reduced since the relative

length scale for the laser sampling volume is about 10%Z of that of the

4 hot wire probe. However, seed particle migration may lead to some

difficulties with the use of the laser system.

Also, measurements should be made in fluted tubes of various

lengths to assess whether both the axial and azimuthal velocity f ields

are fully developed. Finally, since significant augmentation in water

has been found at high heat flux levels, measurement of the time

resolved velocity and temperature flields should be made at different

flux levels to determine the effect of heat flux on the fluid motion.
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APPENDIX A

PHYSICAL BACKGROUND FOR OPERATION OF HOT FILM SENSOR

A complete understanding of the operation of a hot film sensor

requires a thorough understanding of the concept of forced convection

heat transfer from the surface of heated cylinder in cross flow, (cf.

Hinze (1975)). The rate of heat transfer from the film depends upon

the following:

o Velocity of the cross flow;

o Difference in temperature between the film and the fluid;

o Dimensions and physical properties of the film;

o Properties of the fluid.

The heat transferred per unit time to the ambient fluid from a

film is described by

q hd s s(T f-T ) (Al)

where

h is the heat transfer coefficient

ds is the diameter of the sensor

z is the length of the sensor

TfTw are the temperature of the film and the ambient

fluid respectively

For thermal equilibrium conditions, this heat loss must be equal

to the heat generated per unit time by the electric current through

the film
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q 12 (A2)

where

I is the curent

is the operating resistance of the film

With the introduction of the dimensionless Nusselt number

hd
Nu = --- (A3)

K

where

K is the heat conductivity of the water

equation (Al) becomes

q =wKt (Tf-T )Nu

Thus, at thermal equilibrium

1 2 % iK sTf-T w)Nu (A4)

The equation (A4) can be written

* 2

wKit * Tf-

or Nu (T T) (A5)
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Introducing King's law for basic heat transfer relation for flow over

cylinder

Nu A + B Ren (A6)

Uds
where Re is the Reynolds number, Re .

assuming constant fluid properties, and from equations (A5) and (A6),

we obtain

Nu = A + BUn  (A7)

This equation relates between anemometer voltage and effective cooling

velocity around the film. The final form of the calibration equation

was found to be

. 0.0432 + 0.0236U 38

T -T
f w

In order to prevent the formation of gas bubbles on the surface of the

sensor an overheat ratio of 1.055 is selected which corresponds to a

film temperature of 56.099*C. The method used to determine the film

temperature is described in Appendix B.
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* -. APPENDIX B

CALIBRATION TECHNIQUE FOR F ILM TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION

Since the temperature sensitivity is dependent on the difference

between the film and water temperature, Tf-Tw, (which is small in

water because of the possibility of gas bubbles forming on the sensor

at higher values of Tf) inaccuracies in the value of the film

temperature will effect the calculated response to ambient temperature

variations. The temperature of each film must be determined in order

to reduce the uncertainty of the computed velocity.

The relation between the operating temperature of the film, Tfs

and the overheat ratio =1.055 (ratio of operating resistance at
c

Tf, and the resistance at ambient temperature, Tw) is as follows

RH
R 1 + c (T f-T ) (BI)
c

where a is the temperature coefficient of resistivity of the film and

is provided by the probe manufacturer. In principle the above

equation can be used to obtain an accurate value for T f but in

practice due to resistances not associated directly with the film, Rd

may not be accurately known. Thus for most accuracy, T f should be

determined by means of a direct calibration technique.

One such calibration techniqule involves holding the calibration

velocity fixed and then varying the water temperature and recording

the corresponding bridge voltage. A least square fit of the

temperature -voltage squared calibration pairs can be shown to
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provide a means of determining the film temperature. We develop this

relationship by first considering the King's law relationship where

E2

T-- A + BU (B2)
f-w

For a constant velocity Eqn (B2) can be rewritten as

E2 .CT f - CT w(B3)

where Tf is the temperature of the film and is constant.

Tw is the ambient temperature

From the least square fit of temperature versus bridge voltage

squared, we would obtain an equation of the form

E2 = + BT (B4)w

where A and B are the coefficients obtained from the least squares

fit. From a comparison of the terms in Eqns. (B3) and (B4) it is easy

to see that

=CT and - C (B5)
f

which implies that

Tf =-- (B6)
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTATION OF FLOW ANGLE AND MEAN VELOCITY

The calibration and development of an inversion equation relating

the flow angle and total velocity to the bridge voltage squared

obtained from two sensors in an x-wire sensor requires some discussion

- especially since the expected flow angles are large (greater than

30*C). We begin this development with King's law type relationship

between the bridge voltage squared and the effective cooling velocity:

E2  
0.5

A + BUeff (Cl)

where

AT - Tf-T (C2)

2 2 20.5

Ueff Uo[cos2 + k2 sin2 0 (C3)

where

Ueff is the effective cooling velocity

U is the velocity

0 is the angle between U and the sensor

k is the tangential cooling coefficient of the sensor

Tfis the temperature of the film

Ta is the temperature of the air
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Applying the above equation for both sensors of an **Y' wire probe we

obtain

E A + B U 0.5s 2(0 +0) + k 2sin 2 (0 +0)1 .2 (C4)
I1=A 1  1 01 0 2 1'o 1

20.5 0.25
AE+ U -) 2 k 2n(0 -0)1 (C5)

AT 12 A 2 + B 2 02 s(02- +k2in 02

Let

(D + 4 a (CO)

-0 ! (C7)

We assume that

4 4 5 u
10 1 0 2

such that

a + 8 90

S Also

0O1 UO2

Substituting for U0 in Eq. (C4) from Eq. (C5) leads to
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2- At)B2 cos a + k 22

L -E 2  C.. .j os 2 + k 2 sin2  (C8)

but use of the following triganometric identities

Cos2 a - 1 - sin2 a

2

osa= 1 - sin 8

Cos 2B M I - sin20

2 i 2(9-a) =1-cos(180-2a) I + cos2a
s sin 2 2

2 I-cos2a

upon substituting into equation (C8)

cos 2a + k 2sin2 a (k 2+1) - (k 2-1)cos2a
222(k 2 9)

cos 2B + k2sin2B (k2+1) + (12 -1)cos2a

Recall that a 45 +

cos2a - cos(90 + 20) - - sin2t

Thus the right hand side of equation (C9) becomes

(k 2+1) + (k_2-1) sin2)

2 2(CIO)
(k2 +1) - (k2 -1) sin2$
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Substituting (CJO) into equation (C8) and solving for *leads to

2 14

( .I -A )B

AT 1 1 2(k 2+1) -(k 2 +0

-1 2- A2)B1
sin2 g -O - -- -----------------

L

1, -2 .B <k  2  2 _1-

E I - 2 ] (k 2
2_) k 2-1) (C1i)

(T 2 - A2 )BIj

and solving equation C5 for U leads to

(E! 12 - A 2) 2

0 2 (k 2 2+0) (k 2 21)sin2*] 251 (C12)
i z2

The calibration equations for a hot wire one and two were found to be

respectively

E2

E'- " 0.003508 + 0.0007565U' 5 [Cos2 (45+ 00.125)2 sn2(45+4)]25
Ia-w I Ta

2E2  2 2
w - 0.0038337 + 0.0007320U* [cos (45-4)+(0.125) sin (45-0)1*25

II

where by direct calibration

Tw I 256.262UC and T 2 256.167uC
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APPENDIX D

COMPUTATION OF WALL FRICTION VELOCITY

The wall friction velocity can be calculated from

u D h (DI)
L 4p

where

AP 
u2

L fTh- (D2)

Combining Equations (DI) and (D2) yield

U 8m

* where

f is the friction factor

Umn is the bulk mean velocity

The friction factor as a function of Reynolds number as obtained

from Yampolsky and Pavlics ( 1983) is shown in Figure D1.

As can be seen below a Reynolds number of 80,000 the friction

factor for a spiral fluted tube is the same as that for smooth tube

within the uncertainty of the measurements. At higher values of

Reynolds number the friction factor is approximately 5-10% less than

that of a smooth tube.
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APPENDIX E

CALCULATION OF WALL FRICTION FACTOR BY MEANS
OF AXIAL VELOCITY GRADIENT AT THE WALL

In fully developed flow in a horizontal pipe the pressure drop is

balanced by shear forces at the tube wall. The force balance equation for a

unit length of tubing is as follows

dP~-Ac f T IS (El)

where T is the shear stress at a particular location on the tube surface

S is the coordinate along the tube surface

Ac is the cross sectional area

dP is the pressure drop

If we assume that the shear stress at the valley and the shear stress at the

crest each act on equal amount of the perimeter

v 2C (E2)

when: p is the perimeter of the tube

Pand p c are the perimeters of valley and crest respectively

then equation (El) becomes

dxc 2 v c

* *~where T vand T c are the shear stress at a valley and a crest respectively.
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Assuming that the shear stress at the wall can be evaluated as

dU

then vA r v tc (E4)

dP 2

tn A 2Dh

Sc

where f is the friction factor

Um is the Bulk velocity

Dh is the hydraulic diameter

p is the fluid density

Substituting eq. (E5) into eq. (E4) we find that

f hP dU + dU (E6)
-2 ~-r V Tr
UA
m c

Note that
4A

D 
cDh p--

Equation (E6) becomes

f=4v dU + dL (E7)
- 2 'dr v drc ,E-

m
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where v is the kinematic viscosity, v -

The mean axial velocity gradient at the wall can be determined by fitting a

third order polynomial to the experimental data points near the wall.

U rr2r3

-=a + b( + c(l - b) + d(l - -) (E8)

and then differentiating with respect to r to obtain

df - Uo0( r _r 3
d - b + 2c (1 -) + 3d(I -) (E9)

The constants b, c, and d are the second, third, and fourth coefficients of

the third order polynomial. Evaluating equation (E9) at the valley and

crest, E- I and L c can be determined and the friction factor f can be
dr v dr c

calculated by means of equation (E7).

A third order polynomial fit for our experimental data leads to the

following equations:

a - for water flow

valley data

d U° 0242 3.0 r r 2S- .452 -30.702 r) + 1144.755(0 - )

crest data

d -U
dU o [220.33 - 4391.86( - r 2 + 21961.23(1 - E)2

dr R R R

5
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WT7 -. 7

b-for air flow

valley data

U 0- 1- 1.98 - 286.52(1 --E + 3539.22(1l r

crest data

- U.

- ~[+ 220.21 -3020.26(1l 9275.04(1l ~

0
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APPENDIX F

CALCULATION OF MIXING LENGTH AND TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER

a. The mixing Length Z

The mixing length is computed using the equations derived by Kooslinen et

al (1974) and Shook and Sagar (1976). Using the mixing length hypotheses in a

L
complex flow the Reynolds stress can be expressed by

z - (Fl)

where

Z is the mixing length

and the quantity J is defined by the following equation:

2 2 1 2 a3121 2 (-U) 4- 2(- ) +(-

a -x) + r (-gx) ao7

+ W-) 2+ [r- 2 (F2)

r3

for a flow where V 0

In case of fully developed flow, eqn. (F2) reduces to

2 aU 2 + W W 2

(-) + (+ )(F3)

Substituting eqn. (F3) into eqn. (Fl) and solving for the mixing length Z
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2 uIvI

u''(F4)
Oui 0i2 aw W 2 0.5a-7 t- + ( 7

b) The Turbulent Prandtl Number at

The turbulent Prandtl number is defined as

a -- (F5)T EQ

where E is the eddy diffusivity for momentum e -

V/ar

is the eddy diffusivity for heat e  Viet

Equation (F5) will take the following final form

UI I
u~v

at /9r (F6)

Viet

A third order polynomial obtained using the method of least squares is used to

the measured data U, W9, Tf at values of 01 --- ) , for thereinr 0t

r = R. To obtain an accurate fit the entire region was divided into smaller

regions based on the minimum standard deviation of the measured data and that

calculated using the third order polynomial fit.

The following are the equations obtained for -L, -L, and . for the air

flow. For crest data

dU Tbo r r 2 r
d- -R[8.871-(2)(35.529)(1- -)+(3)(49.850)(1- r) I 0.061 1-L .150
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d_ oR r 2 r

d__ _ 12.100-(2)(3.678)(l- -)+(3)(2.765)(1- 1)'] 0.150 4 1- - 0.507
dr RR R R

d= UR r2 2

d o [0.794-(2)(0.333)(1- E)+(3)(0.033)(1- _E)2 0.507 4 1-R 1 1.000dr R

dW Uo ~r
r r [0.079-(2)(0.930)(1- )+(3)(1.054)(1--) 0.061 < 1- ' 0.413
dr R R R

dW Uo r r2 r
- . - [-0.987+(2)(1.441)(1- -)-(3)(0.722)(1- ) 0.413 1- 0.601

dW Uo ) r2 r
-.- [0.290-(2)(0.469)(1- )+(3)(0.223)(1- ) 0.601 € 1- 4 1.000

dr R R

dT I [183.797-(2)(618.570)(1- -E0.061 1- R ( 0.300
dr R R 2 1

d-T I [23.165-(2)(13.780)(1- R)+( 3 )(1. 9 50)(1- j) 2  0.300 <1 - < 1.000

For valley data

dU Uo r r 2 r
d- R" 3.776-(2)(16.938)(1- )+(3)(33.998)(1--) -0.061 4 1- - • 0.100

dU o R r2 r

d - R "[1.878-(2)(3.049)(1- -)+(3)(2.159)(1- -) 0.100 < 1- 0.600

dr R r r2 r

dr _R [0.595-(2)(0.045)(- .)-(3)(0.167)(1- ) 0.600 1- 1 - 1.000

d 3oR R 2R

[0.198+(2)(19.939)(1- -)+(3)(628.348)(1--) 1 -0.061 1-1 01000

dr R R R (.0

dW Uo 2 0.011

dW [o +0.053-(2)(.777)(1- )+(3 )(0.88 1)(1-- ) 0.000 4 1- r .413RR

dW Uo 2 r 2][0.036-(2)(0.490)(1- -)+(3)(0.442)(1- -) 1 0.413 1- 1 4 0.601
Cdr R R
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d br r 2 r.

dW U [-0.564+(2)(0.603)(1- -)-(3)(0.219)(1- L) 1 0.601 1- - 1.000
r R ~

dT I r2 r r]

r- I [71.23-(2)(258.8)(1- -)2+(3)(386)(1- -) 2 -0.061 4 1- R 4 0.226

*dT 1 r 2 r2] r 1.0
d- R [19-(2)(8)(1- -) - (3)(0.797)(1- _) 0.226 4 1- R 1.000

These equations are obtained by using minimum of five fit points.
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APPENDIX G

:. TABULATION OF EXPREIMENTAL DATA

The following tables are the data for both water and air experiments.

The mean velocities, turbulent intensities, correlations, kinetic energy and

temperature field that are directly measured quantities are presented in

tables GI, G2 and G3 evaluted at values of r/R. The mixing length, eddy

diffusivity, and turbulent Prandtl number with values of velocity and

temperature gradients evaluted at r/R are presented in Table G4. Values in

Table G4 are obtained after fitting third order polynomials that are shown in

Appendix F.

61,
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TABLE Gla TABLE Glb
WATER FLOW, CREST DATA WATER FLOW, VALLEY DATA

r ut r uu

R x10 2  R x1

0.000 0.670 2.457 0.000 0.670 2.457
0.078 0.664 2.564 0.039 0.666 2.477
0.196 0.634 2.779 0.157 0.650 2.651
0.314 0.600 3.221 0.275 0.636 3.033
0.431 0.580 3.716 0.353 0.588 3.274
0.510 0.572 4.205 0.451 0.570 3.783
0.588 0.558 4.888 0.549 0.559 4.466
0.667 0.503 5.189 0.608 0.550 4.660
0.745 0.457 5.711 0.667 0.527 4.647
0.804 0.428 6.073 0.725 0.502 4.901
0.863 0.385 6.220 0.784 0.473 5.243
0.882 0.348 6.622 0.843 0.451 5.524
0.902 0.309 7.050 0.902 0.402 5.959
0.922 0.247 6.977 0.941 0.343 6.274

0.961 0.313 5.745
0.980 0.255 4.399
1.000 0.228 4.807
1.020 0.205 5.035
1.039 0.133 5.591
1.059 0.092 4.848

-° '- " ° ° ' , - -..- - ' * ,- -.. .-. .. ..
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TABLE G3a
AIR FLOW, CREST DATA

TEMPERATURE FIELD

r/R Tu- 8' vR u' Re

0.023 18.345 0.789 0.051 0.688 0.0635 0.547

0.117 18.196 0.837 0.149 0.797 0.169 0.563

0.211 17.808 0.926 0.243 1.040 0.234 0.593

0.305 17.119 1.010 0.345 1.347 0.279 0.617

0.399 16.433 1.101 0.424 1.686 0.295 0.637

0.493 15.538 1.212 0.539 2.121 0.324 0.672

0.582 14.311 1.288 0.625 2.672 0.331 0.693

0.681 13.069 1.333 0.647 3.008 0.320 0.710

0.774 11.565 1.330 0.609 3.188 0.290 0.709

0.868 9.484 1.195 0.389 2.649 0.205 0.668

r1

J

II I*



TABLE G3b
AIR FLOW, VALLEY DATA

TEMPERATURE FIELD

r/R (Vit ut8' R Re

I t0.023 17.156 0.772 0.063 0.656 0.0803 0.273

0.117 17.083 0.820 0.156 0.762 0.179 0.510

0.211 16.981 0.900 0.233 0.984 0.233 0.670

0.305 16.295 0.994 0.327 1.263 0.274 0.708

0.399 15.686 1.098 0.393 1.643 0.286 0.718

0.493 14.000 1.120 0.486 1.944 0.307 0.696

*0.589 13.817 1.285 0.569 2.545 0.318 0.670

0.681 12.810 1.345 0.599 3.010 0.297 0.639

60.774 11.169 1.318 0.556 3.053 0.279 0.606

0.868 9.532 1.201 0.364 2.470 0.197 0.585

*0.962 5.556 0.700 0.207 0.853 0.186 0.557

1.056 0.699 -0.246 0.263 -0.030 0.542
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Figure 9 Power law dependence of normalized mean axial velocity for the
water flow: crest to centerline with n-3.1,/A ; valley to
centerline with n-4.1,0; smooth tube data of Nikuradse at
Re = 4 x 103 with n-6.0 (from Schltcting (1979)),()
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Figure 12 Root mean square axial velocity normalized by the mean centerline

velocity for the water flow. (Same symbols as Figure 7).
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Figure 13 Root mean square axial velocity normalized by the friction velocity
for the water flow. (Same symbols as Figure 7).
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Figure 17 Power law dependence of normalized mean axial velocity for the air
flow: crest to centerline with n-4.10; valley to centerlize with p
n-4.08, ; smooth tube data of Nikuradse at Re = 2.3 x 10 with
n-6.6 (from Schlicking (1979)). (Same symbols as Figure 9).
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PRELIMINARY STUDIES OF THE TURBULENT FLOW

IN ROTATING TUBES

by

Paul A. Libby

Department of Applied Mechanics and Engineering Sciences
University of California, San Diego

La Jolla, California 92093

Abstract: The equations for a Reynolds stress/ flux description of the turbulent flow with heat

transfer in a smooth tube rotating about its axis of rotation are developed. Numerical solutions

using the Keller box method are obtained only for the isothermal, nonrotating case. Future

work will involve extensions of the numerical method to include rotation and heat transfer.
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INTRODUCTION

The requirement of enhanced heat transfer arises in a variety of industrial processes with tile

consequence that tubes with various inserts, fins, etc. are used to increase their heat transfer

characteristics. Generally the enhanced heat transfer involves augmented momentum transfer

so that increased pressure drop and increased heat transfer accompany one another. However.

the spirally-fluted tube of Yampolsky 1' appears to possess the attractive feature of favorable

heat transfer characteristics with either no penalty in pressure drop or with a reduction in that

drop. From a fundamental point of view this feature calls for an explanation of the turbulent

mechanism by which the heat transfer at the wall is facilitated while the momentum transfer

leading to pressure drop is not similarly increased. It is our purpose to apply a second-moment

method to the swirling flow with heat transfer in tubing rotating about its axis of symmetry in

order to examine one of the fundamental aspects of the flow in tubes with spiral fluting.

We show schematically in Fig. I the flow in a spirally-fluted tube. A circular tube with

inside radius R has a perimeter consisting of flutes of height h which spiral so as to form an

angle with the axis of rotation denoted o (o 0 for straight flutes). At stations sufficientl. far

from the tube entrance the flow is fully developed. An idealization is adopted such that thk

influence of the flutes on the flow is described by suitable boundary conditions at the outer

radius of the core which we denote as R. From this perspective it is appropriate to consider the

fully developed flow in a circular tube which is rotated about its axis of rotation. Experiments

in this case are reported by White 121 and Murakami and Kikuyama [3 . As might be expected

the effect of rotation is stabilizi . so that the intensity of the turbulence and the pressure drop

are diminished by rotation. This same situation prevails in the core region of spirally fluted

tubes but the distribution of azimuthal velocit) in the vicinity of the flutes is destabilizing: the

interaction of these two regions determines the fluid dynamics of such tubes. Despite the

absence of this interaction the cleanness of the flow situation in a rotating tube makes this case

*I

6'
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attractive for initial study although it does leave open the connection between the geometry of

the flutes and the effective rate of rotation of the pipe.

For the analysis of the turbulent flow in rotating tubes an appropriate method for describ-

ing the turbulence must be selected. In spirally-fluted tubes Launder and coworkers treat

three-dimensional laminar flow 141 and three-dimensional turbulent flow by the k-f-method 15'.

We view our analysis as complementary to that in 15] in that we consider the axisymmetric por-

tion of the flow but with a full Reynolds stress/flux closure. It is widely accepted that descrip-

tions utilizing this closure represent the most complete formulation of turbulent shear flows

currently available since anisotropy of the velocity fluctuations is taken into account. Hove~er.

in flows with complex geometry, e.g., in three-dimensional flows, the resulting equations are fre-

quently too complicated with the consequence that methods incorporating less fluid mechanical

detail, e.g., the well-known k-f-method, are employed. Here we deal with a flo% which is suffi-

ciently simple from a geometric point of view to be amenable to treatment by the full Reynolds

stress/flux closure.

The basis for such a treatment is provided by Launder and Morse 6" who apply Reynolds

stress closure to axisymmetric shear flows without and with swirl. It should be noted at the

outset that reference 16' is in the nature of a progress report; it indicates that in its present

stage of development the theory of axisymmetric shear flows is not adequate. Launder and

Morse show that the spreading rate for nonswirling jets is predicted to be 507 too high. In

addition with swirl the shear stress "
,... i- has the wrong sign and thus the numerical solu-

tions display a reduced rate of spread in contrast to the strong augmentation found in practice."

These shortcomings suggest the difficulties of predicting swirling turbulent flows and the impor-

tance of close coordination between experimental and predictive efforts.

As a further justification for our adopted approach we note that second-moment closure

exposes in a clear fashion the mechanism whereby swirl affects the heat transfer characteristics __

of the tube. We find that in the balance equations involving the radial velocity fluctuations

6D
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additional terms proportional to the radial pressure gradient, a~8,enter; e.g., in the equation

for the mean radial flux of temperature the additional term is F43p'j'r . It is interesting to

observe that this term is the counterpart of the gravity term in the atmospheric boundary layer

(cf., e.g., Meroney 171), a term which appears to lead in some circumstances to large heat flux

without accompanying increases in momentum flux.

The velocity characteristics are studied first under the assumption that the rates of heat

transfer are sufficiently small so that the density may be considered constant. As a second step

in the analysis the characteristics of the temperature field in the tube with heat transfer are

treated.

We encounter considerable difficulties with the numerical treatment of the resultant equa-

tions and in fact these studies are preliminary because of the limited results we provide.

* Clearly the classical case of the turbulent isothermal flow in a smooth nonrotating tube must be

*solved first before the more complex rotating and nonisothermal cases are taken up. After con-

* siderable effort our numerical technique did yield solutions for this initial case and we present

the comparison between prediction and experiment. In some respects the comparison is satisfac-

tory but in others the agreement does not engender confidence in the ability of the theory to

yield accurate results for more complex flows. In addition we are unable to achieve convergence

of our numerical technique for the next case we consider, namely that for rotating isothermal

flow.

The numerical technique we apply to the system of describing equations is the Keller box

method. In this method the equations are reduced to a system of first order ordinary differen-

tial equations which are linearized according to the method of quasilinearization and then put in

algebraic form by the use of central differences. Explicit statements of the boundary conditions

at one end of the integration range displace the algebraic equations in such a fashion as to yield

a block tridiagonal matrix which may be solved by a standard algorithm. An error measure is

defined as the square toot of the sum of the squares of the differences of each variable at each
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grid point in the mesh between the k-th and the (k -r 1)-th iterate. Convergence is achieved

when this error is suitably small. The converged solutions we obtain involve a heavil) graded

mesh so as to place a large number of points close to the wall. Despite considerable effort the

calculations are not robust; thus, for example, when we attempt to extend the theory to the

case of a rotating tube, we are unable to achieve convergence. Clearly either alternative numeri-

cal techniques or further study of the application of the Keller box method to the system of

equations involved here is required.

ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows schematically the flow and coordinate system considered. Since we assume the

flow is of constant density and fuly-developed, in considering the velocit) field only the mean

pressure f varies in the streamwise direction. We follow the practice in !6' and denote the mean

velocity components by capital letters and the related fluctuations by lower case letters. Thus

4 the mean velocity components of interest are U(r) and W(r) with fluctuations V and u.

Although the mean radial velocity is zero, its fluctuation v plays an important role in the

theory.

Describing Equations for the Velocity Field

With these assumptions preliminary work indicates that we must consider the following equa-

tions resulting directly from 161 but with a wall correction to the pressure-strain model added:

I

.
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Conservation of u:

2 (- - ) - ( - I( - ) .z f ' d U

O= - _ (c, - c,.f 7 - k 2
3 k 3 )k 3  f)

d r kvk d

Conservation of v:

o= - ( - (c - , , f) k) 2 -2 6 2 f) U I
3 k 3) 3 dr

C+ d (r kv dv 2 c k u7 (v7 ). (2)

r dr 1 dr r 2

Conservation of u

0 - ci-c'-f- k) 2 (QA 3 ) -±UdU
0 3 (lk u 3) 3 dr

c, d rk -  (3)

7 Tv T d) 2  U7(3

Conservation of ii.

- ,1L = + (cc + c2.f) -(1-c)v - -.-2 f -2) - k)d 2

dW Ce d ( v-7 d -)+ 776 + 7 dT 7 'dv

v 'IF dr

* *k 2qi (1 )~4 4

. '. " " .'" ". . • ' .' '. i .' .'. ' . . .. -. " ". '',.."' ... ...'' "' " ''.- ,"" .. .'''- . ., ' . ..' - '.,..,,. .-'d'v
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Conservation of t:

2  dU Cc d (rkv ' df
0 -. ,2 "-k- cc'k U T"dr +r dr f a?

In these equations the notation is standard but several comments are indicated. The quantity k

is the turbulent kinetic energy 1/2u- while c is the velocity dissipation. The units of kt are

(LIV) so that the coefficients in the diffusion terms have the units of (UL) as required. The

function f is the so-called wall function which corrects the pressure-strain model for the effect of

the wall; it is proportional to k3 2/( y) where y if the distance from the wall. We discuss this

matter in more detail later.

We need additional equations to complete the formulation but it is convenient to discuss

Eqs. (I)-(5) before proceeding. In these equations the following empirical constants appear: cl;

c2 with the related constants o = (8 - c2),4l, 3 = (8c 2 - 2)/11 and -y = (30c 2 - 2)/55; c,; CcI;

C,2; and the two constants arising from the wall function, cl. and c"u. Values of these con- -

stants are given in 16' and 18,.

In the absence of swirl W 0 and Eqs.(l)-(5) represent five equations for the three velo-

* city intensities, u, v-2,  the mean velocity U and the dissipation f. Solutions to these equa-

tions subject to regularity conditions at the axis (r 0) and boundary conditions at the wall

describe the turbulent flow in nonrotating circular tubes.

*The continuity and three mean momentum equations do not enter explicitly in our formu-

lation; the first of these equations leads to V 0 while the x-wise momentum equation becomes

I d ( _ v A f32- ± ~- (,,__Y) = _- _ .=.
r r p ax 4R

where A = 8 ev (r = R) I2 = 8 U/U7 )2 is the friction factor u, is the shearing velocity and 7

is the mian velocity defined by
VR

U =-- Urdr. (6) "

R0



We thus obtain the radial distribution of Reynolds shear stress

SU2 (7)(8 R R

so that Tv is not a dependent variable in Eqs.(1)-(5). The radial momentum equation deter-

mines the radial pressure gradient after the characteristics of the velocity are known; we have

I d ) 14- -  1a
"7 T r P =v2 (8)

As suggested earlier Eq.(8) will enter significantly in the analysis of the coupled velocity and

temperature fields but for the present may be set aside.

Finally, the azimuthal momentum equation leads to the important result that the Rey-

nolds shear stress -; E 0. We thus find that only two of the possible three shear stresses are

operative in the flow under consideration.

With rotation and thus swirl two additional equations are required, namely, those for:

Conservation of 1-1:

r 1t,/kdr

av4 rkf2V d IV
-1] - CWf)-(- (I- U' - - WU(9

t JLI c., d r k V__ d i. -lg (9)
r r dr dr r

Conservation of V-u;

rd_ 2 W _ W

W dU dW
-vdU O - - .W W - dW (10)

r dr dr d r dr

These additional equations determine FEW and W so that with swirl we have seven equations in

seven unknowns.

- .'. .i. i. . , '' .. - " " " ", .~ " . " ' . ' . .. i i , i , . " . . . . . - *. " . " , - , " - " " .
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Boundary Conditions

Equations (1)-(5), (9) and (10) contain three intensities, the dissipation and the 9--stress, each

involving second derivatives, and the U- and W-velocity components involving first derivatives

for a total order of twelve. In nonswirling flow W-Ei= W M 0 and the total order is reduced to

nine.

Consider in detail the boundary conditions for the case of nonrotating flow. We take the

boundary conditions on axis to be those arising from regularity considerations, namely

dr dr dr

and from the physical requirement that v2 = u* Although alternative strategies can be fol-

lowed, we find it convenient to specify U = L* at r = R. Now if these five conditions on the

axis are imposed, the equations imply that du/dr = dU/dr = 0 are automatically satisfied so

that for this case we have five conditions on the axis and four at r = R.

The starting point of our considerations of the boundary conditions at the surface of the

tube in the nonrotating case is the observation that our equations do not apply at the wa]l. i.e..

within the viscous sublayer. and thus that the conditions we seek relate to the outer edge of

that layer taken to be sufficiently thin so that without introducing significant spatial ambiguity

we can consider that edge to be at r = R. In deriving these conditions it is convenient to intro-

duce a coordinate y measured from the wall. The next observation is that the dissipation, based

as it is on notions of isotropic turbulence which fail as the wall is approached, must be expected

to have a special character as y --- 0. Accordingly, we require that e behave in a fashion con-

sistent with experimental observations in the wall region of turbulent flows, e.g., as given by

mixing length theory. Thus as y -4 0 we require that c, k v7, = MI = #C2 y2 aU/ay and that

the logarithmic law applies, namely that

"It is worth noting that when the Keller box method is used, the boundary conditions must be treated with more care than in more
conventional numerical techniques.

*
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=LIn( ) B (12)

where u,2 = uv--r = R); o is the Karman constant and B is a second empirical constant. Equa-

tion (12) provides a means for eliminating y since dU/dy = u, /r y. Thus

cf k v2 cfkv-2 (- au) (13)
P ,y 2 (dUldy) u,2 , r "'

In addition to providing one boundary condition to be applied at r = R Eq. (13) implies that as

y -, 0, r- R. c y - constant and that as a consequence Eqs. (1)-(5) take on special forms.

Before discussing these in details we note that the variable y can also be eliminated from

Eq. (12); although we use the resulting equation only a posteriori, we set it forth at this junc-

ture; we have

u, R u,

n- - D I - ,, + B (14)
U , C V' P c R ( d 7 1 r

where Uand d'/dr are evaluated at r = R.

While Eq. (13) is a synthetically imposed condition reflecting the inapplicability of the dis-

sipation equation in the vicinity of the tube wall, the remaining boundary conditions at r = R

are determined by the differential equations specialized to reflect the special character of c as

r -. R. In particular u, v and u, each divided by u, 2, are found from Eqs. (1)-(3) to take on

constant values given by algebraic combinations of the various empirical constants arising in the

equations. This feature implies that values of the three intensities at the outer edge of the

viscous sublayer, taken to be at r = R, can be specified; indeed such a specification is standard

in predictive methods involving Reynolds stress closure (cf. reference 8). Thus for nonrotating

tube flow we have five boundary conditions at r = 0 and four at r = R.

An alternative approach would involve satisfaction of Eq. (14) for specific values of (u, R//') and determination of U. as part
of the solution. The indirect procedure we follow appears more convenient.

V7
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If the tube is rotating about its axis of symmetry, we have two additional conditions at the

axis, iT- W = 0. Since -- 0, the only mean shear stress at the outer edge of the viscous

sublayer is OF = u, 2 . Thus, if we again consider mixing length theory to apply close to the wall.

we readily conclude that

Aw (r= R)= 0
dr

This completes specification of the boundary conditions for the case of a rotating tube.

Nondimensionalization and Reduction to First Order Equations - Nonrotating Case

We use the shearing velocity u, and the radius R as the two nondimensionalizing quantities.

Accordingly, we define the following dependent variables:

ME i RU, K, (1 u- 1/ , 1. u, I.= u

E=, R/,, . K = -( r

2

In order to reduce the differential equations to first order we introduce the following additional

dependent variables:

G, = './T. , G= 1'.,, ,, = . ,.,/T,. C = E',IT,

where T,, -E/K I, t is a dimensionless transport parameter and where prime denotes differen-

tiation with respect to q = r/R, the single independent variable.

When these new variables are substituted into Eqs. (1)-(5) and Eq. (7) used to eliminate

v-, two steps are needed to achieve a formulation convenient for numerical analysis. In the first

step Eq. (4) is solved for M.' to obtain

M.4= G, G,+G+G, G,, (c,-c,,f) Eq c, 4KI,
1 E t7T,2 K 4v K o7 ' E '
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• "%": ? :" ( 1 , - .] - - K C- 2.- (I.- 4v) f (5I 2w

This equation permits the remaining equations to be solved explicitly for the derivatives of the

other eight variables. We obtain from Eqs. (1)-(3) and (5) the following:

'.= T, G. (16)

GE (c, - f (I. K)
C 3K 3

2 P7 (1 - - (2 -3) c. A (17)

I"=T. G, ()

G,' E-, (c - .if) -(v -K)
g 3 K 3

2 c, K I,,
(I, - I,)- 2 Y (a - 2 3) - c2,f,E 7

I.' = T, G.. S (20)

G. 2 E 2G1,, = ) E- (cg - cf ) -=K (.' - = AD')-
co 3K 3

2c. K I. ,-I, 2
(I K (I) 2 + ) " (21)

Ei

E'= T,, G, (22)

"c 2  - c(I 7 .' ] (23)

.. .. . .... ...... .......... . .............>-.,..
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In terms of the dimensionless variables the boundary conditions become:

At 1= 0:

M= M,(O), given

G. G, G= O, ,=

At , = 1:

E= c c, K (- M.' )

1, l1, 1 , given

In these equations the wall function A.7) is expressed as

f= P
y

where 0 is selected so that fir R) 1; from the behavior of f as y -. 0 either with or without

swirl we have

c,v

k"

where all variables are evaluated at r = R. Thus we have in dimensionless form

c,_,.(1]) ______-

KK 1 /2(1) E(1I -)'

(24)

= 1, i =l

For the case of a rotating tube Eqs. (9) and (10) are similarly nondimensionalized and

decomposed into three first order differential equations. The first of the two steps required to

achieve a form convenient for numerical analysis is in this case somewhat more complicated in

. . .- - - .- - . -. - - - " -" ° . -. - - -.-- -,- -'-- . -.- •. - . -; ' . . -. : ii .-- .i -... . -. i'i - ..
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that the derivatives of U and R4 must be found by solution of two algebraic equations. The

remaining derivatives are then given explicitly as in Eqs. (16) -(23) but with additional terms

arising from the rotation.

Describing Equations for the Temperature Field

Our study to this point deals only with the prediction of the characteristics of the velocit%

within the tube and treats the density as constant. We now take up analysis of the situation

when the temperature of the wall differs slightly from that of the fluid, 'Slightly" implying that

the density can continue to be treated as constant.

This approximation calls for comment. If the radial pressure gradient is considered to be

suitably 'large" in the same sense that body forces due to gravity are treated in the Boussinesq

approximation, then we find that with swirl coupling between the velocity and temperature

characteristics arises in the balance equations involving the radial velocity fluctuation. In par-

ticular a term vt c#/Or enters the v -equation. a term -t F/r the 07-equation and as indicated

earlier a term Fojir the T-equation. Here in the interests of simplicity and in the spirit of an

preliminary investigation we provisionally neglect these coupling effects.

The temperature is decomposed into T -r t, i.e., into mean and fluctuating components. so

that the the equation for T(z,r) with axial conduction neglected becomes

u =l T 8 (25)

We denote the mean temperature on the axis of the tube as T= T.(z) and the temperature at

the wall as T. , taken constant, and introduce as a principal dependent variable appropriate for

a fully-developed flow the quantity

e(,,,))=
T.(z) T.

t'"
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Note that 0 E < , 1. Implied by these considerations is a modification of the usual notion of .'..

fully-developed flow insofar as the temperature characteristics are concerned, a modification

called for by the heat added or withdrawn along the length of the tube.

When the definitions of e and of our earlier variables are introduced in Eq. (31), we find

M.OA + ( 1  T)(17 9'J 0 (26)17 ( T. "- T.) u o('6

where

A R dT,
T- T. dz

is a dimensionless thermal loading parameter assumed here to be constant. The second term in

Eq. (26) involves the mean radial flux of temperature.

As an aside it is worth noting the physical significance and characteristics of A. If Eq. (26)

is integrated, we have

(-A) FM. e , d U, = 1T 1) (2,)

-4 The right side is a dimensionless heat flux and the integral is a dimensionless measure of the

energy being convected within the tube, both positive definite quantities. Thus A < 0 and we

conclude, as must be the case on physical grounds, that if T. < T., then dT*/dz > 0 while if

T. > T., then dT./dz < 0.

The definition of A and the assumption that it is constant imply that

AxT.(z/R) = T + A exp( )

where A is an integration constant which can be determined by specification of T. at some

strearnwise station.

@ S
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A second-moment closure consistent with our earlier treatment of the velocity field requires

an equation for the radial flux vt; as indicated by the review due to Launder i9' there exist

uncertainities regarding the second-moment equations for turbulent heat and mass transfer since

considerably less attention has been devoted to them than to the corresponding equations for

momentum transfer. Accordingly, we are justified in making simplifying assumptions. We find

that if we neglect a wall correction associated with the correlation , we need only one addi-

tional partial differential equation to close the set of equations for the temperature field, namely

that for the mean radial flux vt

U -Vt 2 T -" ' (C', - C' cif).az cT r C1z k

Cc8 a I r -'j a-ki_
_L ;7t..-, a _ ;t)- (28)

The first two terms on the left side describe production, the third dissipation and the remainder

turbulent diffusion. The additional empirical constants are c., c, and clu

We now assume that the flux vt can be represented in a form appropriate for a full)-

developed flow, namel) as

~(z,7) =(T.(--) - Tw) ~(~

Furthermore, we introduce two additional dimensionless dependent variables

',, , ,, =-, -'
U,, T.

where T,, is the dimensionless exchange parameter introduced earlier.

Equations (26) and (28) and the definition of G,# lead to three additional equations for the

temperature field within the tube, namely

F," = T,, (29)

F,,"' =A M. P7 - .F,# (30)
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- 4,o1

_c! x Io'= -A M, F,-,e- ) -

C, I + L !LI- (-, + cc,.f) + 1., o (1

, E 4 K 1 (3 1)

These equations are to be solved subject to the obvious conditions at the axis, 1(0) = 1.

Fv, (0) = 0. We follow a procedure close to that used earlier for the velocity boundary condi-

tions at the wall of the tube. The mean temperature distribution within the logarithmic portion

of the wall layer when the mixing length varies as (#,' ) y where al is a turbulent Prandtl

number, assumed given, is easily found to be

T= -- a -- + T,
P U, V

where q. is the rate of heat transfer taken to be positive when the fluid is heated by the tube.

Then some rearrangement leads to

0(0) = . , M.(I) = F,, M.(1) (32)
p f, (T. - T.)

which provides the desired boundary condition at r/ = 1.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Generally the equations for a Reynolds stress closure are solved by uncoupling the second order

partial differential equations and by solving each difference representation by a scalar tridiago-

nal algorithm. This is the basis of many of the program originating with the group at the

Imperial College of Science and Technology. Although never reported, it is likely that this pro-

cedure is slowly convergent and we therefore consider here the numerical treatment of Eqs. (15)

(23) by the Keller box method. That we intend to use this method is suggested by our

.5-.'- , . " .- 5.'." , . . ". ", . . . . ' " * .. -- .''" - ' ". '.,5-. "
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formulation in terms of first order equations. We first consider the linearization of these equa-

tions as follows: If for notational convenience we replace the dependent variables M., I., etc. by

their equivalent yl, y2,....yg we can formally write

Y.' = g,(Ys, y,' Y9.g-7), i= 1, 2,....9 (33)

and can use quasilinearization to obtain the equations for the k + 1-iterate, given the k-th

iterate, namely

, k) I -kh, 1. 2, ....9 (34)

where summation with respect to I is indicated by the repeated index. Equations (34) consti-

tute a set of linear ordinary differential equations.

Suppose we use the subscript n to denote a value corresponding to a grid point location

t q,. and let a spacing between such points be denoted as

6 n = 17n - 17n- l

Then a central difference representation of Eqs. (34) is

kk.*1 + I k( Lg)I k+ IY4 k(L- k+ 114,I + kh. + kh~,i (5

Equations (35) replace Eqs. (33) by a set of algebraic equations subject to iteration.

If n = I denotes values arbitrarily close to ri = 0, a value denoted 6. and n = N values at

q = I and if the first five equations in the system of equations are explicit statements of the five

boundary conditions at r = 0, then the matrix given by Eqs. (35) takes the form shown

schematically in Fig. (2). Thus despite the two point nature of the differencing scheme leading

to Eqs. (35) we achieve ablock tridiagonal matrix with N submatrices involving 9 x 9 elements.

I' . .. '- -o + + .. . -+- ., . -. + i + . . . ... , - -. . . + . -. . . - . , . . +



The last four equations in the matrix specify the four boundary conditions at q = 1. There is a

standard, efficient algorithm for the solution of such a matrix.

One of the difficulties connected with implementing the solution of Eqs. (35) and the other

approachs to the solution of the equations for a Reynolds stress closure is that estimates for all

dependent variables at all grid points must be provided in order to initiate the integration cycle.

Here we use the experimental results of Laufer as discussed by Hinze i10 to construct analytic

representations of the nine dependent variables within the range q = 6, to q/ = 1.

A second difficulty relates to achieving convergence and the rate of such convergence when

it occurs. If we define an error measure as

EM = 9 N k4 l k A)2

we require EM to be suitably small. Since the nature of the flow to be described by the solution

involves large changes in the dependent variables close to the wall, our experience with conver-

gence of the iterations indicates it is essential to have a fine grid spacing close to Y7 = 1. Unless

a prohibitively large value for N is used, this requirement suggests the use of a graded mesh.

Accordingly, we assume

6M = 6, (1 + ( 6 ), (36)

where e6 is a grading parameter and where 6, is a spacing parameter selected so that

N-1 N-IE 6 =6 E (I + fd)" I - S, (37)-

In our numerical examples we let N = 21, 6, = 0.01 and e( = - 0.2. These values locate the

Our erller remark on the need for careful selection of the boundary conditions when the Keller box method is used is now rein-
forced.

4o :
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first eleven grid points between j = 0.01 and 7 0.9 and the remaining ten between the latter

value and q- 1.

Our experience with this numerical technique to the extent that we have been able to

experiment with it suggests that it does not yield a robust computing scheme. Convergence is

at best slow and heavy underrelaxation is required to achieve any convergence. For example, to

' reduce E. from 560 to 0.05 requires 66 iterations with an underrelaxation factor of 0.15. Hov

"" this performance compares with the conventional approach to equations of the sort encountered

here is unknown.

The following are the values of the empirical constants used in our calculations:

r, = 1.5 c2 r 0.40 c, = 0.22 c, I = 1.45

C, 2 1.90 c, = 0.35 c1,. 0.50 c2 . = 0.060

ic = 0.40 B = 5.4

These are all standard values (cf. [8') with the exception of c, : we find it necessary to increase

the standard value of 0.15 to that indicated here in order to achieve the correct Re~rnolds

number in Eq. (14).

Experiment suggests and we therefore impose the following values of the intensities at

q7 = 1, values:

IJ(1) =5.06 1 0.810 1 = 2.89

RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We compare our predictions for nonrotating, isothermal tube flow with the experimental results
O

of Laufer (cf. [101). We thus specify M.(0) = 28.6 which corresponds to a Reynolds number

a, R/, = 8740. We find from Eq. (14) that the predicted value of sRa, is 8130, reasonably

. - ...

': " : .- " '. " .... --- - ". . - S .. . . -, ' , _... ..
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close to that corresponding to experiment and that the mean velocity profile is in excellent

agreement with data both in terms of the logarithmic and velocity defect representations.

Figures 3a - c compare the measured and predicted intensities. Here we see that the

predicted axis values and the distribution of the radial intensity as indicated by 1., are in reason-

able agreement with the data but that near the wall the other two intensities decrease more

rapidly than the data. Although we have explored a variety of alterations to the specification of

the boundary conditions at the wall, we are unable to improve these results which may or may

not be considered satisfactory.

Further studies are beyond the scope of the present investigation. Future research should

be devoted to removing the discrepancy indicated by Figs. 3a and 3c and to achieving a more

robust numerical procedure, first for nonrotating, isothermal flow and subsequently for the more

general case of a rotating tube with heat transfer.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I. Schematic representation of the flow and coordinate system

* Figure 2. Schematic representation of the block tridiagonal matrix

Figure 3. Comparison of measured and predicted intensities

a. The intensity of the axial velocity component I.

b. The intensity of the radial velocity component 1.,

c. The intensity of the azimuthal velocity component 4,,
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Abstract

The thesis describes the development and application of a

computational procedure (based on the curvilinear-orthogonal TEACH code

which incorporates a finite-volume discretization of the describing

partial differential equations) for solving both velocity and temperature

fields in fully-developed laminar and turbulent flows through spirally

fluted tubes.

In the laminar regime, extensive computational results have been

obtained for air (Pr - 0.708), water (Pr - 7.03) and ethylene glycol (Pr = 93)

at Reynolds numbers ranging up to 2.5 x 103, with flute angles varying

from 00 to 300 and with 10, 20 and 30 flutes around the circumference.

The results show that both the surface heat transfer coefficients and

friction factors increase over the smooth tube values. However, for water

and especially for ethylene glycol the increase in skin friction coefficient

is substantially lower than that of the heat transfer coefficient. Thus,

even in the laminar regime, spirally fluted tubing can be used beneficially

for promoting heat transfer in fluids of high Prandtl number.

In the turbulent regime, the study has been based mainly on the k-c

Boussinesq viscosity model over most of the tube, merged with Van Driest's

form of the mixing-length hypothesis in the near-wall region. Three fluids

have been tested, air , water and calcium chloride solution 30% (Pr - 19.6)

• in tubes with spiral angles ranging from 00 to 300 for 10, 20 and 30 flutes.

S
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The predicted results show enhancement in both heat transfer and skin

friction coefficients over the unfluted tube values. In most of the

cases studied, however, the increase in surface heat transfer is

considerably higher than that of the pressure drop, a behaviour quite

desirable for applications in heat exchangers. The comparison with the

available limited experimental data showed a substantial overprediction

of the measured friction factors and heat transfer coefficients. However,

an important (though brief) enquiry into the nature of the physical

processes (viscous behaviour of the flow within the flutes, sensitivity

due to swirl) led to a significant improvement of the predicted values

in agreement with the experimental data.

I:
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' ~~Nomenclature .'-i

A cross-sectional area

A n  nominal area based on inside diameter

At  total area

A% A A control volume's east, west, north, south arease Aw  nIA

Ail Ny AN, A~S coefficients for the discretized equations

b Ht/21t

c fin  k.6/(kfd)

c specific heat at constant pressureP ,
c turbulence constant

C, Cn  convection coefficients

DD, Drl diffusion parameters

D h , dh , de  hydraulic diameter (- 4A/P)

e,, e r, e base vectors in the ( 9x co-ordinate

system

.~ ~~ jr() ( ))
e() e(,), e(,) normalized base vectors in the (

co-ordinate system

f e f  friction factor based on hydraulic diameter

f p friction factor based on mean radius

I_"f rficion factor of a rough surface
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- f friction factor of a smooth surface

sm

F, IF convection parameters

G turbulence energy generation rate

gr body force per unit mass in radial direction

h height of flute

h height of a constant- co-ordinate line

h, hn h magnitudes of base vectors e,9 e.I, e

H spiral pitch

I,J indices for dependent variables and co-ordinates

k turbulence energy

k vector parallel to the tube-axis

kf thermal conductivity of the fluid

k thermal conductivity of the tape

k+ roughness parameter

I fin height

9c mixing length for a parallel plate channel

9pipe mixing lengthp.

Lm mixing length

ii total mass flow rate

mass flow rate in the region R < R
a a

n number of flutes

NI,NJ maximum values of indices I,J

Nu Nusselt number based on hydraulic diameter

including the added surface area due to fluting

IO ff.................... .............. f . .. * *..
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vi

Nu pipe Nusselt number including the added surface

area due to fluting fi .Akf71 AT.kfl

Nu (Nu 2TRb
p P1

Nu - Nu ( .Nu 2iRb
e

Nu Nusselt number of a rough surfacer

Nu Nusselt number of a smooth surfaces

p pressure

p', PI' P2 pressure corrections

P production of turbulence energy

P.. production of Reynolds stresses u.u.

Pie production of fluxes iu-'

P perimeter of the fluted tube

Pe Peclet number

Pr Prandtl number

Prt turbulent Prandtl number

Pref reference pressure

Pw surface static pressure

Pmax' Pmin maximum and minimum static pressures

q" heat input to tube per unit surface area

qe' 4' 4n' 4s total fluxes (convection plus diffusion)

Q, Q' heat input to tube per unit length

R inner radius of the fluted tubea

Rmean radius of the fluted tube

Ree, Re Reynolds number based on hydraulic diaseter

Re ( - .4A/(vP))

Re Reynolds number based on mean diameter
P

S..2b/
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vii

Ref flute Reynolds number

R mean radius of a co-ordinate-c line

Rm  matching radius between the curvilinear and polarmI

parts of grid

R radius of the tube wallw':

R (ar/(r2 + b2) ar/an)

Sf Sflute perimeter of the flute - -

So - source term (-B P+ a

St Stanton number

SU , SP source terms

s inter-fin spacing

T mean temperature

T stress tensor

- Tb' T bulk temperature

T ref reference temperature

Twall temperature

T temperature on the wall at the trough position

Uwall velocity of the wall

U velocity vector

u- U Reynolds stresses

. ' heat fluxes
3.

u( , u(n), u(;)  velocity components in the (x(  , x(n),x( )

co-ordinate system

U, u mean and fluctuating velocity in direction "

URFO under-relaxation factor for "

V, v mean and fluctuating velocity in direction n0

Ve, Vr circumferential and radial velocity of (U+i)
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W, w menan and fluctuating velocity in direction z

W mxmaximum axial velocity

V bulk axial velocity

W axial velocity at the pipe axis

w (V w ( velocity components in the (Z ( z ,(Z))

co-ordinate system

x x x ( co-ordinate system following the spiralling Of

the flutes

*y distance from a node to the nearest node on the

wall

z axial direction

z~ (ri (Z co-ordinate system following the tube-axis

Greek Letters

ci circumferential angle on the cross-stream plane

cs~ weighting factor accounting for the non-uniformity
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CHAPTER I

1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY

1.1 Introduction

It has been-known for a long time that spiralling indentations on

the inside surface of circular tubes enhance considerably surface heat

transfer coefficients. However, in most of the cases this improvement is

accompanied by substantial increases in friction factor, a feature which

deters their application to systems where the pumping power is of primary

* importance.

However, experiments have shown that the type of spirally fluted

tubes evolved by Yampolsky Ci3, shown in Figure 1.1, possess highly

attractive features for use in heat exchanges and condensers foron the

inner surface, the heat transfer coefficient may be more than doubled

compared with smooth tube values while the friction factors remain at

values associated with unfluted smooth tubes. Moreover, the fabrication

technique of rolling flutes on strips and then spiralling and simultaneously

welding the strips to form the tubes results in costs not significantly

greater than those of commrcially welded tubes.

To complement the experimental work currently ongoing by J.C. LaRue

and P.A. Libby, the present study has focused attention on the development

and application of a numerical solution scheme to laminar and turbulent

f lows through spirally fluted tubes. The provision of such a procedure

would be valuable in optimizing the design of the fluting.
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1.2 Literature Survey

Introduction

The thesis describes a numerical study of the velocity field and

convective heat transfer characteristics of flow in the spirally fluted

tubes evolved by Yampolsky [1i, an example of which is shown in Figure 1.1.

The designer of heat transfer equipment has always been attracted to

schemes which improve heat transfer coefficients. Considerations of saving

energy and materials have led to enormous efforts to produce more efficient

heat-exchange equipment. According to Bergles [2] (see Figure 1.2) the

number of papers published per year in this area shows a remarkable increase

in the last decade, a feature that is unique in the international scientific

literature. The main focus of this work is to reduce the size of heat

exchanger required for a specified heat duty or to increase the capacity of

an existing heat exchanger. In some cases where heat generation rates are

fixed, an efficient heat exchanger can prevent excessive temperatures or

system destruction.

The various techniques for augmenting heat transfer inside tubes for

laminar or turbulent flows may be divided into two categories: passive and

active techniques. Passive techniques are those where no external energy

is required to augment the heat transfer other than the pump work. Joshi

and Bergles [ 3] in their survey of passive heat transfer augmentation

techniques sub-classify these as:

.. -
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1) Surface roughness

2) Internal extended surfaces

3) Displaced promoters

4) Swirl flows

5) Curved or coiled tubes

6) Additives

and 7) Compound techniques in which more than one of these techniques

are employed.

As active techniques, where external energy is required to produce

the augmentation, the above reference lists the following:-

1) Rotating tubes

2) Heated surface vibration

3) Fluid pulsation

4) Electrostatic fields

5) Suction or injection

6) Compound techniques

Bergles and different co-workers [2], [3], [4], [51 have presented

an extensive literature survey on heat transfer augmentation techniques.

They refer to about 600 publications giving a very short evaluation of the

different techniques.

Attempts to increase heat transfer coefficients go back at least to

Joule's (61 work in 1861. Later, similar reports have been published by

* Whitham in 1896 (71 and by Royds in 1924 [8]. Joule reported that

significant improvement in the overall heat transfer coefficient for

condensation of steam in a tube by single-phase cooling water flowing on
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the outside of the tube could be obtained by wending a wire, in spirals,

around the tube. Wbitbam [7] reported an increase in efficiency of a tube

boiler by up to 18% when twisted-tape inserts were fixed in the tubes.

In our literature survey we shall restrict attention to passive

techniques mainly because the spirally fluted tube belongs to that

category. We shall refer to experimental and numerical studies for both

turbulent and laminar flows. The augmentation of heat transfer for

laminar flows is most important because in that regime the heat transfer

coefficients are generally low.

The main problem is that, in the existing literature, for a given

augmentation technique, different investigators do not give their results

in a common frame of reference. Thus, the evaluation of a technique and,

even more so, the comparison of different techniques, becomes very difficult.

Making a brief reference to active techniques we should state that

a great amount of work has been published on this topic. For example,

the reports of White [9], Harvey et al [10], Murakami et al [11], Nagib et

al [12], Canon and Kays [13], McElhiney et al [14], Mori et al [15],

Miyazaki (16] and Skiadaressis and Spalding (17] present tubes straight or

curved, circular or square, rotating about their own axis or a parallel

axis, and give data for both laminar and turbulent flows where generally

a moderate increase in heat transier has been observed mainly for laminar

flows.

6A
Bergles (2] reports improvement of heat transfer to both turbulent

and laminar flows for liquids with surface vibration. Fluid vibration has



been studied for both air and liquids and reported in reference [2].

The studies of Porter et al [18], Savkar [19] and Newton et air 20]

showed an impressive enhancement of heat transfer with electric fields,

particularly in the laminar flow region, improvements of at least 100%

when voltages in the 10 KV range were applied to oil.

Injection and suction have been demonstrated to improve heat transfer

to both laminar and turbulent flows. Relevant reports are those of

Kudirka [21], Tauscher et al [22], Kinney [23] and Kinney and Sparrow [24].

It is interesting to note, however, that in all the above references the

enhancement of heat transfer is followed by a comparable or even higher

increase of the friction factor.

The existing literatute on passive techniques can be divided into

two categories: experimental studies and numerical studies. In the first

* category we shall focus attention mainly on results, while in the second

we shall discuss as well the numerical procedures used by the authors

since our work is a numerical study. (A careful investigation of previous

* studies, similar to ours, can provide most useful information for comparison

as far as the numrical procedure and the results are concerned).

1.2a Experimental Studies

The role of rough surfaces in fluid mechanics and heat transfer has

f been studied by scientists for a long time. In 1933 Nikuradse [25]

reported his experimental work on the effect of roughness on friction

and velocity distribution, using pipes roughened by sand grains. In spite of

L
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this complete experimental work, little attention had been focused on the

study of the effect of roughness on heat transfer until Cope [26], in

" 1941, published his studies on heat transfer of rough tubes and Nunner

[27], in 1958, reported an extensive work on heat transfer to air using

different types of two-dimensional roughness elements.

gSchlichting [28], using the experimental results of Nikuradse,

showed that friction factor laws for rough tubes can be divided into three

different regions depending on the roughness parameter k + and the laminar

sublayer thickness 6L

1) The hydraulically smooth region, where the roughness elements

are within the laminar sublayer and the equation of friction

factor is that of a smooth tube

I M 2 log(ReAf) - 0.8 (0 < (ks/ 6L) < 5)

4L

where k - roughness height5

f M friction factor k k /

Re - Reynolds number

2) The transition region, where some of the roughness elements

are in contact with the turbulent bulk flow increasing the

pressure drop and the equation of friction factor is a

function not only of Re but of ks/dh as well

I (k 18.7 -

-- 1.74 - 2 log -2
k  + - [5< (k/6L) 70)

f 1d R. 5< <70

where dh - hydraulic diameter

0

• . " • .~ *- • . - .. * . . -. . . - .- -. . . . . * . .. • , . - .

' _ . . , • . - . : . " , • . " , " - . ... . " '... "+ . . . . - *... . :" . . , . . .' *. . ". , . . - , -. ... ,- "
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3) The fully rough region, where the friction factor depends

only on k s/dh I
f - (ks/AL  > 70_

(2 log + 1.70)2 5

However, all the above equations can be used only with close-packed

sand roughnesses and cannot be extended to other roughness types.

Similarly, studies of experimental results on heat transfer on rough

surfaces led to a number of theoretical correlations conducted by Nunner

(27], Dipprey at al [29], Oven et al (30], Martinelli (31] and Galin [32].

Nunner's experimental results were presented in the form

-1/9 -1/6

I + i.SRe Pr (Pr- 1)nh "e-11/8 -I/
I + 1.5 Re pr (Pr (f r/f ) - I)

where Pr = Prandtl number

Nu /Nu

r a
Th f ./= efficiency

(subscripts r and s stand for rough and smooth tubes respectively)

Nu - Nusselt number

The above correlation predicts efficiency always less than unity since

f r/f is equal to or greater than unity. The formula does not fit

experimental results for "integral" roughnesses since Nunner's experiments

were conducted with "overlapped" roughnesses only. The latter type of

roughness can be formed by wires or ribs soldered on the tube surface,

inside or outside, being only turbulent promoters. They do not increase

the heat transfer surface because of the high thermal resistance between
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the smooth surface and the roughness elements. In contrast, integral

roughnesses, such as threads, wires, ribs or grooves forming a solid body

with the tube, increase the active heat transfer surface. However, the

small scattering of data for both integral and overlapped roughnesses

indicates that the experimental results for all types of roughnesses can be

represented by one equation. In this regard, separate proposals have been

made by Dipprey et al [291 and Owen et al [30]. Dipprey used a similarity

rule in order to correlate, interpret and extend experimental results for

turbulent flow and the equation obtained is:-

1.07 + 12.7 /f-/ 7(Pr - 1)

nh 0. 8.48)1+ v r/ (5.19(k')12 Pr 8.48)

Owen's equation is:- ."k

1.07 + 12.7 Vf5 _8(Pr% - I)

Vi (0 '.52(k 4 Pr° ' ) 17.8 fr/8

where ks + - k / L determines the extent of geometrical influence of a

roughness element in turbulent flow. Dipprey's equation is presented on

Figures 1.3-!.6,where the efficiencynh is plotted against the Prandtl

number with ks + 30, 60, 100, 250 as parameters. From these graphs one

can see the good agreement between Dipprey's theory and the experimental

results for the fully rough region (k > >70) and for Prandtl numbers from

I to 7 as well as the level of nh which becomes greater than I for high

Pr and k 4> 70. However, no experimental data exist for high Prandtl
+

numbers for k > 9 250 and k < 30. Figure 1.7 presents the efficiency has 0

a function of k for different Prandtl numbers. It is clear that for a

given ks+ nh increases with Pr, while for a given Prandtl number and



k + > 70 rh decreases with increasing k 
+

Burck (33] tried to explain the heat transfer mechanism of rough

surfaces emphasizing that it cannot be expected that the models proposed by

Dipprey or Owen would predict with great accuracy such a complicated

behaviour over a large range of Prandtl numbers and roughness parameters.

His analysis noted that the heat transported by turbulence in the bulk

depends on the amount of heat which can reach that part of the flow trans-

ported by conduction through the thermal boundary layer. So, increasing k5

(namely k +), the heat transported to the bulk flow is limited by the thermal

resistance of the thermal boundary layer, while the skin friction is

increasing, leading to a decrease of efficiency. The heat transfer

performance of rough surfaces is not so much influenced by the shape of the

roughness elements, but is determined mainly by the type of the roughness

elements, namely integral or overlapped.

Smith and Gowen [341 reported heat transfer data for internally

threading pipes using UCON with Pr = 349. They demonstrated an improvement

of efficiency( compared with smooth tube's data) for UCON ( a polyalkylene

4glycol) in contrast to the behaviour of water confirming the results from

Dipprey's equation.

Gee et al [37] studied another type of roughness, the helical rib-

roughness, using air and water with three helix angles (300, 490 and 700)

all having a rib pitch (H) to height ratio of 15 and covering a Reynolds

range from 6000 to 65000. That paper, published in 1980, was the first

reporting heat transfer data in circular tubes with helically rib-roughened

inner surfaces. Gee et al showed that helical rib-roughness on the inner
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surface of a tube gives greater efficiency than transverse rib roughness,

as many other investigators before have suggested. The best operating

condition, as is shown in Figures 1.8 and 1.9, is ks  5 and helix angle

of about 500 (k is based on the rib height).

Smith et al [38] studied the features of a smooth pipe where a spiral

rib was inserted. They found, as in Ref. [37], that for water the smooth

tube is always more efficient than the rifled tube but for air, only for

Reynolds numbers greater than 2 x 104. Their temperature profiles showed

that the rifling has reduced the resistance to heat transfer in the turbulent

core, which explains the greater efficiency of rifled tubes at lower Pr

since, for a given Reynolds number, the relative resistance to heat transfer

in the turbulent core increases with decreasing Prandtl number. In contrast,

wall roughness resulted in somewhat steeper dimensionless temperature

gradients in the turbulent core since the most important reduction in

resistance is at the wall.

White et al [39] reported on helical-rib roughness applied to the

outer surface of the inner tube in an annular flow configuration. They

transformed their data using an equivalent diameter in order to remove the

effect of the smooth outer wall and presented their results as though both

walls of the annulus were rough. Their transformed annulus data showed that

the highest efficiency was observed at 330 helix angle with rib pitch-to-

height ratio of 8.

Considerable progress in the commercial production of tubes with

internal roughness has been made in recent years and such tubes are available

in the U.S.A. and U.K. as standard catalogue items.
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Another method of intensifying heat transfer is the use of internal

fins in tubes. Such fins could be either straight or helical in geometry.

For most applications this approach can be considered "old technology".

Experimental results for laminar flows have been reported by Marner

and Bergles [40] and by Bergles [41]. They reported a 200% increase in

Nusselt number for water and 700% for ethylene glycol using longitudinal

fins and uniform heat flux, as well as a 230% increase for ethylene glycol

using spiral fins and uniform wall temperature. Watkinson et al [42 ]

studied the flow of motor oil (Pr - 180 - 450) in tubes with spiral fins

and reported an increase of 224% in Nusselt numbers based on constant

pumping power comparison.

For turbulent flows, studies have been reported for air by Kubanek et

al [43] and for water by Tarassof et al [4 using the same type of tubes for

their experiments. They developed correlations using similar parameters;

however, those for water do not agree with the correlations for air. The

data for friction factor were correlated by an equation of the general form:

a b )d
f c 1 (s/d)a bRe  (H/de (I)

where s is the inter-fin spacing, H the pitch of the spiral fins, while the

subscript e stands for 'equivalent'. The different constants are given in

the following table:-

Cl a b d

WATER 1.624 0.16 -0.39 0
STRAIGHT FINS

AIR 0.524 0.17 -0.29 0

WATER 2.456 0 -0.39 -0.2

SPIRAL FINS
AIR 0.2184 0 -0.15 -0.24

• --.,.-.- - - --. -- . -- .-. -. -. .- - - - .. ~
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Equation (I) is valid for 5000 4 Re 4 75000, 0.2 4 s/de 4 0.5 ande
9< H/de 4 80. Figures 1.10 and ].11 show how well the experimental data

are correlated by Equation (I), for both straight and spiral fins.

The data for Nusselt number were correlated by an equation of the

.* general form:-

k 9. MP[ ]q L

Nu C Pr Re H/d ) (S /d) Tw A

where An is the nominal area based on inside diameter, At the total area,

Tb the bulk temperature, Tw the wall temperature, 4 the viscosity and p

the viscosity on the wall. Again, the different constants are given .in the

following table:-

c2  k m n p q r

STRAIGHT WATER 0.212 0.333 0.60 0 0.34 0.14 0 0

FINS AIR 4.11 0.4 0.326 0 -1.4 x 10-6 0 0.5 i
I Re Pe 1.071

WATER 0.369 0.333 0.63 -0.27 0.21 0.14 0 0SPIRAL
FINS -2.95

AIR 0.242 0.4 0.645 01.3 0.0045 Re0 .3 1  0 0.50
Re e

Equation (II) is valid over the same range of Re , H/de, s/de as

Equation (I).

Figures 1.12, 1.13 and 1.14 show the agreement between the experimental

data and the values taken from the correlation (II). For both water and air,

when the ratio (H/de) decreases, the Nusselt number increases. For air

flow through spirally finned tubes the slope of Nu versus (H/de) or (s/de)e
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changes systematically with Reynolds number, in contrast to water where the

slope is constant. The same is true as well for straight fin tubes and the

slope of Nu versus (s/de). We can see this in Figures 1.13 and 1.14 where
e

another interesting feature is that an increase of (s/de) increases Nue for

*. water in contrast to air.

At constant pumping power the heat transfer performance of smooth and

finned tubes can be given by the ratio of the heat transfer coefficients for

finned (hi,f) and smooth (hi,o) surfaces, plotted in Figure 1.15. From

that figure it is obvious that for spirally finned tubes the above ratio

increases with the inter-fin spacing to pitch ratio for both water and air.

It means that the best performance can be obtained using fewer fins and

tighter spiralling. For the straight fin tubes, the constant pumping power

correlation for water increases with the ratio of inter-fin spacing to

diameter, while for air it is almost insensitive to that ratio. In

references [43] and [44] the influence of Prandtl number has not been

established since the range of Pr used is very narrow. Kubanek et al [43]

pointed out that application of the correlation (II) to liquids of higher

Prandtl numbers should give conservative results.

Turbulence promoters such as helically coiled wires or twisted tapes

fitted inside tubes are among the techniques used to augment heat transfer.

* Considerable experimental and theoretical work has been published on twisted

tapes but very little on helically coiled wires where the following features

are very interesting:-

a) They produce rotational flow which results in the movement

of heavier fluid elements outward and lighter ones inward,

improving convection in the case of heating.
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b) They introduce roughness elements which affect the

velocity distribution, the turbulence level and the

turbulent wall shear.

All these result in increased heat transfer and frictional power loss.

Kumar et al [45] have reported experimental results of forced

convection heat transfer and frictional factors for water flowing in a

vertical tube with coiled wire turbulence promoters of various diameters

and pitch-to-diameter ratios, uniformly heated. Their results show that, at

constant Re, adecrease of the pitch-to-diameter ratio increases both the

heat transfer and friction factor. The maximum increase in heat transfer is

of the order of 280% corresponding to a pitch-to-diameter ratio of one.

Their heat transfer data were correlated by the equation:-

Nu 0.175 Re0.
7 Pr (H/d)-0 .35

within 7.5% irrespective of the wire diameter. Kumar et al [45] concluded

that helically coiled wire turbulence promoters increase the heat transfer

coefficient compared with that of a smooth tube, but that they increase

the friction factor even more. Therefore, they can be used effectively only

in cases where the pumping power is not important but reduction in the size

and weight is of primary interest.

A twisted tape is sometimes inserted in a circular tube to produce

swirl flow, thereby to increase the heat transfer coefficient on the inside

tube surface. The tape is a thin metal strip twisted about its longitudinal

axis with a width equal to the internal diameter of the tube. When the tape

twist ratio y (- H/d, H being the pitch for 1800 of rotation of the twisted

tape) becomes infinity, the tube consists of two semi-circular straight

I,
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tubes in parallel.

Hong et al [46] experimentally evaluated the heat transfer performance

of a laminar twisted-tape flow. The tube was electrically heated but the
k6

twisted tape was isolated from the wall, which means Cfin 0 (Cfin lfd
f

k is the thermal conductivity of the tape material, kf of the fluid).

Their friction factor resultsshown in Figure 1.16, suggest that the effects

due Co the tape twist are evident only at large Reynolds numbers, where the

data tend to rise above the reference curve. Figure 1.17 shows Hong's

results for Nusselt number for y - 5.08 and different Prandtl numbers. It

is clear that the swirl motion makes Nu a function of Re and Pr, while for

y . and Cfin - 0 Nu is a constant equal to 2.594. Hong's experimental

results can be correlated by the equation:-

Nu - 5.172 1 + 0.005484 r (Re/y) 1 7
(III)

which fits a very wide range of Prandtlnumbers (Pr - 3 - 192). Hong et al

concluded that the increase in pressure drop with tape-generated swirl flow

in the laminar regime is less than the increase in heat transfer coefficient.

The maximum increase in heat transfer coefficient is ten times the empty

tube, while the corresponding pressure drop is less than four times the

empty tube pressure drop.

Lopina et al [47] reported an experimental study on heat transfer and

pressure drop in tape-generated swirl flow of single-phase water for the

turbulent region. They developed a method for predicting the heat-transfer

*1 -~coefficient for swirl flow based on the hypothesis that the observed

improvement is due to a) the increased flow path created by the tape,

b) the increased circulation created with heating due to centrifugal forces

6,
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and c) the tape fin effect. Figures 1. 18 and 1.19 show the results for

friction factor and Nusselt number, while the authors concluded that a

comparison of swirl and straight flow at constant pumping power indicated

that it should be possible to obtain improvements of at least 20Z with

swirl flow of water. Their additive correlation shown schematically in

Figure 1.20 has been found suitable for a wide range of liquid data. The

spiral and centrifugal convection (subscripts sc and cc respectively) can

be recognized as modified forms of the convention A relations for turbulent

flow in tubes and turbulent free convection. The fin factor F represents

the ratio of total heat transfer to the heat transferred by the walls alone.

Other reports and comparison between experimental and numerical data for

flows in tubes with twisted tapes will be presented in Part 1.2b of the

literature survey.

Marner et al [40) reported an experimental comparison between twisted

tape inserts (with twist ratio y - 5.4) and spirally finned tubes for laminar

flow of water and ethylene glycol. From their results, shown in Figure 1.21,

it is obvious that although both configurations show some enhancement, the

spirally finned tube (S.F.) is clearly superior to tube with twisted tape

(T.T.I.). The subscripts m, a and o stand for mean, augmented and plain

tube respectively while h represents the heat transfer coefficient.

From the discussion so far, it is clear that surface roughness and

swirl flow produced by a twisted tape, when applied separately, are among

the most effective methods for augmenting heat transfer at low pumping

cost. Bergles, Lee and Mimic [48] studied the case where those two

techniques were combined since it is reasonable to assume that such a

I"

... ."
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findings are shown in Figure 1.22 vhere the ratio of augmented to non-

augmented heat transfer coefficient at constant pumping power is plotted

against the Reynolds number. The subscripts o, a and p mean smooth tube

without swirl tape, tube modified to augment heat transfer, and constant

pumping power comparison respectively. From Figure 1.22 it is clear that

at low Reynolds the best choice would be a smooth swirl tube, but at

higher Reynolds the rough swirl tube is the top performer. However, the

authors emphasize that their comparative data apply to the roughness con-

figuration, tube-tape assembly, fluid and operating conditions used in their

experiments. Any change might affect the form or the relative position of

the curves in Figure 1.22.

Compound techniques, like the one studied in Ref.[48], are a slowly

emerging area of enhancement which promises practical applications since

heat transfer coefficients can usually be increased above each of the

several techniques acting alone. Some other studies are those of Rooyen et

* al [49] for internally-finned tubes with twisted-tape inserts, and Kryukov

et al [50] for rough cylinders with acoustic vibrations.

4 Other than twisted-Cape inserts, there is a variety of inserts of

different types widely used in industry. Marner et al [401 studied two

types of static-mixer inserts: the Koch and Kenics static-mixers. Figure

1.23 shows the variation of Nusselt number along the tube apparently for the

thermally developing region. Curves I and J are for the Koch mixers, while

K is for the Kenics mixers. it is clear that both types of insert give

* - high Nusselt numbers, verifying the manufacturers' reports, such as Koch

Engineering Company Inc. Bulletin [511 and Chen, Kenics Corporation Bulletin

[52], which report a five-fold increase of Nusselt number for Koch inserts

* . - . .7. .-
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and a two-fold increase for Kenics inserts, compared with the smooth-tube

values. Figure 1.24 shows the variation of friction factor with Reynolds

number for both mixers. It is obvious that both types of mixer increase

the friction factor, this again being in fair agreement with the manufact-

urers' recommendations.

The most interesting technique for us, however, is that of spirally

corrugated tubes. In the rest of the present section on experimental

studies, we shall focus on the existing literature on spirally corrugated

tubes and mainly on the results reported by the General Atomic Company

who financed our project via a contract from the U.S. Office of Naval Research.

Kidd [531 has reported experimental work on the heat transfer and

pressure drop characteristics of gas flow inside spirally corrugated tubes.

That type of tube was first studied at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory by

Lawson et al [541 whose results showed that spirally corrugated tubes were

very effective in enhancing the heat transfer to water. Kidd (53] performed

his experiments using tubes with corrugation spacing (s) to corrugation

depth (L) ratios ranging from 16 to 41. His data for Nusselt numbers could

be correlated by an expression:-

m0.4Nu - aRemPr

where m is consistently greater than 0.8 obtained for smooth tubes (Dittus - S

Boelter correlation), while for other common heat transfer enhancement

devices, such as wire coils or twisted tapes, the exponent of Re is usually

near or lower than 0.8. This means that corrugated tubes become better

enhancement devices as the flow increases. Kidd's results also suggested

that the "rougher" tubes, those with the deepest corrugations and the
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smallest s/L ratios, have the higher value for the exponent m.

Yorkshire Imperial Alloys published a Technical Memorandum [551 where

they report design data for their roped tubes, shown in Figure 1.25, in

steam condensers. Figure 1.26 shows the variation of friction factor for

Re - IO and for a range of groove depth (Li) and pitch (H) to diameter (Di)

ratios. It is clear that the friction factor increases when (Li/Di) or

(Di/H) increases, the smooth friction factor taken from the equation

'-0. 235f - 0.067 Re"  * The variation of Nusselt number can be extracted from

the variation of C in Figure 1.27 where C1 - Nu Re Pr. For given

Reynolds and Prandtl numbers the value of Nu can be calculated from

Nu - CI Re Pr . Figure 1.27 shows an increase of C when (Li/Di) or

(Di/H) increases. Ref.[55] points out that the overall heat transfer

coefficient per unit pressure drop can be increased by 30Z to 40Z using

roped tubes and a significant overall cost advantage can be obtained when

steam is condensed on the outside of horizontal roped tubes by water in

turbulent flow inside the tubes.

Silberman [56] in a recent report presented his experimental results

on turbulence in helically corrugated pipe flow. The pipe used in his

experiments had a 1 ft. diameter with 59.50 helix angle, while the working

fluid was air. Silberman's purpose was to explore experimentally the

turbulence mechanism behind the reduction of the friction factor for fully

developed flow in helically corrugated pipes as compared with such flow in

ordinary corrugated pipes, other factors being the same. Turbulence data

• have not been reported previously for these configurations.

If u, v, w represent the velocities in the axial, radial and tangential

-6
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directions of the pipe respectively, Figure 1.28 shows Silberman's experi-

mental turbulence intensities compared with data by Laufer [57] for fully

developed rectilinear pipe flow. From Figure 1.28 it is obvious that near

the centre of the pipe the axial fluctuations are larger, while the cir-

cumferential and radial fluctuations are smaller than Laufer's data. The

axial component decreases and the circumferential component increases

relative to non-rotating pipe flow further from the axis. Radial fluctuations

are remarkably smaller than in Laufer's case. Figure 1.29 shows the

distribution of dw, Reynolds stress with the radius. Silberman concluded

that the main differences between non-rotating pipe flow and the flow

examined in his report were:-

1) The defect in mean axial velocity was increased and the

eddy viscosity in the core region of the flow was reduced

by nearly one half.

2) Turbulence intensities were reduced near the wall.

*3) The fwv correlation was reduced near the wall.

4) Wall shear stress and friction factor were reduced.

This is consistent with 1) and 3).

*5) The trw correlation was significant, especially near

the wall.

* Silberman [58) in a previous study had shown experimentally that for

a given pipe diameter the friction factor decreases as the helix angle

* decreases (helix angle being measured from the tube axis), and that for a

given helix angle and depth of roughness, the friction factor decreases as

* pipe diameter increases.
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Spirally fluted tubing has been the object of study from 1979 at the

General Atomic Company in U.S.A. by Yampolsky, La Rue and Libby. Ref.[1],

[59] and[60] report progress made in the experimental area on single

spirally fluted tubes, as well as the latest application to a 7-tube bundle

heat exchanger. Their experimental work on single tubes showed that the

heat transfer coefficient is increased without an increase in the friction

coefficient. Figures 1.30 and 1.31 give the variation of Nusselt number

and friction factor with Reynolds numberfor co6ling or heatinga single-phase

liquid flow, all the variables being calculated on a hydraulic diameter

basis.

Yampolsky et al [59] explained the physical process behind the above-

mentioned most desirable behaviour of the spirally fluted tubes as follows:

The spiral flutes continuously induce rotation of the flow within the flutes

and of the bulk flow as a result of the curvature of the flutes. When heat

is transferred inwards, the density gradients established close to the wall

are de-stabilizing in the presence of rotation,affecting the main source of

resistance to the transmission of heat (the laminar sublayer) and therefore

increasingthe heat diffusivity. Normally, improvement in the rate of radial

heat transport in a cube resulting from increase in the turbulence level in

the flow results in increase of the momentum loss relative to the increase

in heat transfer. However, there are examples of instabilities in the

atmospheric boundary layer that result in substantial increase of the

thermal diffusivity relative to the momentum diffusivity (see Ref.[61]).

*Figure 1.30 indicates that the increase in heat transfer depends on the

level of heat flux as well as the direction of heat flow: inwards or out-

wards. Ref.[1],(59] and[60] also point out that there is uncertainty on

•0-"
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the validity of the experiments plotted in Figure 1.31. Kidd's data are

in support of that uncertainty since his results show an increase in the

friction factor coefficient, opposite to Figure 1.31. Figure 1.32 shows

the variation of the Colburn factor, that is the ratio of the exchange

coefficients of heat to momentum with the Reynolds number. There are two

interesting features: first, the positive slope of the curves with

Reynolds number, and second, the level of the Colburn factor which is

always greater than one. In addition to the enhancement of the heat

transfer coefficient relative to the friction factor coefficient, the

flutes increase the heat exchange area also.

As far as the outside of the tube is concerned, in a vertical config-

uration an increase in condensation can be achieved. The reason for this is

the helpful geometry of the tube since surface tension draws the condensate

film from the crests into the troughs, creating a very thin film over the

major part of the crests with, of course, reduced resistance to heat flow.

The outcome is a substantial improvement in heat transfer over conventional

smooth tubes.

Ref. [60] gives an analytical report on the study, design and

manufacture of a 7-tube spirally fluted tube bundle for a heat exchanger.

Figures 1.33 and 1.34 show the tube bundle being assembled into the shell as

well as the tubing as seen through the shell side nozzle. The results on

the heat transfer tests for this geometry indicate an enhancement factor

relative to a plain tube of 1.59 for the tube side and 2.28 for the shell

side. This is in addition to the area extension of 1.6. No variation was

found in the level of enhancement with heat flux or heat flux direction, in

contrast to what was found from experiments on single spirally fluted tubes,

K-
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shown in Figure 1.30. The results for the 7-tube bundle are in agreement

with Curve 2 of Figure 1.30, where the enhancement ratio is 1.59 - 1.64.

The measurements of the frictional coefficients showed essentially no change

from the smooth tube values, which disagrees with the results for single

spirally fluted tubes shown in Figure 1.31. This was not surprising since,

as we mentioned above, confirming tests were required before the data in

Figure 1.31 could be accepted. However, this does not alter the basic fact

that enhancement of heat transfer is achieved without a frictional penalty.

This unusual feature has provided the stimulus for our numerical study.

1.2b Numerical Studies

Numerical studies of fully developed laminar flow heat transfer in

0* uniformly heated interually finned tubes have been reported by Hu et al [62]

and by Masliyah et al [63,64]. Hu et al considered fully developed velocity

and temperature profiles together with a uniform heat flux on the walls and

uniform heat input per unit tube length in axial direction. Masliyah et al

considered axially uniform heat flux with peripherally uniform temperature.

The fins were longitudinal of triangular shape (finite thickness) with high

thermal conductivity, meaning equal temperature for the wall and fins. A

finite element method has been used for the solution of the momentum and

temperature equations.

Figure 1.35 shows the variation of friction factor with the number of

fins with data taken from Refs.[6l and [633. The agreement between Hu's

and Masliyah's data is very good. For constant Reynolds number, the friction

factor increases with the number or the height of the fins, reaching values

which are 50 times higher than for the smooth tube value.

7-*.
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Figures 1.36 and 1.37 show the variation of the dimensionless

tempeatur (Q being the heat input per unit tube length (Jims),
Qkf

kf the thermal conductivity of the fluid) with radial position along the middle

of the inter-fin spacing, for various numbers of zero thickness fins and

two f in heights (U). These f iguresshow that near the wall (r -1)~ increases

with the number of fins, while at the tube centre (away from the fins) it

increases for N < 8 and decreases for N > 8. For Z. - 0.4 and especially

for low values of N, the shape of 0 is not very much different from that of

a smooth tube, while for Z. - 0.8 and N >, 16 the fins are so close to each

other that they act as an artificial tube where the fluid velocity becomes

nearly zero. Two regions are created, the fin region from the tube wall to

the fin tips and the core region from the fin tips to the tube centre. In

the case where the fins have a finite thickness ( 3 0 3, half fin angle)

the radial distribution of 0 along the middle of the inter-fin spacing,

* shown 'in Figure 1.38, has some interesting features. Curve 4 shows that

for X. - 0.6 there is a region between the fins where 0 becomes nearly

* constant, while Curve 5 indicates that for I = 0.8, obvious in Figure 1.37

also, the maximum of 0 no longer occurs at the tube axis but moves towards

the fin region.

The variation of Nusselt number based on the inside diater is given

in Figure 1.39. It is clear that the improvement of Nu, compared with the

* smooth tube values, in some cases can be as high as forty-fold. Figures

1.35 and 1.39 indicate that the longitudinal fins are less efficient than

the smooth surface for laminar flow in contrast to spiral fins (see Ref .[40])

* Figure 1.39 also shows that Nusselt number is a strong function of the fin

height, fin thickness and number of fins and for a given fin configuration

an optimum fin number exists.
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The first numerical study to predict the performance of tubes with

straight inner fins for turbulent air flow was conducted by Patankar et al

[65). They have studied the fully developed flow in a finned tube with

uniform heat flux and uniform wall temperature at any cross section; they

also considered the flow in an annulus with constant heat flux and fins on

the inner tube, the outer tube being smooth and adiabatic. The equations

were solved in a cylindrical-polar co-ordinate system (r,e,z) with (r,O)

mapping the cross-stream section and z following the axis of the tube.

Various turbulence models were examined while the one finally adopted

by the authors was an algebraic model involving the mixing length. Because

the tube wall and the fin surface simultaneously affect the mixing length

at any point on the cross-stream section, the mixing length was taken from

the equation:

1 1. 1
+p

p c

where Z p was the mixing length f or a pipe without fins and 2.c the mixing

length for the inter-fin spacing which was likened to a parallel plate

channel. Z. and Z. were represented as the product of a Nikuradse-typep c

mixing length L and the Van Driest damping factor DF:

2p - (DF)p LP

2.c - (DF)c Lc

The turbulent viscosity was given then by the equation

.2

w being the axial velocity.

The solution of the equations (continuity and momentum) was obtained
Ia
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via finite differences, with the momentum equations being solved first and

then used as input to the energy equation.

Figure 1.40 shows the variation of local heat transfer coefficient

along the fin height (hf), while Figure 1.41 shows the variation of local

heat transfer coefficient along the tube wall (h t) from the fin base

(6/eo M 0) to the middle of the inter-fin spacing 0e/6 - i). It appears

that the assumption of a uniform heat transfer coefficient is a better

approximation for the tube wall than for the fin surface. For the case of

an annulus, Patankar et al used the same turbulence model as for the

finned tube with the replacement of Z by two mixing lengths, one taking
p

account of the outer tube and one of the inner one. For both pipe and annulus

the fins were found to be a more effective transfer surface than the heated

wall, on a unit area basis. It would be desirable, of course, to extend

the numerical study to higher Prandtl numbers and spiral fins for both

laminar and turbulent flows.

Date and Singham 1661 reported a numerical study of the laminar flow

in tubes containing twisted tapes.- They first introduced the ratio Re/y

(y being the twist ratio) which is similar to Dean number in curved pipe

flow and accounts for the centrifugal force effect, in the calculation of

friction factor. Their numerical results did not take account of the

thickness of the tape which is not negligible if the tube diameter is small.

Date and Singham correlated their numerical results by the following

equations:

42.23 Re/y < 6.7

(f Re) - 38.4 (Re/y)0 0 5  6.7 < Re/y 4 100

/03 Re/y > 100

. ° .. -- ,*. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ." .. . " " . " . . . . . . . .' - " ' " - .
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where c - 8.8201y - 2.1193y 2 + 0.2108y 3 - 0.0069y4.

Date [67] reported a numerical study of a uniform-property flow in a

tube containing a twisted tape for both laminar and turbulent regimes. He

solved a set of equations by adapting an existing finite difference

procedure for two-dimensional elliptic equations to predict friction factor

and heat transfer coefficients. He used a co-ordinate system in which the

angular co-ordinate was measured always from the surface of the twisted tape,

that is a rotating cylindrical polar co-ordinate system (r',e',z') which

was related to stationary system (r,e,z) by the equations:

II a
r' -r

H

The positive sign of Z z implies anti-clockwise rotation of the tape
H

as z increases, z and z' belng in the axial direction and e and e' in the

clockwise direction. The equations solved were those for the axial vorticity

(w), the stream function (i), the momentum equation for the axial velocity

(V ) and the energy equation.
z

Figure 1.42 shows the friction factor variation with the Reynolds

number where the experimental data are from Hong and Bergles [461 and the

numerical data are from Date and Singham [66]. Date [67j predicted the same

behaviour for the friction factor as Ref.[66]. In Figure 1.43, Date's

results for Nusselt number for laminar flow are compared with Hong's (46]

experimental data correlated by Equation (III). Date's data, in contrast

to Hong's results, show a separate influence of Prandtl on Nusselt number.

,I
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The difference is substantial and the strong Prandtl number effect for

Cfin> 0 predicted by Date needs experimental verification.

Figures 1.44 and 1.45 show the variation of Nu with Re for various

twist ratios and Prandtl numbers. For a fixed Re, Nu increases as y

decreases or Pr increases. Both figures indicate that for y < -, when

secondary flow exists, Nu depends on both Re and Pr. Another feature of the

flow is that the increase in Nu increases as Re increases and this can be

explained, partly, by the fact that in the energy equation there is an

extra convection term due to the axial velocity [Vz) which is large at
high Re.

Date solved the above-mentioned set of equations with the addition of

two more for the turbulent regime. The turbulent transport was represented

by the k-e model and the additional two equations were for the kinetic

energy of turbulence k and the energy dissipation rate e.- The turbulent

viscosity was calculated by the equation

ka
V pC 4

where C - 0.09 was taken from Jones and Launder r 68].

The predicted friction factor is plotted in Figure 1.46. It is clear

that Date's computations under-predict the experimental data, though the

trends are in agreement. Date ascribes the modest agreement to the low

value of jeff predicted by the (k-e) turbulence model where the constants,

taken from Ref.[68], although quite general for flows where the velocity _-

gradients are significant only in one direction, are inadequate for

predicting the twisted tape flow characteristics.

- . . .
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Figure 1.47 shows the distribution of Nu with Re. Again, the

experimental data are under-predicted, although the trends are in agreement.

One could suppose that if the friction factor data by some means can be

corrected, then so would the Nu data. Date in his report argues that the

disagreements between predictions and experimental data can be cured by

using a different turbulence model. A first step in that direction could

be the application of a simplified Algebraic Stress Model (ASM) proposed

by Gibson and Launder [69].

It has been well established that secondary flow can significantly

enhance heat transfer. Secondary flows are also generated by twisted pipes.

Masliyah et al [70,71] have reported recently their study on laminar flow

through twisted square tubes. They solved numerically in a rotating frame

of reference the Navier-Stokes equations in the stream function-vorticity

form. The rotating co-ordinate system was preferred, as in Date's [67]

report, in order to convert the problem to a 2-D problem. Some validity

tests on the numerical procedure were made, such as the case of the straight

square tube (by setting H 1 1000, H being the dimensionless length of the

tube over a rotation of iT radians) where the friction factor was found with

an error of O.iZ. Further mesh refinement tests indicated that finer grids

are needed for low H (H - 2.5) at high Re (Re > 400), where the central-

difference scheme fails to give accurate solutions and other schemes should

be used, such as those proposed by Spalding [72], Raithby et al [73] and

Raithby (741.

It has been found that the swirling motion did not alter the axial

velocity profiles in conformity with White's [9] report for a circular

tube. Masliyah et al reported that for low H and high Re the swirling
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motion is not detectable in the core region while it is strong in the

annular region; this is contrary to the case of low H but low Re. Figure

1.48 shows the variation of friction factor with Re for different values of

H from which it is clear that the swirling motion affects the friction factor

only for Re >, 100, while for H,'Z0 all the curves lie above the reference

curve for the straight square tube. Ref.[70] also indicated that as H

decreases, the axial velocity profile changes from that of a straight

square tube to that of a straight circular tube.

The heat transfer characteristics arising in the twisted square tube

were presented in Ref.[711 where the cases if uniform and non-uniform wall

temperature were considered. The situation where opposite walls had the

sam temperature was found to give the best heat transfer performance

where, for H - 2.5, the overall Nusselt number showed an increase of 122%

over a straight square tube. Masliyah et al concluded that a twisted square

tube configuration can be useful when several fluids at different temper-,

0 atures have to be heated or cooled to different extents.

Concluding Remarks

In conclusion we may say that the spiral fins and the twisted tape

inserts (for the laminar region), the integral roughness, the flutes anid

* some types of static mixers are amng the most effective (efficiency > 1)

enhancement techniques when applied to inner surfaces.

* However, many factors enter into the final decision to use a heat

transfer augmentation technique: heat duty increase, surface area

reduction, pumping powar requirements, initial cost, maintenance cost,
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safety, reliability, etc. The heat transfer augmentation techniques

discussed here should be analysed further, based on various performance

evaluation criteria, such as those by Bergles et al [77] and Shah [78].

While most of the above-mentioned publications refer to research

studies, the conercial application of this "heat transfer enhancement

technology" continuously grows. This is evident from the enormous patent

and trade literature. In the U.S.A. alone, nearly 500 patents related to

this technology have been issued (Bergles, Nelson and Webb [75]), while

* hundreds of firms advertise such heat transfer promoters (see Junkan and

Webb [76]).

-' 1.3 The Problem Considered, Present Contribution and Objectives

The geometry under consideration is that of a spirally fluted tube,

shown in Figure 1.1. Tests have shown [1, 59, 60] that for a fixed

Reynolds number these tubes give rise to surface heat transfer coefficients

in turbulent flow up to three times the smooth tube values without any

corresponding increase in friction factors. This discovery naturally

raises questions of what flow mechanism produces this highly desirable and

unusual behaviour, perhaps unique in the heat transfer literature for it

has been consistently found that heat transfer promoters enhance friction

factors by at least the same proportion.

La Rue [82] is undertaking a detailed hot-wire study which should

* * provide a good deal of insight into the flow structure, while the aim of the

present research was to develop and apply a computational procedure for

calculating the flow and temperature fields in fully developed conditions

0.'
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through this type of tube.

The principal objectives of the research were:

a) The development and application of a numerical solution

scheme for laminar and turbuLent flows based on finite-

volume discretization of the highly complex partial

differential continuity, momentum and energy equations,

and an efficient algorithm for the solution of the

resulting set of algebraic equations.

b) The application of advanced turbulence models in the

numerical solution scheme to represent the effects

of turbulence.

The contribution of a computational study towards the understanding

of the flow through spirally fluted tubes is valuable because it can provide

a far more detailed mapping of the flow properties than any experimental

study. It also permits a parametric study of the flow based on variations

of the detailed geometry of the tube, exploration of the connection between

changes in the surface performance and changes in the interior flow pattern

and thus optimization of the tube design. The experimental work needed for

optimization, while notionally possible, would be massive enough to make

the task practically impossible.

Some of the results presented below have been published in Barba,

Bergeles, Demirdzic, Gosman and Launder [83], in Barba, Bergeles, Gosman

and Launder 84] and in Barba, Gosman and Launder [85].

6
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1.4 Organization of Thesis

The thesis is divided into six chapters.

Chapter I presents a detailed literature review of the experimental

and numerical work in the field of heat transfer enhancement technology.

Furthermore, the objectives of the research programme are discussed.

Chapter 2 deals with the computational procedure for the laminar flow

calculations focusing attention on the chosen co-ordinate system, the

partial differential equations describing the flow through a spirally fluted

tube, the boundary conditions and the adoption and solution of the equations

by the computer program. Details of the grid generating computer program,

the derivation of the equations and the two-stage pressure correction

(PISO) used in the computational procedure are presented in Appendices 1,

2 and 3 respectively.

Chapter 3 concerns itself with the presentation of the laminar flow

numerical results and the validation tests leading to the acceptance of the

correctness of these results. A parametric study of the results is

presented for both velocity and temperature fields and conclusions are

discussed concerning results and computational procedure.

Chapter 4 presents the turbulent flow computational procedure, with

attention directed mainly towards the equations describing the flow and

the turbulence modelling. Details of their application into the computer

code are given in Appendix 5 where the final version of the computer program

is contained, accompanied by a detailed description, while Appendix 4
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includes the derivation of the equations for the simplified algebraic

- stress model applied into the core region of the flow.

Chapter 5 is similar in structure to Chapter 3, dealing with the

turbulent flow computational results.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions from the present

research, and recommendations are given for any further theoretical work

considered appropriate.
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CHAPTER 2

2. THE LAMINAR FLOW PROCEDURE

2.1 Introduction

At the beginning of the project available experimental data for the

flow through a spirally fluted tube were confined to the turbulent regime.

Nothing was known about the tube's behaviour at fairly low Reynolds numbers

where laminar flow is expected to be present. There seemed at least the

possibility that, in the laminar flow regime, some of the benefits found in

turbulent flows could also apply. Thus, the computational procedure

developed for the spirally fluted tube has begun by studying the laminar

regime.

Nothing was known, too, about the detailed flow pattern in the vicinity

of the flutes. However, it was expected that friction and heat transfer

should be affected by what is happening in the immediate vicinity of the tube

wall (i.e. around the flutes) since the remarkable behaviour of the spirally

fluted tubes did not appear to be fully explained by the enhanced turbulent

mixing in the core region induced by swirl in the presence of a radial

density gradient [1, 59, 601. So, a numerical procedure could be very useful

for it could produce detailed predictions of the highly complex flow structure

near the wall which would be very difficult to make exp~eximentally.

The general flow equations for analyzirig the flow in a s,.i4ral ly fluted

tube with arbitrary shaped flutes have been derived by I. Demirdzic and a

detailed description of zhe procedure follow..' is presented in Appendix 2.

The choice and optimization of the grid, the final form of the equations

solved, the boundary conditions applied, the adaptation and solution of the
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describing equations by the computer program, the structure of the computer

program for solving the laminar flow regime and the computational procedure

followed are discussed in the present chapter.

2.2 'The Co-Ordinate System

The flow field is analyzed over the region shown in Figure 2.1. This

represents a part of the tube's cross-section containing one complete rib,

being the smallest sector of flow symmetry. The solution domain is bounded

on the outer surface by the tube wall and at the inner surface by a circular

boundary of radius R whose choice has been decided after tests presented in

Chapter 3. The grid-coverage of the complete cross-stream plane of the tube

is shown in Figure 2.la.

The solution domain in the cross-sectional plane is mapped by the

orthogonal co-ordinate lines and n shown in Figure 2.1. Details of the

computer program creating the grid as well as the listing of the computer code -

can be found in Appendix I. Attention has been focused on the study of tubes

with flutes of sinusoidal profile. The radius of the tube wall R as aw

function of angular position C1 is given by the equation:

R- Rb + h cos(2%/.) (2.1)

where e is'the sector angle I- (n being the number of flutes around the cir-

cumference of the tube) and h the amplitude of the rib (i.e. the maximum.

radial departure of the tube radius from the mean radius aj The tube wall

(equation (2.1)) coincides with a line of constant n, while in the vicinity

of the wall the other constant-n lines imitate with diminishing amplitude the

undulation of the wall. The local radius r of a constant-n line is given by:

•-... .. . .. . ...
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r R + h cos(2wa/e) (2.2)

where R is the mean radius of a co-ordinate line of constant n (ranging

from R at the wall to R at the inner boundary). The quantity ho/h is a
ao

prescribed function of R /Rb which initially was chosen to decrease linearly

from I at the tube wall to zero at radius R . However, the resulting grid,

shown in Figure 2.2, gave a quite poor coverage of the solution domain

resulting in low numerical accuracy and slow convergence of the computational

procedure.

It was found that the best distribution of nodes, for the laminar flow

computations, could be achieved by reducing ho to zero more rapidly (i.e. by

*R /Rb - 0.85 u Rm/Rb) so that over the majority of the solution domain the

constant-n lines were circular arcs forming a cylindrical-polar mesh. Thus,

a composite curvilinear/cylindrical-polar grid (Figure 2.) is formed and

this grid has been adopted for all the results discussed later. The radius

Rm is the matching radius between the two -egions of the mesh; its value

was taken as 0.85 Rb after tests reported in Chapter 3.

The second family of co-ordinate lines, constant-& lines, is constructed

numerically orthogonal to the constant-n lines. Along the east and west

boundaries (trough positions) as well as in the middle of the solution domain

(crest position) the constant-& lines are radial lines.

The third co-ordinate proceeds in the axial direction, shown in

Figure 2.3, following the spiralling of the flutes, while the fully

developed flow condition is applied with respect to this co-ordinate, i.e.

- . The flow and normalized temperature fields are described in

K / .--.'- '-.. - ..--..-.. .--.----.-.-.. -. -. -.... -<....- .-. .- . . -. ,, - , . .- . .- -.... . ., . . . . . . . .C j .- . -. ' "
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terms of the independent variables and r.However, in order to obtain

the most suitable form of the momntum equations for numrical solution

(see Appendix 2), the latter have been written in terms of the velocity

component in the direction z of the tube-axis rather than in the direction

Sof the spiral.

2.3 The Describing Equations

The dependent variables chosen for the laminar flow computations of

the spirally fluted tube are: the static pressure p, the velocity components

U, V and W in the &, n~, z directions respectively and the normalized

temperature e. The equations describing the fully developed laminar flow

and giving the distribution of the above variables over the solution domain

are presented below:

Continu it)

(PU) * (PV) (K P cW) + (2.3))

E-Momentum

(jTIJ) +.A. (PUV) -. 2..

F(pU A UW +_1-_KP

a au __au

(a + X & KnX n) X (VW- T n)

E )(PUV - + X (pV2 T nn) (2.4)
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-1boMntum

+ V A I

+ ,(pVV. -'" 24 ""
A V 3 A av

Ir T U. %. +- nn - u4 "- IC T)

+ - + , ) x (PUW - )

pp n n &Z

+ X (pU2 - X) - X,(pUV -r~ n) (2.5)

z-Momentum

., + + , 3w
Waz

+ A ,~ aw . A - -
AnP* Y~c&PWW) + =n(lan'7W)

3W A 3W
i-< - U-rIs 4z & j An( zi n n zz(.6 (2.6)--"

Energy Equation

+ pv + p .wpwe
" n [ rf rJ

+ A- (r

+. .,,K we 31
d T,

h ref.-.. r % ......,
To • o-

[K. r.-.e h-.'ro
lo.. w, . . . , - , . , .. . .--.-. . -.-. n .-.•T.. ,.,. .- .. .-. ..-.-n '.... ..an ,- ,

L'. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d (2.7) % .%%,'--." %%% . %' -'" "
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Th uneIned smbol appearing in a bove equations have te following

maning:

T 2iu(U- X V) Tm -u!V + X U)

aW aw

T ~. 2u(-K )

whilea-(ciw+ci~ au R
m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I IA( Cc2u a-I

uiI1 n n

K Eae K

1 alh 1 3h

Rr ar b H

n Cr2 4b 2) 17 TV

b

-h n3 n

ref

T P

(2.9)
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where .+, eG* e9 are the base vectors,, h h their magnitudes, H is

the spiral pitch, Pr the Prandtl number of the fluid and T e f a reference

temperature at some interior node whose choice does not affect the normal-

ized temperatures, heat fluxes or in any way the results from the energy

equation.

h aT
The term - :!!rf of the energy equation, using equation (A2.46) of

b ar.

Appendix 2 and applying the conservation of energy principle, takes the form:

h aT -T i"P.dz
- ref o

b a4 az ;c

where i" is tho heat input to the tube per unit surface area, P the perimeter

of the fluted tube, A the total mass flow rate, and C the fluid specific
p

heat at constant pressure. Details of the derivation of the above set of -:

equations can be found in Appendix 2.

2.4 The Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2.4. At the north

boundary of the solution domain which coincides with the tube wall, all the --

velocity components are set to zero and a uniform heat flux is applied, i.e:

U O, V "O, W -O,
dn kf

f

where kf is the thermal conductivity of the fluid. Although the computations

- could have been extended to the tube axis, this was not done for it was

A-- felt that the effect of the flutes would not carry to the centre. Computing

times and storage could be saved by imposing at some radius Ra the require-

-:71
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ment of solid-body rotation for the circumferential velocity, zero value

for the radial velocity, the parabolic profile appropriate to fully-

developed pipe flow under a prescribed pressure gradient for the axial

velocity and a fixed heat output for the energy equation, i.e:

imdU U w a de. a
v-0, dr=r dz, 77a7

om

where Q' is the heat input per unit length of the tube and mI is the mass

a
*flow rate in the region r s Ra (calculated from the analytical solution of ,

the axial velocity). The results confirmed the appropriateness of this

treatment.

The cyclic character of the flow from one flute to the next is imposed

by applying the values of the dependent variables at the east boundary

equal to those at the vest boundary and vice versa. In addition, in the

computer program, namely in sub-routine LISOLV whose function is simply to

solve a set of linear algebraic equations (whose coefficients form a tri-

diagonal matrix) produced by the finite-volume discretization of the

partial differential equations (2.3) - (2.7), a special section has been

added to take care of the cyclic nature of the flow. Details of this

treatment can be found in Section 2.5c.

2.5 Discretization and Solution of the Equations by the Computer Program

Introductory Remarks

The computer program used has been developed from the curvilinear

orthogonal TEACH code of Antonopoulos et al [861 developed originally for

the study of flow over tube banks. This procedure incorporates a finite-.-

volume discretization of the equations presented in Section 2.3 in the -

:'% .- °o. °.- ••° .° .. .. •. *- ............. . ..... ° . . .•fo._. .... .....- . .-.. ,-..'.'...,/..'.'....' . .. ,' .+ .. .. '. .... '...,.... - *.. ..'.'.;.'.'.......... - ... .. .. .,,, '.2...-..-.-?-.
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plane and in which the velocity components and scalar quantities p and G3

(for the turbulent flow computations, the turbulent energy k~ and its rate

of dissipation e as well) are evaluated on a staggered mesh. The &;-n

g plane is sub-divided by the constant-i and constant-&; lines into many

curvilinear cells forming the control volumes on which the pressure,

temperature and axial momentum equations (as well as the equations for the

turbulent energy k and its dissipation rate e for the turbulent flow

calculations) are solved, se Figure 2.5. The U and V velocity nodes are

located in the middle of the scalar control volume faces while their

control volums are formed by passing constant-i or constant-F; lines

through the scalar nodes surrounding the velocity in question. This

formation of a 'staggered grid' has the benefit that the variables U, V

and p are located in such a way that the pressure differences which drive

t~* the velocities u and v are obtained without interpolation. M~oreover, the

velocities are stored in positions where convective fluxes of scalar

quantities have to be computed.

In the following paragraphs attention is focused on the finite-volume

discretization of the partial differential equations and the solution of

P the resultant algebraic equations by the computer code.

2.5 a Formulation and Organization of the Finite-Difference Equations

The partial differential equations (2.4) to (2.6) are in a quite

compact form. Substituting the expressions (2.8) for the stresses into

(2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), the following equations are formed:
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&--Momntum

.(Puu) + *(P13v) + n a

+ (KcPUW) + KP13W)
An

+ + 24X V - K~- 11 K!U r

a + zi- .r n" 3w,-U~ -

11-Momentn

p A(K~)+ Ix

+ Xrl (pV2 2U) + XVW)

~ L~~W ;.anU ~ (1 a

Fav (3W 3'

An An,  n 3

%11A * - 4A .. .- .... ..w..K. .-.
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . *.n*. . .
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a(- Ke X K X )Uf

+(a- + KX x ~PUW- p~ jw 2a c u.n 3 n an'

+ (a - + X n Xn) U

+ X PU- 2uI2 + X V1-aU t

- - ~ au, av -

(2.11)

Z-Mouentum

(P~w) + Pvw) a + A aw a,wl

+U L (,IKaK!U + (CK. + K X )v l
at n an n1. n

at an .

K-U aw Ka w
n na

+ v av

(2.12)

From equations (2.7), (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) it in clear that a

general equation could be formed:

CONVECTION TERMS DIFFUSION TERMS

4.°

(P + -(PC) L~ri r + A-[r
.i Cl. (c 4) + (nnz A' 0 uF;l An an (2.13)

. +S

<. -,.i -.-

.,-...-• ,,-,',.-..; .-.....-,.....%..,-.....,..-..... -.. , ...-. .... , -. , ,-... °° °., • . ° ° . • , • ° , , * - .. °• •- . - - ",°°, : • -- , ., .--" ." .--,,_ _- . , • . .... ,,' , .- ', -,... e ,- _- ,,.."..-..-....". .-. .-. .-. .,. .'.. . .-. .,"".".... . . .. ".,".".. .".-".. . -, ,- -,"." ," .",
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where C, Cn are the convection coefficients, r, r o the diffusion

coefficients and S the source term taking the form S - B A . . The

quantities r , r and S (B , A ) are specific to a particular meaning of

which stands for U, V, W, G (as well as turbulent kinetic energy k and

energy dissipation c for the turbulent flow computations). The expressions

of all those coefficients and source terms are given below:

C U K W, Cn =V- K W
(2.14)

if U, from equations (2.10), (2.13)

(2.15)

r U(1 + K)nu n (2.16)

BU  + 2UXV K JA aW  K"

(2.17)

K X X IV

An niy V 1 au -

+ ( -K X+ K nXn) vII

(ac - ) f aw av av
a +'n KA ' n Kv  2u .--

n n I{V. -X4v +I J.tV

fou X V +iXf V2 24av

X pVU ap

and U - U( - KX + K nX) - ux - 2 na

(2. 18)
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if = V, equations (2.11), (2.13) give:

,-. )(2.19)

r -(I + K 2)
r1v V (2.20)

A& au n "

A (- o + Kx - ,enn) u ]

n n an
+ X, pU 2 ) U + x V

(2.21)

and AV  - .(a - K + Kn n ) 2 - 2 - 2 (2.22i!: (2.22)

if i W, equations (2.12), (2.13) yield:

Wr(I + 2I ) (2.23)

r U~(1+ 2K2)
(2.24)

B Ku !U u K !U -C K
,''' nw an Tin

+ K ,21Kn n i

_I av av

S-(2.25)a~ an

(2.25) _

.. .-~ ... • o. . . . •. -. , . . , . . ~ , o , .t . . . , . . , . . , , ..... ,....o...-
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and A- 0 (2.26)

while if 6 = 0, equations (2.7), (2.13) give:

r. -rT( +i K 2) - K 2)
(2.27)

-I r(I~ + K:z  2)r,,, ".T I +K P (2.28)

where Pr is the molecular Prandtl number

Ar[K r ,~ref f
e " k r ' n in b d J

A h dT_j _ + L Ia - r l e -re+- -

- (5pWT)

(2.29)

and Ae 0. (.0(2.30) --.

Having formed the differential equations (2.13) to (2.30) and the

proper grid for storage of the variables, the finite-difference equations

can be produced following the steps described below:

Integration of the equation (2.13) over the c control volumes, shown

in Figure 2.5, gives:

:(PC- dV + (P d rV

JJJ, i. ~ v + JJJ .. (r,, hdV +

viJ SdV V

V (2.31)

where dV is given in equation (A2.11) of Appendix 2 and is shown in Figure 3

" . S ........... .....
% .... ..%%e e,%e ° . . . . , . " .5,5,. . =..%.... . . .t**
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of the same appendix.

So, the equation (2.31) becomes:

)(pc 1) A4 -(PC 4) A + J(PC 4)A
4 Al V 4  nl n n

-(PC 4)A [r it.3Ae [r Ui LA~

(2.32)

where e,, w,, n,, a stand for east, west, north and south positions of the

control volume surrounding 4(see Figure 2.5). At, At, At, At denote the

control volume's east, west, north and south areas respectively, while AV§

is its volume. The value of S is calculated at the P position which is

located in the centre of the control volume for 4. If § U, then:

AU  0.5 lanaJ) + A,-(IJ)] x As

w JJa) x a-

Au  0. + x Az

AVU 0.25 fA&(I,J) + X (I-I,J) K (A(ij) + Af (I+I,J) x Az

(2.33)

where Az I and the distance An and A are shown in Figure 2.5.

If V then:

+.+ +. .o • - .- o. - -. .o ,. -. . -' . . * .... . -. . i. .. •. .. .. ' +r . .
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Aa, 0.5 [41( 1 +1'j 1 ) + 11( 1 +1,j)J As

A n 0.5 x Az

A- ( j) 0.5[A& +A& x As

.n =  (lJ+IIx  l

4 . AI j) A (~)]xA

AVV 0 .25((,J) )&) X &Z

(2.34)

if jeW, n, pb (or k, c for the turbulent flow computations) then:

At Arl X &Z

A; (IiIj) X&

An (I,J+I) A

xz

(2.*35)

In.evaluating the values of the variables at their cell boundaries

central differencing has been used throughout. Patankar [87], Leonard (88],

* i~9] and Han et al [9O] report that central differencing may lead to unphysical

* oscillatory behaviour in an implicit scheme or to non-convergence in an

* explicit scheme in a flow where convection dominates diffusion (i.e. the

*-Peclet number Pe > 2). However, in the present computations no such

problems have been encountered since the cell Peclet numbers (based on the

velocity components in the &-n plane) were always less than 2. A typical

value for the results discussed in the next chapter was 10 In such cases

• '.€,-'.- . '-" '""'." " ."".-''',.'',. ",*.-'.- *. .'.' .' .",. ." "-][,:, , ",: .'2 . , " . "",.""-2 .'""""-'"'-'" -. '"--"
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the exclusive use of central differencing undoubtedly offers a satisfactory

compromise between the requirements for accuracy and computational economy.

Equation (2.32) can be written in the form:

a (2.36)

where 4e [C . -0) (r,.xA

4w 1(Pcno, -r&.2)wJ x An:
PC ), - (rO s ,] x...

L.-(2.37).

the total fluxes (convection plus diffusion). Equation (2.36) shows that

the above discretization is conservative since continuity of the fluxes 4

is satisfied around the cell boundaries. However, the presence of the

curvature terms in the diffusion and convection coefficients makes it

difficult to judge if overall momentum conservation is explicitly satisfied.

If all the values of 0, appearing in equations (2.37), are calculated using

central differencing, equation (2.36) takes the form:

Ai OP Ai OE + W +~ AN ON + AS 0 S (2.38)

where for central differencing (Pe < 2)

A .- - F-..
•....... e-......

. . . . . .:...
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A: [D ~ F

0' [D.0 0 0) 0,.

A: A:+ A: + A: A5 - 2.9

where SP - Aop

a0. are given by the equations (2.17), (2.18), (2.21), (2.22),

(2.25), (2.26), (2.29) and (2.30)

and [Dr] A ." A ~..

[n] n An('. A .

10 0o

[Dnl - [r,1,] A($ .,

[F&Oj e A
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[ , o] - •
IF11n o  n

-,o .4 .

(2.40)

The equacions for r,,, r 0, C&, cn have been given above ((2.14),

(2.15), (2.16), (2.19), (2.20), (2.23), (2.24), (2.27), (2.28)), as well as

0 4the equations for As , A , A , As ((2.33), (2.34), (2.35)), while:n5

if BU: e - 0.5 J + I,J+ i))

-0. + I) (I,J+ 
.

* nriu -0.5 A&(1,,) An(iJ+ 7))

4n. -0.5 ["n(IJ) + "n(I,- 1)) (4

- (2.41I)-.,-).

if 0 a V: -e 0.5 Af(Ij) + A (I+ ,j)

All 0.5 an(I,j) + AXI" ,J) (2.42)n  " 0 .i,J ) + AI(1 + Ili)]

tns  =0.1 [,Il(i,j" + IAn(,+ Il,- 0)"- 
;V (2.42) .•2'

and if 0P W,e(k,c):

-. 7 "
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-0.+ +4

A 025 (,) (+J.)

-> ~ ~ ~~~A -0.25 6nIJ .ACJi ~IlJ ~Ii.)

0.2 [A(IJ) +. 6nT( 1+IjJ) + An(I,j+1) +CIn+I,j+e1)J

-n0. 25 (anl 1 J -1 +f(4 jJ anj-~ (,+I,J-

(2.43)

atand B0 in equations (2.39) are weighting factors accounting for

the non-uniformity of the grid. Their values are given below:

if 4 BU u0.

-anl 1 J (Afl,,j) +. Al(,,))-

if 0 V -O 1 J)/(CIJ

-V 0.5 (2.44)

if 0 BW,e(k,c)

+6(I,J+I) +J (

+1 A&)g

(IJI) + (I4.1,J+I)l
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For grid cells adjacent to the boundaries of the solution domain

the coefficients AgwAN, A. and the source term of (2.38) have been

modified to include the various boundary conditions. The iterative

3 procedure followed by the computer code and described in a following

section of the present chapter has to be stable and, hopefully, rapidly

convergent. Certain modifications in equation (2.38) have been proved

0 to secure these requirements:

a) During an iteration the net mass flux from a control

volume is generally non-zero. If S1P is this non-zero

p. mass flux in a cell, stability can be improved by

adding the term SMP .4 in the SU term and sub-

tracting it from SP.

b) instability can also be eliminated by using under-

relaxation factors (URPO. Their application in

equation (2.38) yields:

Op'*OP + URFO [ Ap 11p A00E + N 11W

+ ~N + A 0s + T

+AN (ON + AS OJ~ F.S

~ 0 0

Z i D +. D + A4 w+ 'N +AS OS

t.F
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F

(1-: URFO) (D P +

0RF

Sot - LAP'] "

URo

and SU (I -URO) _ P (SU)
URPO

The use of improper under-relaxation factors may also cause instability.

In such cases, adjustment of the under-relaxation factors is needed. The

variables (Ap and (SU')ive the expressions for Ap and w'formed after

the application of the under-relaxation factors. U

2.5b The Special Treatment of Pressure

The TEACH program in its original form incorporates the SIMPLE

algorithm (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressured Linked Equations) (see

Patankar and Spalding [81], Patankar [871) in order to adjust successively

the pressure field and satisfy eventually the continuity equation through-

out the solution domain. Initial runs using SIMPLE indicated extremely

" slow rates of convergence although simple test cases were computed. At

" the same time, similar difficulties had been experienced by a research

group at Imperial College working on a different project using also cyclic

boundary conditions. In their case, the problem had been overcome by

devising a new algorithm for the solution of pressure-correction equation

(see Issa [79) and Gosman, Issa, Watkins C80)

This new algorithm, PISO (Pressure Implicit Split Operator) is based

. o o. . -. ° o~o. .. ,.o o . A A C, , o ±-. A °A. .. * * - . .. o . .* A . o ° C .°o- . °* - .. * o= oo *o .° .O ° - -
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on the recognition that the assumption of a linear relation between

velocity and pressure perturbations, used in SIMPLE, has to be improved.

So, it relates the velocity perturbations at som point not only with the

pressure perturbations but also with velocity fluctuations at adjacent

nodes. A full description of the new algorithm is given in Appendix 3.

The equation (A3.18) describing the "full" exact pressure correction

equation has the same form with the discretized momentum and energy

equations given by (2.38) where 0 z p' and SU - I + II given below. In

order to apply equation (A3.18) into the computer code, modified to solve

the flow through the spirally fluted tube, the source term of the continuity

equation (2.3):

(K ~PW) + A( W

has to be included. Thus, equation (A3.18) becomes:

A P P A P'p Pt P P P A

~ - [PA-u.

,. P ; E + E N P + N PW,+ ¢,N' S PS'

(PA:Vn) - ° U:V .w

(pA.pW*K, PAP W-

+ [PA: W IKln J {PAs W*KJ
n n4

_ ,.. ,.. ...... : .. , o... - ...................................................................... ................-......... %"%* ". %" % %" %" %
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U U

e .

US

UU

4 w w
w _
U U

AlK 
ASw

w w

V VV A .~E +AW, ~,,
+ (Pn)1nEV W

nl n

V 
V

" - v s + V

%s+ N S n
VV

AA

PA.p L + ' V
SS

AN +

q N V S

(2.45)

where p -p' + p'p Aept Awpp A, AP are areas given by equations (2.35),-

Aj, '. N, AS the coefficients for velocity (D (4 U or V) given by

p".°

........................................................ . .
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equations (2.39) calculated at positions a or w for U and n or a for V

(see Figures Ia and lb of Appendix 3), while

p p.A p  A

Ap  P 0 A p .A p

n n

A.--P P .' A. . A"S

p + p + Ap
•WS 

(2.46)

It is difficult to give a physical meaning to these finite-difference

coefficients. However, they can be looked on as proportionality factors

which, if multiplied by pressure gradient perturbations, give velocity

fluctuations:

Ip
I AY A4 (p- " F) etc.

a

v .P P J) etc.
n A

where p,_i, pI, PJ-i' Pj are the pressures located at positions shown in

Figures Ia and lb of Appendix 3.

Equation (2.45) can be decomposed into two pressure correction

equations (for p' and p', say) which differ only in their source terms

I' .- (source term I for the first equation and II for the second). The velocity

components u , v are calculated at the previous iteration while Su and Sv

are calculated after the first pressure correction equation has been applied.

. o*. -...
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2.5c Solution of the Difference Equations

The finite-difference equations have been solved using a line-by-line

iteration procedure. Thus, for solution along N-S lines with W-E sweeps

equation (2.38) can be written as:

A $+ApP A 4$. - Sl AEE+W$
(2.48)

If I, 2, ... , K, ...n are the nodes shown in Figure 2.6, the

equation (2.48) can take the form:

AiKcP K + 41 K - KK I c (2.49)

where D -

BK A  ,

'AN

i I OE + A W

0 -0
KC P

0 u0
K + N

Applying equation (2.49) to nodes K = 2, 3,.., n-I

"A2  3 + D2 02 "2 01 + C2"

A3 0 + D 0- B 0 -CS3 3" 3 2 3

-A.,n_, - B 0 C (2.50)
n-I n-I n- 1U-2 n-I2.50)
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where 0 , On are known boundary values.1 f

Dividing the first member of equations (2.50) by D
2

+ C 2

D 3+ 2 D 1 D D

(2.51)

or 02 A 3 C2 (2.52)

where A2'  A2/D

C 0 C 2
C' 2C/D 2 2B$ CI 2

Multiplying equation (2.52) with B3

-B A' 0 +B 0 BC'
3 2 3 3 2 C2' 3

(2.53)

Adding equation (2.53) to the second one of equations (2.50) one can

get:

BD A A+ + C 2 'B --

3.1 3 34 3 3 3 2 3

-A$ C +CB

[D3~~~ ~ B3A2 A 4 C 'B+2

A3  C IB2

3 (D3 B3 A) (D 3 - B3 A2 ')

$ A'$ +C'
3 3 4 3

(2.54)

.o-... . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .*J*.*-.*.~%.**.*
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where C3 +C2' B3

where A3'i (D3 -B3 A) 21 C3  (D 3  A)

Similarly, from the rest of equations (2.50) the following

relations can be derived:

5 + 4

"5 -.A5 ' 6 + C5'

On-I " An-I1' n  + C 'j

(2.55)

A C + C 'B
where on - 1

" (D4 -B A) (D4  B4 A3)

e4

U-I UDn1 CBn Bl
A C

A' - A~i , ~ -'n-I n-2-n-

nI (Dn_ 'Bn-IAn' 2) n'-I (D_ I B_ IA n-2)

In equations (2.55) 4 is a known boundary value. Using equations

(2.55), in reverse order, the values of *ni' *n2 "*" 4 can be

calculated, while equations (2.54) and (2.53) give 43 and I

The above sequence of forming the new coefficients and extracting

the O's is followed by a similar one applied along W-E lines with N-S

sweeps. However, a special treatment has been introduced here in order to

take account of the cyclic nature of the boundary conditions along the

east and west boundaries. Again, the line-by-line iteration procedure

has been used to solve the finite-difference equations along these lines

*0. *
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with N-S sweeps. Equation (2.38) can now be written as:

Aj It S13 +A. + As

$E+AP PAW$W(2.56)

If Is 2,..,K 9 ..s n are the nodes shown in Figure 2.7 the above

equation can take the form:

A 4 + (D B3( +C

or D(DK AKK~l "I-1 CK(2.57)

where Di - A2

BKA

OK P

Kc-1 W

Applying equation (2.57) to nodes 1, 2, .. n one obtains:

DO -A (D B30 +C
1 1 2 in I

D ( A 0 + B0 + C
2 2 .23 2 1 2

n n n I un-I+n

DO A0 30 +C(2.58)



:.- go

As before, we :e-orSanize the equations to relate $ to *K+1

starting from K-2 to - n-1. Equations (2.58) then become:

I m' + B +C'(
2 202 n Cl'

0 A 2' 03 + B2 n + C2

=A' n + B'

n-I n-I n n-I (n +  n-I

•~~ ~ <," n' I n' <n U c

(2.59)

AK

where A' -

B B B--
C D [- AK' B K)

(DK- AK.. B~c

for K - 2, ... , n

and AK =A /D

B' B/D

f o r = I-

Substituting D+1 to * starting from K= n-2 to K=l equations (2.59)

yield:

• . .. . . .. . * .A- - . v •
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B;' On + C

2 2 2 " .'.

0nI- Bn' Ion + C a I
n-i -I n n- I

(2.60)

where B-A' B" 91+B'
ic K K+ I K

C"" A' C C, + CI

for C MI, .. n-2

and Bn" Bn'I + An_'I

C - C 
".-.

Sn- n-I n-I

The first equation of set (2.60) can be combined with the last

equation of set (2.59) to give:

C + A' Cl".-' n n I B-.-n I-B - 'B
n n (2.61)

which defines the value of On. This value can then be substituted into

each of the equations (2.60) to yield values of t for K = , ... n - 1.

The application of the above treatments for line-byline solution of

the finite-difference equations along W-E and N-S lines can be found in

Appendix 5 (sub-routine LISOLV).

.e7..
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2.6 Outline of the Computer Program - General Structure

The original computer code (TEACH), written by Antonopoulos, Gosman

and lisa [86], has been devised for the solution of steady, two-dimensional,

turbulent (or laminar) recirculating flows and can be modifed to cover three-

dimensional flows as well as parabolic ones.

The computer program consists of 14 sub-routines. Each sub-routine is

divided into chapters to facilitate understanding. The structure of the

computer program is given in the following flow chart while a broad -

description of the program and the main functions of each sub-routine are

outlined in a subsequent section.

CONTRO is the main sub-routine responsible for the overall control of

the operations by calling in a fixed order the rest of the sub-routine.

First, in CONTRO, the various parameters, fluid properties, turbulence

constants (for the turbulent flow computations) are initiated. Next,

geometric quantities, such as control volume dimensions, solution domain

features (i.e. Ra, h, n) are read in as data.

INIT is the first sub-routine called by CONTRO. This calculates the

geometric interpolation coefficients and sets most of the working arrays to

zero.

CONTRO then calls sub-routine RADCUR where quantities related to the

curvature of the co-ordinates are calculated, while a special treatment of

the boundary surfaces is introduced by section MODRAD of sub-routine PROMOD.

PRONOD, as its name implies, is responsible for the introduction of the

-" ....... •.............
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INIT AC
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RADCUR
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boundary conditions (PROblem HODifications). This sub-routine is divided

into sections with individual entry points defined as BOD followed by some

characteristic symbol (for example, MODRAD). So, every section plays the

role of an independent sub-routine.

The next sub-routine to be called by CONTRO is PROPS. This sets the

fluid properties over the whole solution domain. Since only incompressible

flows are considered, the density is set to a constant value, while viscosity

is calculated from the proper equations depending on the turbulence model,

if turbulent flow computations are performed, or set to a constant value if

the laminar regime is examined. A more detailed description of CONTRO can

be found in Appendix 5.

Called next is sub-routine PRINT which prints the initial values of the

variables while at that point both the iteration and marching loops begin.

During the marching procedure, CONTRO calls CALCU, CALCV, CALCW, CALCP

(and CALCTE, CALCED for the turbulent flow computations) in that order for

the solution of the finite-difference equations described in Sections 2.5a,

2.5b and 2.5c. Depending on whether the fluid viscosity (4) is variable,

PROPS is called at the end of the above sequence. CALCU, CALCV, CALCW,

(CALCTE and CALCED) are described in Appendix 5, as well as CALCP with its

special features for the solution of the pressure correction equation. Just

after CALCW, when the velocity field has been calculated from the momentum

equations, CONTRO calls MODVEL which, as its name implies, is a section of

PROMOD updating the boundary velocities. MODVEL is called twice, the

"" second call being made after the velocity field is adjusted by the correction

process in CALCP. Once the marching loop has been completed, CONTRO calls

................ *-***.*

...o - ', ,,',.'- L .' ..* .. .: ..... .* ." .-,- - : . .-.. - .. -. - - . ,.. . . .- *.- ...-.--.-... ,...-.-..- .- .- .-......."-,,-*.,
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again the above-mentioned sequence of sub-routines and so on. At the end

of every marching loop an intermediate printout is used. This gives the

suind residuals, the computed variables at some reference point in the

solution domain, as well as the velocity, pressure (and k, e, U) fields if

the number of iterations is an exact multiple of a value (INDPRI) fixed at

the beginning of CONTRO. At point I in the flow chart, a termination test

for the iteration procedure is performed. All the residual sums calculated

in CALCos and RESORM(calculated in CALCP)are checked against a value

introduced at the beginning of CONTRO (SORMAX). If all these residuals are

smaller than this control value (I0- 3 ) , the dynamic field is considered to

have converged and the iteration sequence is terminated. Then, a small

iteration loop is initiated where only the temperature equation is solved,

controlled by a similar termination test. Once the temperature equation

has converged, a printout for all the computed variables is issued covering

the whole solution domain.

In the last chapter of CONTRO, final operations, such as the calculation

of friction factors and Nusselt numbers, normalization of profiles as well

as the final output, are performed.

Gosman and Ideriah 91], in their TEACH manual, point out that, since

computer resources in time and storage are limited, measures must be taken

to ensure minimization of these demands. Such measures are:

e Good specification of initial field; for example,

starting from a previous calculation can improve

,4V the computing times considerably.

" Optimization of grid; that implies the use of a

.*ge. %..... o....%, °o.... .. %. %."." ....................................................................................-............ "."
• 4. . . . . . o . . . ...... ...... . .... o...... . *** . .~ .*.* * * • . • . . .,. . °....••..,..,..,. % % . °, .,
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fine grid in regions of steep gradients (for

example, near a wall) and a coarse grid in the

rest of the solution domain.

" Minimization of the extent of the calculation

domain.

" Optimization of the under-relaxation factors.

3 Specification of a realistic convergence criterion.

All the above measures have been followed in the present computations

and specific reference to them is made in the appropriate chapters.

The additional modifications introduced into the computer program

for the solution of turbulent flows are described in Chapter 4 and

Appendix 5.

2.7 Experiences in Applying the Computer Program

The initial programming effort has been concerned with introducing

the very large number of "source terms" arising from the expression of the

describing equations in the co-ordinate system (,r ).An impression

of the difficulty of the task can be gained by referring to equations (2.17),

(2.18), (2.21), (2.22), (2.25), (2.29) which express the source terms for

the momentum and energy equations. Moreover, the form of the diffusion

coefficients given by equations (2.15), (2.16), (2.19), (2.20), (2.23),

(2.24), (2.27), (2.28) and convection coefficients given by equation (2.14)

raised questions as far as the extra terms added to the conventional ones

are concerned. However, the inclusion of these extra terms in the source
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terms proved to be unsuccessful since it produced instability of the

computational procedure. Equations (2.39) and (2.40) give the final forms

of the diffusion coefficients, convection coefficients and source terms

introduced into the computer code, being compatible with the already

existing program.

Another major task has been the incorporation of the PISO algorithm

into the computer code for solving the pressure-correction equation,

presented in Section 2.5b. After introducing this new scheme, the

convergence rates of the solution procedure were improved by more than an

order of magnitude.

Despite this improvement, the problem of slow convergence for some

0 cases remained. Indeed, the convergence of the solution has been a very

difficult task throughout the project, for both laminar and turbulent

regimes. Computing times on a CDC7600 for solving both the velocity and

temperature fields starting from a uniform initial distribution, for

laminar flow computations, ranged from 50 cps to 800 cps using an (18 x 20)

grid which has been found to give acceptably grid-independent solutions.

However, the practice of using a uniform initial field was not normally

followed. Actually, once a solution has been obtained for a fixed number

of flutes, it was used as the initial distribution for the further comp-

utations (at a different Reynolds number or with minor variations in tube

geometry). By this means, the computing times were reduced to just 10-20%

of those reported above.

As has been shown in the flow chart of the computer program, the

temperature equation was solved only when the momentum equations were fully

L. . - - • . -t - . . o . . . . . . l° . = • - . . . - - o .- = . ,• - *
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converged and the velocities were stored. Thus, the study of different

fluids could be obtained by using, for a given flute geometry and Reynolds

number, the same dynamic field with a dummy thermal conductivity k
f

(k- 4 C where C and Pr are the specific heat at constant pressure and -

the Prandtl number of the used fluid) for the temperature equation. Again,

this practice reduced the computing times to 10-20Z of the times reported

initially.

Following the suggestions of Gosman et al [91] for obtaining fast

convergence of the computational procedure, many sets of under-relaxation

factors have been applied to the discretized form of the describing

equations. For low Reynolds number, the under-relaxation factors giving

the fastest convergence rates are: 0.5 for the pressure (p), 1.0 for the

axial velocity (W), 1.0 for the F-velocity component (U) and 0.9 for the -

n-velocity component (V), while for high Reynolds numbers, 0.9 for i and

0.8 for both U and V. The integer values of NSWPO, which determine how

many times sub-routine LISOLV will be called from CALCO to solve the

discretized form of the describing equations, were 4 for CALCP and CALCU

and 2 for CALCV and CALCW. Any increase in these values did not make any

substantial difference in the total number of iterations needed.

Figures 2.8 to 2.11 show the convergence of the largest residuals

with the number of iterations for different Reynolds numbers and flute

configurations. Figure 2.8 shows, at a Reynolds number of 330 and for

three pipe geometries (i.e. 10, 20 and 30 flutes), the convergence of

c-momentum equation. It is clear that for the higher flute density (n -30)

although the convergence rate is fast for the first 70 iterations, it slows

down and only reaches a satisfactorily converged level after 1650 iterations.

--... -.-.. ',.. '.... '_... .'. "..',.-.......'.'"...-.....'.,...'. .'. . .":. ,2'" -.',2'. Z,.,.' '."..."'--,. "'.'''--.
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3 Analogous behaviour is shown in Figure 2.9 where a high Reynolds number

flow is examined and the largest residual is that for the axial velocity

W. Figures 2.10 and 2.11 present the influence of the-spiral angle (D

fl on the convergence rates in two different situations: first, for high

Reynolds number and low flute density, and, second, for low Reynolds

number and high number of flutes. For both cases, the higher the spiral

p angle 0 the slower the convergence rate of the corresponding largest

* residual.

Many tests have been performed in order to identify the reasons

behind the slow convergence rates of the computational procedure. In this

direction, the effectiveness of the TDHA (Tni-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm)

used in LISOLV for solving the discretized form of the describing equations

(described in a previous section) has been questioned. However, when the

residuals were checked after every call of LISOLV, TDMA proved to perform

quite satisfactorily since the residual of U decreased by a factor of 3.4,

the residual of V by 3.2 and the residual of W by 1.04. (This small value

of W was not felt to be significant as the axial momentum equation had

already converged at the time the test was introduced).

It is obvious from Figures 2.8 to 2.11 that the higher computing

times were obtained with flute configurations which gave rise to grid cells

of high aspect ratio, i.e. for large number of flutes of high amplitude h

(see Figure 2.12). Moreover, in the early stages of the research when grid

networks like the one shown in Figure 2.2 were used, the convergence rates

were even slower. It is believed that this deterioration in convergence

rates could be cured if the high aspect ratio grid cells could be avoided.

One way of achieving this would have been to adopt a non-orthogonal grid in
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which the r lines were all radial lines. This interesting possibility was

recognized only when research with the orthogonal system had proceeded so

far that a changeover was not practicable.

S. ,-..

..
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CHAPTER 3

3.* THEl LAMINAR FLOW CALCULATIONS

3.1 Introduction

The complex form of the transport equations, presented in Section

2.5 of Chapter 2, has provided many opportunities for errors to appear i~n

the derivation of the differential equations or later in their finite

volume discretization and finally incorporation into the computer code.

Since no experimental data were available, the calculation of simple flows

with known analytical solutions using the computational procedure discussed

in Chapter 2 was therefore believed to be a highly important aspect of the

work. In fact, several levels of error did come to light in the initial

rounds of testing against the exact solutions. The final validation tests

I e performed as well as the parametric explorations (including changes in the

number of flutes, spiral angle, height of ribs, Reynolds and Prandtl numbers)

are reported in the present chapter.

3.1.1 Validation Tests

3.1.1 a. Velocity Field

The validation test cases considered were the fully-developed flow

in a straight circular-sectioned tube and the flow in a concentric annulus

in which the core tube is stationary and the outer cylinder rotates at

prescribed speed. These geometries could have been easily Examined by

setting the helix angle and flute height to zero. If that had been done,

the goal of these validation tests would have been lost since it is the

presence of the spiral fluting that makes the equations so complex. Instead,

a 30-flute grid with a 150 spiral angle was adopted. Of course, because of
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the 'fluting' of the grid, the outer boundary of the solution domain did

not coincide with the purely circular boundary surfaces of the test flows.

The exact analytical values were therefore applied to the finite volume code

for the outer row of cells. The values calculated for the interior nodes

were then compared with those of the analytical solution. These tests

proved valuable in helping differential and coding errors to be detected.

The flow in the circular tube was computed with 20 nodes in the n-

direction and a flute amplitude of 0.03 Rb . The maximum departure of the

computed axial velocity from the parabolic analytical profile was 0.8Z.

Figure 3.1 shows the comparison between computations and analytical solution

of the axial velocity ratio W/W at the trough position of the 'fluted' grid.

Although the exact solution requires zero motion in the cross stream plane,

the momentum equations for velocity components U and V in the plane F-

were also solved. The largest velocity computed was 106 times the axial

velocity; value which has been accepted to be almost zero. It may be

mentioned here, however, that first attempts at computing this flow produced

a swirl velocity of order • 10"  times the axial velocity, a discovery that

helped an error in the differential equations to be detected.

The annular flow computations were performed for a radius ratio of

0.4 with the outer cylinder rotating at a velocity as large as the mean

axial velocity using a grid with a flute amplitude of 0.06 Rb (while a 3%

flute amplitude has been used for the smooth pipe flow discussed above)

* decreasing linearly to zero from the outer boundary to inner radius Ra

Despite the unsuitable nature of the grid, shown in Figure 2.2 of Chapter 2,

the maxi-1a error in axial velocity was 1.5Z and in circumferential velocity

3M. Figure 3.2 shows a comparison of the circumferential velocity ratio
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U-/U wall and axial velocity ratio W mxat the trough position of the

'fluted' grid between computations and analytical solution.

At the beginning of computations on spirally fluted tubes, the

question of positioning the inner boundary arose. The condition of solid

body rotation was applied at three different values of the inner boundary

R a: 0.62, 0.42 and 0.3 times the mean radius, Rb. The enlargement of the -

calculation domain was obtained by adding extra nodes, leaving the grid in

the area common to three solutions unchanged. Figure 3.3 shows the three

nodal distributions. The flow in a tube with ten flutes and 6% flute height

at a Reynolds number of 300 has been used as the basis for comparisons. No

differences between the solutions with R a - 0.42 R b and R.a 0.03 Rb have

been detected over the common region. For R a- 0.62Rbhoeratug

the flow pattern in the vicinity of the flutes was identical to those

obtained with Ra -0.3 Rb and R -0.42 Rb' the tangential velocity dis-

played a 15% variation around the inner boundary indicating a violation of

the solid body rotation condition imposed there. Figure 3.4, which presents -

the distribution of U/W with the radius at the trough and crest radii,

clearly shows all the Characteristics mentioned above. Figure 3.5 gives an

impression of the velocity direction lines for the three solution domains

used. The pattern seems identical in all three plottings for the near-wall

region, while for Ra 0.62 Rb near the inner boundary, some divergence

from solid body rotation can be seen from the difference in the lengths of

the arrows at a given radius. On the basis of these tests, the inner

boundary conditions in all the computations for laminar flows were applied

at 0.4 Rb', although for 30 flutes this choice was not the best one since the

solid body rotation region extended up to 0.73 Rb and matching at Ra 0.7 Rb

would not have altered the results.
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Another question, which arose when the mixed curvilinear/cylindrical

grid had been found to give the best mapping of the solution domain, was

the influence of the abrupt change in grid spacing, due to the switch from

one grid type to the other, on the flow pattern. Runs were made with the

changeover radius ranged from 0.6 Rb to 0.85 Rb. No differences in results

have been found if the change occurred for R >, 0.7 R. For smaller radii

and 30 flutes, unjustified circumferential non-uniformities appeared because

of the poor mash coverage. For all the subsequent computations of laminar

flIowa the value of 0.85 Rb Was applied to changeover radius.

* 3.1.1 b. Convective Heat Transfer

The computation of convective heat transfer in a smooth tube with a

uniform surface heat flux has been used as a further test of the solving

* - schema's numerical accuracy. Again, a (20 x 18) 'fluted' grid has been

0
* *used with 6Z rib height and 15 spiral angle. The exact analytical values

of temperature were supplied at the nodes of the outermost row of cells.

This test case proved valuable in detecting coding errors in the energy

equation. When these had been corrected, the calculated Nusselt number for

a grid with 450 spiral angle and zero flute amplitude agreed within 0.1%

with the value of 4.364.

3.1.2 Parametric Study of the Results

3.1.2 a. Velocity Field

In the parametric study of the laminar flow through a spirally fluted

tube, reported below, the tube with 10 flutes, 6% flute height, 150 spiral
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angle has been chosen as the basis for parametric variations.-

The pattern of the flow created in the spirally fluted tube is broadly

the same for all the variations considered (number, height or angle of flutes).

However, some significant detailed differenizes can be detected arnd are

reported below. This general flow pattern is clearly shown by the velocity-

direction lines mapping the c-fl plane of the tube. Figure 3.6 presents the

flow pattern for 10, 20 and 30 flutes at a Reynolds number of 300, while

Figure 3.7 shows the velocity-direction lines covering the whole cross-

stream plane of the tube. It is clear from these two figures that the flow

encountering a flute (spiralling around the circumference in a clockwise

direction) creates a region of high pressure on the leading face of the

flute which forces adjacent fluid clockwise and to smaller radius. In

contrast, on the trailing face of the flute a low pressure region is created

and, because of the pressure difference between the two flute faces, some

fluid spills anti-clockwise over the flute crest despite the overall clock-

wise flow-direction. The difference in length and direction of the arrows

in the near-flutes region indicates that the circumferential variations

are quite strong, in contrast to the core region where no changes can be

detected from the purely circumferential direction of the velocity-direction

lines. It is obvious from Figure 3.6 that as the number of flutes increases,

the flute-affected region moves closer to the tube wall while the solid

* - body rotation region (no circumferential variations) covers a larger part

of the flow. The same behaviour is encountered when the Reynolds number

increases, as shown in Figure 3.8 where the flow patterns for two Reynolds

numbers are presented.

Figures 3.8a and 3.8b show two alternative presentations of vector lines

on the cross-stream plane of a 10-flute tube at -300.* The first one
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illustrates the distribution of velocity vectors given by:

(+ V)- w.R

*where U~, V are velocity vectors in and. n directions respectively, while w

* is the angular velocity of the core region for the particular case. Thus, -

Figure 3.8a shows how the secondary flow "vectors" appear to an observer

* rotating with the core of the fluid and consequently the velocity over the

*core region of the solution domain where the solid-body rotation takes

place appears as zero. It is clear from the figure that near the flutes

*some fluid is rotating clockwise faster than the "solid-body" rotation rate

while nearby fluid is proceeding much more slowly.

Figure 3.8b shows the distribution of velocity vectors given by

the correlation:

where V V Co W $in 0) Cos

*-spiral angle W -axial velocity

V and V are the circumferential and radial velocity components of the

*resultant velocity vector + ) Velocity V in the circumferential

velocity on the "cross-stream" plane formed by slicing the tube normal to the

flutes. It is clear from the anticlockwise direction of the arrows that

over most of the tube the fluid is not spinning clockwise as fast as the

flutes, i.e. it is gliding backwards relative to the flutes. Deep within

the flutes, however, the shrinkage of the velocity "vectors" to a mere dot

indicates that here the fluid is very nearly following the grooves of the

fluting. We shall see later in Chapter 5 that this pattern is in marked

- contrast with that found in turbulent flow. The corresponding velocity

* vector presentations for a 20-flute tube at 300 spiral angle are presented

in Figures 3.8c and 3.8d where no distinctive differences can be detected

* . from those for 10 flutes.
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Figure 3.9 also shows the influence of the Reynolds number on the

cross-stream flow pattern discussed above. This figure displays the

distribution of the velocity ratio U/U as a function of Reynolds number/max

at two radial lines passing through the trough and the crest of the flute,

since it is believed that these two positions illustrate as clearly as

possible the effects which different modifications in the flow parameters

or flute geometry have on the cross-stream flow. Three different Reynolds

numbers are considered showing that the higher the Reynolds number the smaller

the distance from the tube wall to which the flutes affect the flow. This

trend is entirely plausible since an increase in Reynolds number entails a

decrease in the diffusion velocity relative to the convection velocity

especially when the convection coefficients have the form of equation (2.14)

where extra terms, including the axial velocity, are present. Figure 3.10 -

shows the same behaviour as Figure 3.9 but for the effect of spiral angle.

It is clear that the spiral angle also displays a trend to confine the

flute-affected region near the wall. Figure 3.11 shows that, for spiral

angles ranging from 150 to 450, the circumferential velocity increases in

roughly the same ratio as the tangents of the spiral angles.

In spite of the above-mentioned effects of Reynolds number and flute

angle, their effects on the shape of the circumferential velocity profile is

very small. In contrast, changes in the number of flutes display a much

more profound effect on the velocity profile. This can be seen in Figure

3.12 where two different flute densities are plotted and where, for 30

flutes, the fluid is in solid body rotation for radii less than about 0.75RV

,- while more swirling flow is transferred to the core region of the tube.

This is best shown in Figure 3.13 where the ratio U/W is plotted against the

number of flutes at radius 0.5 Rb. For 30 flutes, although the "back flow"

. .o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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over the crest is stronger, it is confined to a thinner region, while a

very weak and limited reverse flow also appears in the trough. Since the

flow pattern for 20 flutes is intermediate between that for 10 and 30

f lutes, it has been omitted for clarity.

The rib amplitude has a considerable effect on the amount of swirl

generated, as shown in Figure 3.14 where the 6% flute height produces

circumferential velocities almost three times as large as for flutes of

3Z amplitude for a tube with 10 flutes, 150 spiral angle at a Reynolds

number of approximately 300.

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the effects that the flute density and

spiral angle have on the axial velocity profiles. The main feature to note

is that for 30 flutes (Figure 3.15) the velocity level within the trough is

very much lower than for 10 flutes due to the proximity of the flute surfaces

and the enhanced viscous retardation that results. The influence of spiral

angle, however, over the range 0 0-45 0 is not significant, as can be seen

from Figure 3.16.

The distribution of surface pressure ((p p ref )/Pi?) can be seen in

Figures 3.17 and 3.18. As has been pointed out above, at the leading face

* of the flute a high pressure region is created, in contrast to the trailing

face which is characterized by low pressures. vigures 3.17 and 3.18 show

exactly that. From Figure 3.17 one can see that the maxima and minima occur

near the crest at positions located one quarter of the distance between

trough and crest on each face of the flute. This distribution, however,

depends highly on the number of flutes; the higher the flute density the

more abrupt the change from maximum to minimu surface pressure moving
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towards the crest. Analogous behaviour is shown in Figure 3.18 where the

effect of flute angle on static pressure around the flute is presented.

The only difference here is that the position of the maxima and minima

seems to be almost independent of the spiral angle, over the range considered.

Figure 3.19 displays the distribution of the pressure coefficient

(Piz= - Pmin)/pZ 2 with Reynolds number. It is clear that at low Reynolds

numbers this coefficient shows a Re61.dependence while at high Reynolds

numbers (103 < Re < 2.5 x 103) the dependence on Re can be approximated by

an exponent of -. This distribution can be explained by the fact that if

changes in surface pressure around the flute were only due to dynamic

effects, the pressure coefficient would be independent of Re, while if the

dynamic effects were negligible it would vary as Re-'. Two different

numbers of flutes are plotted in Figure 3.19; the 20-flute tube displays a

stronger dependence on Re-' which becomes, at high Reynolds numbers, Re

This behaviour can be explained by the higher flute Reynolds numbers

, (Wsin$ - Vecos ) cos '(2h)Re
fV

Oased on velocity (Wsin - Ve cos 0)cos , which is the projection on the

cross-stream plane of the velocity normal to flutes direction and rib

height) observed for the lower flute density tubes at Reynolds numbers (Re)

between 400 and 1500; for example, for a Reynolds number of 1300, the

ratio of flute Reynolds numbers fcr 10 and 20 flutes is 2.3 Ref~n=10) / - -

Ref( 20 ) - 2.3].

The variation of friction factor with Reynolds number is shown in

Figures 3.20 and 3.21 for two different definitions of friction factor.
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Figure 3.20 illustrates the variation of friction factor defined as:

f 4A/ (JpQ2 )/pf dz
(3.1)

where A is the tube's cross-sectional area and P its perimeter, while

Re - .4A//P
(3.2)

The term 4A/P gives the conventional equivalent diameter (Dh). It is

clear that while all the friction factors lie below the smooth tube line

(f - 64 /Re) they also display a -1 dependence on Reynolds number over the

range studied. This behaviour indicates that, for 10 flutes, form drag

(which is roughly proportional to the pressure coefficient shown in

Figure 3.19) has a small effect on the total pressure drop. The fact that

all the friction factor lines lie below the smooth tube line can be

explained by the behaviour shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16. As has been

pointed out earlier, in the troughs the axial velocity and consequently the

wall shear stress are clearly much lower than in a smooth tube. Thus, the

mean wall shear stress is lower and eventually the friction factor.

Figure 3.21 shows the variation of "pipe" friction factor, defined as:

f, (AE]} 2Rb/(p)3)fp "dz (3.3) '"

with Reynolds number:

ReP 2 bV (3.4)

Using these definitions a comparison can be made between the pressure drop

through the spirally fluted tube and that through a smooth tube of the same

mean radius under the same mass flow rate. It is clear that the increase

....................................................
.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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is almost insignificant. Although only the line for 10 flutes has been

drawn, all the other lines (n = 20, n - 30 and even 0 - 30 , 4 =45°) are

not discernibly different from this line, so they have been omitted for

clarity. Now, the fluted tube's friction factors lie above the smooth

tube's line but the increase, even for n = 30, 4 - 300, is less than 10%.

3.1.2 b. Convective Heat Transfer

The heat transfer enhancement of the spirally fluted tube can be

ascribed to two different factors: the increase, due to fluting, of heat

transfer surface area per unit length of the tube and the convective
transport, due to the secondary flow produced by the spiral flutes. It is

well known that the Nusselt number of fully-developed laminar flow in

smooth tubes is constant (Nu - 4.364) while generally in fully-developed

flows with no net circumferential convection the Nusselt numbers are

independent of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. As has been reported in the

literature survey in Chapter 1, a sensitivity of Nusselt number to Re or

Pr can be found .ohen a secondary flow is present. This is what Figure 3.22

indicates, illustrating the dependence of mean Nusselt number of the

spirally fluted tube on Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. The Nusselt number

plotted in this figure and used in all the results reported below has been

defined as:

2 R bP
Nup =- . .2I

AT.kf 27Rb .-..(3.5) :

where 4" is the heat input to the tube per unit surface area, P is the

perimeter of the fluted tube,kf is the thermal conductivity and

AT Tw
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T w being the wall temperature and T the bulk mean temperature of the fluid.

The definition (3.5) shows what, for a given total heat input, would be the

reduction in pipe wall temperature from the presence of fluting for the

same man radius and flow conditions. If the added surface area, due to

fluting, had not been taken into account, equation (3.5) would have the

form:

Nu' - Nu~ 2 Rb - -2Rb

P P AT.kf (3.6)

Another definition of Nusselt number based on the hydraulic diameter

(Dh) could be:

Dh  4'#t D~h  e P: i
Nu Nu h- h .- '

P 21, T.kf 2 b  (3.7) . --

or the one corresponding to (3.6):

27Z1RbDh
Nu - Nu - - -

P AT.k
f (3.8)

All the above definitions of Nusselt number stand for the local

values around the flute. The mean value of Nup, plotted in Figure 3.22,

has been calculated from the local ones (equation (3.5)) using the

correlation:

A m=a (Pn Alocal (39A~~an" (3.9) " '

i-2

where A stands for the Nusselt number or any other variable calculated

around the flute, P the perimeter of the fluted tube, n the number of flutes

around the circumference, A& the control volume face coinciding with the

°I-%
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wall and I the number of constant- lines mapping the solution domain.

Three different fluids have been considered in all the convective

heat transfer studies: air (Pr - 0.708), water (7.03) and ethylene glycol -'

(Pr - 93) at 200C. Figure 3.22 shows the distribution of mean Nu with
p

Reynolds number Re (equation (3.4)) for those three Prandtl numbers for
p

tubes of 10, 20 and 30 flutes. It is clear that for air there is no

considerable increase of Nusselt number with Reynolds number, while for

water there is an increase depending on the number of flutes. The greater

the number of flutes the less sensitive the Nusselt number of water to

Reynolds number. So, for 10 flutes, the Nusselt number at Rep M 2500 is

about 5Z above that at Rep- 300, while for 30 flutes the Nusselt number

is almost insensitive to Reynolds number. However, the effect of Reynolds

number on Nusselt number is much stronger for ethylene glycol (Pr - 93) . :

showing a two-fold increase when the Reynolds number increases from 40 to

2500 for the tube with 10 flutes. This augmentation becomes important

even at Re a 100 while for 20 flutes there is also an enhancement ofp

Nusselt number, though it is less than that for 10 flutes and becomes

significant only at Reynolds numbers above 500. The same characteristics

can be seen for the tube with 30 flutes; however, the augmentation of

Nusselt number in this case is even smaller, becoming noticeable only for

Re > 800.
p

The explanation of the contrasting behaviour between the differen:

fluids used can be found in the way that heat is transmitted through them:

at a Reynolds number of 2500 and n 10t, the flute Peclet number for air,

based on peak circumferential velocity and flute height Pe g is

only 0.2. This means that convective transport has a minor effect, compared

......... .. . ... . .................. .. ,........ . •. .- ,
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with diffusive transport, on the heat transmission across the near-wall

zone. However, for ethylene glycol (Pr 93) the flute Peclet number is

more than a hundred times larger (93/0.708) so convection is the principal

mechanism in transferring heat from the fluted wall into the fluid.

Another feature of Figure 3.22 is that for a fixed Prandtl number the

increase of Nusselt number increases with Reynolds number. This can be

explained partly by referring to equation (2.14) of Chapter 2 where an

extra convection term due to the axial velocity (K W or K W) appears in the

energy equation which obviously increases with Reynolds number. The same

type of behaviour has been found in Date 's [671 study of twisted tape

inserts reported in the literature survey.

Figure 3.22 also shows that for ethylene glycol and high Reynolds

numbers the level of Nusselt number for the 10-flute tube is higher than

that for 20 or 30 flutes. A similar behaviour is also evident for 20 flutes

when it is compared with the 30-flute tube. The superiority of the low

flute-density tubes is primarily due to the fact that, in these geometries,

fluid from the vicinity of the flutes is carried further into the core fluid

(this behaviour has been discussed in the previous section and is shown in

Figure 3.12). So, the fact that the enhancement of Nusselt number for 30

flutes is lower than for 20 or 10 flutes can be ascribed to two factors:

first, the confinement of the fluid circulating in the flutes closer to the

wall (Figure 3.12), and second, the low values of flute Peclet numbers,

even for ethylene glycol; at Rep 300 and n -30 for Pr -93, the flute

Peclet number is only 2. The increase in the level of Nusselt number with

the number of flutes, shown in Figure 3.22, arises from the definition of . "

Nusselt number itself. If, instead of equation (3.5), the definition given
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by equation (3.6) has been used, the levels of Nusselt number would have

fallen below the smooth tube value as the number of flutes was increased;

that is, for 30 flutes and Re 4 300, to 3.6. A similar distribution is
p

produced if the definition (3.7) isused.

Figure 3.23 shows for 10 flutes at Rep 300 that the mean Nusselt

number (Nup) increases with the helix angle, that increase being quite

steady for Pr - 93. As pointed out above in Section 3.12 a. (Figure 3.11),

for spiral angles ranging from 150 to 450 the maximum circumferential

velocity increases in roughly the same ratio as the tangent of the helix

angles. So, for the same Reynolds number and number of flutes, the flute

Peclet number of a fluid (water or ethylene glycol) will increase in the

same ratio as the maximum circumferential velocity when the spiral angle

of the flutes increases, explaining the behaviour shown in Figure 3.23.

An analogous behaviour would have been shown if the'height of flutes

rather than the spiral angle had been increased. A significant enhancement

of Nu with P is also found with water but only if 20 or 30 flutes are
p

employed (Figure 3.24). For 10 flutes there is very little augmentation.

Figure 3.25 gives, for ethylene glycol and a 10-flute tube, the Nu -p

Re distribution for two spiral angles: = 150 and 300. For 4 - 300 the
p

enhancement of mean Nusselt number at Re > 2000 becomes more than 10OZ.
p

Perhaps the most useful dimensionless quantity to consider is a

measure of the relative increase of heat transfer and frictional losses.

This can be given by the normalized ratio of Stanton number to friction

- factor expressed in the form:

:I Z. . .-

%~**%* * .A~i *** *** ~*~ ~ **~*~ *~ *~*~-~~* ~~ **fi** ' ._-
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Pr.St. Nu p/Rep Nu p/Rep

f f /( 2fp p w/s
(3.10)

For a smooth tube, equation (3.10) takes the value 0.068. Again,

while the above equation expresses local values around the flute, the

mean value can be calculated using equation (3.9). Figure 3.26 presents

the distribution of the mean value of Pr'St with the spiral angle for
f
p

both water and ethylene glycol, while Figure 3.27 gives its distribution

with the helix angle for water for three different numbers of flutes

(n 1 10, 20, 30). These two figures, being analogous to Figures 3.23 and

Pr.St
3.24 discussed above, show a significant increase of. over the

p
smooth tube value indicating that the spirally fluted tubes, even for

moderate Prandtl numbers (Pr - 7.03) in laminar flow situations, can raise

the heat transfer coefficients substantially more than the frictional losses.

The dimensionless temperature ratio

T -T
w

wr

(Tw , the temperature on the wall at the trough position) distribution
w
r

along two radii passing through the trough and crest of the flute is given

in Figures 3.28, 3.29 and 3.30. Figure 3.28 displays this distribution for

0both water and ethylene glycol in a tube with 10 flutes and 15 spiral

angle. Differences in the temperature ratio distribution between trough

and crest, for all the fluids and Reynolds numbers shown in Figure 3.28,

are discernible only for < 0.2. Since the distribution of

Rb
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WT shows no distinctive features for Pr -7.03, its distribution at
T Twr

Re -700 has been omitted in Figure 3.28 for clarity. However,

at Re a 2345, a quite interesting difference in shapes between water and

ethylene glycol can be detected. It is clear that for ethylene glycol the

temperature profile is divided into two distinct regions: the core region,

where the radial heat transport is by conduction, and the region near the

flutes where, due to the fluid mixing (fluid spills over the crest), the

temperature becomes uniform. These two regions become less noticeable for

lower Reynolds numbers (see Figures 3.28 and 3.29). Masliyah et al (63,

64] (see literature survey in Chapter 1) have encountered the same shape -

in the distribution of the temperature ratio (see Figure 1.38) when they

studied the heat transfer performance of fully-developed laminar flows

through uniformly heated internally-finned tubes. The two distinct regions-

are clearly shown on curve 4 of Figure 1.38. Figure 3.30 displays the

distribution of the dimensionless temperature ratio at the trough and crest

radii for ethylene glycol at Re of 2345 for both 10 and 30 flutes. It is
p

obvious from ihis figure that for n a 10 the region of uniform temperature

is more extensive than for n -30. This is due to the fact that a reduction

in the number of flutes increases the distance from the tube wall over which

D the fluid is mixed.

Figure 3.31 shows the variation of local Nusselt number CNu )around
p

the flute at two different Reynolds numbers for both water and ethylene

glycol. For the low Prandtl number the distribution of Nu is symetric
p

with the maximum value near the crest and the minimum in the trough of the

P- ~ flute. For an increase of Reynolds number from 300 to 1700 the local Nu

* - increases in the trough but decreases at the crest, the result being to

increase the level of the mean N~u (calculated by (3.9))by about 3%.
p

ALS *
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However, for the high Prandtl fluid (Pr - 93) for the same increase of

Reynolds number, the level of the mean Nusselt number rises by about 25%,

the distribution of the local Nup at both Reynolds numbers (300 and 1700)

being considerably asyummetric. This distribution strengthens the suggestion

that, for ethylene glycol, convective transport is the dominant mechanism

in transferring hea. across the near-wall zone, while for water it makes

a minor addition to diffusive transport.

The variation of local around the flute for water and ethylene

p
glycol for the same tube geometry and Reynolds numbers as the distributions

shown in Figure 3.31, is shown in Figure 3.32. For both water and ethylene

glycol the distribution of local is quite symmetric with the
p

minimum value near the flute crest and the maximum value occurring in the

trough. It is obvious that there is a large difference in the levels of

the minimum and maximum values for all the cases plotted in Figure 3.32.

* -For water, the two curves (Rep - 300 and 1700) are almost indistinguishable

while for ethylene glycol a 23% rise in the mean value of for the
f
p

same increase in Reynolds number can be easily identified.

3.2 Concluding Remarks

Chapters 2 and 3 have presented the successful adaptation of the

general orthogonal TEACH code for solving the laminar velocity and

temperature fields in a spirally fluted tube. The principal steps which

improved the convergence of the solution were the inclusion of the two-

stage pressure-correction procedure, the so-called PISO scheme, and the

use of a mixed curvilinear/cylindrical-polar grid instead of the original . .

curvilinear one. However, in cases of high flute density where high aspect

_______._____*.* -- * .
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ratio cells are still present, the convergence is not entirely satisfactory.

The adoption of a non-orthogonal grid should solve this problem and lead

to a more rapid convergence of the iterative solution.

The effects of different parameter variations and, generally, the

flow pattern produced by the computations now seem entirely plausible.

However, at the beginning of the project, since no experimental data for

laminar flows were available, it was very difficult to imagine what flow

pattern would actually be produced in such a tube. There has, to the

author's knowledge, been nothing reported on computational studies of flows

in pipes with such a combination of complexities encountered during the

study of the spirally fluted tubes. In view of the experimental difficulties

referred to, it is believed that the computational procedure here developed

can be usefully applied to the optimization of the design of spirally

fluted tubes.

The numerical results show clearly the mechanism behind the heat

transfer augmentation and explain why there is no marked effect on the

level of friction factor due to the fluting. The.se results also verify

the suggestion that friction and heat transfer must be considerably

affected by what is happening in the immediate vicinity of the tube wall.

It is very interesting that even for water the increase in heat transfer

is several times greater than the increase in friction factor. Considering

that all other enhancement techniques for internal flows raise the friction

factors substantially more than the heat transfer coefficients, the fact

that the spirally fluted tube produces a contrary behaviour, even for

moderate Prandtl numbers, indicates that this type of tube could be used,

quite beneficially, in heat exchangers. A far better improvement is found

.. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .,...,..'.-......'.-.
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for ethylene glycol, meaning that spiral fluting could be adopted in oil

coolers since the circulation of oils often takes place in the laminar

regime. In this case, low flute density and tight spiralling gives the

best performance, while for low Prandtl numbers (i.e. water), high flute

density and tight spiralling tubes should be adopted. Of course, beyond a

certain helix angle, the improvement will be reversed, though the

identification of this limit has not been possible in the present research

programe.
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FIG 3-7 VELOCITY DIRECTION LINES
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CHAPTER 4

4. THE TURBULENT FLOW PROCEDURE

Introduction

The next step in the development of the procedure reported in

Chapters 2 and 3 has been the calculation of turbulent flow since in this

regime lie most of the industrial applications of spirally fluted tubes.

The present chapter reports all the modifications and additions made

in the computational procedure (reported in Chapter 2) in order to handle

turbulent flows. The following sections describe the grid adopted, the

equations solved, the boundary conditions applied, the turbulence models

used and the computational solution procedure followed in order to overcome

the problems arising in the prediction of such a complex flow.

4.1 The Turbulence Models Adopted

4.1.1 General Considerations

Although the usual practice in the solution of turbulent elliptic

flows is to adopt wall functions for the near-wall region, apart from

preliminary calculations, that practice has not been followed in the present

work. It was felt that strong skewing of the velocity profile that occurs

very near the flute surface could only be correctly predicted by adopting

a fine grid and a low-Reynolds-number model of turbulence. So far as the

choice of such a model was concerned, it was thought desirable, at least

for this initial study, to adopt a simple turbulence model like the mixing

F'

.. . . ..-... -- ,

. . . . . . . . .
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length hypothesis including already established viscous-damping effects

for it was clear that the most important physical features to express

were the suppression of turbulence by the flutes and the associated

viscous flow behaviour.

For the rest of the solution domain, it was believed that a purely

Boussinesq stress-strain law would not be sufficient to express the complex

strain field of the flow. It seemed that the most appropriate model of

turbulence to adopt was an algebraic stress closure (see Launder [92] ).

However, because of the complexity of the equations solved, instead of a

full algebraic stress model, a k-c Boussinesq turbulence model has been

used, followed by a simplified algebraic stress model to allow some of

the conjectures on the physical mechanisms at work to be tested. The more

complex turbulence models have been adopted in the region where a

cylindrical-polar grid was applied (the grid description can be found in

Section 4.2.1). The fact that the use of a cylindrical-polar grid for most

of the solution domain had been found numerically beneficial for laminar

flow computations was very fortunate since it was much easier to adopt an

algebraically complex turbulence model in this region than in the region

of the flutes where the curvilinear grid was applied.

* A short description follows on the different turbulence models which

have been adopted in different regions of the solution domain.

4.1.2 Mixing Length Hypothesis

Within the immediate vicinity of the flutes, where molecular transport

becomes significant, a fine mesh has been adopted (shown in Figure 4.1 for

-.

... .................... ..... .. ........ .p...
... ** ,* ,* : ,, '_ . . ...-.. , - * '.", ...-.. . '. '.-* ' - -,. -,-. . " . ,,. .S-,..,.'. ,.._- , _-." _ ,- -,
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three different geometries: n- 10, 20 and 30). The turbulent viscosity

1t is prescribed by way of Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis with Van

Driest's damping function. With this formulation

4t " an'2 (4.0I

where +/2.
2m Ky e

Y+ -= YVO-' u

y

Kis the Von Karman constant here given the value 0.4187 (Patel and Head

(1081), P is the density, p the laminar viscosity, Tw the local wall shear

stress and y the distance from the node in question to the nearest node on

the wall.

The choice of the equation for the turbulent thermal diffusivity r.

has been a difficult task since more than thirty analytical models of

turbulent thermal transport processes have been reported in the last twenty-

five years. An impression of the variety of the proposed models can be

gained by studying the report of Reynolds [99]. Launder [98], reviewing

Reynolds' [991 comprehensive survey of models for turbulent Prandtl numbers,

classifies these in three groups depending on the idea behind their derivation:

i) Mixing-Length models: where lumps of fluid are

displaced from one region to another and in

movement lose heat by conduction to the surrounding

fluid;

• 3 -- .-. -.' 3,.. '_, '. ",..-,,- _: _-.,- _-._ ,_".. ,,. ..".,."._...'..'.. ." ,. ......-.,.,.... -'"" " "'" " -" " " -: "' " " ""'""? " # "-"' '- '."".
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ii) Surface-Renewal models: similar to the previous

group except that attention is focused on the

"residence time" of an eddy;

and iii) Lagrangian Diffusivity models: where the

effective diffusivity is expressed in terms of

Lagrangian length scales.

Although Patankar [96] uses a constant turbulent Prandtl number of

0.9 for his study of turbulent boundary layers with pressure gradients,

our computations of smooth tubes have shown that Cebeci's model [94 gives

better agreement with the experimental data reported by Kays r,73. In this

case the maximum error in Nusselt numbers was 2.5% for a calcium chloride

solution (Pr - 19.6) and high Reynolds numbers. ---

Cebeci 1951 gives *-n expression for the turbulent Prandtl number as

a function of molecular Prandtl number for the near-wall region and a

constant, 0.9, for the rest of the solution domain. Cebeci reports that

his model gives results in good agreement with the experimental data for

low, medium and high molecular Prandtl numbers. He also reports that

several incompressible turbulent flows have shown that with variable

turbulent Prandtl numbers the temperature profiles are in better agreement

with experiments than those obtained by using a constant turbulent Prandtl

number. His equation for the turbulent thermal diffusivity has the form:

h~m (4.2)

where /B+ -

h K 
y I -- 

"
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IC' - 0.44

B+ .++/ r;

B++ is given in reference (951 in graphical form and to which the following

expressions have been fitted in the present study:

B = 476.2 Pr2 - 188.1 Pr + 38.57, 0.02 4 Pr 4 0.3

B++ a 0.102 Pr2 + 9.08 Pr + 22.4, 0.3 < Pr < 7

B - 5.16 Pr * 58.9 , 7 4 Pr

4.1.3 The k-c Boussinesq Viscosity Model

Except for the thin region around the flutes, the k-c Boussinesq -

viscosity model, described in Jones and Launder [68] and Launder and Spalding

[I001 , has been used in its high Reynolds number form to determine the

turbulent viscosity Ut:

U- c pk 2 /c (4.3)

where the turbulent kinetic energy k and its rate of viscous dissipation

c were obtained from the following approximate transport equations:

k eqLaion

(PUk) + (PVk) - rt &I~ -n:kI *

*- . (,c pWk) + -(c pwk)

" 4r  k Ak)]

.. .. ,.. .-.- . - .. ' ........ .. .'.. .-. . . . . ... ,"-,.:,_" ,,_

*[ 
IC -r-j- .
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+ G - P.£ (4.4)

C equation

~(PUE) + .(P VC) -L r. Cr + A-

+ L . O+ I O

[,jr _

+2 k1 -CP (4.5)

At the pipe axis the boundary conditions

dk 0
i r * dr 0 (4.6)

were applied.

in the above equations: rk II~+ + ~- while the
k +

turbulence model coefficients were assigned the following standard values.

a -1.0k

4 2 1

C, 1.44

a .. -. . .
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c - 1.92

X - 0.4187

c - 0.09

The turbulence energy generation rate G is given by

G + [[ 2t t)' 2[ [, [ J2 + [,J 211

(4.7)

where T is the stress T,, given in Section 2.3, with 4t replacing p

etc.

The turbulent thermal conductivity in the region where the k-C

turbulence model has been used was obtained by assuming a constant turbulent

Prandtl number of 0.9, so:

rt - lt/0.9  (4.8)

Launder and Spalding 1OOj in their study of numerical computation of

turbulent flows conclude that, after application in a wide range of flows,

the k-c model has been proved to be "the simplest kind of model that

permits prediction of both near-wall and free-shear-flow phenomena without

adjustments to constants or functions". They also point out the need for

replacement of the isotropic viscosity formula by more general expressions

connecting the stress and strain fields in turbulent flows. In this

direction, the Algebraic-Stress-Model has been derived, a simplified form

of which has been used in the present research and is described below.

."...... . . . . . . . . .. .-..
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4. 1.4 Simplified Algebraic-Stress-Model

- . The exact equation expressing the transport of Reynolds stresses

for an incompressible buoyancy-affected fluid has the form:

D u. u.31.3.(
3xiu ju k gj-?" + gi32"

Dt axk k T

Pij Gij

2,2-uau .G.

U u 2.+3

-ij . ij...... ..

3x..K +x pj I +x 3x.

where U and T stand for mean velocity and temperature respectively, u and '-.

1..~.2. ,

T' for velocity and temperature fluctuations, p' for pressure fluctuation,

vfor kinematic viscosity and 6i~j for the kronecker delta. Also, gi, is

2 the body force per unit mass in direction xi and a the dimensionless .-.

i~~i: volumetric coefficient of expansion given by the equation: " -

~T

)_L

u.p

'2;.. In the above equation, terms Pij and Gij represent the production of the "-'-

,... ~ ~stresses uji., term ¢ij the dissiption, term Oij the non-diffusive -.. "

6. - + 6. -- .. LJ

3k i

2.2-
"*.t" e bodyeore peutas indirection x and temDi. the dim£so.Sstensonessuto .::?'''

:. . ._ ... . .._..,., .., ... ...,_. ,.... . .. ,. _.,..'. ,_, . ... . .... .,_._-._- - _ _,. ._._,. _.-._ _-
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can take the form:

DD.
ij ij Cij Oij Dij (4.9a)

Dt

In this equation the stress generation terms P and Gij may be considered

as exactly representable. However, in order to solve (4.9a), all the

other terms must be modelled using correlations consisting of the mean

velocities, Reynolds stresses and one or more parameters characterizing

a length scale of turbulence or some parameter such as the turbulence

energy dissipation rate (see Launder (1071). In local equilibrium approx-
D u7

imation, the contribution of " - and D.s is neglected. This leaves

only the terms c.. and ij to be modelled., The most widely recommnded

forms for high Re free flows (Launder [103]) are:

2
ij - ij (4.IOa)

i € 2S 2 -":
U " 3ij k) c c2(P + - 6 (P G))

Oij c I k 1 2. 2. i3 2j (4.10b) --

au.
where P-- u.u.

• .3

and G -T'

T

Thus, the equation (4.9a) can be organized into the form:

2 2( -. ij k) (P..j + G. . .(P + G))

k
ic (4.3')

which is known as the Algebraic Stress Model (ASH). The corresponding '-'-

%,- °- ., -° ,- - , • .- ,-, - - - , , ~ - .. . ... ~°.- - -* , - °- °-°° • *. O -, . o -. ,~ ~ .*. -. . . . . . .' * .. -. - . .*
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exact form of the energy flux equation is:

Du TT' 3T aU. aT'2gi

Dt ax k axk J T

I

P axk  ax k P ax.i

. ku T_ + -- 6ik -

By ignoring term R-1 and T and modelling term IV (Launder (1031 ), the

following equation is formed:

u T k 3 T.T iT
-U T 2 K *~ (P. + G )(.3
" : "T 7 uik a - i i (,,.13)-

where *T - iCIT ; CIT -3.2

T " C2T) ; C2T 0.5

iT k

ag- -2
G - T'
iT T

The original plan had been to explore fully the above equations.

However, the extreme time for convergence of the solution procedure even with

the k-e model meant that this was not feasible. Therefore, it has been

necessary to limit attention to two very much simplified forms of the above

o .Io

. . * * . * .. . . .°.
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equations, each of which reduces to the same form as the k-e Boussinesq

viscosity model but with variable C and Pr

Two distinct physical effects of swirl are considered which, in the

case of the flow through a spirally fluted tube, are simultaneously present:

(a) the effect of swirl associated with the additional strain it introduces,

and (b) the effect of "buoyancy" in which, due to the swirl, heavy fluid

packages are centrifuged preferentially outwards. Effect (a) arises

through the term Pij, while (b) is due to Gij. Here, these two effects

are considered separately so that the importance of each can be readily

assessed. The limited aim of the study has been to ascertain whether the

remarkable behaviour of spirally fluted tubes, which is not adequately

predicted with purely isotropic models, can plausibly be attributed to

either of the effects which, in other flows, these models have been found

to mimic satisfactorily.

The forms of the equations adopted are strictly applicable only in

flows remote from the influence of the wall. In the vicinity of the wall,

pressure reflections from the surface modify the relative distribution of

turbulence energy among the components. In the present work no additional

terms have been introduced to simulate wall reflections. There were three

reasons for this:

I) Corrections are only well established for a flat surface

(Launder (i011) which, of course, is very different

from a spirally fluted surface.

2) Even to use the plane flow corrections would greatly

complicate the application of the model.

. ..,.....,,........,, .. ,.. . . ..... - o . .. .... .... .... . . . . . ,., . . ..-.
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I 3) In the cylindrical polar region (which includes only

the region up to 0.8 Rb) the effects of the wall

pressure reflections are relatively minor.

(a) Swirl Flow Treatment

Younnis [102] has recently shown that for axisymmetric swirling flows

equation (4.11) leads to broadly the correct development of free swirling

jets if c 2 -0.3 and c1 -3.0. In cylindrical polar co-ordinates, if only

radial gradients are retained, the following expressions are obtained for

the Reynolds stress components (see Launder, Reece, Rodi [93)):

(1-c) k aw 1r(2-c 2 ) dC' U/r1

c1  C ar (1-c2) 2 aWarj

1r 2

I (4.14a)

k1 l[kU a (1c 2  2-2 (-a 1 /

£~~~ c+-c 1 3

p (4.14b)

UW ~ ~ ~ ~ t Mwv+(

1 1 £ r(4.14c)

From the equations (4 .14a) to (4.14d), the following equation can be formed:

IaW kc2 ;72 (1Cc
'I v - ( 2 - U k2  U a
ar k c1  21  c a rj

(4.15a)
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which can also be presented as:

3W kc
2

-c (4.15b)

where 2)-
cu k[l+ e2_4r2 Uj2

(4.15c)

(b) Buoyancy Effects due to Swirl

pFrom equations (4.11) and (4.13) (based on recomendations by Gibson

and Launder[691 and Launder (1041 and applied in the cylindrical-polar

region of the solution domain where only the radial gradients are important)

the following equations can be derived (see Appendix 4):

3W Ic2  v2 3W Ic2

r Ic r £ ~(4.16)

and - -, MeI
2  r/(l-~*£ - -1 c (4.17)

3r 7 (1 -2Ar) 3r c r

where - F2 - -Z9r ' B (4.18)

B-[ 2 U 1
+I [- O+A - TA) (1- OT'cT A) +F r-

0.204
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A - gr k 2 DE
~! rk'v~e

gr = U + 2 k.

(l-2Ar)

Prt = cU r2/3 (l-OP/c) C4.20)

and r OT a 0 T OA) 2U
[1 - rOA) (1 - YTCA) + OT F~ur

(4.21)

0 being the temperature difference (T -T its fluctuation and
ref

P P+G.

Gibson and Launder (691 have applied a slightly more elaborate form

of equations (4.18) and (4.20) to the calculation of horizontal shear flows.

The physics of gravitational modification to turbulent mixing of such flows

is analogous to that of the radial centrifuging of heavy eddies in a spirally

fluted tube, due to the swirling motion induced. In the latter case, the

effective "gravitational acceleration" is U2/r and, unlike g, varies from

point to point in the flow.

4.1.5 Hatching the Near-Wall and Fully Turbulent Regions

For most of the results, discussed in the next chapter, two turbulence

models have been used at the same time in different regions of the solution

domain: the mixing-length hypothesis with the Van Driest damping function

(see Section 4.1.2) for the low-Reynolds-number region near the tube wall,

..................

...............................
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and the k-e Boussinesq viscosity model (see Section 4.1.3) in the region

where molecular effects were negligible. The junction of the two turbulence

models has been achieved by applying, at the first c-direction row of cells

just outside the k-c region and inside the mixing-length hypothesis region,

the following boundary conditions for turbulent energy k and its dissipation

E:

k e-

(4.22)

G
where G 

( )

P (4.23)

G is the generation term given by equation (4.7) and calculated using the

values from the mixing-length region, including ut" The same applies for.-

equation (4.22) where, again, u is calculated from equation (4.1):

For some of the results, discussed in Chapter 5, a third turbulence model

has been added to the previous two. Two forms of the simplified algebraic-

stress model (see Section 4.1.4) have been applied separately to the core

region of the tube. Figure 4.2 shows the regions of application of the

various turbulence models.

4.2 Numerical Aspects of Treatment for Turbulent Flows

4.2.1 The Describing Equations and Boundary Conditions

As in the laminar flow calculations, attention was limited to

turbulent flows which were fully developed in the direction following the

. . . .. . . . . . . .
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spiralling of the flutes (4). The flow field was analysed over the

region shown in Figure 4.3 created by the grid-program reported in

Appendix 1 and Section 2.2 of Chapter 2. However, the numerical comp- ...

utations of turbulent flows were not confined to the region bounded by

radius Ra but extended to the pipe axis. Since it had been proved

experimentally that, over a substantial proportion of the core, circum-

ferential variations were entirely negligible, for radii less than Rat the

describing equations have been solved along just one radial string of

nodes with circumferential variations set to zero in order to save core

memory and computing time. The above practice has been adopted for,

unlike laminar flow, there is no analytical solution to which the flow

could be matched at some radius Ra. Figure 4.4 shows the grid coverage of

the complete cross-stream plane of the tube. The co-ordinate system used

has been described in Section 2.2. The main differences are the values of

the boundary radius R and the matching radius R as well as the way ho/ha m

decreases from one at the tube wall to zero at Rm. For the turbulent

flow computations, Ra has been chosen 0.54 Rb (or 0.65 R for 20 and 30

flutes) because it was expected that solid body rotation would affect a

larger part of the flow than for the laminar regime, while R took the
m

value 0.88 Rb since a better distribution of nodes was produced. Because

(as explained later) a very fine grid was required near the tube wall, a
linear decrease of ho/h was no longer suitable. Figure 4.5 shows the new . -

distribution of ho/h given by the equation

[2= tan -i _ _Y F
h 

4°24 4 (4.24)

. . . |. .

, . A.• 
,
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where 1 M

and y takes constant values depending on the number of flutes.

The continuity, momentum and energy equations solved have the form:

Continuity

F(Pu) + X (pv) - ( w)-
A-( An A&L~V - (C~PW) + La-(cnOW)

(4.25)

i-Momentum

A A, aU,
( UU) + %. (PUV) - - V, .. ,

A aU, A

+(-U + K K -I nXn ) x (pVW- Tn)

- (PUV - rn) + X (pV 2 " in) (4.26
~~~(4.26) .- :

n-Momentum

A %p+) aV

+ U + + V(IcVW
+- ) + (c -) + A- 1ev (K PV"

+ X"(pU~2 e ) 
- TX' ) + '4 ((4.

................: ) e%.-..-.... ...................

+ X(pU 2 T; .,n x (Ptr- gz
-~ ~ + , p rg n EOl rn) (4.27) ....
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z-Momentum

A(ue ) +..(pvW) + A , PW.

A aw A W

at, - -T e) A zTzn -earl *- n Tzz) (4.28)

Energy Equation

.7<pue) + -pvo) + L~~.
" C rea " f

-- ~ A~ (rl ae.)+ K %Ci.PWe)~ +~tre. ,( + P~we) + 2-n< TI

- re - Le r- e A&

[r. L ~ief)]

[n, li dr aJ (4.29)

The undefined symbols appearing in the above equations have the following

significance:

e) au + AV) T 2 p(E....+ A U)

T= - 2U(- ,:€ a" - 3n W)
zz e t at na

au auvT~n " e(3n + 3-V - Xnv)
3 (W aU 3 U

'r- (!- ~-~ +-c +icK)V)4z e' nT - nn n n
(!W KnV + + KC4 U

nz e a ( n" '" n" +  - o*T{ , Kn)U

The rest of the symbols are given in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2 (equation

(2.9)).

. . . . . . . .
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For the core region (from the tube axis to radius Ra) where no

changes in the circumferential direction exist, the equations describing

the flow (solved along one radial string of nodes) may be written:

--Momentum"

d2U 1 d [r dU U dU due (31d- 2 0 or --- - - M Ue - -

dr2d r dr (4.31)

n-Momentum

dr r (4.32)

z-Momentum

1 d.

r'dr Ledr dz (4.33)

Continuity Equation

v 0 (4.34)

Energy Equation

I d [r A-0 W dTref
F L' drJ °w d- --- (4.35) ':.

Equations (4.31) - (4.35) can be easily derived from (4.25) - (4.29) after

applying the simplifications associated with the core region.

The equations for turbulent kinetic energy k and its rate of diss-

ipation e (4.4) and (4.5) for the one-dimensional region take the forms:

k-Equation

Id rd k1  _U dW~z
r r Irk " -t + (4.36)

"",... . .. ..- . . . ."..." . .. . .

". . ..•o*.% *~.* *.% *S . . . .
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e-Equation

r d r drI  k [c f 2 ].i

- =- t ' - JT (4.37) - -

The finite volune discretization of the above equations and their

successful incorporation into the computer code are presented in Section

4.2.2.

The boundary conditions are the same as those described in Section

2.4 for laminar flows except for the south boundary. At the tube surface

the velocity components are all set to zero and a uniform heat flux is

applied. The cyclic character of the flow from one flute to the next is

achieved by setting the dependent variables at the left-hand boundary . -

equal to those on the right and vice versa, in addition to the special

treatment introduced in the sub-routine which solves the discretized from

of the partial differential equations. At the tube axis the radial and

circumferential velocity components are set to zero, as is the radial

gradient of the streamwise component and the temperature. So, on the tube

axis the conditions

dW dG
u=o, vo, =o, dr (4.38)

have been applied.

4.2.2 Discretization of the Partial Differential Equations

4.2.2a Two-Dimensional Region

Equations (4.25) to (4.29) are identical to those presented in

• • - . . , = ' . . - - . , " " .' . . -m ~ . ' " o ' ' ' 
° - I ' 6

% ' ' . - % " " " o ",.*"".e r' - - ~ o
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Section 2.3 for the laminar regime except that the effective value of

viscosity is used instead of the molecular one. Thus, all the equations

derived in 2.5a may be taken over for the turbulent case, provided that u

is replaced by v." Equations (4.4) and (4.5) for the turbulent kinetic

energy k and its rate of viscous dissipation e can be converted to the

general form of equation (2.13) (Section 2.5a) if we take

C -U W CI V nW (4.39)

while if -k" r r r(I + K 2)

k

r r (1 
+ K 2)

A [%k K, - A k ""'Bk n]ij~(~, ] + [cr K ( L ]] + G
_Pck

kk U---

S -"(4.40)

and if - :2 r r (l + .2)

nr r (l + Kn2)TI -n..
B2[ , (K r

+ c 
+c k

2 -(4.41)

The extra feature which must be introduced here is the treatment of the

core region, namely the derivation of the finite-difference equations for
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the one-dimensional region and their inclusion in the computer code.

4.2.2b One-Dimnsional Region

Since no circumferential variations are present in the core region

(the radial velocity is zero (solid body rotation) and KT 0 (radial string

of nodes) )equation (2.13) takes the form:

Anr + So 0 -(4.42)

or I d (rr d43 + So -0(43

where 4 may stand for U, w or e (and k,e if the (k-ce) turbulence model is

used. Equations (4.43) and (4.31) -(4.37) yield:

if 0 U r mU

U dU d

U rZ dr dr (4.44)

if9~W r e

dT

dTref

dz (4.46)

if 0 k rk +
IL "k

k t(;) - c (4.47) -

~ ~ . . ~ 2 ~ q~ ~
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and if 0 Se + li

1 t Fd3] 2 k2 (4.48)

Integrating equation (4.43) over the distance Ar shown in Figure

4.6, the following equation is formed:

r r, r.± -r (. +S ArO0
where n, s, P are north, south and middle positions respectively of the

distance Ar, indicated in Figure 4.6. Analysing further the derivatives

dO
T- equation (4.49) becomes:

mr. "N P -r4 PAr0

n Ar s Ar

or [mr. + r~r] rrON + rsrD os + S,, Ar2  (40
In sJ nO s P450

Equation (4.50) is similar to (2.38) since it can be written as:

4 0 0 00-APOP AN ON + AS 4S + (4.51)

where Ai rrAN nn

A r rS s 0

*0 0 0 0DAr r, r r0  SP AN A SP
n

S USU + SP0 0(.2
OP
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r r~while for 0 U suu- _d

Lr2jP (453) -

for 0 W SUW dmp~
dz

SPw -o. (4.54)

for 0 se -OW dref
dz

Ip . 0 (455

fore k E u' k (t

SPk p2 k
SP np (4.56)

-for 0 e Su~ c~ IA J

jSP~ -C2Pk (.7

The radial momentum equation is not solved in the core region since V-0

(equation (4.34)).

* A detailed description of the computer code used for the solution

Iof the above equations can be found in Appendix 5.
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4.3 Experiences in Applying the Computer Program

4.3.1 Use of the Mixing-Length Hypothesis for the Whole Solution Domain

The initial computations adopted the mixing-length hypothesis

throughout the solution domain f or the calculation of turbulent flows in a

smooth pipe. The cross-stream section was covered by a polar grid with

44 radial nodes where, for the 20 nodes closest to the pipe axis, the --

dependent variables were held in a one-dimensional string. The matching

radius R abetween the two-dimensional and the one-dimensional regions was

0.9 Rb (although for a smooth tube a distinction between one-dimensional

and two-dimensional regions in the solution domain is not necessary, this

arrangement was maintained for uniformity) and the error found for the

friction factor, compared with the values given from equation f - 0.3164

Re wa25 about 0.4%. Although this accuracy in the calculation of

friction factor was satisfactory, the fine grid used near the wall was

very difficult to be achieved for the real geometry of the fluted wall.

The problem was overcome by applying a cubic spline to represent the

highly non-linear variations in turbulent transport coefficients at the

surfaces of the scalar cells near the wall. This allowed acceptable accuracy

with a relatively coarse grid. For example, the number of radial nodes

needed for 0.4% accuracy in friction factor in the two-dimensional region

could be decreased from 24 to 18, while an acceptable error of 0.8% was

produced when the radial nodes were decreased fruther to 14. The above-

mentioned cubic-spline treatment of the near-wall region has been main-

tained throughout the turbulent flow computations as long as the mixing-

length hypothesis was applied.

The next step in the procedure was to switch to the real geometry
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using the mixing-length hypothesis for the whole solution domain.

Computations have been made using 18 nodes to span the circumferential arc

covering one flute and 40 radial nodes. Of the latter, 20 nodes mapped

the one-dimensional region, while of the remaining 20 nodes, 12 were in

the cylindrical-polar part and 8 in the curvilinear near the wall.

Figure 4.7 shows this grid where Ra - 0.4 Rb, Rm - 0.88 Rb, h 0.06 Rb,

n- 10 and (D - 150.

Convergence of the solution proved to be difficult to secure. After

many tests (for the grid used and the effect of each one of the equations

on the solution convergence), the following combination of under-relaxation

factors was found to give the best convergence behaviour (lowering the

residuals to an acceptable level of I x 102 after 2000 iterations for a

Reynolds number of 3 x 104): for the c-direction velocity 0.6 increased

to 0.7 after 500 iterations, for the n-direction velocity 0.6, for the

axial velocity 0.8 decreased to 0.7 at about the same time the under-

relaxation factor for U changes, for the pressure 1.0, and for viscosity

0.8. It should be pointed out that, as in the laminar flow computations

(see Section 2.5b), the equations were solved by the recently developed

PISO algorithm described in Issa [79], Gosman et al [80] and Appendix 3.

This new algorithm allowed the use of high under-relaxation factors for

pressure (1.0), thus improving the convergence rate of the solution procedure

and reducing computing times.

For all the turbulent flow computations, the under-relaxation factors

used for the one-dimensional region were the same with those applied in the

rest of the solution domain.

.. .. . ..- ........... ... "......
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4.3.2 Use of the k-. Boussinesq Viscosity Model with Wall Functions

As an initial test, a coarse-grid wall-function approach has also

been adopted in the numerical solution scheme. As in the case of the

mixing-length hypothesis, the new model has been tested against the flow

through a straight unfluted tube. Using a polar grid with 42 radial nodes

from which 20 were covering the one-dimensional region from Ra - 0.3 R Co
wa
the pipe axis, an agreement of 1% has been found for the friction factor

compared with the value given by the analytical Blasius equation

f - 0.3164 Re

The real geometry of the spirally fluted tube has been solved by

using the grid shown in Figure 4.8 where R - 0.3 R, R 0.85 R
a M RV .8 bj - h - 0.06 R.0, n - 10 and 0 - 15° . Again, 18 nodes span the circumferential

arc, while from the 42 radial nodes, 20 are in the one-dimensional region,

16 in the cylindrical-polar part of the grid and 6 in the curvilinear part

near the wall. The solution converged easily after 1000 iterations to a

-3level of 1 x 10 using the following under-relaxation factors: for the

i-direction velocity 0.9, for the n-direction velocity 0.8, for the

axial velocity 0.95, for the pressure 1.0, for viscosity 0.8 and for

kinetic energy k and its dissipation e 0.8. Figure 4.9 shows the induced

swirl velocity on two radial lines passing through the trough and the crest

of the flute for both the turbulence models used separatelymixing-length

hypothesis and k-c Boussinesq viscosity model. It is clear that the latter

gives its maximum value at the near-wall node, so no certainty could be

placed on this value.

I l _

p • - -"

.............................................................................
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4.3.3 Combination of the Mixing-Length and k-e Turbulence Models

A fine-grid analysis was introduced in the near-wall region where

the mixing-length hypothesis with Van Driest's damping function was used to

predict the low-Reynolds-number area, while in the rest of the solution

domain the k-e Boussinesq viscosity model was adopted, the changeover

taking place as soon as all the nodes on a c-direction row of cells were

Prlocated in fully turbulent flow. The grid used is shown in Figure 4.1.

The solution for 10 flutes, 150 spiral angle and Reynolds number of 3 x 10/

converged to a level of.5 x 10 after 1700 iterations using the same under-

relaxation factors as in the case mentioned in Section 4.3.1. However,

bearing in mind that this geometry was the easiest one as far as the

convergence of the solution procedure was concerned and the Reynolds number

low, it was felt to be essential to explore ways of accelerating convergence

rates and reducing computing times.

Arising from this exploration, the parabolic-sublayer treatment

(PSL), described in Iacovides and Launder [105], has been adopted which

has improved the rates of convergence for tubes with 10 flutes by a factor

of 3, while giving finil results that were negligibly different from those

obtained by applying the elliptic solver throughout. For a turbulent

elliptic flow, three alternative near-wall treatments can be applied, shown

in Figure 4.10 (taken from Launder [106)), where since the computer code is

based on a finite-volume discretization, a column of scalar cells normal to

the wall has been drawn for each of the three methods. Column (a) presents

the wall-function approach where the near-wall node is placed in fully

turbulent fluid, while column (b) illustrates, the usual alternative to

the use of wall functions, an elliptic fine grid over which some low-Reynolds-
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number turbulence models are used (in our case, the mixing-length hypothesis).

Column (c) shows the parabolic sublayer approach where, for a thin band

in the immediate vicinity of the tube wall (covering 2 or 3 rows of

control volumes next to the surface), the pressure is taken equal to that

at the node just outside this band. So, no extra work has to be done for

any pressure-correction procedure while the n-momentum equation is not

solved, the values of V within this band being calculated by application of

the continuity equation to each pressure control volume. For most of the

runs, the PSL treatment has replaced the conventional elliptic treatment

while its adaptation into the computer code is presented in Appendix 5. -,

As in the laminar flow computations for a given number of flutes,

once a solution has been obtained, the effects of Reynolds number or

variations in the tube geometry were examined using this existing solution

as the initial field for the further studies. The velocity field was

solved first and stored prior to solving the energy equation. For the

latter, although the grids, shown in Figure 4.5, were quite fine near the

wall, two extra grid points were placed in the row of cells attached to the

wall in order to solve the high Reynolds numbers or high Prandtl numbers

cases (see Appendix 5).

The rates of convergence depended greatly on the number of flutes and

the Reynolds number. For 10 flutes the number of iterations required,

starting from a uniform initial field, increased from about 500 at a

Reynolds number of 3 x 104 to approximately 850 for Re = 8 x 10. The

under-relaxation factors used were: 0.8 for the -direction velocity and

n-direction velocity , 0.9 for the axial velocity , 0.8 for the turbulence

energy k and its dissipation c, 0.7 for the viscosity and 0.5 for pressure.

2.....,
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In the case of 30 flutes, complete convergence for Re a 3 x 104 has only

been achieved after 7000 iterations, while for higher Reynolds numbers or

higher spiral angles (i.e. 0 - 300), no exact figure can be reported since

the initial field used was the converged solution of a simplercase (lower

Re or 0 - 150). The under-relaxation factors used were: 0.7 for the

F-direction velocity, 0.6 for the T-direction velocity , 0.9 for the

axial velocity, 1.0 for pressure, 0.7 for viscosity, 0.7 for turbulence

energy k and its dissipation e. In addition, the indices which set the

number of times sub-routine LISOLV will be called to solve the discretized

form of the equations were changed as follows from those used for

10 flutes: for the 4-direction velocity U from 4 to 8, for pressure p from

4 to 2, while for axial velocity W, q-direction velocity V, turbulence

energy k and energy dissipation e were unchanged (10, 2, 2, 2 respectively).

Computing times on a CDC 7600 for a (18, 40) grid were about 0.55 cps/iter-

ation.

Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of the swirl velocity across

trough and crest radii for the cases where the mixing-length model is

matched with the k-c scheme and where the k-c model is matched to wall

functions. It is obvious that the low-Reynolds-number mixing-length

treatment gives, levels of secondary flow some 25% higher than those predicted

by wall functions. In view of the fact that with the latter treatment the

maximm swirl velocity always occurred at the near-wall node, it was felt

that little reliance could be placed on its value. Turning to heat

transfer for 10 flutes, 15° spiral angle, the low-Reynolds-number treatment

led to predicted Nusselt numbers for water (Pr - 7.03) 20% higher than for

a smooth tube, while the wall functions predicted only a 5% rise. In view

of these indications, the low-Reynolds-number treatment was used for the

. .•. ..
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main programme of explorations.

4.3.4 Adaptation of a Simplified ASH in the Core Region of the Tube

In the final stages of the present project, a third type of turbulence

model has been added in the core region of the flow ; a simplified

algebraic stress model. This schem has been applied in the cylindrical-

polar part of the grid as well as in the one-dimensional solution area

where the fluid is in solid-body rotation (see Figure 4.2). The only

change that the new turbulence model introduced into the standard k-e

model wasthe evaluation, as functions,of the quantities c and Pr which
ILt

take constant values with the usual k-c model.

* -*-.*. '....2.* ~ .* .. .. .. .... ~ * . . ..
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a n =10 ;Ra =-54Rb NI=18 NJ=22

b. n=20 ;Ra=-65Rb c. n=30 Ra= -65Rb
NI=20 NJ=20 N 1 -18 NJ =20

Fig4*
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6 L mixing length hypothesis

LLJ Lk-E Boussinesq model

S L implif ied ASM

Fig 4-2 Regions of application

of the turbulent,e models
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FIG 4-4 GRID COVERAGE OF THE COMPLETE
CROSS- STREAM SECTION
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CHAPTER 5

5. THE TURBULENT FLOW CALCULATIONS

The present chapter reports the validation tests performed and the

computational results obtained from a parametric exploration of the

turbulent flow through spirally fluted tubes. This exploration includes

changes in the number of flutes, spiral angles, Reynolds and Prandtl numbers.

Finally, a comparison between the computational results and experimental

data reported by LaRue [821 is presented from which useful conclusions may

be drawn on directions for achieving better predictions of this highly

complex flow.

5.1 Validation Tests

In Chapter 3, several validation tests of the computational procedure

have been reported, such as the computation of laminar flow through a

straight circular-sectioned tube or through a concentric annulus with a

rotating outer cylinder at a prescribed speed. In Chapter 4, the comp-

utation of friction factors for turbulent flows through smooth pipes,

applying different near-wall treatments, has been reported as a further

test of the correctness of the complex equations given by (4.25) - (4.29)

for the two-dimensional part of the solution domain and by (4.31) - (4.37)

for the core region. As a test of the energy equation, the prediction of

heat transfer coefficients for fully-developed turbulent flows in straight

unfluted tubes has been considered by setting the flute height to zero

while the spiral angle was kept at 150. The mixing-length hypothesis with

Van Driest's damping function has been adopted in the near-wall region

merged with the k-e Boussinesq viscosity model over the rest of the solution -

domain. Three different fluids have been tested: air (Pr - 0.708), water
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(Pr - 7.03) and e-u-tectic calcium chloride solution 30% (Pr - 19.6). For

all these fluids the computed Nusselt numbers agreed within 2.5% with the

following analytic correlations given by Kays [ 97]:

for Pr < I Nu - 0.022 ReO *8 Pr (5.1)

for 1 Pr < 19 Nu a 0.0155 Re0 .8 3 PrO0 5  (5.2)

for 19 4 Pr Nu - 0.0118 Re PrO 3  (5.3)

Figure 5.1 shows the comparison between the computations and the above

correlations (5.1), (5.2), (5.3).

An additional test has been carried out by setting the spiral angle

of a fluted tube (n - 20, h .0.06 R) to zero. The computation of

P turbulent flow through this tube showed (see Figure 5.2) that lower Nusselt

numbers than the smooth tube values are obtained. However, the two Nusselt

number lines of Figure 5.2 would appear to coincide if they were extended to

Re > 8 x 10 The definition of Nusselt number is based on the equivalent

diameter Dh (- 4A/P) given by the equation:

Nu --

ATk (5.4)

while water has been used as the working fluid. The above definition

(equation (5.4)) does not take account of the added surface area by the

P
flutes expressed by the ratio T-R-- . If this term had been included into

equation (5.4) the Nusselt nimbers predicted for n - 20, t - 0 ° , h - 0.06%

would have increased to slightly higher values than those computed for

smooth tubes ( presented in Figure 5.2 by the solid line.

: .., ..... . . .. , .... .... ....... . ... . . . . . . , . . ., . . . . . .. .... .:• .... .. , • .••° . . . . . .. ., .. ,, . -. , . ,•. .• •• *a, •.- , , ' ,,qq ° - •
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5.2 Parametric Study of the Results and Comparison with Experimental Data

5.2.1 Using the Combination of k-e and Mixing-Length Turbulence Models

The Velocity Field

For the parametric study of turbulent flow through spirally fluted

tubes reported below, the case of 10 flutes, 150 spiral angle and 6% flute

height has been considered as the "base case". For the results reported

here, in the low-Reynolds-near-wall region, the mixing-length hypothesis

with Van Driest's damping function has been applied, being matched to the

k-c Boussinesq viscosity model as soon as all the nodes belonging to a

constant- row of cells were located in fully turbulent region. The grids

used to calculate the turbulent flow through tubes with 10, 20 or 30 flutes

are given in Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. For each case, more

than one grid pattern is presented displaying the writer's attempts at

near-wall grid-refinement in order to achieve grid-independent solutions.

Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of local Nusselt number around a flute

for the three types of grid presented in Figure 5.4 (n - 20). It is clear

that for air (Pr - 0.708) no changes can be detected in the distribution

of local Nusselt number using the three grids. However, for water (Pr -

7.03) and calcium chloride solution (Pr - 19.6) grid 1 gives a substantially

different Nusselt distribution from grids 2 and 3. Moreover, one could

say, considering the distributions predicted using grids 2 and 3, that a

virtually grid-independent solution has been achieved, at least for water.

For calcium chloride solution, however, further refinement is needed for

obtaining a grid-independent solution. The same type of behaviour has also

been found for 10 and 30 flutes, while for a constant Prandtl number, it

has, not unexpectedly, been found that the higher the flute density the more

-o............................................... . . . .

~.........._.............. ................. . . . .
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near-wall grid-refinement is needed in order to achieve a grid-independent

solution. An extensive discussion on the local Nusselt number distribution

around the flutes can be found in the following section where the convective

heat transfer results are reported.

The velocity direction lines for a 10-flute tube at a Reynolds

number of 1.66 x 104 are shown in Figure 5.7. From this figure, it is

clear that as the fluid encounters the flute spiralling clockwise, a high

pressure region is created on the leading face of the flute pushing the

fluid clockwise and away from the wall. Comparing this flow pattern with

Figure 3.6, which shows the corresponding one for laminar flow in a 10-flute

pipe at a Reynolds number of 300, one can note the following: firstly, the

confinement of the flute-affected region closer to the wall; secondly, the

complete absence of "back-flow" over the crest of the flute. Figure 3.10

shows that, for Re - 300, significant circumferential variations occur over

a large proportion of the cross-section (R/Rb > 0.45), while from Figure

5.10, where the distribution of the c-velocity component along the trough

and crest radii for tubes with 10, 20 and 30 flutes at 150 is presented,

it is clear that for the lower flute density the fluid is in solid-body

rotation for radii less than about 0.6 %. For higher flute densities,

however, this value becomes 0.7 Rb - 0.75 Rb. The higher the flute density

the lower the distance from the tube wall to which the flute effects penetrate.

The velocity direction lines for 20 and 30 flutes are illustrated in Figure

5.8. An interesting feature shown in both figures(5.8 and 5.10)is the

existence of "back-flow" at the crest position of the flute.

"" Figures 5.9a, 5.9b and 5.9c show three alternative presentations of

vector lines on the cross-stream plane of a 20-flute tube at 150 spiral
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angle. Figure 5.9a gives the usual presentation, while 5.9b shows the

distribution of velocity vectors given by the correlation: -2

K ) + (5.5)

where i and V are the vectors for the E and n velocity components respect-

ively, w i(1 + f] is the resultant vector plotted in 5.9a. CL is the

angular velocity of the central core for the test in question. This figure

thus shows how the secondary flow "vectors" appear to an observer rotating

with the core of the fluid. So, over the part of the pipe in solid-body

rotation, the velocity appears as zero.

Figure 5.9c presents the distribution of velocity vectors given by:

K + V (5.6)

The meaning of the vectors appearing in (5.6) can be found in Chapter 3.

Figure 5.9c actually shows the velocity direction lines seen by an observer

placed on the flute spiralling clockwise around the tube. Over most of

the domain the arrows are signifying an anti-clockwise flow, i.e. that

fluid in the tube is not spinning clockwise as fast as the flutes (so,

relative to the flutes fluid is gliding backwards). This particular

presentation conveys a striking impression of how the flutes promote mixing

of the near-wall fluid. The corresponding alternative presentations of

vector lines for n - 30, 0 - 300 are presented in Figures 5.9d, 5.9e and

5.9f. The patterns show no distinctive differences from those for 20 flutes.

The circumferential velocity along trough and crest radial lines for

various flute densities has been shown in Figure 5.10, while the effect of
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Reynolds number on this distribution for a 20-flute tube with a 150 spiral

angle is shown in Figure 5.11. This figure shows an increase in the extent

of the region of solid-body rotation with Reynolds although this change is

small since, even for Re w 16500, the solid-body rotation region covers

most of the solution domain. Moreover, in Figure 5.10, for the higher

flute density a very weak and limited reverse flow in the trough can be

detected. One can note the marked increase of the secondary flow as the - -

number of flutes is raised from 10 to 20. However, for a further increase

from 20 to 30, the increase in circumferential velocity is only slight.

Fiure 5.10 also shows that the additional flutes produce a higher level

of swirl, not only in the core region but also in the near-wall region in

contrast to the laminar flow computations (see Figure 3.12) where a lower

maxi- m level of secondary flow is produced with the high flute density

tube.

Figure 5.12 shows the effect of flute angle on the circumferential

velocity profile for n - 30 and Re= 18000. From this figure it is clear

that the circumferential velocity increases in roughly the same ratio as

the tangents of the spiral angle (the same has been shown in Figure 3.11

for the laminar flow computations), while the higher the flute angle the

stronger the "back-flow" over the crest and trough although very limited

and, in the trough, still very weak.

A similar behaviour is also shown in Figure 5.13 where the effect

of spiral angle on circumferential velocity profile is given for a tube

4
.- _ with 20 flutes at a Reynolds number around 5.1 x 10 . This figure shows

that although for 4 - 150 no "back-flow" exists over the crest, for 0 - 300

a weak one is present even at this high Reynolds number.

W. 
"..
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The effects that the flutes exert on the axial velocity profiles

are presented in Figure 5.14. It is obvious that the velocity distribution

for 10 flutes is similar to that for a fully-developed flow through a

smooth tube with a known pressure gradient, while the higher the flute

density the more curved the distribution of the axial velocity due to the

proximity of the flute surfaces and the greater velocity retardation that

they cause.

The only velocity-field experimental data available are for 30-

f lute tubes at 300 spiral angle; the data plotted below have been measured

by J.C. LaRue (82] at the University of California, Irvine. Although the

computational results for this geometry (n -30, 0 300) do not exceed a

Reynolds number of 26300 (due to the increasing difficulty in converging

the solution procedure), comparisons have been drawn between the predictions

and the experimental data for higher Reynolds numbers. This comparison

seems reasonable to make (though, of course, one needs to be slightly wary

of Re influences in such complex geometry). The distribution of axial

velocity ratio W/W (W -axial velocity at the tube axis) along the trough

and crest radii.is shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 respectively. Despite

the difference in Reynolds numbers between LaRue's and the predicted data,

the profiles are almost identical.

6. Figure 5.17 presents the variation of predicted friction factor f

with Reynolds number based on the conventional hydraulic diameter of the

tube (see equation (3.1)) for three flute densities (n - 10, 20, 30) and a

15 0 spiral angle. One may note that for n - 10 the spirally fluted tube

friction factor is almoot identical to that for a smooth tube. Its increase

over the smooth tube values ranges from -2.1% to +2.6% for Reynolds numbers
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4 4varying from 10 to 8 x 10 *For 20 flutes, the spirally fluted tube

4
friction factor at Re -10 is again 2.1% lover than the circular tube

value but 11% higher at Re - 8 x 10 , while for 30 flutes at Re - 2 x 1

it is already 18% higher and displays an increase as the Reynolds number is

raised. Thus, at Re - 4 x 10 4it is almost 50% higher than for a smooth

tube at the same Reynolds number.

The variation of friction factor with Reynolds number for the

different flute densities with a 300 spiral angle is shown in Figure 5.18.

The notable feature of Figure 5.18 is that all the friction factors lie -

above the smooth tube line with increases ranging from 10% for n - 10 at

4 4Re 8 x10 to 118% forn30 atlRe 3 x10 .Again, the values for

the higher flute density show an increase with Reynolds number.

This behaviour of the friction factor with the number of flutes can

be partly explained by the increasingly asymmetric distribution of the

surface static pressure around the flute. Figure 5.19 presents the

distribution of the surface static pressure around the flute at a Reynolds

4 0number of 6 x 10 for two different flute densities and a 15 spiral angle.

Clearly, for 20 flutes the profile is more asy munmcric about the crest than

for 10 showing a marked double maxima. The effect of the spiral angle on

the pressure distribution for a tube with 20 flutes at the same Reynolds

number (6 x 10 4 is illustrated in Figure 5.20. From both Figures 5.19 and

5.20 it is clear that the effect of the static pressure on the leading face

of the flute (0.5 < g 1.0) opposing the downstream motion of the flow is

more than on the trailing surface pushing the fluid downstream. However,

* the higher the flute density or spiral angle or Reynolds number, the

stronger this difference and the higher the friction factor compared with
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the circular tube values. In Figure 5.21 the case of 30 flutes, 300

spiral angle is presented for two Reynolds numbers, while Figure 5.22

illustrates the surface static pressure distribution for a tube with 30

flutes but 150 flute angle. All the above-mentioned characteristics are

noticeable in these two figures also.

A comparison of predicted and measured friction factors is given

in Figure 5.23. This figure presents the friction factor-Reynolds number

distribution revealing a serious disagreement with the experimental data.

At a Reynolds number of 2 x 104 the computed friction factor is 47% above

the experimental level (by LaRue) displaying a steady increase as the

Reynolds number is raised, in contrast to the measurements (where the level

of friction factor drops even below the smooth tube line at Reynolds

numbers above 6 x 104). Consequently, at a Reynolds number of 3 x 10 the

difference becomes almost 80%. The causes of this disagreement and possible

cures are considered later. First, however, we examine the convective heat

transfer results associated with the above hydrodynamic predictions.

Convective Heat Transfer

The factors which may tend to enhance the heat transfer performance

of the spirally fluted tubes are: the increase of heat transfer surface

area per unit length of tube due to the fluting, the convective transport

due to the swirl flow generated by the spiralling of the flutes and the

augmentation of turbulent transport coefficients. Taking into account the

added surface area for the definition of Nusselt number (see equation (3.7)

based on the conventional hydraulic diameter) a comparison is presented in

Figure 5.24 between smooth-tube Nusselt number values and those for tubes

.................. - o '...
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of 10, 20 and 30 flutes at 15 0 spiral angle for air (Pr -0.708), water

(Pr -7.03) and calcium chloride solution (Pr -19.6). The smooth pipe

results shown in Figure 5.24 are those recoimnded by K~ays (96]. one may

note the substantial increase of mean Nusselt number for every fluid and

geometry studied. These increases range from 12% for 10 flutes and 39%

for 20 flutes to up to 120% for 30 flutes, the enhancement for the last

two geometries depending on Prandtl number. (Thus, for a 30-flute tube,

while the increase for air is around 55%, for water it is 93Z and for

calcim chloride solution 120%).

The mean Nusselt number distribution with Reynolds number for the

same fluids and flute densities at a higher spiral angle (0 -300) is

presented in Figure 5.25. Again, the enhancement of heat transfer per-

formance is remarkable especially for the higher Prandtl numbers. From

both figures (5.24, 5.25) one notes that the higher the number of flutes

the stronger the augmentation of Nusselt number over the smooth tube values.

For n - 10 the increases range from 1.0% for air and 16% for water up to

201 for calcium chloride solution, while for n -30 from 130% for air and

240% for water up to 315% for calcium chloride solution! Moreover, the

augmentations for 20 flutes are intermediate between those for 10 and 30

flutes. Thus, the increase of friction factor mentioned in the previous

section, even for n - 30 at 300 spiral angle for Re - 3 x 10~ (1138%), can be

considered modest compared with the three-fold increase of the Nusselt number.

It is interesting to note how the num~ber of flutes, the level of

Reynolds and Prandtl numbers and the spiral angle affect the distribution

of the local Nusselt number around the flutes. Figures 5.26 to 5.30 .- :

display all these effects. The behaviour for 10 flutes is shown in Figure

5.26 for two Reynolds numbers and three different fluids. For the lowest
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Prandtl number (air) at both Reynolds numbers there is only a 15% variation

in the distribution of Nusselt number about its mean value with a maximum

at the crest position (C/Sflute  0 .5). The same behaviour has also been

found in the laminar flow computations shown in Figure 3.31. For water,

the distribution of Nusselt number is different since its maximum value

has shifted halfway down the leading face of the flute (0.5< C/Sflute< 1)

while at a higher Reynolds number (a 6.5 x 10 4) a further modification in

the shape of the distribution can be detected mainly on the trailing side

of the flute. For the highest Prandtl number the behaviour of the local

Nusselt number is similar to that for water but with the maximum shifted

still further away from the crest on the pressure side.

The corresponding variation of local Nusselt number for 20 flutes

is given in Figure 5.27. At a low Reynolds number the distribution for air

is similar to that for 10 flutes; however, at Re 6 x 10 it develops a

' double maximum one at each face of the flute (pressure and suction); this

feature is also present at higher Prandtl numbers. The maximum appearing

at the suction face of the flute may be understood by reference to the

behaviour of the velocity direction lines shown in Figure 5.9c. This

figure shows at the trailing side of the flute an impinging flow which

leads to the peak on the local Nusselt distribution. (Similar remarks

could be made about the distribution of surface static pressure presented

above which also shows a maximum on the suction face of the flute).

Figure 5.28 shows the variation of local Nusselt number for a 30-flute

tube.

Figure 5.29 shows the effect of higher spiral angles on the local

*. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . *. . .. .--- '
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Nusselt number distribution for 20 flutes. It is interesting to note

the substantial difference, for the higher Prandtl numbers, in the level

of the two maxima occurring on the two flute faces. Again, the highest

levels are those of the suction face. A similar behaviour is shown in

Figure 5.30 for n -30 and - 30°.

Figure 5.31 draws comparisons between experimental and predicted

data for the convective heat transfer behaviour. The computed Nusselt

numbers for air show a 120% increase over the smooth tube values while the

experiments indicate only a small augmentation. Moreover, the computed

Nusselt numbers for water flow and uniform fluid properties (low heat flux)

display a 200% increase over the unfluted tube values while the experiment-

al data suggest an increase only about half that found numerically. This

can be seen in Figure 5.31 where the Nusselt modulus Nu/Pr0 " for water is

plotted against the Reynolds numbers for different heat fluxes and heat

flux directions.(inward or outward). The predicted values should be

compared with Reilly's data [94] (line 2) since a low heat-flux situation

has been considered. The Nusselt number is based on the conventional

hydraulic diameter not including the area extension due to the fluting

(see equation (5.4)).

It is also interesting to include here the comparison of predicted

and experimental data for the turbulent kinetic energy distribution along

the crest and trough radii. It is clear from Figures 5.32 and 5.33 that

the computations overpredict the experimental level giving values which are

almost three times larger than the measured ones along the crest radius and

over four times larger along the trough radius. The predictions of a 10-

flute tube at 300 spiral angle are also presented in Figures 5.32 and 5.33

L '°"
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p and in contrast with the foregoing these results show an alimost identical

distribution to LaRue's data. The higher values predicted for 30 flutes

compared with the predictions for 10 flutes may be explained by referring

to Figure 5.14. Prom this figure it is clear that at a radius of 0.88 R b,

where the matching of the mixing-length hypothesis and the k-e Boussinesq

viscosity model takes place, the gradient of the axial velocity is steeper

I" for the 30-flute geometry than for the 10. Thus, for the higher flute

density a larger production of turbulence is created giving values of k at

that radius which, as mentioned above, are several times larger than those

for 10 flutes.

Our computations so far have succeeded in showing the favourable

heat transfer performance of spirally fluted tubes; however, for both ~

momentum and heat transfer the enhancement is too strong. This should

clearly suggest that the turbulent transport coefficients are too high in

some respect

One possibility we felt worth considering was that within the flute

itself turbulent mixing might be suppressed, the flow here being essentially

viscous. Up to now the computational solution gives substantial turbulent

transport in the flutes except within the viscous sublayer whose thickness

depends on the value assigned to the Van Driest damping "constant" A which

in the present computations has taken the standard value of 26. (The

viscous sublayer thickness of course becomes thinner as the Reynolds number

is raised). To mimic approximately the conjectured suppression of turbulent

p_ transport in the region within the flutes, the turbulent term in the

effective viscosity has been dropped in this part of the solution domain..

The resultant predictions of friction factor and heat transfer coefficients
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3 show some improvement in agreement with the experimental data. Figure

5.34 shows that the computed skin friction has been decreased by 20% at

4 4Re -2 x 10 and by 26% at Re -3 x 10 compared with the values computed -

initially; for the sam two Reynolds numbers the excess of the predicted

values over the experimental data (by LaRue) is only 18% and 32% respect-

ively (instead of 47% and 80% mentioned above). What is particularly

encouraging is that the suppression of turbulence in the flute gives a

friction factor distribution that decreases as the Reynolds number is

raised. Figure 5.35 illustrates the corresponding effects on the heat

transfer coefficients for air and water flow. For both fluids the

suppression of turbulent transport within the flutes has brought about a

decrease in the computed Nusselt numbers. However, while for air flow

Sthe decrease is almost comparable with that of friction factor (13%), for

water the decrease is only 7%. This behaviour comes about because of the

way that heat is transmitted in the region within the flutes. For water,

convection by the secondary flow is more important than diffusion in the

flute region. For air flow, however, diffusion is also important, so the

damping of turbulent diffusion has produced a larger decrease in heat

transfer coefficients. Figure 5.36 shows the effect on the secondary flow

due to the change in effective viscosity within the flutes. One can see

an increase in the level of the circumferential velocity and a decrease in

the "back-flow" over the crest. No substantial change has been found in

the distribution of the ratio WW shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. Figures

5.37 and 5.38 show the corresponding effect on the turbulent kinetic energy

distribution where one can see an improvement of the predicted values by

1. ~ 28% at the tube axis and by 45% at the outer boundary of the trough position.

The results shown in Figures 5.34 to 5.38 suggest that the replace-
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ment of the mixing-length hypothesis by the k-c Boussinesq viscosity

model in its low-Reynolds-number form could give a better agreement with

experiments by predicting the suppression of turbulence in the region

within the flutes since this model has been successful in predicting

"laminarizing" phenomena in several other situations (Jones and Launder

[1101, [111], Durst and Rastogi [112).4

5.2.2 Introduction of the Two Form of a Simplified ASH into the

Core Region of the Solution Domain

In the foregoing calculations the level of predicted Nusselt number

is independent of the heat flux magnitude since the (thermal) energy

equation is uncoupled from the momentum equations and linear ine (eT-Tref).

However, Yampolsky [11 (Figure 1.30) showed an enhancement of water

Nusselt numbers as heat flux increases, suggesting that the buoyancy effect

associated with the swirl was the physical source of the enhancement. Thus,

limited calculati ave been made with the simplified buoyancy ASH of

Gibson and Launder L*;j (see Section 4.1.4b of Chapter 4) applied in the

core region of the solution domain. Only the case of 20 flutes at 150

spiral angle for a Reynolds number of 17000 has been examined. For these

runs the dynamic and temperature fields were solved at the same time,

resulting to an increase of the computing times from 0.55 cp sec/iteration

(see Section 4.3.3) to 0.63 cp sec/iteration. However, no significant

enhancement in Nusselt number has been found, suggesting that buoyant

centrifuging in the main part of the tube is not significant. Possibly,

the effect could be important in the region immediately adjacent to ribs -

where very rapid gradients in velocity and density are present. (However,

turbulence generation by shear is also large and this will tend to obscure

.". . ." .. . . . . ..
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the buoyant contribution). The above possibility could not be explored

because to incorporate the ASM model into the curvilinear region would

introduce too great a complexity. Perhaps a more likely reason for "heat

flux ratio" having such a marked effect is the strong dependence of viscosity

on temperature. A high "heat flux" implies a large decrease in viscosity

in the flute region compared with the core flow, thus facilitating larger

secondary and primary flow deep in the flutes (a scenario that seems certain

to lead to higher heat transfer rates). Unfortunately, the assumption of

fully-developed flow to which the present study is confined does not allow

for an exploration of the effect of fluid property variations.

The conclusions so far are that it seems quite probable that the flow

in the flute region is laminarized but this mechanism alone is unable to

account for the differences between computations and measurements. The

other mechanism considered is the sensitivity due to swirl. In a swirling

jet, where predominantly angular momentum decreases with radius, the effect

is to augment turbulent mixing but in the spirally flute tube, where the

angular momentum increases from the axis to the crest of the ribs, the

tendency will be to inhibit turbulent transport. Thus,the incorporation into

the core region of the solution domain of a simplified ASM including the

effect of swirl associated with the additional strains it introduces into

the flow (see Section 4.1.4a of Chapter 4) led to a 4.5% decrease in friction

factor for a tube of 20 flutes at 150 spiral angle. No corresponding

changes have been introduced into the heat flux equations. Figure 5.39

shows the variation of ratio f /f (where fsf is the friction factor for
sf em s

spirally fluted tube, while f is the friction factor for smooth tube)
em

with the Reynolds number for the 20-flute, 150 tube, while Figure 5.40

illustrates a similar distribution for a 30-flute, 300 tube. In the

. . .. • . -
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latter geometry the decrease of friction factor is about 7% while the

corresponding decrease of Nusselt number for water is almost 5%.

Finally, some calculations have been made applying both the

treatments that have been found to improve the comparison between predict-

ions and measurements when they have been used separately. Thus, suppressing

the turbulent transport in the near-wall region and applying the simplified -.

ASM including the swirl effects at the core region of the solution domain

for a 30-flute, 300 tube, the friction factors have been decreased by 28%

at Re - 2 x and by 33% at Re - 3 x 10, compared with the values

computed initially, while for the same two Reynolds numbers the increase

over the experimental data (by LaRue) is only 7% and 20% respectively

(instead of 47% and 80% found initially). These results are shown in

Figure 5.41. The predicted Nusselt numbers for water are 4.5% lower than

those shown in Figure 5.35 for the suppression of turbulent diffusion within

the flutes.

5.3 Concluding Remarks

Chapters 4 and 5 have reported the adaptation and application of

the TEACH computer code for solving turbulent flow through spirally fluted

tubes. Although several tests have been made adopting different near-wall

approaches, the final results reported above have been based mainly on the

kc Boussinesq viscosity model over most of the solution domain merged with

Van Driest's form of the mixing-length hypothesis in the near-wall region.

The problem of converging the solution procedure (also serious in the

laminar flow computations) has been alleviated by applying the parabolic

sublayer treatment in the imediate vicinity of the flutes. The use of a
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mixed curvilinear/cylindrical-polar grid and the inclusion of the two-

stage pressure correction procedure must have contributed to the improvement

of convergence although no turbulent runs have been made using either the

original SIMPLE procedure or the fully curvilinear grid. However, for a

30-flute tube at 300 spiral angle, the convergence rate of the solution

procedure is still intolerably slow. This is why the results reported

above for this tube geometry do not exceed a Reynolds number of 26300.

Despite the remaining disagreements between predicted and experi-

mental data reported above, the predicted data cover an extensive

parametric study showirghow valuable a numerical solution can be in

developing insight into a complex flow. Moreover, the interfacing of two

or three turbulence models in different parts of the solution domain shows

the flexibility of a computational solution for predicting a difficult

turbulent flow.
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CHAPTER 6

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

6.1 Fulfilment of Objectives

The main objectives of the present work (stated in Section 1.3 of

Chapter 1) were:

a) The development and application of an efficient computer

code for solving the flow through the spirally fluted

tube in both laminar and turbulent regimes.

I

b) The introduction of advanced turbulence models in the

numerical solution scheme in order to represent the

complex turbulence behaviour for the prediction of

turbulent flows since in this regime lie most of

the industrial applications of spirally fluted tubes.

Thus, the present work may be briefly summarized by noting the main

steps towards the accomplishment of the above objectives.

(a) Laminar Regime

I) The derivation of the differential equations describing the

flow through the spirally fluted tube. The discretization

of theme equations using a finite volume approach and

adaptation of the computer code originally written by

Antonopoulos, Gosman and Issa [861 to reflect these

discretized equations.

I °
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2) The development and application of a computer code for

generating a curvilinear/cylindrical-polar grid covering

the part of a flute bounded on the outer surface by the

tube wall and at the inner surface by an arc of radius

R.
a

3) The introduction into the computer code of a special

treatment for handling the cyclic boundary conditions

applied at the east and west boundaries of the solution

domain.

4) The solution of the discretized equations by the recently %

i developed PISO algorithm (see Issa [791 and Gosman et al

[80J)based on the idea that the velocity perturbations at

some point of the solution domain depend not only on

pressure perturbations but also on velocity perturbations

at adjacent nodes.

5) The test of the resultant solving scheme's numerical accuracy .-

by applying it to the computation of simple flov with known

analytical solutions since the complex form of the describing

equations makes it easy for errors to appear in their derivation,

discretization or incorporation into the computer code.

6) The application of the computer code to the computation of the

dynamic and temperature fields of the flow through the

spirally fluted tube. The parametric study of the flow

including changes in the number, height or angle of the flutes
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and in Reynolds and Prandtl numbers.

(b) Turbulent Regime

7) The extension of the solution domain to the tube axis by

means of a radial string of nodes along which the

describing equations were solved with circumferential

variations set to zero. The discretization of the describ-

ing equations in the one-dimensional (core region) and

incorporation into the computer code. The introduction

into the numerical procedure of a special treatment for

the simultaneous solution of both regions (two-dimensional

and one-dimensional).

8) The application of the Parabolic Sublayer treatment (PSL)

within a thin band in the imediate vicinity of the tube

wall (covering the two or three rows of cells next to the

surface).

9) The application of various turbulence models and near-wall

approaches to the computation of the turbulent flow through

the spirally fluted tube. The incorporation of special

treatments for viscosity and temperature in the fine grid

approach finally adopted for the solution of the near-wall

region.

10) The application of the resultant computer code (incorporating

the k-F' Boussinesq viscosity model over most of the pipe

-..
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merged with Van Driest's form of the mixing-length hypothesis

in the imdiate vicinity of the flutes) for solving the flow

through the spirally fluted tube. The parametric study of

the flow including changes in the number or angle of flutes,

in Reynolds and Prandtl numbers.

II) The comparison with the experimental data available for the

turbulent regime, for a tube with 30 flutes at 300 spiral

angle.

12) The exploration of different physical models in the light

of the comparison with experiments.

6.2 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

(a) Laminar Regime

1) The convergence of the solution procedure, while being a

serious problem throughout the present work, has been

considerably improved for most of the geometries studied.

The steps mostly contributing to it were the introduction

of PISO algorithm into the computer code and the adoption

of the mixed curvilinear/cylindrical-polar grid.

2) In geometries of high flute density where high aspect ratio

cells appear near the east and west boundaries the convergence

of the solution procedure is still not satisfactory. The

use of a non-orthogonal grid could avoid the large variation

: ' ° " . . . . . . . . . . . .. ' - . . . .. . . . . -'" -f
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in cell size and thus probably lead to more rapid

convergence of the solution. Alternatively, if the

orthogonal grid is reane, som improvement may be

achieved by ignoring the high aspect ratio cells and

solving the describing equations in a domain where the

east and west boundaries are appropriately modified.

3) Since no experimental data for laminar f lavs are available,

no comparison can be given with the values predicted. The

numerical results show that even in the laminar regime this

type of tubing can be beneficial since it enhances heat transfer

coefficients while keeping the friction factors to levels

almost equal with those of smooth tubes. Moreover, bearing

in mind that all other enhancement techniques f or internal

flows increase the friction factors substantially more than the

heat transfer coefficients, the behaviour of spirally fluted

tubes is quite special.

4) The flow pattern produced by the computations provides an

insight into the thermal characteristics predicted. Viewing

the flow from upstream, the spiralling follows a clockwise

direction which is also the general direction of the flow given

by the velocity direction lines. At the leading face of the

flute a high pressure region pushes the fluid away from the wall

and to lower radii, while over the trailing face a low pressure

region is created. Thus, because of the difference in pressure

same fluid spills over the crest. The fact that the friction

factors (based on hydraulic diameter) of the spirally fluted
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tubes are lower than the unfluted tube values can be

explained by the distribution of the axial velocity near the

wall. As has been shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16, due to

the proximity of the flute surfaces and the resultant viscous

retardation, the axial velocity and consequently the mean wall

shear stress are lower than in a smooth tube. Moreover, the

heat transfer enhancement of the fluted tube can be ascribed

to two different factors: the increase, due to the flutes,

of the surface area per unit length of tubeand the convective

transport, due to the secondary flow produced by the spiralling.

The importance of the second factor, for a constant Reynolds

number and flute geometry, depends on the fluid used. Thus,

for a high Prandtl number fluid, convective transport becomes

much more important than diffusive transport in conveying heat

across the near-wall zone.

5) Even for water (Pr - 7.03) the enhancement of heat transfer

coefficients is several times greater than the increase in

friction factors. In this case, high flute density and tight

spiralling should be adopted. A far better improvement has

been found for high Prandtl number fluids (ethylene glycol).

This means that spirally fluted tubes could be used beneficially

in oil coolers since the circulation of oils often takes place

in the laminar regime. For these fluids, tubes of low flute

density and tight spiralling give the best performance.

6) The beneficial effect of spiral angle on the thermal behaviour

is going to be reversed beyond a certain angle. Although this

..' -... " ...-- -... .. .".--,..'-'' ,-.- - . -..- - .- .-. .' °,--. .* ___ ___- ______ :-, i.-.-i .. -". - i-'' '-'
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limit has not been reached in the present computations, its

identification would be something one would need to explore

in order to optimize the flute design.

(b) Turbulent Regime

The computation of turbulent flows through the spirally fluted tubes

using the standard (k-e)/(mLh) treatment revealed the following behaviour:

7) The flow pattern in the cross-stream plane indicates

significant differences from that for laminar regime.

Firstly, the radial motion produced by the flutes is less

pronounced, and secondly, the "back-flou" over the crest is

either absent or, in tubes of high flute density, very close

to the wall. The flow pattern seen by an observer placed on

the flute spiralling clockwise gives a clear picture of how

the flutes enhance mixing of the near-wall fluid.

8) The computed friction factors of the spirally fluted tube

are higher than the smooth tube values. Moreover, for tubes

0I
of 30 flutes at 300 spiral angle the computed friction factors

display an increase in f as Re is raised. In this case, at

Re - 3 x 104 the friction factor is almost 118Z above the

unfluted tube value.

9) The predicted Nusselt numbers are also higher than the ones for

influted tubes. For air, for a tube of 30 flutes at 300 spiral - - -

angle and a Reynolds number of 3 x 104 the increase is 1302
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while for ethylene glycol solution it is almost 315%. Thus,

the predicted behaviour indicates, at least for the high

Prandtl number fluid (Pr - 19.6), a two-fold increase of the

heat transfer coefficient compared with the increase of the

skin friction. This, of course, is very desirable since, from

the literature survey reported in Chapter 1, it is clear that

not many other "enhancement techniques" exhibit such a

behaviour.

However, the comparison of the predicted values with the

experimental data (available only for tubes with n - 30,

0 - 30 ° ) showed serious disagreements.

10) The experimental friction factors are sensibly the same as for

a smooth tube displaying a decrease as Re increases. Thus,

the predicted f values for the spirally fluted tube are not only

higher than the experimental ones but also show the opposite

trend as Re is raised.

11) The experimental Nusselt numbers for air show only a small

increase over the smooth tube values, while the computations

give an almost 130% increase. For water, at low heat flux

(uniform property flow) the predicted Nusselt numbers are two

times the measured ones.

12) No significant enhancement in Nusselt, due to the variation on

heat flux levels, has been computed with uniform fluid properties

(but with density fluctuation effects on Reynolds stresses

' . . . °. . . . ° ° . - ° . • . .° ° ° . . -. • q . , ° . • , . ° - . ° . .. . .. ° .° . .. . '"
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included in the core region of the solution domain), though

the experimental data show a substantial effect.

It was felt that a major contributor to the disagreements mentioned in

paragraphs 10) and 11) may arise from the actual flow exhibiting a viscous

behaviour in the region within the flutes, while the computations give a

turbulent behaviour (except from the viscous sublayer). Thus, in order to

reproduce the conjectured viscous fluid behaviour the turbulent transport

within this region was suppressed, a modification that resulted in a far

better agreement with the experiments since:

13) It reduced the friction factors by almost 20Z from the originally

predicted values while reversing the trend of the skin friction-

Reynolds number behaviour for the case of 30 flutes, 30 °

spiral angle.

14) It reduced the Nusselt numbers for air by an amount comparable

with that found in skin friction (13%).

15) It reduced the Nusselt numbers for water by only 7% since in

this case the suppression of turbulent diffusion does not

reduce (indeed leads to an increase in) convection which is the

main mechanism in conveying heat.

The above test suggests that the mixing-length hypothesis adopted in

the near-wall region should be replaced by a turbulence model capable of

predicting laminarization of the flow within the flutes, for example the

low-Reynolds-number k-c model (see Jones and Launder (1101, (1111, Durst

. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....

°...... .......... . . .............................. ............ "....-""
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and Rastogi (1121).

The disagreement reported in paragraph 12) suggests that the

buoyancy effect associated with the swirl is not important in the core

region of the solution domain. This effect could be important in the near-

vail region, though the introduction of the simplified buoyancy ASH of

Gibson and Launder [691 into the curvilinear grid has not been attempted

here~due to the complexity involved. However, this possibility could be

explored in the future. As an alternative physical source of the enhanced

heat transfer under high heating we note that the temperature dependence of

viscosity is rather substantial for water flow. The present computations,

however, do not include property variations because strictly the assumption

of fully-developed flow is not compatible with these.-

Finally, the introduction of the simplified ASH (including swirl

effects) into the core region of the solution domain and at the same time

the suppression of turbulent diffusion within the flutes produced a

substantial improvement of the predicted skin friction bringing results

much closer to the experimental daca (see Figure 5.41). Thus, in the

Reynolds number range considered, the predicted friction factors are only

7% 20% higher than the measured values by LaRue.

In view of the satisfactory agreement reported above and the

experimental difficulties stated in [i1, [591, [601, it is believed that

the ultimate objective of developing a computer code useful for the

optimization of the tube design has been substantially achieved.
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APPENDIX I

The Computer Code for Generating the Grid

Mapping the Solution Domain

1.1 Introduction

A short program has been written for generating the grid used in the

main program (described in Appendix 5). The original program has been

written at Imperial College; however, many changes and additions have been

introduced by the author of the present thesis. All the geometrical

parameters are set in the grid-generation code and they are written to a

file that the main code can call.

- -,..

The program creates a grid which covers a flute bounded on the outer

surface by the tube wall itself and at the inner surface by a circular

boundary of radius Ra on the cross-stream plane of the spirally fluted tube

(an example is shown in Figure 2.1).

The grid produced is divided into two regions: an orthogonal curvi-

linear part in the vicinity of the wall and a polar part over the rest of

the solution domain. This mixed grid has been found to be very effective

for producing a far more uniform coverage of the solution domain when

compared with a fully curvilinear grid, shown in Figure 2.2. An orthogonal

curvilinear grid has been used near the wall because it is only by using

"body fitted" co-ordinates that one can refine the grid satisfactorily to

resolve the regions of steep gradients. The grid has been created by

defining one family of lines (constant n lines) and calculating the second

family (constant lines) normal to the first.

. ... '.-"
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1.2 A Brief Description of the Computer Program's Structure

The computer program comprises only one routine. Initially, parameters,

constants, indices and geometrical characteristics of the fluted duct are

defined. Then, a distribution of points is fixed on the constant n line

representing the wall and defined by the sinusoidal equation

ORR -R. 0 + h cos (2iro/e)

where R.0 is the mean radius, h the rib height, a the angular position and 6

the sector's angle given by the equation

e- 2it/n

n being the number of flutes around the circumference of the tube. The local

radius of all members of this family of lines is given by

Ru R + h co~s(27CO/6) 11
0 0

where R is the mean radius and h /h a prescribed function of RO/Rb whose
000

variation has been described in Sections 2.2 and 4.2.1.

The second family of co-ordinate lines is drawn orthogonal to the first

using an iterative procedure described in the following section.

Next, the polar part of the grid is calculated and for the whole

solution domain a number of geometrical variables, such as control volume

lengths, boundary radii, rib heights, spiral angles, etc., are defined,

which are stored on a tape called at the beginning of the main computer

program (described in Appendix 5).
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At the end, the orthogonalitynof ri and F co-ordinate lines is tested

and several variables are calculated and stored for subsequent use by the

plotting-program.

1.3 An Important Detail of the Computer Code

The idea used for generating the second family of co-ordinate lines

(constant l tines) orthogonal to the first (constant n lines) is given

below:

Suppose that f(x, y) and g(x, y) are functions representing two lines

in a (x, y) Cartesian co-ordinate system and (xi, y1 ) is a known point on

f(x, y). The problem arising is "how a line can be drawn orthogonal to both

f(x, y) and g(x, y) passing from (x1 , y1 )". The equations which can be

written are:

Y, " a l 2 OX 
+  

Y

(AI.l)

which represents the unknown line at (x , y)
I

2Qx 8"-i/A
1 + (AI.2)

representing the orthogonality of the unknown line and f(x, y), X being the

the tangent to f(x, y) at (x ,y )

2Qx + 8- -1/
2 2 (AI.3)

representing the orthogonality of the unknown line and g(x, y), A being the

tangent to g(x, y) at (x , y)
2
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g(x 2 y 2 0 (A 1.4)

22

and y Qx 2 + Bx +2 2 (A 1.5)Z 2

confirming that (x y ) is a common point to both g(x, y) and the unknown
2 2

line. Subtracting (AI.1) from (AI.5) and (AI.2) from (AI.3) we get:

PP 1 12 aJ 1,z X 2 XJCl.)

a- 2(x- x) -~2  CI7

d2I

2 11

1 2 1 1 2 (I8
while substituting (AI.7) into (AI.2) we find: 51

X "
=- 17 T (A1.8)

L 22 1

Substituting (A.17) and (AI.8) into (AI.6) we get:

y 2-Y,
2 1 2 1

2(y Y )
x2 x +

/ 2 (AI.9)

Equations (AI.4) and (AI.9) can be solved iteratively and so the

unknowns x, y can be calculated. Thus, from equations (AI.5), (AI.7),
2 2

(AI.8) the values ofa Q.~ y of the unknown line y -ax 2 +. Bx + y can be

found.

The above procedure has been applied for just half of the solution p~~i

* . .* * . .... * ... * ~.*. * . , *. . l.*.
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domain (the sector between trough and crest radii) since the other half can

be calculated as symetric to the first.

1.4 The Computer Code

1.4 a. Glossary of Fortran Symbols for the Computer Code

COST(I,J) - cos(* n, y)

COSAPI,J) - cos( , y)

COSR(I,J) - cos F

DYDX(I,J)-- tan ( n T, Y)

DXC(I,J) - length of the control volume surface in -direction

DYC(I,J) - length of the control volume surface in n-direction

DXIDF(I,J) = at (1,J)

DTADF(I,J) - ( I,J)

DRDXI(cJ) r + b2 -at (19J)

DRDETA(I,J) - = at (1,J)
r + b an

F = tan (y/x) - a

FIAXIS - spiral angle - 0

Hf(IJ) - -b b

Hh

I - index for dependent variables in c-direction

m index for dependent variables in n-direction

NI- number of n- lines

NJ - number of lines

IJ=nme f lne ' ' -

S "- P
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NFLUT n

NIH -n line representing the crest position

NPOLAR - number of polar lines

PIH - tan~ I /b

RAD(I,J) a radius of (I,J)

RR(I,J) -RAD(I,J)

RB -Rb

RA - R
a

RM - matching radius between curvilinear and polar parts of grid

R - radius of (I,J) -Rb + h cos(21tF/THETA)

SINX(I,J) -SIN Y)V

SINAPT(I,J) -SIN(., Y)

SINR(I,J) -SINF

THETA 21r/n -e

X(I,J) -Cartesian co-ordinate of (1,J)

a ~ (X,y) -(0,0)
Y(I,J) -- i

XX(I,J) -X(I,J) R b (in cm)

YY(I,J) -Y(I,J) Rb (in cm)

* XN(I,J) -0.5 (XX(I-1,J) + Ix(I,j))

YN(I,J) -0.5 Cyy(I-l,J) + yyCI,j))

XE(I,J) -0.5 (XX(I,J) + xXI,J-l))

YE(I,J) - 0.5 (YYCI,J) + yy(I,j-l))

XCCI,J) -0.5 (XN(IJ) + XNCIJ-j))

YC(I,J) a0.5 (YN(I,J) + YN(I,J-1))

XI(,J) - XIJ) Rb (in m)

YI(I,J) -Y(I,J) Rb (in m)

X2(I,J) -X(I,NJ) Rb (in m)
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Y 2(I,J)- YCI,NJ) R Cin M)

XMLCI distance from (1t,J) to node I on the wail.

XM-TL(I,J) -distance from (I,J) to the nearest node on the waill

*YL(I,J) -(,)/



1-4-b Listing of the computer code

C PROCRA?4 FOR GENERATINA ORTHOGnNAL GRID COVERING A PART OF A
C MIUTE ( FROM T14E WALL UP TO A HADIUS PA ) OM THE CROSS-STREAM
C P~LANE OF A SPIRIALLY Fl ISTED TIM~E.

PROGRAM GRID(INPUTOUTPIITTAPF5=INPUTTAPF6=OU17PUT,7APEllDIAPF.8Rv

I TAPF7Z)
OTmFNSION X(25,25),Y C75PZS) ,DYDy(75,?5) .RAD e2545)
oTotEuvSXON sx(25,25),Sv(?5,25),DYC (25,25),'4yc(25,25)
f)TMFNSION DXIDF (2%*25)p,DETAnF (25,?5)
OTM'FNSION D!DX(25,25)
OT14ErOSION DRDXI (25,?5),vnRDETA(29,?5)
oII'ENS!ON HTHRC?5,25),RR('5,25),ANGL (75,2S),FFC25,2S)

a DIMENSION XX(25,25),YY(?5,25),XN(75,25).YM(?S,25) ,XP (75,?5)
DTI4RJSION YFC75.25),xr(?5,25) ,yC(75,25 ),CMST C?5,25) ,SINT (25,2g)
DIMFtJSION COSAPTC?5,2%) .sTaAPT(75,25)
DYMENSION Cf)SR(25D?5),SrfNR(?525pZ)
DYMENSION xl (?5,25),y1(?5,2S),x)(75),Y2(2;),XML(25)
DIMENSION XmLL(?5.?S)#YL(75,25)

C PARAMETFRS AND CONSTANTS *

MAXK!T=1?0l
SMALLRl .E-3n
P1=3.14159
DR F X.4

jIIO IPFY=.4

C GFOMETRY OF FLUTED DUCT *

C TNITIA1 VALUIE FOR R
C - ------ --

C INITTAL VAL11E FCIR PA

430* 06*RB
AHzM
WFLIITs 3t
TI4ETA=2**PI/FLOAT(NFLIIT)

C INDICFS

C N110PER OF XT LINES FOP THE CIIPVTLYNEA# PA'T OF GRID
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1. WJ a 4
I P01A Pal
NPOL AR=5
JV~uNPOLAR42
WIi I N I-I
NJMI ENJ-i

NT Pt N 1*1
- NJPI=NJ,1



NJM3=NJ-3

NTM3=N!-3

N!HP?.ONT14-1
NNI'32uN!H-3

NT115=NI-S

C RADY11S DFCRFMENTS

c TPITTALTSATTON (nF VARTAPLFS

DA 501 Jul#75

D'(C(T.J)ui.
oD(Ij).

DFTADFCI ,J )ul.
DRDE! (.J )8 .
DPDFTA(CI .J )ul.
A'GL(I*J)=I.a
FF(T.J )=I.0
,P(T.J)ui.o

YYU.J)ui.

XN(T.J)ul.
YW CT J )ule
X(Toj)ui.

- - YF(T#J)m.

YC(T.J)ui.

CflS1 CI.J )ui.
SINT CTI pa )ZI .
CnSAPTCT,J)ui.
SYNAPT C! J )wl
CMSP C! J )3l.U
qyNS (I .J )2i.0

5fn1 CONTIN11E

c XT LINES ARE DEFINED ANI) FTA LIN4ES ARE rAI C11LATFO
C INITIAL DISTRIBL'TTON AlF X AND Y ON TPI,4 PCCTFTFD XI LINP *

C FAR Jul REPRESENTING THF WALL ,JUNJ PEPRFSENTS RADIOS PF

PA 1i1i TuiNIN
IFcT.FQ.i) PM.0
TF(J.FQ.2) FaT,4ETA*tl.fl
TPCT.FQ 3) FEuO.16*THETA
IP(T,.EQ '4) FuTI.ETA*0.24
TFCT.FQ *5) FaTIPTA*0.3i
Y(I.FG 6) FnTM!TA*0.37
JP(T.FQ:7) P.TNFTA*.43
TF(T.EQ.8) FETHETA*.d.8



XP(V.Fa.9) FaTMETA*.5

1931 CONTIN1UE
RuRp+H*CorS (?.*PI*F/THFTA)
X (I gE)aRP* S IMN(F)
Y(IJ )=P*COS (F)
nYY(!.J)u(-RSij(F)-COS(F)*H*2.*DI/THET'A*SIN(2.*PI*F/TUETA))/
(SMALL4P*CO%(F)-STIJCF)*H*?.*PY/THFTA*SXN(7 .*PI*F/T4FTA))

irl CrnNTINUF
Dn 1112 .)=?,NJE

C SPECIFY (EUFRAL SHAPE OF XI Lli4$PS FnR j G'EATFR OP rQI'AL TO 2 *

rP(.E.NE.2) OUP1?
RxPM-OP

C CALVILATI014 OF W FOR IrPFATEP nR EQUAL TO 7
r --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

AAATAN((RBI-RA)7./RA/((RPI-RP)/RPI-

SF (AA.LT.0..) AA=AA*PT
IF (AA.r.T.P1) AAuAs-PI
HU(AA-PI/4.)*1.25*AH*(2./PT)**1.75
W'ITE(6,1?34) RPt,H

1734 FORIPAT(IH P1EI0.i~p5Xol~ld.4)

C TTFPATIVF PROCFDIJRE 1:) CALCULATIN~G Y nN THE SPErXFTFD
c XT LINFS AN"l ETA LINFS FOR HALF THE SOLUTION OOMAIN

Do 1113 r1,iN#
WT TF Rz

TF(PITER.EQ1l) V(TJ )X(IpJ-I)
TFP(NITFP.FQ.1 ) Y ('I J )mY (IJ-1 )
FzATAN(XC!,J)/(SMALL4v(IJf))
P3QPH*COS (?.*P!*F/THFTA)
DYDX(IJ )2(.4*STN(F).-EOS(F)*H*2.*PI/TFTA*STN(2.*PI*F/THETA))/

AXUX (I,1)

1*1./CDYDX(IPJ)SMALL))
X(I,J).IPRFx*X(IPJ).(1.-UIRFX)*AX
4YmY (I ,J)
FwATANCx(pj)/(SflALL#Y(T#J)))
R=RP4.N*COS (2.*PT*F/TNFTA)
Y(r~j )*R*COS (F)
Y(I,J)Zl9PFY*Y( , J)(.-IIRFY)*AY
IF(JPFQ.NJ ) Y(IPJ)OSGRT(R**-(J)*)
IPCT..FQ.N14) X (IpJ )m*STN(T4ETA/2.)
TP(T.F0.Nlr4) Y C!pJ )uR*COS(THETA/7.)

3n1 CONTINIIP

105 IE.G~~ T COiJToN105

-~M COU I - - t.2..
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C CALCIILATION OF THE SECOND HALF OF THE GRID USINS THE VALUFS *

C JST FOuIND FOR ITS SYMM4ETRIC H4AL F*

DO 131 JulNJ

IF(J.GT.2) DRINDR!*l.75
IF(J.GT.1) RB-RP-4kI
AUATAN( (PSI-PA) /?.IRRI/ C RRI-RM) IRRJ-

TFCAA.LT.O.0) AA=AA*PT
IF(AA.GT.PII AA=AA-PI
IF(J..GT.1) Hu(AA-PI/i..)**r .25*AMv,(2.IPIY**1.25
hPITE(6p23i.5) RA,M

?34.5 FnRMAT(IN l1ElC.4,5y.IEl0.4)
DO 131 I=NXNP ,Nl
FXATANCXcNI-X1,1J)/(SPIALL.Yeu!l-1,1,J)))
FuTI4ET AF
ROSORT(X(Nl11*1.J)**24Y(NT-I,1,J)**?)
OYDX(I,J)=(-R*Slir(F)-rOS(F)*H*2.*PI/TFTA*ST14(2.*PI.F/TIJFTA) )/

X(I,J)uRtSINd(F)
YCJ.J)=R*COSCF)

131 C ONJT I Nt

C CALC-1ILATION OF THE POLAR PART OF THE A~RID

IPCJPOLAR.EQ.0) GO To 1731
NJ POL aNJ ,NPOL AR
NJ I2NJ .1

DO 7856 JutJJlPNJPOL
IF(J.EO.(NJ1.1)) DluO.039
19cJEF,2.(NJ1,?)) D1*O.045
TF(J.EQ..(NJI+3)) D1=0.052
IF (.1 .GT. (NJl+3)) D18U.OA
Onl 7R56~ IliN!
fwATAJ(X (I,MJ )/Y(I,NJ 1)

x(T,.J)zY(I,.I-I)-D1*Clt(F)

DVDX(t#J)BDYUX(TNJ)
7RA CANdT IM1F

r "jIMPRp OF XI LINEg FOD ROTH ClIVI"Ll'EAa AND POLAR PARTS OF IARTO
--------------------------------------------------------------

NJUNJ P0 -

NJJPI=N.I-1
1711 rA MTT N II E

rTNTFPCrANG;F !lNFS .101 AND NJ FOP THYS PPOMr

DO 106 Ju ,NT

106 enNTIN1IF
no 1(17 Tal,Nji

On~~ 1(17 j.t ...



j UNJ J.1
xCIj )zD7DX(IfJJ )

1117 CONTTNIIF
00 154 TUl.NX

DAl 154 J431,NJ

- Y(T,J)uX 1,1)
iA4 cnNTTNiiF

70AD7DJ)DDXCTJJ)

onl 7067 Tu1oNj
00 706 JJu1mJJ

7 DVDYCTJ)6DDXI#JJ)

c CAI CIILATF L;NeATHS OF dONTPOl Vol ONME%

DO~ 111 JulNj

DO lop ?=?#NJ
rDYYXIJ )-X(1I J )
Dv=Y CTJ )-Y(I-i .J)-
C.Y(T#J1)zgX Cl-IPJ1)+SGPT DX*DY+DY*DV)

Ing COIJTJNIIF

DA 110 JU?,NJ

DYYIJ)-Y(I#J-1 )
t- ~yT .J) USY( I j- +SRT CX*Dx~fly*DY)

1101 CnNTTNi§F
MAO III *i=?,NJPI

I I1 CANT jPJIIF
01 11? J=7.NJ

- DYC C j )wSY (I-Io.1)-SY CT-I.J-t )
11? CnNTTNIIF

C CAL CIII ATTOIJ OF SFOMFTOTCAI VAPIARt FS LISFFIIL FOR TWP qOl UTTOio
C Ox~ VFLnCXTY AND TEMPF"ATIIPE FTELDS TN A SOTRAILY FLIITFD TIIPF *

00. 1321 iIPNJ

TPCJLT.NJ ) 11 (T,..,I )wXCIDJ)
!FC.I.LT.NJ) YI (TJ+I)sYCXj)
T ' CJ.PO.NJ ) XP()MCY)K(I N.0
TVCJ,PQ.Nj) YPCT)MVCT,.1)

111CnNTINIP
DOm 132) XuliNJ
xI CT1 )sI C !2)



1177 C4NTJNIIP -

DA1 13?3 ful*UJ
01) 1123 431,NJ.

* on 1374 1IUIDNI

XMI I ( 1+1 PJ )RAW II C(NOLL C1+1 P-1 X04L (IT)
1174 CfnNTjtiiF
1371 r'%NTINIIE-

175 NI LCJ)mX?4LLCNI.J)

N.1 P1 uN.I +1
onl 13?A lmlUTP1

nfl 13 Tal1.MJ
on 113 Jul,NJ
Bao(T..)uSQPTCXCT.J)*vCT,J),YCI,j)*Y(TJfl

113 rflwTTNIIF

707 797 C .1.1)UP 41

ofl 708 jul,d.1

FTAXISu4.*ATAW(1.)/I2. -

PTifuT* N P TAXIS )

DA 135 .121,Nj

TFCTw.PQ.U.Ol) f0 Tn l 1569.

/nXC(T*1,J,1 )*PACT

/'tC(T ,.I. )*PFACT

I /'Yr(T,1,J.1 )*PFACT
If (J.VT.1 APID.J I ?.MJ I flenETA T*I J+ )saRpaIn(Jj4I

f clJ Fta~po.1 ) DPDUTA c 1,1.I+1 )w (vAn(T J)-PAD I J-1

TO y" 179

IS79 rmwTTiP

on~ 119 TO ,NJ14
DA 1V9J.u.,%J
ANAPFTwATANCPYDxCIj))
A166FTBA5 5 (ANAFT)
AM(ASuPT/).-ATDNCY(T.JI/(XCI.j).t4ALL))



ANGPuAPS CAWGR)
ANGL 51+1 .1,1)u*NGFT-ANGR

319 CON!JNIIP
on 142 !uNIHPl,NI

pgO 347 Ju.NJ

DA-IR47 4alpNJ

tPT*DF(J*1,.9.1 )uOYIDF(141.,J41)*TANJ(ANGLCI41,J*1))*(-1.)
3R47 CnNTINIIE

c q~nFl~ ROSULTS ON TAPE WHYCw 19 CALLP By THE VATN PRfltRAM'
c FOR THE SOLU1TION nF VOLOCITY AN4 TEMPFRATjRE PIFLDS 1IN A *
c qpTRALLY FIU1TED TUBE

v1,TTF(11) DXCDYC.OXTnPDDFTAD~pfnPOXTPDhETANTH4PPPPANgI.
1.'R,RAAI4NPLUTFTAYItJ.,PXMLI

NT P1 .Nl .
DO '1996 JJ.1,NJPi

wPTTF (6,115) Cl (WML (I ,J I ,!1 .TP1)
1906 MfiJTTII

0 4124 1a229NyP
DO9 4124 Ja2pNJ

4174 YL (1. )..5*(RPCT,J+1)*RP(Y,J))
DO 41?5 jQ?pNIPl

4175 YL (JDWJPI)uRRCJ.NJPl)

- D 4176 jalo.NJP
4176 YL (1,.I)YVL(NIJj)

WOTTF(72) Vt.
REWIN4D 27

c POINT MIT *-

PM 11-4 JJmI,NJ
.1 NJ -3,14
6JR!TF(h,115) (J.CXCI,J)#T1lpNT))

114 CA14T I N1F
WPT7F (h,2n2)
DO 116 J.1,NJ

hOTTFP(6,115) CJP(Y(TJ),1u1 .IJ ) )
116s CntjTTM11E

WSITF (6403)
00f 1 17 JJuioNJ
.IUNJ-.J.I.?

117 waTTF(Apllg) (OYC(I.J)pr.7,NI I

0Di 119 JJ37?,N,I

119 WPITF(04#118) (DYC(TJ1,T=7,NTP1 I

06 171 J.i1ftltJJ
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171 WR!TE(6,1181 (RAD(!.J).lu .N!)

W'TTF (6*fl6)
De 173 J.JulpNJ

171 USTTF(6#707) CJP (DX!DF(I#J ) ial.N1) )
WSITFCE,?CS)
ORl 174 JJU=1,1j

DCO 3? JiulfN.I

3pa UPITF(6,207) (J. (fROIF'A(IfJ)#T=1 ,NI))
DR" 445 iu1oNJ

.ISNJ-JJi
445 WN!TF C6o2.7) (Jp*(I4TNR e j J )pTul N))

WQJTF(6,11B) (RP(T)vyul.NTPl)

TFST FOR fleI'Nl(SflAg TT OF ETA AND XT LTNEq

Dn 00li JJUP*J

.IFuN.S/W jJIJ.1p.))D

01uA-./(SALL4OyDK(1,J,1))/eMALLDY!nX(I.J+))

* . TF(,..*) D7Dy(T,Je1)uZ.*ALFA*X(!.J,1),AETA
ft7DYgT,j )E2.*ALPA*W(X.J)4.PEIA

PDX(J.J)aATAN(Dzng(I.J))
9fl1 efNT~tJIIF

WRTT (6,904)
9(14 F'ARPAT(7i.H INCLTNATION OF XTI gINFt)

DON 907 JJE1,tJJ

907 hIPITF (6,903) (.1 D7DX (I DJ) .131 NI))
9Q0l PFARmAlrc5xI5ClMEln.41 )

O 354 lul.NI
Oil 354 .Iul,N.1
DOYD(TJ)wATAN(DYOX(,J))

354 CMI - TTN~IF
WRITE (6, .1

4r1 FnRftAT(P5H !PCL!NATTON OF ETA L'NES)

Dfl 3n? jjul.NJ
IBNJ-JJ.1

In2 URITF(6,4l2) (OYDV(I,J)PIWI,NT)

CIJRT-P PSILTS ON TAPE ANDl PEWIND

DO &77 jul,Nj
Qft 477 .Iul.Nj

yy(j1.1 )mYCI,j )



%TNT(T.1 .J~l )STN(DYDY(TpJ))
CflAPT(Ilvj~l)uCOS(DDX(TDJ))
5TNAPT(T+lJ~l)wSTN(D?bX(TvJ))

477 CONT 1 NIF
DO 471 Ia?.NIPI

YYtT.1 )BYY(!4p)

COS!(T,l )=CfST(I,7)

CeMSAPTC T, )=C(OSAPT (T*?)

DO% ORA Tu ,II

DYDY(TD.I)=AAN(Y(TaJ)/(XUloaJ)*SALL))
CrI~P(J. ,J1)CIIS(DYDXC7,J))

IRI STN0(T,1,J*I uST14(OYDYVU.J))
Do A9 Tu2.N!PI

AM9 S7N0(I)USTNP(T,?)
DA 094 ju7tJPl
CMSfl~p1,)xCAfSPCNIDJ)

A09 qTIap .J )uS!Np (N! ,J)

gn~*r ,1)=CflSv(Njf1)

V. PJ.I MuNJ-l

NJIMP1uNJ-7
Dm 4?R Tu?oNI

7 xmN(T,J)u-5*(xX((T.I)4XV(T-1,J))
47A4 Y'(7,J )*.5*(YYCIJ).YV(T-1 ,J )

4Rf y(T.J)u.5*fyV(7pJ)+yv(TPJ-1 ))

DMl 491 IulvMT

yC(7.1)uyy(yp1)

on~ 482 TujNJ

nn~ 493 InIPP1

4 X f(1.1)UXN(!v )

f X X I#.I)v.J uI.,N.1I I ,N T)v,(YY(T,J)pJ31,NJ),!1 .T),
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APPENDIX 2

Derivation of the equations of flow

in a straight spirally fluted tube

2.1 Introduction

The present appendix is largely drawn from the report of I.Demirdzic

(109] on the derivation of equations for flow through the spirally fluted

tube. This had been prepared at the start of the project. Changes, however,

have been introduced in the nomenclature used, for maintaining uniformity

with the remainder of the thesis.

The objective was to derive the equations of motion in a form which

includes a co-ordinate system suitable for describing the complex shape of

the tube cross section and which allows the condition of fully-developed

flow to be expressed in a computationally convenient way.

2.2 Geometr)

2.2.1 Characterization

A circular helix (spiral) is described by the following equation in a

Cartesian co-ordinate system:

r - r cos 6 L + r sin eJ + bet (A2.1)

or in cylindrical co-ordinates:

* rer + bet (A2.2)

" . •
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(see Figure I), where the following relationships hold between Cartesian

(it J, ) and cylindrical (e ) base vectors:re

r coa 1 + sine j

-t as
ee -- rsine1 + rcose - - -

a (A2.3)

From (A2.1) and (A2.2) follows

.- -r s.ne c + rboa J + A 'e + bk, (2.4)

d2 r e cos r sine J - re
dO 2  r (A2.5)

The differential arc length of the spiral is

ds ,/dx2 + dy2 + dz2  /r E+ b 2 de. (A2.6)

It follows chat the. unit tangent and normal vectors to the spiral are

4 dr = -= ( *( b),7s- de d /r ,2 b2 e

I em I idm db "n = dT - ' (A2.7)

* where

R: r + b2  (A2.8)

is the curvature of the spiral.

* .- . . . . ... ..... . 4* * , -. ,
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2.2.2 Co-ordinate System

A suitable co-ordinate system for the complex duct configuration

illustrated in Figure I is defined as follows. A general orthogonal
n|

curvilinear system x - x is defined in the cross-sectional plane xOy,

with the third co-ordinate x aligned (naturally) with the tangent to the

spiral, as illustrated in Figure 2. The vectors

~~ +x+ L 3z~ (t-
t axt axt axt  (A2.9)

t
are tangent to the co-ordinate lines x and form the natural bases of the .

co-ordinate system employed.

ll The vectors

*t ax ax t t ax ,-

7- 1 + Ty " zk t nC ~~L aJ :(A2.10)

t
are orthogonal to the co-ordinate surfaces x = const and reciprocal

(" 6) to the vectors .

The elementary control volume defined by this co-ordinate system is

presented in Figure 3. Its elemental volume is given by

dV - d rd dn sin9'- d&dn dz . (A2.11)

2.2.3 Metric of the Co-ordinate System

The metric of the co-ordinate system is defined by the covariant

and contravariant metric tensor component

* + sts *t."
= e.e s  ; g e . (A2.12)

* . ... S*q * .* *. . .-.. " .. . .
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'22

;.ax LaxJ -.

... 2 [ 12

STT 1 Ir

S-h
2  r2 + b2

-h2 a -h 2h a
x n

g- - g n gn n3 "

"12 nn[T]L2

h bnr e Be

g .g . la J .e j '

~2 I -g(A2. 13)

Since the base vectors et are not in general constant vectors, their

derivatives

(A2.14)

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .

- .. .. . .... .
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are expressed in terms of Christoffel symbols defined as follows:

$t l tZ ags5  agkm aEsk
axt28  t ax' axm ( A2. 15)%%

that characterize certain geometrical properties of the curvilinear

co-ordinate system. (Note that the Einstein summation convention is used

henceforth. That is matching upper and lower indices are to be summed).

mem

2.2.4 Normalized Basis

If physical vector and tensor components are to be employed, the

normalized base vectors and their reciprocal vectors should be introduced:

t ea (no sumation)
SCt(A2.16)

One can see that e(t) are non-dimensional unit vectors tangent to the

co-ordinate lines t, while e are also non-dimensional, but are not unit

vectors. The two $ats are related to each other by

) a (n) "T1 k

ee ml a ,*C(--.-- k,

b = b ) (!) "M(ne(n b (A2.17)

where

h 3x~ 3&
-b ae Wae

h ,rl an

" 0 (included for generality, see Section 4)

(A2.18)

-A!°
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Vectors and tensors in the curvilinear frame can now be expressed in.!
terms of their components relative to the base vectors e For example:

a a e(t) ,

(ts)-
A-A e( M)@(S) , (A2.19)

where a(t ) and A(ts ) are physical vector and tensor components respectively.

The operator 0 stands for the tensor product.

The metric can also be defined in terms of the physical metric tensor

components

•4. -4.

g(ts) e(t)es (A2.20)

and -..

(ts) =(t) *(s)
9 -e .e

where g(t.)represet the cosines of the angles between vectors e and

e i-e.

S(ts) cos* (e(t).e (S) (A2.21)

and

g *g

Ti ng(rl) :tr h [...,.

h2 h

S(T) = (;)= . K< , :"':. .

b2* " (A2.22)

b'

. : -:
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Relationships equivalent to the Christoffel symbols can now be

defined from the physical components thus:

3e MW hs = .t) e )

h. (A2.23)

where

t m~ - hmh m -s " t6s (summation on n only)

LtJ ht 5~ s) itt

(A2.24)

are the physical Christoffel symbols. Note that (generally)

(A2.25)

Since the x -x co-ordinate surface is planar, and bearing in mind that

the derivative of the unit vector e - m is parallel to this plane (see

equation (A2.7)), the following physical Christoffel symbols turn out to be

equal to zero:

n n nn

:n1 n nn n T1 'Cl 2-

n1 - 1 C1 - T11 .[C --

(A2.26)
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The valuesof non-zero physical Christoffel symbols are:

- n

S -R a -Rr,

=; ni (A2.27')

nI !b ia b.- K.~

Ln~J -,R-h"

S. 4C(A2.27")

where

I ah

i"" Xn "- - ,
h ain

h n3

ar

R arL a7

- ar (A2.28)

ni-" rz +.b T

I.CF- -

an
- e "
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2.3 Vector and Tensor Components

2.3.1 Choice of the Components

Perhaps the most obvious practice would be to use physical vector and

t
tensor components defined with respect to the x co-ordinate system, i.e.

in terms of the normalized base vectors e(

In this case the velocity vector would have the components

(t)~~ uC () (n))~ + u~() W.

and stress tensor would be

- M e (a) (A2.30)

where

T _-pg A.1

where p is the pressure and

T (ts) 1 [g (am) () + g(tm)7V CM)u u(s]232

Here V u(t is the covariant derivative of the physical vector components,

defined by

ax ts

It has been found, however, that the resulting expressions for the

stress tensor components are very complicated and time-consuming to evaluate.
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Therefore an alternative practice is recommended whereby the base vector

e(4) is replaced by the constant vector k, parallel to the tube axis.

This leads to the zt co-ordinate system with the following orthonormal

basis (see Figure 4):

€¢r.) ( € )  ¢ ) ,. -

+ *(n) :
£ C -e

(n) e(Ti) '

C C*( hL a(, (A2.34)
-Kz) b

The corresponding metric tensor components are

1 0 01 -
Y~cs) " (ts) 0 1 -0-,_ ? .

o 0 1 (A2.35)

the z tIt is obvious that the only non-zero Christoffel symbols in the z

coodiae yte r given by equations (A2.27).
In J : , [n% VJ [&'

The velocity vector is now:

.w(t)'-t w(0'-'( W -n'() .w~) z
Sw w CW +w C~n wv £(

- UC( VC(n) + (A2.36)

where components w(t) can be related to the components u as follows:

u r)  U 1C W : W w( K - :; (z)  -'

W~n  v ~W" WOO) Kn(a )  '-"

u l ) W b (A2.37) "-
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The stress tensor now has the components

1 ~s(t) I(s) (A2.38)

where

and

(ts) - [sm)V (t) ( ytm)v (aI(2.0

where

t
Consequently the stress tensor components in the z co-ordinate system

are:

T(W T (n&) UJ

T inp + 
2

U.Ie IU

Ik-~z T T(z) FU W1

T~z T(zrI) Fv 3

Cs:) aw
T -- p+~~- .(A2.42)

. . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Since the control volume continues to be defined in terms of the

original x t co-ordinate system (see Figure 3), in the new frame the convection

terms in the fluid transport equations become more complicated (due to the

fluxes of pW through the x -x and xn-x co-ordinate surfaces), but this is

more than compensated by the appearance of much simpler diffusion terms in

the momentum equations and a simple expression for the generation of

turbulent kinetic energy. However, there is a furhter stage of manipulation

required which is connected with the present choice of control volume. All

derivations have to be expressed in terms of xt and this requires that

t t
relations be derived between derivations in the z and x co-ordinate

systems. These relations can be obtained by a co-ordinate transformation

as outlined below.

2.3.2 Co-ordinate Transformation

The orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates z and z can be expressed

as functions of r and 8 thus:

z - f (r, e)

zn  f (r, 6)
2

z = (A2.43)

If one introduces the transformation

*t r

so z (A2.44)

," 2 ~~~~.. .".'..........................................., ." ........................ . .'o... ''"-'-""""
-a ', • % **'N a. .'* a * , ** - a. - . .- .... ~a.
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this has the effect of rotating the shaded area in the position vertically

above the same area in the z - 0 plane (Figure 5) and one gets:

f (r', e')I

r  f (r',e')
2 (A2.45)

x a z (Equ.(A2.1)4z2 -z-bAeA6= e . b

Equ.(A2.6)4 h x=z h 68-h , L

Therefore it follows that:

a ax

3 a a a
+ - +

az ~ ** a; a za

a a a a a

The first two of these relations are obvious since the rotation does not ii--

change derivatives. The third relation follows from:"-

a a a4  a a~h) a(...)

" 

+O 

-+

- '"...) * ' - ('".- " 4 - "
a: az a a az •

ax( )a r a a a De' 1 a:.
-- I. as ae' aa a Tat

0 1 ... ) ,

I r'laT e' a .W

o. -. .*.......-- *. *.*i:.**** .**.*.'.'*
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a b a (...)

1.0. .....) ...(...) - -

3 b a an (A2.47)

which is identical to the last relation (A2.46).

In order to obtain au/az. aV/az, aw/az, one should apply (A2.47) to

the vector U (not to its components):

au ha8U au aU
- . - --ik -
az b a an

C - , +U U +- C 4n) + Va-.....

b 3.a a 3; V

aw, a()

(z) +

[Lu a a g '

- °-

aw 3 cC)

4.l Wr n. '

(z): :

aU 3Ca av cn

a n nann
aw 3Ca

an(z) )  -anl

- C)(C) ( CA2.48)

*. . . . . . . . ...... ,.... .---.
"Z :- :- -- "' . " - '. "" " ' "-. . . . . . . .."."-"-". .-" "-"- -. .".-. ."-"."."" -""". ..".-' -' - -" '" ' " -" '" '""".-' -'." " -"
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Using (A2.34) and (A2.29) one gets:

auau,

3z b a] W

b +IC + (z av ac + + ¢() ) -- ( ) 1

Fau~3 a ~ ~c(): ]
na b

M vKn) (C CA2Z4)

S b(n ) +

Uv h [n

-~~~~ T~ Vu'(z)U~ vI

. 4 F:-v (nJJLaan

(Z) (t) (A2.49).-"-"

=~~ VzU U + V•-.
(Z) b L.*.n **,-..-'

[ u + v 
i -.

- un va n'n :

7 a!r + U +V "'"'

~~az = (z v = b La74V A4 '-,

Fa v" n.

'221+ U
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-n + U -U V/-

.w-
-- = 1~z W + U + V

az b

T1 (A2.50)

2.4 Transport Equations

The transport equations for mass, scalar and momentum can now be

written in the form:

-- o._(sfl)

apa7' 7-') M.a

OV P - -( s S
at Ax

(A2.51)

where the following differential operator is introduced (g = det(gts))

(A2.52) -''

If, as proposed, the vector and tensor components are defined with
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t2respect to the z co-ordinate system, then the velocity _U7, fl.ux vector q

and stress tensor have the following forms:

a*(t)

a ~# .,.ts)
-(0c) (s) (A2.53)

and therefore

(c s) (S)

-r, [C(S KS 1C-
SL az b a; 3& anj

~~ -v C [css I Ks (t)

(Scc) T(ts) - (tz)4(a4

where the vector

C~s 1- [1, (A2.55)

has been introduced for generality.

The transport equations can now be written in terms of the quantities

just defined as:
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at + U () Cs) kW)] s3 ,(A2.56)

j~ cs (pis a§ 1 ( a~ r

at az L . az
(A2.57)

a [l~t- r [C (a)[L w(tO(s) -T~ts)j

- (Ct) (~t)lCk IW - T (t) w (t) (A2.58)

The expanded form of the Lquation (A2.56) is

i p A A A

m .(~~ 4. (iP) *x S .....59
•+ -(PU) +--{ (v) +. ,

3C a ¢w n m%>w (A2.5 9) ""

The expanded form of the equation (A2.57) is

a" h

-- P o ) ++ -(Ov ) + - pw . "
~ (pU~) ~-C°v +-

at A ~ an &C b

+ + +j FL r- + S

An A

+. -(K PW) + ( C9nv4)

• I-c- " - i'.-

. .. . ' . -K

----. . .

....... . .. . .. .. ... . ..,. _ .. ... .._-. .-..,. ;. -- . ...., o. .-
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a -- r, -hS -8'0 a

b~ ac

(A2.60)

If one introduces the following notation:

PvW~ v e W T ( S) (t) V ( wS) T (ts) + py(ts) =

= a(ts) + p (ts) (A2.61)

the momentum equation (A2.58) takes the form:

. (t) + ts) J (tz

(z a t aP , C t*

(A2.62) ..

If the expression CA2o23) is used, the above equation can also be written " "

in the form: -

( a (t) A + (s) (s) Ctt)

at x

(S) _) t) W s (t](t) (t

•c s¢t " T ¢ ) (t ) + .W

(At) .- a (A23)

4- .(*7s
*-****at Ax ... ~: ~. -... .. . . . . .
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where the term in < > brackets is equal to zero for m - z, since
ae( /ax~ t  0 and e("

(z 0 nd -) const. where, from (A2.61),

a(ts) ( ( ) - T(ts) (A2.64)

and, from (A2.42), (A2.50), (A2.27)=

T Tr~ 2u Fa n -+ .-. XU-X

n (n) = 2 0av T 1 Fn l 75n - R n'l

T T 2U av + * U

W h aU DU DU

T(Z)" r~ "T~{)" z{ U' +---V b ac ac ' - nan .. _

+ n.n-~ K,.- --

- n + L ('- -I

r_ he aV aVT(nz) n (Zrl) T WT +a

--...- b a aE

n an
av X h4 n

rn an n Tj b ] 1 9

T Czz) -

Using (A2.27") and the equation + i 4 Kn K+.) one gets.-
b- in

F3W h aV av av
3 n b ac 2- an"

..... . ...

[. . . . . . ... * -t.. . .
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F3w h au 3U au

T + K . -...

LaE b 3t an-

+ + ( A2/6]

where o (K K + 1)+R1K)

Finally, one can extract the equations for the individual momentum

components as follows:

Momentum
i \*

(pUU)a N pv 4
XF*. 2.2 + a~ au3(PU) A I + ' ( + , P . .

+ , aU ] +Oa' L ~PUW) + K PUW)

. A U A au

+ ( - a + IC, - nXn) x (PVW- r nz)

4n nn n
!' - I(U- .n ) + lnO2- 'rnn) '

(A2.66)

-' Momentum

an h
aPno )  V A a v.

(Pv) + A--(aV) + an] .

a, A lb + a A

...............

A ; b ""n

- ,~~~~~.S.. - . * .A .. ...... t.S U ,. .. ,, t. - ,.- . .... . , - , ' ' -. . . ' ', . ', . ', .
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n Momentum (cont.)

A C V nz) + 2.-(T 11-r KT- -4.- n z)

+ (a - K EI + 1n Xn)  x ( PUW - T Ed

4 X (pU2 - T) - ,n(PUV - T E)

(A2.67)

z Momentum

at (pW)*pW)+ b %.(v) . ww1 + A

a awA _+ '& n < +  b 4 + =T( W ) + =n(icVW)

+ Az aw

+ h~ awf
L~LU~ZZ(A2.68)

Generation of Turbulent Kinetic Energy

If (k-c) turbulence model is used the generation of turbulent

kinetic energy should be calculated. It is defined (in terms of
v(t) ) a
WM )as

a(sm) W(t)
(t) T  (s) (A2.69)

Since in z co-ordinate system (orthogonal one)

"t * t) + V( ) ts (A2.70)
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it follows that

G J4 4 T~rt) + ft)2 + fTtJ +

twhere ' sare given by relations (A2.65) for 4 U

Steady and Fully Developed Flow

In the case of the steady flow

-C.. - (A2.72)at

and in the case of the fully developed flow in the x~r-direction

-0

and (see (A2.52)).-

- 0 (A2.73)
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a~a ' . . .. . . .. 5* .r
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Z3z

Fig. 3 Ee nt rh coto ouei uvlnearbsi

coordinate........ame
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x

Fig. 5 Illustration of effect of the coordinate
transformation

* ~~~~. . . -..... ... .. .. .. .. . . . ..
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APPENDIX 3

Pressure-Implicit Split Operator (PISO)

3.1 Description of PISO

The so-called PISO algorithm (described by Issa [79] and Gosman,

Issa and Watkins (80]) is a scheme which applies repetitively a predictor-

corrector procedure to the discretized momentum and continuity equations in

order to calculate the pressure correction by assuming that the velocity

corrections depend not only on the pressure corrections but also on the

velocity corrections at neighbouring nodes.

\ j. The predictor-corrector procedure can be described by using a general

representation of the discretized momentum equations

U H411j + C.p (A3.1)

where: U denotes the velocity vector at a node P or its neighbours, H* -

is a linear operator applied to velocity-dependent terms, and G a linear

operator giving the pressure gradient. Using the pressure field p

calculated at the previous iteration of the computational procedure one can

solve equation (A3.I) in order to find the velocity field U

-H* + Gp (A3.2)

Then, corrections U' and p' are applied to the velocity and pressure fields

such that

U U + U,
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and p p +P (A3.3)

satisfy the momentum and continuity equations given by:

I* HO !Ln* + Gp( .4

and div (pU) - div CpU*) + div (pUt) -0 (A.5)

This can be achieved by solving a Poisson equation for p:

div (pG p') - div (PU (.6

whi~ch can be found by subtracting (A3.2) from (A3.4) and using the result

in (A3.5).

Further corrections U" and p' are applied, in a similar procedure,
-2

to velocity and pressure fields such that:

U U + U"

and p-p + p' (A3.7)

satisfy again the momentum and continuity equations expressed by:

+ Gn* p Gp (A3.8)

and div (pI) -div (pU**) +div Cpu") ( A3.9)

which can be achieved by solving a Poisson equation for p' deduced in a
2

similar way as CA3.6)

div (pGp') - div (pH(U') (A.3.10)

The above procedure up to equation (A3.6) is similar to the Patankar-
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Spalding SIMPLE algorithm (81]. Although it is possible to continu, the

corrections of velocity and pressure fields further, the analysis of Issa

[79] showed that no additional improvement would be gained. One can notice

that equations (A3.6) and (A3.10) differ only in their right-hand sides

which can be translated to a minimization of the additional work needed for

calculating the second stage of the above procedure.

The application of the above procedure in the equations describing

the flow through the spirally fluted tube is given in the following section.

3.2 Derivation of the 'Full' Pressure Correction Equation for PISO

Continuity Equation

CPUAz)w Pu,) + -Pr,& 0 (A3.11)

where (3:- C 3 C-3w

C"S n a )

_ .- -. U-,
u Id I u

Moinntum Equations

U
A.

i-D UUe 'e + .1:P I+"Su --- ~U. +~2 U ' P ) S
4 e e P

Ap Aj.
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A.U U~D
U2. U w  (P PP p

2.AUV V

A.I D-31 in V. + n (pp _ PN) + SV

AY v
x D

Va I2 n . +

V .. (PP PN) + SpVAY

I D
Wdin 2 .i + - (p -pD) + Sp

is 8 vdP

Wu  W. + u (P PD) + S- W
A. WWu + W

(A3.12)

where e implies all the nodes surrounding e etc, S U 'V 'W are source

terms and

DU (An. Az) DU - (An.az)
e e w v

DV " (6.Az) DV " (Av'Az)

W D W .(AnD)u"Dd 'd u

But * U + -

V - V + 6v

...............................- ,...
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W W + SW (A3. 13)

Perturbation analysis on the set of equations (A3.12) gives:

AF

6ue 6s~ u. + D'U(p, PP)
iA e

I. I ,,
au w ' ui (W p

A.

n +D p-pn

AY
. IV

6v av.+ D P P)

LA!

PP PD

d d .Ap d

A.
I 1 I

(A3.14)

wherepp ipp p
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(A3.13) and (A3.14) give:

8 -~8 ,~ A + DtUp -P]

U : U e + ,(PP - I

Fw du w +w pp
UU 1w Au

AY
V v +v. DVCPs - P)

in A nI.

s is ' V I

Wd Wd [ wj + Dd (P;pD)]

w!

A. 1

u u A u (A3.15)

Substituting (A3.15) in (A3.11) we get the full pressure-correction

equation:

(PU*A Mz) (PU*AnAz)
e w

+ (Pv -Az) (PV 69Az)
nS

- *. ., • -

• o -. . °o ° . .. , . .° ...... .° . . S- . . . .. gL.. . p. . .- = .-. * o •" t .. o . C .' ° " o -"f -" L. . . -" .' - ' ' . " ' -° -"C,
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d *

+ CPWAnz)d au +p D'U(Pp

A1  1

+A F

(PAntAz) L W Su jT (

UPUPA 

+ (PAAZ) i, avi+ D IV(P;P;

A.
(PA-S v. + D (p -~

4P A

-(PAnAz) 'd Sw. +4 D8 (ps pj

A P

A.

W~~I I.+~P-p

(A3.16)

-o7
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Equation (A3.16) gives:

i-K, W
N,S
D,U

- ((PU*~AnAz) e-(PU*Anz)

+ (PV*A&Az) n -(PV 1i&Az)

+ (PW* A)d -P (wAn) ]

A. A.
1 6 u

- PAnAz) L. -T u + (pArjAz)" S u.
-e eAp e iw Aj

V A
A. 1y

in A n is A s

w A.
1 d13

- pn& +v (P~nA&) -u 6w.
jp d i p U

d u

(A3 .17)

where 'U
Ai (pAflAz) eDe

P 'UAw (PArIAz) w D

P 'V
AN (PA&Az) D

A5 P CPAAz) D' V
S s8

P
Aj (PAn&)d Dd

.-........ ' .'-- .. . . . . .
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AP (pMn) D'W

U U

4
A. 1-

Subtracting the old "predictive" pressure-correction equation from (A3.17)

we get the final "correcting" pressure-correction equation:

a A p =  A?" p2

AP 2  2

U UAF A.
1 I

(oAnAz)w 2Zw* U_! - (PAnAz)e -. su.Y AU

is I
.A.V A.

2. 1.

+ (PAEZ)5  SV n 6 ptz v.

AF~

A AF

+ SAn,)w . du - 6w d

u d

(A3.18)

while the old "predictive" pressure-correction equation has the form:

A p
plP A?Pl.

- ( P(U Anz)e + (PV*&AAzn+ O *TIA&) d

(A3.19)

Equations (A3.19) and (A3.18) represent equations (A3.6) and (A3.10)

respectively.

. . . .*..... ..
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We can now write the full, exact pressure-correction equation:

p '( PP P P pA ~ A r + PW + A;PN+AS S APDU J

S(PAlaz) eU* (Panaz) U*

(e e WV

+ (PAnAV)A (PAnA&)u u

'UU U

(Panaz) 6.U + .6u + e

e U U WU u

U ee UP D e~ e

UUA Aw

+C _aflz) + e u u

U U

AN
*(P~Az) a6 + 6w V T E + V uW+ wau

ii Aj w n

U U

A AAN

S W 6 .

. .
,

+.... +. ...... ....... .au U
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AE NwA
- PAAz) 5 .

S V4.

AVE + 17 V +s 1Jj

+~ -vv~ v .  V

v S5 Av D A v s
a P8

(PArjd d A. A
4.~~~ -W~ *v 4.-d ..A

S Wd qNd
d d d + d

A5 A

W S W 6D WAj d Aj dA d
d d d

AEj

u W &E W W WNA uA uA u

+ w SW W

where p -p 1 + p2 and A~ means the coefficient for velocityt (U, V, W)
m

at node Z (E, W, N, S, D, U, P) surrounding node m (e or w for U, n or s
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for V and d or u for W). For fully-developed flows, the two last terms

of (A3.20) are absent as are likewise the coefficients referring to

downstream and upstream positions (see Figures la and Ib).

. . . . . . .. =.-.
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APPENDIX 4

Derivation of the Equations for c and Pr

for the ASH Turbulence Model

including Density Fluctuation Effects

As has been shown in Section 4.1.4 of Chapter 4, the Reynolds stresses

and heat fluxes (when an algebraic stress model including density

fluctuation effects is used) are calculated from equations (4. 11) and

(4.13) presented also below:

k ( (A4.1)

and - -- "k
and I TT i ie (A4.2)

where (1 -c2)/c

CT 1CT

T T(1 - C2T)

c 2.2 ; c2 = 0.55 ; T 3.2 ; C2T = 0.5

""* * * "
P P + G; P =Pi.+ .. ;P i Pie

The production of turbulence energy (P*), the production of Tu"

(P.. ) and the production of u' (with buoyant effects taken into

account) for the flow through a spirally fluted tube but only for the part

of the solution domain where the fluid is in solid body rotation and a polar

.................................

.......................... . . ..... ....
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grid is used (axisymmetric flow) have the form:

ar p

2 w - ra

rrU r r2

-~v 2g 1,v6'
r r T

* j2 U :j2 3U P'ii

&r r r r pr

r 3rT

p -j 2 ~ LW MujL+ A

rz ar r r

ar r r T

* -;e 3a1
&e ar

re r grp

I, Uue -- gr 1
r r

z~e - ae (A4.3)
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1 (U2~ 2.~ T
0 3T P)

* *

while P and P have been ignored since they are less important than
• * *-

the other production terms. Moreover, the terms P r , P , P can be

simplified further and assume the forms:

Prr 2g 'r

gr

T

,W gr E
p r -

rz r T (A4.4)

Equation (A4.1) yields:

(* 2*

u2 2k + k r P"

2* 22
2 2

iv k. 
-

- (A4.5)
"N..
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while equation (A4.2) gives:

1e 0TV Or T p

vS Te ar OT cre

'Ae Tc -e' r OT T Pze (A4.6)

So, from the last of equations (A4.5) after substituting P rzand W' we

- can have:

Ov 2 I 3W f k2) cagr k Be

(A4.7)

Substituting the equation of P28 then the equation of ;e' into (A4.7) and

finally the equation of P rSinto the resultant equation (taking into account
re5

from reference (691 that 8,2 - CT k ;0, we get:

(~0 *$ $ 2A2c '

3V k2  kk(l -AcT'T'OT J
VW +

3r(1 e OTA)

t~0 1TA~ 3A2cTr' U _

- + -ue'

+ kae/ar k(l - 0 T cT'A)3e/3 r r

(l 00.1A) )(A4.8)
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where A- Og1 1k 2 a

T 1-VJl r (A4 .9)

Substituting into (A4.8) the expression for ue, after some calculations

in order to express ;8-' in terms of--v we get:

3r e (A4.10)

where

(1- ITA) 2 [cITA)lyTI).t I'

(A4 .11)
From equation (A4.10) one can yield:

cu v2-B (A4.12)
i~k

where v2 r12P*i * 2agr 7e
ek T (A4.13)

Analogous procedure has been followed in order to calculate the turbulent

Prandtl number.

From the equation of ve' after substituting the expression of PrO

we get:

T~ (1 CT'A) OT T arV T e r (A4.14)

Substituting the expression of uS" (function of 78') into (A4.14) the

following equation is formed:
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ae c2  (A4.15)

where

(1l 2AP) (A4.16)

and

(1 0 OTA)

1 OTTA)(l - TA) + c r A.7

So, from equations (A4.10) and (A4.15) it is clear that:

B- c (1-2Ar)
frt k~ -

2
A ~ - ~(A4.18)
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APPENDIX 5

The Computer Program for Solving the Dynamic

and Temperature Fields in a Spirally Fluted Tube

Introductory Remarks

In this appendix, the computer code for calculting the dynamic and

temperature fields in a spirally fluted tube is presented. The program

has been developed from the original curvilinear TEACH code written at

Imperial College by Antonoupoulos, Gosman and Issa [86] devised for the

solution of steady two-dimensional turbulent (or laminar) elliptic flows.

The programming language is FORTRAN IV. The present appendix is divided

into two main sections. The first section presents the flow chart with a

description of the most important sub-routines, while in the second one

the listing of the computer code with a glossary of FORTRAN symbols are

given.

5.1 User's Guide

The computer program includes the main routine, CONTRO, and 13 sub-

routines (INIT, RADCUR, PROPS, CALCU, CALCV, CALCW, CALCP, CALCT, CALCTE,

CALCED, LISOLV, PROMDD, PRINT). The complete flow chart of the program is

given below, while a broad description of the computer procedure, based on

the flow chart, is discussed prior to outlining the structure of the most

important of the sub-routines. Moreover, in the present section, se'eral

special features introduced into the computer code for handling this

particular flow are discussed, such as: the use of cubic splines for inter-

polating viscosity near the walls, use of the parabolic sublayer treatment

* .* . -. * . ~. . - ~ . . . . * . . . * . ~. '.. .•. ..o. .",
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(PSL), addition of extra nodes for calculating the temperature field, etc.

5.1.1 General Structure

As its name suggests, CONTRO is the main routine responsible for

the overall control of the program's work-flow by calling sequentially the

rest of the sub-routines. Initially, in CONTRO turbulence constants,

fluid properties, control parameters for termination tests and monitoring

(i.e. SORMAX, MAXIT, IMON, JMON) are initialized after the main geometric

quantities, such as control volume dimensions, solution domain characteris-

tics (i.e. Ras h, R, n, 0) are read in as data.

The first sub-routine called by CONTRO is INIT where the geometric

interpolation coefficients are calculated while all dependent variables

and other important arrays are set to zero.

Next, sub-routine RADCUR is called. In this, quantities related to

the co-ordinates' curvature are calculated while a special treatment for

the boundaries is introduced by calling section MODRAD of sub-routine

PROMOD. PROMOD is the sub-routine which introduces the appropriate mod-

ifications for handling the boundaries by means of individual sections,

playing the role of independent sub-routines, with entry points defined as

MOD- (implying MODifications) followed by some symbol declaring their use

(for example,-AD for the boundary modifications for the radii, -U for the

U-momentum equation, etc).

Next, the initial dynamic and temperature fields are set which can

also be the results from a previous run if the integer named JOB has a

• Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . .. ......... . . ..-..- .. " ,
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value different from one.

Called next is sub-routine PROPS. Here, the viscosity is cal-

culated for the whole solution domain. Depending on whether the laminar

or the turbulent regime is solved the viscosity is set either to a constant

value or it is calculated from the appropriate equations for each turbulence

model used. In the case of turbulent flows, special attention is given to

the near-wall region since even the finest grids adopted are not fine

enough for interpolating the viscosity in this region if the same treatment

used for the rest of the solution domainjis applied. Thus, a cubic spline

interpolation is used for a number of cell-rows attached to the wall. This

is necessary because of the very non-linear variation of effective viscosity

in the wall-adjacent sublayer.

CONTRO then calls PRINT which gives an output of the initial dynamic

field, while at that point both the marching and the iteration loops begin.

Parameter NITER gives how many times the iterative procedure has been

performed (which may not exceed the pre-set value of MAXIT). During the

marching procedure, CONTRO calls, in a fixed sequence, CALCU, CALCV, CALCW,

CALCP. However, because the parabolic sublayer treatment has been adopted,

a parameter JTS is defined which gives the number of cell-rows attached to

the wall where neither CALCV nor CALCP is called. Instead, the V-velocity

- is calculated from continuity applied to the scalar cells while the

variation of static pressure is neglected. Sub-routines CALCU and CALCW

are solved over the whole solution domain while CALCP is called twice since

the PISO algorithm (see Appendix 3) has been adopted. A detailed description --

of sub-routines CALCO (0 = U, V, W, k, c, T) and CALCP can be found in the

,'.. . .

'- ...- .. • .- . ... ... . . . . -- ..... . . . . .. . . . . . . ...... ...........-.......... ..-.. ..- '..-' .. . '.-
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following section. Just before and after the pressure-correction

equation is solved, CONTRO calls MODVEL which, being one of the PROMOD

sections, updates the boundary velocities.

Depending on whether both the turbulence models (mixing-length

hypothesis plus k,- Boussinesq viscosity model) are used in different

parts of the solution domain (BOTH - 1) or just one of these is adopted

(1BOTH # 1), CONTRO sets or not the boundary conditions for the turbulence

energy k and its dissipation e at J - JG (the matching interface between

the two models). The value of JG has been fixed at the beginning of CONTRO.

Depending on whether the simplified algebraic-stress model, including

density fluctuation ("buoyancy") effects, is used (NASM = 1) or not

(NASM - 0), sub-routine CALCT is either called or bypassed.

Depending on whether the k-c Boussinesq viscosity model is used

(BOTH 0 0) or not (TBOTH - 0), sub-routines CALCTE and CALCED for the

solution of the discretized equations for k and e are either called or

ignored.

Next, CONTRO calls sub-routine PROPS where, as has been described

above, the calculation of viscosity takes place, while an intermediate

output is issued, via sub-routine PRINT, which includes the summed

residuals calculated in sub-routines CALCO, the computed variables at some

position defined by the I and J values (IMON, JMON) as well as the velocity,

pressure (and k, c, e) fields if the number of iterations performed is

• " an exact multiple of INDPRI.

.o .

• " " ~ .. .. .. °...... ..'. ...... 'o'./. .... 
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At that point, termination tests for the iteration procedure start.
If the number of iterations are greater than MAXT or the maximum of the ' i1

residual sum calculated in CALCO and CALCP (SORCEl) is lover than a

control value SORMAX (usually assigned the value 10 ), the iteration

procedure stops. If the simplified ASM including density fluctuation

effects is applied (NASH - 1), the parameter SORCE2 .(instead of SORCE 1)

is tested against SORMAX with the only difference that SORCE2 includes

also the residual sum of the temperature. Othe ise, the dynamic field is

solved first and stored prior to solving the temperature equation. In

this case, the whole iterative procedure is repeated only for CALCT,

terminated when the residual sum calculated in CALCT is again smaller than

SORMAX or the number of iterations exceed MAXIT. Moreover, a special

treatment is adopted for the near-wall region by introducing two extra

nodes in the first row of cells attached to the wall since it is very

important for the grid to be highly refined in this region, for the

calculation of the temperature field, when high Prandtl number fluids at

high Reynolds numbers are used.

As soon as the iteration procedure is completed, a final output is

issued via sub-routine PRINT. Thereafter, important flow parameters, such

as friction factors, local Nusselt numbers, flow rates, etc, are calculated

and the program is terminated.

5.1.2 Details

In this section a detailed description is provided of the most

important sub-routines, all of which have been subjected to significant --

changes and additions although their names have been kept the same as the

*. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... ..-. .. ' . . . . ..,.-..-

• -. ... ., .. .. .. .. .... .. ... .• ..-., .. .. ..- ..... ... ..: .. -.. -. : .. .- ... ..; ..' -, .*.;. -. ..*.,. -:. .,..,.. ...-...... ..-... ..,., ... _,_,,_. -,._,,'_
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corresponding routines in the original TEACH program.

The finite difference equations (see equation (2.38)) for

0 = U, V, W, 0, k, e are solved in sub-routines CALCO called by CONTRO in

a fixed sequence during an iterative procedure described in Section 5.1.1

of the present appendix. The general structure of all the sub-routines

CALC* is given below.

5.1.2a CALCO

All these sub-routines may be divided into four chapters where the

following operations take place:

In chapter 1 the finite-difference coefficients and source term

are calculated using equations (2.39). Within double DO-loops (the outer

one sweeping the solution domain in the C-direction and the inner one in

the n-direction) the convective fluxes are calculated first, followed by

the diffusion terms and finally by the source terms. In the first chapter

no special treatment is performed for the cells adjacent to the boundaries.

In chapter 2(problem modification) PROHOD, is called in order to

modify the finite-difference coefficients for the inclusion of boundary

conditions or special source terms. It includes several chapters, one for

each dependent variable, each with its own entry point. So, every sub-

routine CALCO actually calles the corresponding chapter MODO of PROMOD

in order to incorporate the modifications.

In chapter 3, the coefficients A. and residual sources RESORO are

calculated while the under-relaxation treatment is introduced which modifies

...........
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the above coefficients Ai and the source terme SU in order to avoid

instability of the computational procedure. However, use of improper

under-relaxation factors can cause instability, so the choice of the best

values is one of the most important requirements for improving convergence

of the solution procedure. Details about this treatment can be found in

Section 2.5a of Chapter 2 as well as in Gosman at al (91].

Finally, in chapter 4, the solution of the finite-difference

equations is performed over the whole solution domain (both the two-

dimensional and one-dimensional regions). Sub-routine LISOLV is called

repeatedly and it is there that the solution actually takes place following

the line-by-line procedure described in Section 2.5c of Chapter-2. The

integer NSWPO defines how many times sub-routine LISOLV will be called "

from CALC4, affecting the accuracy of the solution of the linearized

equations and consequently the stability of the solution procedure. Improper

choice of NSWPO can cause instability, mainly in the solution of the ____

pressure-correction equation since for every iteration of the computation-

al procedure the starting pressure correction (p') field is zero.

Sub-routine CALCP, although it solves an equation of the general

form given by (2.38), presents some special features which are reported

below.

5.1.2b CALCP

Sub-routine CALCP is called twice (see algorithm P150 in Appendix 3)

during an iteration of the procedure described in Section 5.1.1 of the

present appendix. It can be divided into five chapters facilitating its

presen
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understanding while its function is the solution of the pressure-correction

(0') field. On the first call, the parameter TUM takes the value zero

while on the second call it takes the value 1 regulating the choice of the

source term. Thus, if INUMB - 0, the source term I (see equation (2.45)

of Chapter 2) is chosen, while if INUMB - 1, the source term II. So, two

equations of the general form given by equation (2.38) of Chapter 2 are

created, solved during the double call of sub-routine CALCP by CONTRO.

P P P P
In chapter 1, the coefficients Ai Ai. A Ai (see equation

(2.46) of Chapter 2) are calculated over the two-dimensional region of the

solution domain. Depending on the value of INUMB, the appropriate source

term (I or 11 of equation (2.45) is calculated. If INTUMB is zero, the mass

residual (RESOEM) is also calculated.

In chapter 2, sub-routine PROfD is called in order to incorporate

modifications of the boundary cells, while in chapter 3 the calculation of

Pthe coefficient A takes place. The solution of the finite-difference

equations is performed in chapter 4 by calling repeatedly sub-routine

LISOLV. All these operations, from chapter 2 to chapter 4, are independent

of the value of INUMB.

In chapter 5, the calculation of the pressure correction, with

provision for under-relaxation, is performed, while if INUMB - 0 (first call

of CALCP) the calculation of velocity corrections (given by equations (2.47)

of Chapter 2) also takes place , these being used in the evaluation of term

11 during the second call of CALCP (INUMB 1 ).

* '- ***-.** .* *o*.~N. *, "* . *.. ":.- * '
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Chapter 5, at the end of sub-routine CALCP, distinguishes this

particular sub-routine from the other CALCO sub-routines. Moreover,

another interesting characteristic of CALCP is the fact that there is no

need for a calculation of the residual sources for the p'-equation;

instead the absolute mass sources are sumd and stored (RESORM).

5.1.2c LISOLV

All the additions introduced into the computer code in order to

solve the one-dimensional (core) region of the solution domain are

included in sub-routine LISOLV. Sub-routine LISOLV is called by sub-

routinesCALCO (0 U, V, W, k, e, e) and CALCP. In order to control the

choice of the finite-difference coefficients for the solution of the one-

dimensional region, a parameter has been introduced into the computer code

called INDEX whose value is specific to a particular meaning of 0 (INDEX -

1 for CALCU, 2 for CALCW, 3 for CALCTE, 4 for CALCED and 5 for CALCT).

Only the solutions of the V-velocity and p' pressure correction do not

extend up to the tube-axis. Thus, if the variable INDEX takes the value 1

thenall the coefficients used in the one-dimensional region are related to

U-velocity, i.e.

U
n e

U

= . .. .. .. --.***
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and A U -r U r + r- :

(derived in Section 4.2.2b of Chapter 4). Sub-routine LISOLV is

divided into three chapters.

In chapter 1, all the wmdifications needed for the extension of the

calculations to the tube axis are introduced. Since the describing

equations in this region are solved on one radial line, nodal points are

located in the one-dimensional extension of the solution domain. Also,

the under-relaxation factors (UR (N) where N takes the values 1 for U,

2 for W, 3 for k, 4 for e, 5 for e and 6 for viscosity) for the core

region are initialized.

In chapter 2, the finite-difference equations, described by

equation (4.51) for the one-dimensional region and by equation (2.38) for

the two-dimensional region, are solved at the same time, using the line-

by-line iteration procedure (presented in 2.5c of Chapter 2) along the n-

lines, sweeping in C-direction.

In chapter 3, the finite-difference equations, described by equation

(2.38) of Chapter 2, for the two-dimensional region only, are solved using

the line-by-line iteration procedure (modified to include the cyclic

boundary conditions, also described in Section 2.5c of Chapter 2) along the

9-lines, sweeping in n-direction. Finally, the values of 0 or p' calculated

in LISOLV are returned to CALCO or CALCP.

..... . . . . . . . .
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5.1.2d PROPS

Sub-routine PROPS is called by CONTRO for calculating the turbulent

viscosity Ut as well as the thermal conductivity rt for the whole solution

domain. Sub-routine PROPS is divided into five chapters:

In chapter 1, the turbulent viscosity for the two-dimensional

region is calculated: (a) for the near-wall region from equation (4.1) if

the mixing-length hypothesis is used; (b) for the rest of the solution

domain from equation (4.3) with cU calculated either from equations (4.15c)

and (4.18) if one of the forms of the simplified algebraic-stress model

(described in Section 4.1.4 of Chapter4) is applied or assigned the value

0.09 if the k-c Boussinesq viscosity is used.

Chapter 2 sets the values of the turbulent viscosity at the

boundaries of the 2-D region. Also, the cubic spline interpolation treat-

ment mentioned in the general description of the computer code is applied

for calculating the turbulent viscosity at the control volume faces for a

number of cell rows adjacent to the tube wall.

In chapter 3, the calculation of thermal conductivity r (- /Pr

for the 2-D region takes place: (a) for the near-wall region from

equation (4.2) if the mixing-length hypothesis is applied; (b) for the rest

of the solution domain, either from equation (4.20) if the simplified

algebraic-stress model, including density fluctuation effects, is used,

or from equation (4.8) if the k-c Boussinesq viscosity model is applied.

Chapter 4 sets the boundary values of the thermal conductivity rt
.......
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for the 2-D region of the solution domain.

Finally, in chapter 5, the turbulent viscosity is calculated for

the 1-D region of the solution domain. These values are stored and used

in every call of LISOLV during an iteration of the procedure shown in the

flow chat.

5.2.1 Glossary of FORTRAN Symbols

AH " Rib height, h
IL

AN(I,J) " Coefficient of combined convective/diffusive flux

through north-face of control-volume

AS(Ij) Coefficient of combined convective/diffusive flux

through south-face of control volume

AE(IJ) Coefficient of combined convective/diffusive flux

through east-face of control volume

AW(IJ) Coefficient of combined convective/diffusive flux

through west-face of control volume

AU(I,J) - Coefficient of combined convective/diffusive flux

through upstream-face of control volume

AD(I,J) " Coefficient of combined convective/diffusive flux

through downstream-face of control volume

AP(IJ) = Sum of coefficients of combined convective/diffusive

fluxes through the faces of the control volume

AREAXY(I,J) - Area of control volume

AKCI, AKC2, AKF,
AKCTI, AKCT2, AKCTD, Constants of simplified ASM model with density
AKFT, AKFTD fluctuation effects

6.-. . .. . . .
5.*. . . . .% % °. % V, . ., . . . . . . . . . .• . . . ,•. . •. . ° . ° ,

-° . %, ". %. .. % . - . -. % , % • . * -% . 5. . .. ,. . * . . . , . .. . . , , . . •% • . . 5 . .. . . . . .. . . . ° .
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ANUSS - Nusselt number

ANUSSE(M) - Local Nusselt number

CE(I) - Coefficient of convective flux through east-

face of control volume

CD(I,J) - Coefficient of convective flux through down-

stream-face of control volume

CU - Coefficient of convective flux through upstream-

face of control volume

CN - Coefficient of convective flux through north-

face of control volume

CS , Coefficient of convective flux through south-

face of control volume

CW Coefficient of convective flux through west-face

of control volume

CCE(I) Source term calculated at east-face of control

volume

CCW Source term calculated at west-face of control

volume

CCD(I,J) Source term calculated at downstream-face of

control volume

CCU Source term calculated at upstream-face of

control volume

CCN - Source term calculated at north face of control

volume

CCS - Source term calculated at south face of control

volume

CMU - Constant of turbulence model (8 0.09)

CDT - Constant of turbulence model (- 1.0)

",. .... .-..-.......-..-..-...,-..-.................,...,.......-,.-.......,....-....-.,-,.-.,....,-. .,.-.,.,..,- .- ,- , , ,- -.....-. .-.-. ,-
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CIM - Constant of turbulence model (-1.44)

C2M- Constant of turbulence model (-1.92)

CAPPA - Von Karman constant

CPW C
p

CMUA(IJ)l Variable c ]Ain the two-dimensional region

CMUR(J) - Variable c in the one-dimensional region

DU(I,J) - Coefficient of velocity-correction term for

U-velocity

DV(I,J) -Coefficient of velocity-correction term for

V-v. bc ity

DW(I,J) -Coefficient of velocity-correction term for

W-ve bc ity

DEN(I,J) -Density, p

DXC(I,J) -Length of north or south face of the control

volume

DYC(IJ) -Length of west or east face of the control

volume

DENSIT -Density, p

DPDZ -dp/dz

DZIDF(I,J) aie

DETADF(I,J) 37an/3(

DRDXI(I,J) -ar t

DRDETA(I,J) B r/anI

DXDY(I,J) -co-ordinate curvature - -

DTDX(I,J) -co-ordinate curvature - _ h
hn I

DIE -Coefficient of diffusive flux through east-face

of control volume
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DIN -Coefficient of diffusive flux through north-face

of control volume

-- *ED(IJ) -Energy dissipation rate, e

ELOG -Constant of P-function for heat transfer at walls

FID(J*91) -U

FID(J .2) -w

FID(J*,3) -k

FID(J .4) C

FID(J*,5) 6

FLOWTOT -Total mass-flow rate through tube

FIAIS -Spiral angle, 0

GREAT -A very large value (10 30

GENN(I,J) -Generation of turbulence energy k

HYDDIA -Hydraulic diameter, D h

HEDU Heading "U-velocity"

HEtV - Heading "V-velocity"

HEDW -Heading "W-velocity"

HEDP Heading "P-pressure"

* -HEDT -Heading "T-temperature"

HEDK -Heading "k-energy"

REDD -Heading "c-dissipation"

* .HEDMU Heading "MU-viscosity"

I - Index for dependent variables and co-ordinates

(constant ~

IT -I-index of maximum dimension of dependent

variables

INDEX *Integer controlling the choice of finite-difference

coefficients used in sub-routine LISOLV for the

one-dimensional region of the solution domain
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IPREF - I-index of location where pressure is fixed

IBOTH - Integer controlling the choice of turbulence

model

INCALU - Logical parameter for solution of U-equation

INCALV - Logical parameter for solution of V-equation

INCALW Logical parameter for solution of W-equation

INCALP Logical parameter for solution of p'-equation

INCALT - Logical parameter for solution of 8-equation

INCALK - Logical parameter for solution of k-equation

INCALD * Logical parameter for solution of c-equation

INPRO = Logical parameter for calculation of viscosity

J - Index for dependent variables and co-ordinates

(constant q)

JT - J-index of maximum dimension of dependent variables

JPREF - J-index of location where pressure is fixed

XIS - Number of row-cells where the PSL treatment is

applied

JG - Number of row-cells in the two-dimensional region

where the k-c Boussinesq viscosity model is applied

J , J NID

MAXIT - Maximum number of iterations to be completed if

iteration sequence is not stopped by test on

value of SORCE

MAXITI Number of iterations after which only the

temperature equation is solved

NID Maximum value of nodal points in the one-dimension-

al region of the solution domain

NI - Maximum value of I-index

.... -... .... .*.. ....

. . . . . . . . ..- t . . ~ -
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NJ = Maximum value of J-index

NIMI = NI - I

NJN -1 NJ - I

NSWPU 'Number of calls of LISOLV for U-equation

NSWPV Number of calls of LISOLV for V-equation-

NSWPP Number of calls of LISOLV for p'-equation

NSWPT = Number of calls of LISOLV for ()-equation

NSWPK Number of calls of LISOLV for k-equation

NSWPD - Number of calls of LISOLV for c-equation

NITER = Number of iterations completed

P(IJ) - Pressure, p

PP(I,J) = Pressure correction, p'

PRANDT - Turbulent Prandtl number

PRTE Constant of turbulence model in k-equation

(Ok)

PRED Constant of turbulence model in e-equation

(a

PIH - 2I/H, H = spiral pitch

PRANDL = Laminar Prandtl number

QFLUX- Heat flux per unit area of tube surface

RDIM - Dimension of tube diameter (2Rb)

RESORU - Sum of residual sources within calculation

domain for U-equation

RESORV Sum of residual sources within calculation

domain for V-equation

RESORM - Sum of mass sources within calculation domain

RESORW * Sum of residual sources within calculation

domain for W-equation
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RESORT Sum of residual sources within calculation

domain for e-equst ion

RESORK Sum of residual sources within calculation

domain for k-equation

RESORD Sum of residual sources within calculation

domain for c-equation

RESU(I,J) Residual sources for U-equation

RESV(IJ) Residual sources for V-equation

RESW(I,J) , Residual sources for W-equation

RESM(I,J) = Mass sources calculated in CALCP

RAB - Ra
RBB - Rb

RID(J*) - Radii at I 2 from the tube axis up to the wall

.RA - Inner radius R

RB -Mean radius of- the fluted surface RbCf n i z r e

SU(IJ) - Coefficient of linearized source treatment

SP(IJ) -Coefficient of linearized source treatmnt

SMALL " A very small value (10
30 )

SWET - Perimeter of the cross-stream plane

T(I,J) = Temperature e (- T - Tred

TE(I,J) - Turbulence energy, k

TIN Initial value of temperature

TWALL = Temperature at the wall

TAUXS(I) - c-direction shear stress at south wall-boundary

of the solution domain

TA_ XN(I) &-direction shear stress at north wall-boundary

of the solution domain

TALZS(I) z -direction shear stress at south wall-boundary

of the solution domain

.............................. . .. . . .

* -. * ~ .... *.... *,.. ..... . . o. .. . ..-.. ......
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TAUZN(I) z-direction shear stress at north wall-boundary

of the solution domain

THETA - 2w/n , n = number of flutes

URFU - Under-relaxation factor for U-velocity

URFV - Under-relaxation factor for V-velocity

URFW = Under-relaxation factor for W-velocity

URFP - Under-relaxation factor for pressure

URFT - Under-relaxation factor for temperature

URFVIS - Under-relaxation factor for viscosity

URFK - Under-relaxation factor for turbulence energy

URFD - Under-relaxation factor for energy dissipation

OR I(I) - URFU

URFI(2) - URFW

URI(3) - URFK

Si-UR.I(4) - URFD

URFI(5) - URF

U U1R(6) - URFVIS

U(I,J) - Component of mean velocity in &-direction

UU(I,J) - Corrections for U-velocity

V(I,J) - Component of man velocity in n-direction

VIS(IJ) - Effective viscosity U. U + V

VISCOS Laminar viscosity p

VV(I,J) - Velocity corrections for V-velocity

VISID(J) - Viscosity in I-D region

W(I,J) - Component of mean velocity in axial direction

WFE(I,J) G Geometric interpolation coefficient in &-direction

S.WFN(I,J) - Geometric interpolation coefficient in n-direction

WMCAN - Mean value of W-velocity

.%.. .
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YPLUSS(I) Local Reynolds number based on friction

velocity and distance from south wall-boundary

of the solution domain

YPLUSN(I) - Local Reynolds number based on friction

velocity and distance from north wall-boundary

of the solution domain

• -
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4f1ij CALt LIqOLV(2.2,NT,NJ,JT,JT,T)
IFP(NjTER.GE.IAX1T?) RFSARTw.0EtOPT+R;C ( I~fDX)
P' TI' PN
FPI'

-Am.................................

.-... j ~ ~ . . A. . .- - . ~- '- .-. ~. . *.-. ~.7 .-
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SIORPOLUT1T4 CALC'E
C
CMAPTFR P fl V 0 a PREtLIPJARXPS n u r n6

I IIIPFP,DESOPT,&IUF?,PESOReUbpmePESORD DIIPFO,

I uyc(29,25) .DC (4.) .FF (?2 5) .UFN(75,25) ,WFDC4),
I AOFAXV(7 5,25) .F1O(5r,4).NIDWMEANPI'JoFX.IHyonIAPAP*PIoc4n)o
I VFhT*9,T IN.TWALL ,F1OIINDP3AT.
I F rV 15,V I S COS , 0 F NSI1 , P A N T1

I ;J9WPiI., PSWPV, 1NoWPgW, P'ShaPeNSWPT,
1 iv~wPKpUSwPo,
I IPPFFJPFFPKPPPINDCOS

M1f0IJ~ T.AIIX'(75) pTiIIX"(75) ,7AgIZ't(5) ,TA'IZN (75),

I ,IT oj~pN I jjMI ~IW l,4jlli
I ,RWFT,FLlWTUT,CPW,13FLIIYPFLCIWT

I RARP1FAAPPZFPWXDIF2%2)DT"(25,75),PJI'
I .tRDXT(75,25),DPOFTD (75#214)PNTHR(75,25)

I ,PPTIJ.FIOWW
I ,ShlALL,SUOPSllIf'lnTJI~igeIDXe"Y(25,'75) "'Yf~x(25,P5)

* -I rVPI. 7 ,01.

A91 1 2r, , ~75 ) a AWI(' 5.2) .AOU (25 *75 AL1 ,~( ;5,925)
AO*JV(2'1,75),*SV('5,25) .APV(25,75),AW"I(75.25),
CMT(?5.gln,VP1~r?),JTS,

I ADVC??5)pAIIV(15#S.5)PA*(15)
I li,JC.;^fTH,Ti.P (75,7) ,PDP c75#2,P.RD(Sri) ,'FNN (25,75)
I1 gPRAtl At, rMTi(7 5 25),AtIIIS
I .PRDU.J(27;,5)AK7 (75,75),AI(2%,7S,),AKA (75.25).RVT(25,75)pACP
I ,AKFT,AKcrTr,AKCTD,91P(15),FllfZ(25)PF~IK"(25),FIKA(25),FIPVT(25)

P1 NI I m w7
,APU()5,75),APV(25,75),R(21;,5),A4$L (25,75)

I ,vIFV(25,75),.VA(2,5*V(r,7)V(25,75)
I vPSC(0)vJM~,dVIT2
I P"P't(75#2S) DRP~1ITFR,MAXT
I ,TIi Fj~C~vTslD(5rl)PXFLL (75P25)

D)1IFtJqI'). rGpi(25,!PS)
r ----- -6TF TFMP6OdAIR US: nF PP-ARPAy ----------

FOtlTVALFl~fF (vP(1,1),tFNc1,1 ))

CUAPTPFa 1 1 1 1 1 1 ASSEVcsY of CoFFFICI3r-iS I I

.1 '.41aPrI(=f
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Tel
ARPAFWU9)YC (7,1 J)*DC(1)
C.urPFPI( IJ )*1J(X*1 ,J '
APV1u.5*PJH4*(DY~flF(X.1,j).eXTDF(T,1,J, ))

GCzlPF+DPlJ ( I J)*(WFF I & I J ) *W (!4~ 1+1o I.-WCE 1I 1 J))*W(JIJ -

nCDYFu((wpFE(141*1)*VF(141,J* )*(I.-WFF(V~l,

II))I /E'YF

1rF (.1 )=nAME*AK(I*AK?*DPDVE*APFAEW
Cg(.I )ugc*ARFAF.

)yecoTE*Cl.+AvI*Ael)
A ( T *J )=APAY (E 141 o)*CE (J#-(I .WPF 1+1 vj )*CF 0 )DE)
IUpp (1.1 J )*CF (J)

.231
APFAfJUWiC ( XJ~1 )*rnZUi)
C.in 0FIm 7 gJ ) '(j 1 01 'I
Mel .5* (DxxnF 0 J ),tXyDF (141 p 1+1)*PIFI
AV?3.5*PTN*fOFTOF(tD.)*1)tiPTADF(741,jIi)I

CAA:lNV I S( I j ) /F PTE
C B;z A.IfA *A K * R AIDFD Xt
CAIC'*AQF AiJ

fly A MI I* A E A i 2 5,Y C (I J 1 + N Y + Il)3

- CnlIPIITF APFAS AND V(L O ----- ---- ----- ----- --

ASFAJnDYC (!,J+l ).r7C0()
ARFAFwuI)VC (J* J )*DC fi '
AbFAL~I'g*HFAYfY(!,J

------ CALCaotATE CnlijVECT'ON C (FFJF FF FN -----------

AgC?.5*PIH*(fPEADF(JJ*)+flETAfF(Z,1,J.1))

I nFt(T+1 ,J).*J(I+lJ)JFp(T+,J))*AKI

CP'3E".j*APFAIJ
CW=uCF (.2
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Cgcj )uGF*ARFAF6.

C ----- CAI.CILATE DYFFUSZMN C EFTC FMT -------------- ---
(A~fJ=VJIV (I .J )/PRTF

rA4=(V1S(IvJ)*(1.-WF"(C1))* VTS(1.J)*WFhC1 ))/PPTE

PI DVNPm~yIMP4.'5*(fYCCT..f),ycC(I*1oj*))
P2 DTi~s(,AMM*AF.At4/I)YMP

DvE~w.2Z;*(DYC(j,j)+DXr(T,J+I))
R3 DYEPUD)XCP*.25*(fbXC(141,.I)4DWC(I*1Dj*l))
P4 DYEmc;AtI1F*ARFAFI /DXEP

ftEUf0E*(1 .+AKl*AKI)
DDbP=.S*D7C II)

AS D7DPmD7DP*.5*DZC(1)
Ph O )?03(A.If*ARrPDLA/DiP

I --- CALCOILATE rti'SS SotlQCE FoR USE IN~ STA8TLTSATYON PRnCFDIIRF---
SNUC!SCi )-CW

CPWA.1AXI Cr'.r.sivp)

YFC.J.EQa.?) OYEztDYC(141 ,j)..5*DvCeI~l 'j~l)'

AVf3u.5,PIt4*CDETAD7CZI,J).OFTAD'(rI#iI))
CCE (J)=C.AIE*AKI*AV3*DDYKIAPEAEI
f CS aC"

!FDNu(WFN(41,J+I)TE(T,1,J*1)4CI.UWFN(J41,J*1) )'TF(T4 ,J

* . AVe~.5waIH*(OY~flFCX.J41 )*Dx7Dr(t*1 ,j4))
CF. a1; APJ itA K I-* A 2* AR F A #1* D F )X t

C---------- ASSFr1PLF rAIt4 COEFFICYEP!TS-----------------------------------------

A(TU.J)AJ(6F JI)CP-I-F1T3 )*CSI)-F'(,$+)C

MAFc(vD.I)RAPAY~I (wrE ( I1,J )*rE (J I (.-WsFFCr11 J)*CF(.1,oDTF)

AU(T*J)uAF(I-1 ,J)+CW

9I(?,.l)uCPa*TE(T.J)

ilI(1 a )5di( I ),CCN-'CS+fCCE Ci)-CCW

* . A02u.?5*cDPfETACIJ),#"RETAr,iJ),DRDEAexZ.11),DpnETA(. .i, ))
Ar13.25*PTH*(DX1DF(!,.I)*DYIDF(141,J)+I)XTDP(T,J41)*DxlflF(I,1,J41I))
AVZU.75*PXN*( ?AknF (1 J)*fETAInF(1 *OfETADF( 1'J*1)'DETAOFC 141

AI~nYDY (1.1)
A"2=oYIoXCY,J)

.p DYEuU.5*(OXr(TpJ)+DYC(I,J41))
DI'OIYP=(tl( 1 PJ)11( I PJ)IDVEW

VO.A -- J)V(,J.!
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DDYPS'1DY(TPJ)
TFRPluDl.'OXP*VP*DtXYP
Dvl4Sm.5* CDYI(T aJ )*DYC (1+1 ,J i)
DVfDYPS(V(I,.f*1)-V(jJl)/DYNS
IOPR*5*(IlI ej.)41C1 +1 )
ODDV'3tYDX C YJ)
TFRP?73 lV DY I)4 lP*lY DX P

vPUvEPU)FF(T,1,J).V@*(l.-WFFCT+,,j))

VWaVP*WJFF(IPJ)4VW*(.-WFF(jJ))

DllDYPx(ll1-iVU) /DYNU

TromtbzDVDYP&L)UOYVVP*lYXP9Pli*DYDYP

DwUYPN(WE-WV!) /CXEW

IflZIIDD*WFr. 0i )+IjP*(l .- UFn (I)
IF(PIH..Pil).0) 90 TO IR9b

IA&#U*AN3*APZ'/AI)*VP
1806 c A mJT1 li 1

1~(pP.F~U~u)TERmS~iDWDXP

V"I .v ( V Xj 4 1 ) + V (TIP.
Vfl3vOD*WF (1) 4VP*( 1.-IWFD (1))
v I isvP* w F 0( ) +v J! I.W F ft)I

Dun YflYP(W14-WS) /DY(19
IF(PTIJ.Fii.(I.rl) G0 TA '4dQ7

TVMzWY*H*V? AIDDPADDPC-AV *AW1.AKe24AIJ2,
IA43*AP?*AH3/AK1 )wl#P

1807 C#IjT I mJIF
I F (P 11.F(4 .0.0) ?EP1aunyp
TF03.AIC*DDXP*A(2*DWJDYP

------------------- (ENEPATIA;J 7PF---------------------------------------

1.TFPtA6**2)wrFN(1,J)*Cmul*TF(IJ)*T(y,J)/(Cfl(!gJ)' ALL )
tF(V.~M,.J~i A NTEO(~FNflI~l~ GO TA r%'P

IPC14ITFP.LT.r'JUi'9I) GO Til 5771
IV~(PNV~lfL.Pl.C.7UR) Arlfor.r'Url
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JfPRPANDL.Eo.7.r3) AKicCuo.urnil

GCIJ)GP(,. -WT~,J)J).(FM*7TFi;*2T3*DX!J)*(2./3.**TEIJ)(*(

111 1 J)*1+1X#,J)))**?)*PVT (IvJ)
5771 CnWTyjfra'

592GM To 5423

5923 CAPTIM'IF

JF(NITFP.LT.NOU91) qkPfIj )Xl.P(I'lJ)cl

I (WTEPnE.eOV~R)SP(IpJ)0SP(! ,J )Cl411A(I&J )
iwfDT*DEA(TPJ)**7*TF(IDj)*VOL/VX5CTJ)

111 CniJTTtJIIF

inp CmCyjj
Cl4APTFR 7 2 7 2 7 2 PROBLE' MODIFICATIltJq 2 2 27 2 2

CALI. !00nTF

CI4APTFU 3 FINAL CnEFF7CIENT ASSPt4PLY AND PESIMIAL SnUpCF rALCULATT0%I

I *Ak,1IJ)*TFI-lJ)4AD(IPJ)*TE(IJ)+Aj(X.j )*TF(I.jI
I -AP(jpj )*?F(JpJ)+St'(I.j)

VALzA0FAXYCIJ)*fl7C(1',
j SMR'ii'L x(dRFAT*V~t

IV(-SP(T,-J).rT.fl.S*SODVOL) PESO'PESOP/SoDVOL
l'(.I.F'-..At'D.1TTPR.(P.P1 AYIT2) trO TO 48n7

4.8P7 COi:T I NIIE

AP ( TJ) NAP ( J/ill? FK

3ng C Osj T?.JIIF

C

IFP(l'!TFQ..(E.tDAXTT7) pR.C CIlNDFX)ufl.f
7cI1!O.fE.MAX7TT2 It'EE;=

u~n 4nrf uuj.FjsihpI

4n CALL L IS(,LV'Z,?~l,1.tJIT,JTTF)
IF(PITFP.GE.MA TT7 P9SORK.PFS00K+RSC I'DX
R PT I 'H
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SIIEIPOITTNF CAI CFD

CNAPTFR fl nl o~ o1 p o r PPEL1IIAPX~rs n1 o r~ o n (o
C

cnmv4ON
I RFSORIIjltP Ft# RFSnRhV.IRFV RFSfR4,P~lqoPW IJPFI',
I IIDFP,OFSCPTIlRF?,PFgopBC ajiFtaPE0qD.*UPFD,

I ppC)5,?5),DFNC25,?5),VXR(?5a25) ,AM(75,25).AS(?5,Z5),

A £(?5,25) ,AW(75,25),-A(I(75,24) .AD(75,7S),CP (75),CD(25,)P5),

I DYC (29,25',.D7e(A) ,wPE (2,'PS) ,FNJ(?,25) PWFD(4),
I APFAXY(75,25 ),FID(5r,5).tjto,wM4EAN,INoF~,HYDIZ,~P.PPlh(qO),
I VPLTJ.TTi,T4A[LLFlOXI.(CRPAT,
I ifPFVI.vZlCflSaDFNISITPRAN~fT,

I PPTF,PRFfl,CmII,eC'T.CliI.C?.,CAPPpAll 0',ALA~tA.A
f JtWPllv fJSWPV, NCWPhJ, ISWPP&NSUPT&

I NSWPb.JF6iPD*

- I IPRFpJPAPFF#PPPF.JIDC.R

I aSWFTFLWTCT,CPWaflFLiIY.aLWT

I P~RfHToNP7FAADl)(%;5,fETAIF (25,?5)#
0
14

I P'lRDXT (?5,2').DDUTD (1'#5aI).ITfP(75a25)
I ffPWTfJFLOW

I rvPI 2oai1if

AFif(79,?S) ,AwII('5.?5).A"II(?q,75),Dil(25,2'),
I A)V (?N,?S) ASV('5.?5) aAFVQ5,75) a0W"(75a2'5)

S PRfD(2S,?S),AK?7(15#25)oAKD(75,75)#AKA(25.25)*R%'T(2S,75)PAKF
I AWtFTAKFTIP,AKCT'~,3P(75),FIVZ (25)*FIKII(25)PFIVA(2;) aFIRVT(25)

1 1401 0h , CfJtA ( 5 75 ) PCMI'P ( 25

I ,APIt(5p2S) APV(25,?5) PR(?S75) ,AIIrL (25,25)

I ,VISV(25,715)PVA(?S,?5),VH4(2%p75)PVC (25,75)

RD 1 ,s( 75,,5FT 11TF , AX

7IUSA GTFIJ(C,lo5f),LI72

C-------------- ------- PIMTF IEMPpf Y ISF MF PP-AIRPAV---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PFlhITVfI PlaCE P(,),E(,

eMAPTFRI 1 1 1 ASSEVULY Or C0FFP!(llNTS I I I I 'I
C

P S ~%
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DA Si IS2,Jrl-ll
TRI
ADFAFW=DYC(T+,J)*1D7C(1)

Ar?u.5*PIH*(DFTAUF(T+,J),DFTD(T,1,J+lfl

1 ) )*OI

f)PFDYE((WFE(31,1 )*FD(J,1,J.1)+(I .- wFF (T,1,

I I )) IY

(*t!APu.S*(VIF(T,J).VTSflI,J))/POEn)
CAJwGAF-VTSCCS/PEFD4&v1ro5
CF ( J) AIAE*KI*A P DDYE #APEA E

CF (.1 )aCF*ARPAFW.

IhTPuD1*(.+o~*Aki)
OF ( ,. )ArA%!l(hP 141J )*E(J o).1WFF(I41D#J )*CF(J L)TF)

1-uFF (7.1,1 )*CF (.1)

ADF~fruUYC (1,41 )*9)7C0)
Edi'afFN (T p J)*V (T,4 I .- ,

* . AVf?=.SPIMW(DFTADFCT.1 1),DFTADiP(T,1 .1))

* . IYfMTXC(rI,*PJ/).5*(DC,1J+g1).DYC(YI.,J41)))

ADAtzuVT(,.I)/ppED7C

G* f(lhf2''(1 PJ.,DgCUN(TJl +)E4* JI *iC J17) I +

AD~his~i*PYC(J1)D7(**)DYF(+jl

A,7.51*J )TF!D T I . )41 I AA!'F (141 ,141 1

I * w CI pJ 1 *14 F N ( 7J + I)I*AK'l
A FP + F 4(EIJC, J "T p.*1 .- W F E ( I1 p j

1 ?'ENCT+1 J)*W 441,1 ),UFF(T4I 1.1 ))*AKI

Gms*>.. (-~ 0~ *.. I* . J.** N* I*.* . F7 ft. E.. T p.1 *W F 1 *W I
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CW=CF (J ) .

CF (1 )u(.*ARFAF.

r -- -- -- - -- ALCI'LATF DIJFF115SION COPFFXCZPNTS---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - --------

G*Ai-I=AtJ-VT SCO't/PR!D.VTSCOF

GA#*b=CVISCIvJV*(1.-WFn0())+ VTS(i,-J)*WFP(1 ))/PRFD
IYJP.25*COYC (3 ,J )+DY~F* (11 P.

1 )

P1 DYrvPfDYMP*..5*(flY('(T,.1 )4DYC(I~lJ+1 ))
P2 O!NzGA,.,lf4ARFAN~flYf'P

Fir MjNfljr4*(1.+AK7*hV7)

P4 oTEcGAl1c*ARCAFW/IXEP
oTFuDTF*C .*AK l*AIl)

PSD'oP=.SD7.(Dl(

P6 bTnwGhtfl*ARCAflU/C7DP
C --- CALCIILATF .iPASS qot'PCE FnR USEq IN STABYLYSATTON PPOCIFDIRF ----

SPPUCtJ-CS+CF (J9)-CW

CCW=CCF(CJ)
bYE=DYCCJ41DJ),.5*(flYe(y,1,J* )+DVC(I+l.J-1))
'FF(..En..) DYEaDYC(14 aj)+.5*OvC(I+1pj41 )
)FDYE2((WFE(341,J+1)*CU(I41,J41),(l..WFFCT,7,

1j41)FVN,J1))Fl(WPvJ-1,J-)*)/f1J-),YF

AV3m.S*PJH*(QFTADF(I~lJ),DCTDV(T ,.I,1)I
C(.I)=(-APE*AK1*Ak3*DFDYE*APFAFW

I (w FI (J1-1 ,J4 1)FFl( 1 1PJ +1 1).(l.F C T-1+1))*F D(C1-1 j))/) XM
AI'4s.S*PJN*(DylI)F(j.J4)4flX7DF(T*,J+1))
C IJ c G A I 1 * A K4 * A K 7 * A P F A ~'*f) Fr P XF

C -- -- -- - -- SSFmPLF r1ATfI COFF91IFIM T-- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

A IT v .1A A)f1F; I ( I J41) f N o-(1.W F N( I , jI p *N , D IN)W F T J, .+ C) *I

Alt(TI,.I)BAtJ(?J-1 )*C5

1-L.IFF C(T+I PJ ) *CF (.1
AUCT ,J )8UA F(7-1 ,.I) C W
All( CT J )=CVl
RS 1(T #.I) aC PO* E 0( I,.l)
sDCT ,J 'p -Cl'

C ---- r'C t4PtFTF AS!ZFIwsHI. OF QOlIRrE TFRMS---------------------------
VflI APFA DII *67C( ()
TF(lNrT#;P.LT.IdCIffAR) SLU(I,J )vU(1,J )+CmII

1 f1 PO*G F N ( I~ pJ V ML * D F N (1J )p *7F ( I pJ )IS CT 0.)
TF(,tITFR.GF.rIl'IR?) St'(T*J)wSU(IPJ )+fl~llACI.J)'

SP(t,.lIamSP(yj)-Clt4*DrN(3,j'*Fb(Ij)*VOL/Tp(IpjI
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c 1 1( C f l J T I N I I F

CHADTEP 7 2 7 PROm1EV MOnIFICATmflug 2 7 2 7 2 7

CALL PCOFP

CMAPTEP 3 F!'JAL CINUFFICTENT ASSFMPLY ANID *ESIF0U*L SOURCE #!ALCIILATTONJ -

UM~ 3110 Ta7.NTrIO

1 AJ(.J )*J(PD %(J )AF(TJ)F W(!J)AnI.J)4(J)-PTI

I-APC T J )*rD(IPJ) SIJ CT j)
VflLzAPFAXY (Tad )*D7C(1'
SPRVflLx(IPFAf*V~t
,r(-SfPCT,J).(;T..C.5*soovoi ) PFsoazPESOP/AORVOL
JF(J.FcJ.2.AND.INTTFR.G9.FMAY1T2) VAo TO 4806
PrPSn0RD P F SOP 1)4A PSCR F SA )

C-- IERRFL AXAT J0?'
AD(CT,d )UAP CT,J )/oJPFP)

CPAPTFR 4 4 L. 4 4 SOLOIT1O PF DTFFERENCF FGUATjnNS 4 4 4 A 4

r P .TFP.C!E.t.DX !T2) RSC(INrFXxnf.n ..

TF(mTTFQ.AE.4AXYT7) IrEawr
Tv(KITFP.LT.IAXTT2) 1IMEVal

400I CAI.t t IS~oLV 7,2IJT NJ ,T,.jT,Ff))
TP CP-TTFP.GE.f'AXIT?) PPSnOnPFPS0D+RStC (X'.!oX)

FPI

L
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Sl(RPfl(Ttt4 LXSot( XSTAftTJSTAQT.N7,NJ,XY,JT,P9X)
c
rI4APTFP C l n~ l n 9'I 0 PRFLIV4INARIlES n' o) n A' n ' n(

* . 0T:FUSION PHI (1T,.9T),A(5)0),P(50).,C(5l),fD(5i),uRF1 (6)

IPFP,'EF0PT,IISFT,*OE~PgCii mDFiePESOPDIIPFO,

D 0'(?5,25),DV(75,25),.(5,5)II(25,'5),V(75,2S)o

I pP(5,?5 ) .0F(J ?*,9),vISP5)(7 5,?).A~7,FD(5

I AF(75,25),AW(75,2)AII(75,?5),Afl(75,29),CF (75iiCD25,45),
1 cce(24) ,C(?S755),AP(25,75),-SII(2 5;,75) ,SPC25,'5),oXr(?5,?5).
1 DYC (2'4?5),I'Ze(I.), F(2.5)W .'p)WPD(4'),
I APEAXv (25,25) ,FID(5fl,') .i10,WfPFANINoFXNY0DIAPAFPfl i(sl).
I VPL i.Tr*WALFOI,'-iPT
I ~ ISFVIS,V ISC9SpDDNSTT,PR*ojhT,
1 PPTEoPDCr~IJC"TClfl,4?I1,CAPPA,EI1.OEALAMDA,

I Nq.JPI9.. NSIJPVP hcWPW- P'SUPPPNSWPTv

I TPRFF,JPRFFICPROFvINDroS
CAMIPON TAIJX(75),TA~xI)(1(75),TAUIZR(75),TA9IZN(?5).

1 7 TuUO (6)
I #SWFT. FI.nlbTCTCPWSOPLII ,PLOIWT

Ij 1?1, rj ?
I RAWTiTAP FnAXDIF2,5,DETA"F (25,75) ,Plm

I ,plIdTUFl OW
I .t1ALt.,SUP~S,Silinf,TtilitP,lXlY (25.75)o.r*YI)X 2;,25)

- -CA'4iwO/LKe2/iI l(75,?%),VV(?5j.25),PAtU(2r*,75l,AS9'(75,2r,)I

I A?)V( 4#5) ,ASV(75.? ) ,AFV(2?t,5) ,AWI(75.25),
I CfljT (?5,1l),V~;w'25) .JTS,

I A"V(2l'p75),A99V(l5,25)pAA( ' 5)
*1 Jr*TfnTI4,TE~P(75,?),I:DP(?5,2) ,PRflub(50),r~EPN(25,75 1

I ,PPANJDt ,rIIT(75,2S),AptqS

I ,AKFTPAKFTnPAKCTnolP(25) ,FlZ(25) ,Flgn(75) ,FIKA(25),FIPVT(25)
* .I ,O III'po CpIIA ( 25 '75 I ,CIIII (71;

1 ,apoi(25,2q) ,APV(25P?5) ,PR(25,75) ,ANrL (25.75)f
I K~A S~l,#VASl

I vISv(25,?5),vA f25,75),VIH(25,75),VC (25,75)

I ,pRSC)S,29 ) OPb,tJTTF,14AXlT
-I ,TLFIJ5CPVTSID(5f')PXI*LI (75.25)

C- --------I Q REI.AXATIONt FACTOPS FAR T14E 1-D RrGION-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
IIP Fl (0 )z110F91

11PMl (2)=IIRFUJ
gipIfF (3)utiPFK
togOF4 (4)utgDFD

*1PMF (5 )211PFT
* tl~l (A)aIIPFVIS
* .NTrI stl -1
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NJMI=NJ-1

JqTPIa.IlTART-1

TtYP1.TSTART-1

C*SOLUITION. FROP 114p TUPE-AYIS TO T14E TURIE-WAt.L*

----- COi4rE!uCF U-F SWFFPS ------------- ----
JuVSTART
t TAPTE ISTA PT

* ITAPTaiSTART
TF(T:JDEY.FQ.O) 90 TO 411
W.INFIU3N.I +M1 IN

DO0 P21 .juN1trgIh.NFW

Rpi CnIjT It'iIP
I*JPJI1 UNJ NEW-i

---- lorATIOIJ OF POINTS IN OIJP DIMENSIONAL FXTENSTOM ------ ------------------
PID (NID+4 ) PA* .5*DYC (7p4 ) LYC(2 p3),DYC (?27
910(jel n,3)u0 A.*YC (7,1)*DYC(2.2)

* RPID(:iiD,1)UPA

OR 417 .107011f)

41? CMNtTJIPIPc
C ------------- - - OPMFIJCF S-W TPAVFRSF--------------------------------------

* ~F~u(1 ,IJ1FX)=F1D(?TNlEX)

XF(7iOTW.EF4.1) I90 TO A609

F1 D AA9 sjIrj~iP IMF

C (.1 qTri )xF1 11 (1 STI-11 o, TN"FV)
Ili D3=I n+.3

~D Of11.Ij fJSTAPTIW4UJNlv1
TvCI.CE.tJ1OR) C(' To 4113
TP(TIJPFv.F(J.1) PPVAPul.
J'(!IJf FV.F0,2) PHVAPI.
jvI ( J'FX.FQ.3) PPVAPZPPTE
Tj (TWVFX.EQ.4) PRVAPmPRFiD
JTCg'Atr.FgQ4) GA TO 4784
y E(NTTEP.LT.WfJPR7.ANn.it~JDEx.FQ..5) PRVAP=.9
TF(NTTFPPCIgtp.nTiDrEo5 PRVAsu~1KZ(J)/(FiK0(J )+SFAtL)
GAl To 47;5

47*4 TP(TIJnFY.EG.5) PRVAPU.9
42A CA4T INtUE

1/(pl(.i.1)-P1(J))VSDJ1).,(RD.)Dt(+)

I /OPVAP
R(J)u.5*(V!:1o(.I)4VYSID(J-1 ))*.C*(RID(J),P11D(J-1))

1 (0101) (.1 )- A f (J-
I /PPVAP

**-*- ~ ~ ~ ;. ~ * -, * *- .***.-. .* .-. *...*.**. .. **.*
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TF(1IJDEX.FJ.d) A()AJ*RAP(S TI~j+l~l~~ )))*(.5*
i(VIlq1b(J)4V1SD(J+I))/PVIR.VTS1COS/PRVAP,%s1SCOS)
TF(TtJDFX.FQ.4) PCJ)=P(.I)*PRVAP/(.';*(VJS1D(J).VS1D(J-. )))*(.5*

TF(TIJIDFX.Fj.5) A(J)uM(J)*PRVAR/(.5*(VTSID(J )+Vl~jfl(J+I )) )*(.5*

TF( I IPE)C.FQ.S) P0g) OF li )*PVAP/ (.5*(VISID(J )+VJltfD( 1-1) )*(.5*(
IVTSID(J).VJ91D(J-1))/PRVAP-VISCOIS/PPVARVTSCOS/PRANhL)
T F(.1I.Fia.?) P(J)=O.
D(J)=ACJ)+H(J)

IRI D 0-1

IF(TJJDFX..FQ.2) C.I).-..5.CPlfhJ.I )-RID(J-i) )*DPD7
TF(IiJflFW.Fij.3) PRn( .7A4t(li~~o)-FID~j-1 2)) /(PIO +Ii)-

TrPtJITFP..TN,%lJ1R) G~O TO 73F2
TC(PRAt4DL.IEa...7oA) ,LCf(OI
?C(PRDiJ)L.Fa.7.fl3) AKPC0.J(0I

Tr(geA~rl.FO.) Gn TO 7187
* I(TlJ'"EX.EQ.3) PROOD(J) PO()AP*DN;TRbj*(.3*l'J

* * 73P? rtl!JTJWifF

TP(NITFP.LT.tJnUt'IR.At".1taFXEo.) D(J )an(J )+Ctft

1*f"FNSTT*DEIIsT*DT*Vv"cJTND)/vSID(J).5(P D(I,1).RIDcJ.. ))

TF( 'TTIP.F.OLjMR.AtiJINOFX.EO..4) C(J )uft4lIR(J)
I*Ii"P~pguo&(.j)IVSI(jl*.5*CP1o(.II)-RID(J-1))*DFNCIT*FP~r(JoYNhFY

TP(YJD1fFY..Fn.4) fl(.I IE~fJ).C2P*DEt4STT*FID(JXNDFX)/(FID(JTNDFX-1 )

I !(TINIFY.FU.5) #uJu )B-fENSTT*FID(Jo.2)1 (FL O4T*CPko)*SWFT

!TFlF.F0.I) Gn To IQ8 9

I TNDFX)
PtC( P'oF ) u'SC C TeJEX) .ABS (CA TI )

19P9 C A ri T TV iI

e'J)uu(J).I1.-uRFI (T~nEY))*(.J)*F DCJ,XNDF-X)
AM TO 4nl9

4(14 COn4TIPJIF
C-----ASqgE?LF TDVA (COFFFICXFtITS-------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----

D (J )0uA. ( r 1( )-RO(- *TID~o*l~ 1D
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40 CJ fl*MI

PH! C (IJJ )NPHI (N11l DJJ I
PU! ChiIoJJ)wPI (p.J)
A(J)uANCJpjJ)
14 (J)=AS (Iojj )
CCJ)uAFCI.jj)*P"JII*1 ,Ja)4AW(T.JJ)*941(y-I ,jj)

OC(. )SAP (I piJJ
4C'o CCONTTNUF

ACj )uA IJ*TF~iw
4111 CC.i0u(CJ)*PCJ )*CCJ-l )*TFPR

C - - - - - -- - - -OPT * J N 9EW PNTO -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -

DM~ 415 J.IUJSTAPT*NJNEI

FIDCJ*lNDEX)u*(J)*FID(j,1,IN0FX)+C(J)
*I (P.1 GF. Olfl,0 PHIcTvJ-h1lD)uFl0CJI4IDFXl

415 CON4TIIf --

411 C0147 TgI Moor
7vCNDFY.NF.5) 1131
JPCTrJIo~Y.Fg*1) LL04
IvCjlJnEX.Fg.?) IL=4
Tw(Tl4DFV.F0.3) 1122
7 P(T:JDFW.EU.4) LLN?
lFtIjDFY.FG.5) 1L=4
DOf 79X7 L=1.LL

-- ~ e -- - -- - - ce i tCE W-9 ShIP EP -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

C(.jTfMI)wPl4YTYlJST11)
C -- - - - - - - -COPFF1CE S-14 TRAVEDSU - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PMJ Ii'J )PUTj C2,J)

-- - AsEPETIA CFFONPF---------------- ---
AC .l)inho !, J)

I Af T ,J )*PHI (I a )*AilI,.1)*PHT (TJ )4

D(jI)=ApCTPJ)
C----FAR I GPEATFA THAN ISTART SPFCXIFO VALI1i AT 5 POE1INIAPY ------

- * IVC(TIJDEXY.PI..AP'D.J.Ffl.JSTAPT) eCJ )CCJ)iARFAT*FlflCN1 f%

I PCT;JDFX.E.I.AH-D..E.F..STAPT) fl(J GPET

A (j )OA(.1 )*TRf*

C-----------------A nTA! N "iF k PH!I S-------------------------------------------
DA 102~ JJBJSTAPTPNJ'O1

*.1014.1.*.1IST 4I -J J

1 Pu CANT IfJiIP
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C* NTRAICTION OF SPFCIAL TJ#FATJ4PNT FOP CYCLIC*
efl* BUNDARY CO"DT14-tN

IFJ(TtJDFX.NE.O) JTARTZISTAPT,1
------ COMr4NEICF N-Q SWFEP ------------
DA70n J=JTAPT*NJM
CtTSTV1 )sPHT (ISTMI .J)

C-------- CVnM4IiNCF W-F TRAVFRSE -----------------

* - A(IlaAE(Tpj)

* -CI)uAN(1.J)*PN!(TJ41 ).AS(T,,)*PWI(IJ-1ve

l0f(T)A*l1(,)+I(, *PTC)

TF(r.EO3.?) Go~ To 3Cl7

CC!): (C (I) +P ( )*C C -Mi) R
H Cn~ I)*H1-1 )*TFRFI.
Gm T*O ?C11

1117 TFRFa./DCI)

PCI )*P( T)*TrR~f
7i0i ACI)=A(T)*TERPl

DA If)1?)U l(iJi7 f(3(Jl 7

3f7 (I)zA(I)*13(J41)+PC)

-Jlll=( ly' )A(1K )*C Q))/(I.-(NpM )-A (NIMI )*8 (2))

D' 10l3 T=,jhIIvj2

PU puy l~ C .j )SH( I)*Pl~l*U
2nu C M N 71 ,J 3P.JJ

79P7 C 1% iT I I I

v~ c T I P #
FO' D
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SIIPa~nIITTIjE PRflFOfD

CHAPTrR n n f C n (n PPELININADIFS M 0 C, 0 m 0 a1 U n
C

I IIPFPP.SPTgIPFTPE5OPKgIJPFWPESOODUPFD.
* I uFSI(52%).RFSu(75,Z5) ,RCSW(75,25) ,RFS"(25,2 5 ).

011(25,25) ,DV(P5,25),.UU(?5.25).UC25.'5).V (75.25),
I W(25.75).P(75.?4),TC?5,75)PTF(25.75) ,FDC25,25'.
I PPc?5.25 ),D (2,5)V .'#2 ANG'5.25) ,A5C75,25),
I AF(?5,2S) DAWC25.75) At' (75,25) ,AO (75,25),CF(?5) .CDC?54,5,.

cr C(25) ,CCDC25475).APC?5.15) .SII(25,'5) sSP(25,?5).DXC (?5,25),

DYC 2p5,7()WF(S15,F(7*%PF()
I APEAXY(25.25),F1D(5r,5),.N D,WPEAN,INDXHYDPIARAPPRfl(50,,
I VPL!NTlliTWALLFL0WXWE-RFAT,
I o"FVIVj 5COPDvNSXTPRA~hTp
I PPTE.0 PFDCPkJ.C'T,Cj;iiCi4,CAPPAEL O(,ALAMDA,
I saSUPLIp PSWPVA, Nltwpwo NSUPP.NSWaPTP
I ?dShPK,J5WPD,
I IPPEFJPNFF,KPRFF,ItJDCOS
CA~.Phi TAIIXS(75),TAUXRD(75),T*IlZ9(75),TA9IZd(75).

I YPLIS5(?5),YPLUtN(?5)
I1 ,T J T ,N'JI 1.1 PN J INJ iii

*I SWFT,FLAWJTOTPCPWvA~FLUXFLfIUT
* . .N1."7

I .PAoRR,T.PFTAANDPD7,FLfWAXDXlI0F(29,25),ETAnlF(2S#75)PDIM
*I I)RODXT (?5,?5)PDDPTA(?5*79)pWHTR(;O5p25)

P DPJW T vF 1. W
,11AL L ,SUM S *SlItr 4 , 114114 Py ( 2s .7 5 10n 1 21YflX 5' 1

LFVFL 2,1111
CnOMON/K&-/ULI(25,2).VV(7SS,) ANUC25,75),*SlI(?5,25),

I AFII(?4,)5) .*WI(545),AI)U(?54?5),AU,(25,25),
* -I ANy (25,75) .ASV (75.25) ,AIFV(?5.75),AW'I(75s?5w).

I CnNT (75,pn) .VPIj (25) DJTSP
I ADV(275,25),AUiV(15,?5;),AA(75)
JC-,TtfnTT[-P(?5*2),.rbP(75,2) ,PRlODD(())*EN[4(25#751
P PAfJDL, c.I*I(?2 52S) A'ISS
S PR"(,75),A7 (75,),AI)(25,25),AKa c75,25)PPYT(25,25),AKF~

I ,AKFT&AIKFTD#AKCTDPCJP(25),FlVZ(25),PFKht(75)PFIKA(2q) .FIRVT'eS)
I PJIIP ':I ( 5,1 pC O (2;)

IPnIR
I vAptj(?752) APV(25,25),RR(25P5)Atif*-L (25*;5)

1 ,VISV(25,75)oVA(?5o?5)PVB(25,75),VC (25,25)
I PwSF(9)pJtAECPMAVjT2
I #DPS()5,.25)pWRL*NTTPH.MAXtT
I ,TLFIJqC,VTSID(5r),XIVLL(?5,?5)

C---------------------------------------------------------------------------
CT IrPOPTAPIT WOfTYCE. ARRAYS TAII..ETC. Ars YPLIIS..ETC. 5HOPD
C T FIF ADDEl (R RFMPVrPD AlS PECEqSARY nFPENO!NC, (N THE PRFStEKCF 7
C T Of IIALL5R Th EACH Pv4IiF I
C ----------------------------------------------------

CI4ADTFR I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 PRnPRTIFS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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FNTPY .4OnPRn
C----NAf PADIICATI14S. FOR THIS IP8SLt4

RFTII ptM

CHAPTFR 7 2 7 2 7 2 7 2 11 MOMENT1r4 7 2 7 2 7 2 7 27

ENTPY "ADbIP

------------- N-fpOItDA RY---------------------------------------------------

TF(T.AE.41) GO To 2n2
701 ANA(TvP1.I1)l

Amf To 701
7n7 A&(ToNI4)r.

I ))
IPjrI.IzFF (I, 1f1) *I)FN4(TI.'jP1 )* (I .- WFP( I i) )* DFN( I-I ON.IVI)

Tv CYPLitSA.L.11.63) AID Tn ?oRA
T'IIL TOFNII*t *t12SIJTV*CAPPA/ALnct (EL Or*YP. uA)
TNIli TT4ILT*(1.*PTNI*PTN*DPTADF(TDNJ)*"F)TAlF (INJ)I
Gnf To 209

PnA~ TMIL Tz ./YP*C1.,PTHv*PT$*oPTADF(1.Nj)*DTAtF U.,N.l))

?*TAIl VE cr )u-TVIiI 7*11( PICN.I

M. TuTilfltTw.5* (nxKUTN1j)+InXr(I-1 om))*07C(1I

?flit CAIJT PJIIF

TAII- IJT )zTAIMh (7) . -

r--------------R~l mD AY -----------------------------------------------------
DO PIP' tx2,,PllvI

TPTf~.i?) TO 712

YDZ.*DYC (J,7)

SAPt lfRT(F(T,7)*PLICqT)+.1.WP( 2) )YTPS( T1 ,f

!F (Y-1 lt'A.1 F.11.63) "o) TfC 71A
T"IhIt T~OD p. I *r I Ll7*vQ1v*CA PPA/ A LnG(El OA*YPt 'ItA)

2~*T 19
?1A T04111 TuVTSCOS/YP

7 1 r Tpr-,fPT;IIL T*.5* 1X ( #) DY C (1-1,2) )*D7C(1 1
716. so( I , ) =.;I I# )-TE Rif

Agt,?)Un.

717P rAIJTTtJIIF

TAIIYS(?)=TAIIXFCI)
TPeIVS 017 )uTAIJYS (IJTral

fin 711 *pulNj
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CW4APTPR I 1 1 3 3 3 1 3V IWOMENTION 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3

FUTOY MdoDV
no 1171 Iw1.NT

Al I pJ =.

- . 0OTIORM

CI4A0TFR I 41 4 4 4 4. 4 W POMFNTIIM &. 4 4 4 A 4 A. 4 4

FFITPY rM OW

no 4.70 i-2.njv
*TFCT,rF.N?) 6O TO 41 12

401 CONTTV!IIF
YPU.?S*(DYC(J,2),0YC(T,1.4))
S6TK=SPT(WFhC1 )*TF(74,),(1.-WPDC1) )*TF(T42))

* T!P CyPI119A.11.3 40 TO &kC1l
TIAtILTuDFJ*IIl25wSQPTV*CAPPA/ALlG(EI OG*YP.IIlSA)

4flP TPgggT=VTS CnS/yP
405 TA1079 (I)zUTl4kLT*W(T*7)

TFRrV.T4ISTw.5*D7C( )4(7C(1))*DXC(1.?)
SP( I 7)WSP (1.2)-TFRP

(;fl To 42P

47 CO)TTtJIIF

TF(lT.fFT.10r.) 61O To 4

19 (YPI.!IIA.LE.li.A3) VrO TO I-JA

* !I'tL IR'S S PT * A P /A n (L CY LIA
Twill T=TmIILT*C ,IbTA*PTM*.'S*CDFTAD(TPIJ),flFTA0F(X1,1 NJ)1* (DFTADF(

(Cl TO 415
419 Tu,LTu1./YP*(1.,PTH*PTN*.q*(DFTADF(TDNJ)lj)ETAIDF(J.1 NJ))*C

OPTADF (1 j ) ETAtF (1+1 'NJ)))
I *%T V ( T IJJI4 )

4.15 TAp117u(T)u-TMIILT*W(TPNJMI)
TPRNST4Ili Tu.S*(D Cl) 407C l) )*0 VC I.NJ )
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.;P( TNJ 1I)WP ( ,tj.Jr4 )-TFRt
AN(T,NjmI )ufl
GMl TO 47S

47; CMIJTT~if&F

TA11714 (FiT )CTAI)Ztv (2)

4111 DIJN IP=2PTV

RCTIIlN

c
CPAPTFol 5 5 1; 5 VElrITY I.IPDATT14C 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
C

FNkTPY M D V Et

DO 3451 Ju?3IONI1

V(IJT.J )NV(?P.I)

14S CNTIFI
Ff .FW14sl.

F1 4)UI.I3FL owWWDFl- (I, )*'(To,.I) *APEAXY(TP)
TAuF-ADWTAkCA.PRAX(TJ)*Ot(I,J)*rPW(I,J)

9A61 Cflr4TTPiIP

w. P1 ,.) ago Ctj 1111 aJ)

0.-T J . .) EwI

J(T..1.I )20.
V(TI..J 11011.
vC1 .11 lrt

~PTIIRN~

r'IAPTFlR A h 6 6 A nPlRPS9UPF CflRRECT!O0 a 6 6 A 6 A

F'TPY "nD1P

All C T J )ufl.
IR9 AfCt 7J)311.

CUAPTPP 7 7 7 7 7 7 V TPEPMAL PNFPGY 77 777777

F-NTPY iMOftT2
ofl ;hq r*7,gTIr
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lo~ UA9N jslo-NJ

- - -6q - ----"C ---- ---- ' ---- 0---- ---- - - -

bfl 1931 1=2,14Jr1
S.II(TsNJP'1)23qU(IPNJt41)44FLIXDC()*DXC(T.Nmj)/CPW

SIO(T,7)ugh(T,2)-QFLIIX*D7C(1)*OXfr(!,?)/CPw*(LWT-pLAWW)/FL OUT
l*4'PTI (PA*TI4ETA)
-ASC T ?) all.

1911 CftNTTtJIIP
St' (?, 3)=G~PEAT * U.O
SP.(7.31Iu-RPAT
APTIIRt4

CMAPTFP P a It 8 A 8 At 71ORRIlEPNCP V.r. A 8 p 8 11 0 0 R

FIITPY I400TE

-- -- - - -- - - S-SO~ INMDAP -- --- - --- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

* . on P211 T=?,NIM1
Tv(T,AP~tj7) GOC To 819

Pill YPw.?5*(DYC(1.2)+ftYC(y,1 4))

S4PTK=S0RT('F(If2))
Vf!LzAPFA)XYCI.2)*D7C (1 -

GFNtohIa.5*(Ai3SCTAlXS(T+I )*U(I.1.P2) )+ASS(TAIIXSC1I(1)
1+0P5 (TAil7s(I)*WCT,?)),A8~t(TAIIZq(T)*W(ID?) ))
I /YP

DIOY(IMP-IIS) (7.*YP)

hJp~fu.5* (( T .'J)4~I (T.I))

ouoys(uJ-wS )1/(2.*YP)

S110TPJ )SLI( T PJ )+riJ(IPJ )*VOL
YPi IS~(T)SDFNP.tGPTK *CMIIS*YP/VI4SCflS
TF (VP~I.SS(Y.L. 1.o') Gnf To Hfl;_
o1TFWlMmfFN(To7)*CmI,/ 4HI'?5*SetQPTV *AIO((LflG*YPLIISS(y))
S/ (CAPPA*YP)
CMl TO 8(13

R(17 tnflJ'PJIIF
OTTFPMuDFA(T#?)*CMIIj f'I"l' ' ORTK*YPLIR9CI/YP

RONZ fOIJT I MuF
#)l.DTRPU-CDT*CFI~J*DFN(J4?)**2*TT,?)*VfL/VTS(1,2)

C.P 71) Apo
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Tv(T;4ftFW.!JE.Ml (AO TO '2n
AS( T *4 l).0

MC1 tfliT I IIF
c ----- ------- --- U-P UNDARV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
anl P,6r r=7.HTF1
iP(1Q0T4*FQ.2) U90 TO 921
TFCT.AT.N) AP TO 839

A7l YPs. ?w( DY C ( TNJM' )*DvC (14 1 0,1.1M ))

flRTIiaRflIM(T Fttd ( )f.I0

VAL=APFAXvC!,PNJr1)wDZCM1

I II(T~PNJJ1 )/YP
.1 UU. .

I w 5 0 1I 1 , j I I .101 + iI)
i I S ( I IST +1I WFIJ(+ I I C )

SI t a I*PW F TI pJ I).S 5.j1 W )

D I D VI 11 I S VJ P~C1-WP1,)

ICrNT,J)=CEN(Tj)-(DU)Y**,flW"Y**P)*VTS(IJ)+.ENCOU
I( I a J ) =SkC(T.1 ) +(FN (I , J) *VOL-

YwI If C.IT)zDFJP*SQ5?TI *Cm9I?5*YP/V1SCnS
TF (YPLI.SIJ(T.LF.11.61) GO TO 8*
OTFRPzPFN(,NJ")*C1I/ CIU-*fRKAn(Lr*PIS()

I /CCAPPAvrYP)
GA) To $73

*RP? CflIJTTNIIF
UTTF4MuDFN (7 ,NJWI ). 11011 til2 5,SPTK*YPLIICN4 (1/YP

R~CANITTNI;P
AtDTPAz-CDT*CrtI*UFN ( IJJ ))***TECT INJM1 )*vfL/VTS I NJM1)
SP (T ,J J 7I ) USP (l I oJIMI )-()L DT RK- ITF 01* VOL
Gt To 84()

Rif (Y T .IG? ) GPF AT*PTI

AII(TeJ m)ufl.EA

44A CMNTINIIP

CH*WTPA 0 9 9 9 9 9 0 DYSPIPATZMN 9 9 0 9 9 9 q 9

FNTPY NOD1FD
C MI

IIir.t*,7 - -nIDP ------ - -- -- -- ---
A gi Tu.jj ---------
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IF(T.9F.N?) 60 TO 912
911 YDU.25*(DYCCI.2)+DYCC7.IPP))

TFPMr=Ct~l75/ (CAPPA*YPI
* VMguAPFAXYCI.72)*D7C(1)

SICJ,?)=(RFAT*TFRI*TFCJ,2)**1.5*VlL
SPCT ,2)=-GRFAT*.VOL
anf TO 910

912 CONJT T N14F
1I(TNDFW.NE.) eno TM 010

91nl CnIT NI.IF
- ------ N.IIAI1tDARY - -------------------------------

IF(THOCTH..F0.2) ro TO) 021
TF(T.GT.141) GO TO 972

Trpp.?ci4i,75/ (CAPPAWYP)
Vv4.uAPFAXYCT,N.IfAI)*DZC(1)

qPCT.N.I?'I)=-GPFAT*VOL

-GO TO 970
977 CMNTTNIIF

.j F MI UJ A- I
Sl(T,J(GM)z9PFAT*FDP(T,1)
';PCT#IGM1 )2-GFAT

Al C . )*l

CIJADTFR III In (II( IA n I PADIT 'IF CIIRVATLIPF 1(I in in1 ir in 1

F#NTPY 1 InD 0A i
C. ------- PFCTFY 0 APT7 'IF CIIRVATLJPF OF POIINDAPICS -------------------
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